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PONOVI KlVA WITH SOYAL ALTAR.



Pl. I. PONOVI KlVA WITH SOYAL AlTAR.

In the rear is seen the large Soyal altar, under which is piled the corn

gathered by the four messengers. On top of the corn is a piece of wood, three

inches thick and about twenty-four inches long, on which are placed two of the

artificial blossoms, while the other two are fastened to the reredos of the altar.

Leaning against the corn are four monkohos, by the side of which are two tipo-

nis. In front of the altar is a sandfield on which are placed the following objects

in the order named : A crystal tiponi (a quartz crystal inserted into a cylindrical-

shaped vessel of cottonwood root), a momvikuru, 2if)ikaviki (a cake three inches

in diameter and about one-half inch thick, made of white cornmeal and having

two black lines drawn over it crosswise), a green baho^ a pikaviki, a long, single,

green baho with an eagle breath feather and a stem of grass kivahkivi (Sporobolus

cryptandrus strictus Scribu) tied to it, a pikaviki, a small crook with the same

eagle feather tied to its lower and a \ongpmhtaviio its upper end, 9. pikaviki, and a

crook as before. The hahos and crooks are standing in clay pedestals. The
dark spots on the sandfield mark the places where Lolulomai "buried" the

smoke. At the end of the sandfield near the altar should be four Semicircular,

black cloud symbols, with black lines running up the sandridge denoting rain.

The drawing does not show these symbols. On each side of the altar are stand-

ing in clay pedestals two sticks, to which are tied alternately two bunches of

kilfia (Artemisia frigida) and mabvi (Guetteriza euthamiae), and to the top of

each two turkey wing feathers. The reredos measures 70% inches by ^tK inches

by about i inch, the head piece 54 inches by 3 inches by about i>^ inches, the six

cross slabs 45 inches by 2 inches by one-half inch. Between the fireplace and altar

on the floor are the four trays with cornmeal, etc., and the hihikwispi. On the kiva

walls are fastened the long Soyal bahos made on the seventh day. On the left

side of the altar in the corner is seen the chief priest, Shokhunyoma, on the

banquette to the right Taldhoyoma, assistant hawk and bow priest. The drawing

is reproduced from a photograph, made in 1899. ^" former years, when all the

kivas and inhabitants participated, the pile of corn ears on the altar was con-

siderably larger than the one shown on the plate.
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PREFACE.

The ceremony about to be described was witnessed by the junior

author in whole or part during the years 1893, '94, '95, '96, '97, '99

and 1900, and by the senior author during the years 1897 and 1899.

The description is based chiefly on the observance of the ceremony of

1897. The observance of 1899 was made possible through the gen-

erosity of Mr. Stanley McCormick, who has abundantly proved his

interest in the Hopi on behalf of the Field Columbian Museum.

ALPHABETIC NOTATION.

In transcribing Indian words the English pronunciation of letters

has been followed as far as possible.

a, e, i, o, u have their continental sounds.

c between s and sh.

k very soft, nearly like ky.

n as Dg in long.

n as ny in canyon.

q like a deep guttural k.

a as in care.

6 as in German ol.

ii as in German fUr.

u as in fur.

as in for.





INTRODUCTION.

Soyalunwu, a winter solstice ceremony, is observed in the six Hopi

villages of Oraibi, Shumopovi, Shipaulovi, Mishongnovi, Walpi and

Hano. Observations have been published on the observance of the

Walpi and Hano performances by Dr. J.
Walter Fewkes.* As may

be noted, there is a wide range of variation between the presentations

of the ceremony at the East and at the West mesas.

The Oraibi Soyal celebration is in charge of the Shoshyaltu (the

Soyal fraternity), the largest religious organization in that and prob-

ably in any other Hopi village. t In the presentation of 1899 and

1900, however, not all the members of this order participated in the

performance, for reasons which it is necessary should be described at

some length. During the year 1891 representatives of the Indian

Department made strenuous efforts to secure pupils for the govern-

ment school located at Ream's Canon, about forty miles from Oraibi.

This effort on the part of the government was bitterly resented by a

certain faction of the people of Oraibi, who seceded from Lolulomai,

the village chief, and soon after began to recognize Lomahunyoma as

leader. The basis of Lomahunyoma's claim to the chieftainship, while

somewhat obscure, seems to be the fact that he is the lineal descend-

ant of Kohkamvuhti (Spider Woman), the legendary patron of the

Kohkatinamu (Spider-clan), said to be one of the oldest in Oraibi.

The feeling on the part of this faction against the party under

Lolulomai was further intensified by the friendly attitude the Liberals

took toward other undertakings of the government, such as allot-

ment of land in severalty, the building of dwelling houses at the foot

of the mesa, the gratuitous distribution of American clothing, agri-

cultural implements, etc. The division thus created manifested itself

not only in the every-day life of the people, but also in their religious

ceremonies. Inasmuch as the altars and their accessories are the chief

elements in these ceremonies, they soon became the special object of

*The Winter Solstice Ceremony at Walpi, American Anthropologist, September, 1898; The
Winter Solstice Altars at Hano Pueblo, American Anthropologist, April, iSgg.

t Every Hopi man or boy is at one time or other initiated into one of the following four fra-

ternities: Agave (Ktvati). Horn (AAl), Singers (Tataoiani) or IVowsfA/w/w (meaning obscure);

by this membership he becomes a member of the Soyal fraternity. He can belong to any two of

the above named'four fraternities, but his initiation into one of them is an absolute condition for his

membership in the Soyal Society. To other societies, such as the Snake, Flute, Marau, etc., even
to more than one he may belong, whether he is a member of one of those four fraternities or not.
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controversy, each party contending for their possession; and so it

came about that the altars remained in that faction to which the chief

priests and those who had them in charge belonged, the members of

the opposing factions, as a rule, withdrawing from further participa-

tion in the celebration of the ceremony. So, as a matter of fact, we
find to-day that the religious organizations are divided into two oppos-

ing factions, the performance of any given ceremony being con-

ducted, with but few exceptions, by the members of either one or the

other party. The gap has even widened to such an extent that in

certain instances the withdrawing members have held independent

performances, even without or with an improvised altar; and in the

fall of 1 900 the seceding members of the Wowochimt^^ fraternity, and

in January, 1901, the Blue Flute Society, refused to participate in the

ceremonies at all, an occurrence hitherto entirely unknown among
the Oraibis. The regular extended Wowochim celebration, one of

the most important of the Hopi ceremonial calendar, during which

the initiations into the Wowochim, Kwan, Tao and Ahl fraternities

take place, has not been held for many years, owing to this conten-

tion between the two factions.

* While some obscurity exists as to tlie meaning of the term Wo-wochimtu, all information

thus far obtainable points to the probability that by it is designated the fraternity of grown men.
When the boys have been initiated into this fraternity they are no longer "boys" but "young
men." The similarity of the name to such terms as Woyd/itani, to grow up, and especially

Wdwoyom (old men), also seems to justify this explanation. During the great Wowochim cere-

mony the initiations into the Agave, Horn and Singers' Societies also take place, the significance

for all being the same: initiation from boyhood into manhood, and while the Wowochimttl is a

distinct fraternity, of which the Horn, Agave and Singer men are not members, the latter some-
times call the initiations into their respective orders in a general way initiations into the

Wowockimiu, and sometimes call their "fathers" (sponsors) who put them into their orders
" Wo'ivochim naata" {Wowochim father).



THE ORAIBI SOYAL CEREMONY.

SOYAL KIVA.

Previous to the year 1900 the Soyal ceremony had been per-

formed in the Sakawdlanvi (Blue Flute) kiva, which up to that time

was universally recognized as the Monwi (Chief) kiva, inasmuch as

the village chief Lolulomai was identified with that kiva. But the

majority of the members of that kiva became Conservatives, and Lolu-

lomai with his followers withdrew to the Potidvi (Circle) kiva, which

has ever since been denominated by Liberals as the Monwi kiva, and

there the Soyal ceremony has since been held. The Conservative

members of the Soyal fraternity have generally participated in the

celebration only in an indirect way, to be described later on. In

1897 they even had an independent performance of their own in the

Sakwdlanvi kiva with an improvised altar, to which the Liberal fac-

tion took very serious objection, and even asked in a most urgent

manner for the intervention of the missionary and of the government

agent ; the ground for intervention being their claim that that fac-

tion had no one entitled to act as chief priest, and hence the perform-

ance would be sacrilegious.

CO-OPERATING KIVAS.

Inasmuch as the members of certain kivas co-operate to a certain

extent in the celebration of the Soyal ceremony, their names are here

given. The part played by them in the ceremony will be described

in its proper place. These kivas are as follows

:

KivAs (1897).* Kivas (1899).!

Wikolopi (Fold or Wrinkle). Wikolopi (Fold or Wrinkle).

Hdno {Hdno, a Tanoan pueblo). Tdo (Singer).

Tdo (Singer). Kwan (Agave).

Hawiovi (Descending). Hawiovi (Descending).

Katcina (Katcina). Hdno {Hdno, a Tanoan pueblo).

Kwan (Agave). Ndshabe (Central).

Chua (Snake).

Saiwdlanvi (Blue Flute).

Ndshabe (Central).

Ishawu (Coyote).

* In 1893 all these kivas participated except the Katcina and Ishawu.
t In 1900 these six and the Ishkiva participated.

II
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It will be noticed, that, although ten kivas co-operated in 1897, by

1899 the number had fallen to four, to such an extent had the quarrel

between the Liberal and Conservative factions grown within two
years.

PARTICIPANTS.

While Lolulomai plays—as will be seen later—a very important

part in conducting the Soyal ceremony, he is not the chief priest ; this

office being vested in his elder brother, Shokhunyoma (see PI. II, A).

These two brothers are assisted by several other men who are also

called Momnwitu (chiefs), but who in this ceremony perform the office

6f assistant leaders. In 1893 the following acted as leaders of the

ceremony:

1 Shokhunyoma, Chief priest, Honau (Bear) clan.

2 Lolulomai, Hawk and Bow priest, Honau (Bear) clan.

3 Y^shiwa, Chief Assistant, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear)* clan.

4 Koyonainiwa, War priest, Honani (Badger) clan.

5 Talaskwaptiwa, Star priest, Tawa (Sun) clan.

6 Tanakyeshtiwa, Screen priest, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

7 Talahoyoma, Honau (Bear) clan.

8 Tob^hoyoma, Cloud Blower, Honau (Bear) clan.

In 1899 the leaders were as follows

:

1 Shokhunyoma, Chief priest, Honau (Bear) clan.

2 Lolulomai, Hawk and Bow priest, Honau (Bear) clan.

3 Y^shiwa, Chief Assistant, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

4 Koy6nainiwa, War priest, Honani (Badger) clan.

5 Talaskwaptiwa, Star priest and Sun priest, Tawa (Sun)

clan.

6 Tandkyeshtiwa, Screen priest, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

7 Talahoyoma, Assistant to Lolulomai, Honau (Bear) clan.

8 Tob^hoyoma, Cloud Blower, Honau (Bear) clan.

9 Sikamoniwa, Karro (Parrot) clan.

10 Talassyamtiwa, Fipmonwi (Tobacco Chief), Tavo (Rabbit)

and Fiva (Tobacco) clan.

11 Lomankwa, Village Crier, Pakab (Reed) clan.

• The Hopi have many names for corn at various stages of its growth and the term pihka

is not to be confounded with the term shammi\ the first being applied to the ear of corn in its

very early stage of development, the latter to the ear when fully developed.



*
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Pl. II. SoYAL Priests.

a. Shokhunyoma, Chief Soyal Priest.

b. TaMskwaptiwa (who acted as Star priest), in the act of depositing a

prayer offering of cornmeal and nakwakwosis outside of the village.
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The following are the names and clan relationships of the other

participants in the 1899 celebration:

12 ' H6nmOniwa, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

13 Qttyayeptiwa, Tawa (Sun) clan.

14 Ndioshi, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

15 Nakwdyeshtiwa, Tavo (Rabbit) clan.

16 Tawakwaptiwa, Honau (Bear) clan.

17 TalassmSniwa, Tavo (Rabbit) clan.

18 QStchydmtiwa, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

19 Sfyamtiwa, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

20 Lomabuyaoma, Massauivu (Skeleton) and Kokob (Burrowing

Owl) clan.

21 Kiwanbenyoma, Massauwu (Skeleton) and Kokob (Burrowing

Owl) clan.

22 Tanakveima, Tavo (Rabbit) clan.

23 Puhiimsha, Kukuts (Lizard) clan.

24 Siletstiwa, Honau (Bear) clan.

25 Polfyeshtiwa, Pakab (Reed) clan.

26 Tob^yeshtiwa, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

27 Natwantiwa, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

28 QoyanOwa, Towa (Sand) clan.

In addition to the above the following three women participated:

29 Punn^nSmsi, Soyal Mana, Honau (Bear) clan.

30 Nacinonsi, Soyal Mana, Karro (Parrot) clan.

31 Honanmana, Honau (Bear) clan.

The following notes on the blood relationship of the participants

of the Soyal fraternity celebration are here given, as possibly throwing

light on certain obscure points in regard to the origin, etc., of Soyal-

auwu. What these relationships signify—if anything—is not at pres-

ent known.

Sh6khunyoma and Loliilomai are brothers of PunnanOmsi and
Honanmana is their cousin. Kiwanbenyoma is the son of Lolulomai

and his daughter is the wife of Tob^yeshtiwa. Lomabuyaoma is the son

of Lolulomai, while the latter's wife's sister is married to Koy6nainiwa,

whose daughter is married to Polfyeshtiwa. Talahoyoma is the nephew
of Houcinmana. PunfianOmsi is the wife of Talaskwaptiwa, whose
brother is Qoyayeptiwa, and his son is QStchyamtiwa. A sister of

the two brothers and the two sisters first named is represented by two
sons, Tob^hoyoma and Tawakwaptiwa ; the latter is the husband of

Nacinonsi, who is the daughter of Lomankwa. Tanakveima is the
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half-brother of Lolulomai, and is also the father of Puhumsha.

Naioshi is the father of Nakwdyeshtiwa ; Tanakyeshtiwa is the father

of Siyamtiwa, while his daughter is married to Taldssmoniwa.

TIME AND DURATION OF CEREMONY.

In 1893 the celebration of Soyalanwu extended from December

nth to 19th inclusive; in 1897 from December 15th to 23d inclusive;

in 1899 from December 8th to i6th ; in 1900, December i6th to 24th.

Thus it will be seen that the ceremony is of nine days duration, but

what determines the initial day has not been ascertained; except that

it seems to be the sixteenth day after the appearing of the Soyalkaicina,

who comes on the day following the Wotvochim ceremony and erects

at the Ponovi kiva the Soyal natsi, which remains there four days, when
it is taken into the kiva. The Soyal ceremony, as is generally the

case with all Hopi nine-day ceremonies, is preceded by a brief meet-

ing called Bahdlawu, which in other ceremonies takes place eight

days before the beginning of the ceremony proper, but in this case on

the day before. On the morning following this preliminary, the time of

the principal ceremony is announced by the crier, the announcement

being called chaalaivu or tinapnvu. On the occasions of Bahdlawu a

few of the more responsible leaders, the number varying from year to

year, including the village crier, assemble either in. some house or

in the kiva where the ceremony is to be held, make a few bahos and

*nakwakwosis, indulge in ceremonial smoking and decide upon the

time of the public announcement of the ceremony. One of the bahos

and a few of the nakwakwosis here made are delivered over to the vil-

lage crier, with the instructions that he make the announcement on

the following morning. The other prayer offerings are deposited at

various shrines and other places. The crier deposits his bahos in a

shrine which stands upon the roof of a certain house in Oraibi, from

which he then announces in a loud voice the time of the beginning of

the approaching ceremony. From this house all announcements of

a religious nature are made. The nine days of the ceremony have

the following names:*

I St Day, Yuniia (going in).

2nd " Shiishtala (first day).

3rd " Loshtala (second day).

* Sometimes, though seldom, the last three days are called as follows: the 7th day, Losh-

tala (second day); the 8th, Bayish-tala (third day); the gth, Nalosh-tala (fourth day.)
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Pl. III. Pipes, Etc.

1. Omawtapi {cload blower).

2. Kopichoki (cedar bark fuse), used in certain ceremonies for lighting a

reed cigarette.

3. Chonotki (reed cigarette), used in the Powamu ceremonies for blowing

smoke on certain Katcinas. It is lit with the cedar bark fuse.

4. Sakwachono (green pipe), made of greenish stone, used in ceremonies

only.

5 to 9. Various types of Hopi pipes, used in ceremonies and for social

smoking.
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4th Day, Bayishtala (third day).

5th " Naldshtala (fourth day).

6th " Shushkdhimuu (once not anything).

7th " Fikiotokya {piki mzking).

8th " Totdkya (food providing).

9th " Tikive (dancing day).

Following the nine-day ceremonies three days are devoted to

rabbit hunting; on the fourth day a procession, with accompanying

ceremonies, is made to the house of the Soyalmana.

PRELIMINARY CEREMONY {BAHOLAWU, BAHO MAKING).

This ceremony was observed in 1900 only. It took place in the

Ponovi kiva on December 15th, the day before the beginning of the

Soyal ceremony proper. The time is unusual, as Baholawu generally

takes place eight days before the ceremony which it introduces.

In the morning Sh6khunyoma, the chief Soyal priest, had made
sixteen nakwakwosis and four hikvspiata or piihtavis, of which he had

deposited four nakwakwosis and one puhtavi at each of the following

places : Achamali, a shrine north of the village ; Nuvatikiovi, a place

west of the village, called after and representing the San Francisco

mountains ; Kiwawaimavi, a place south of the village, and Kishiwuu, a

place, east of the village, bearing the name of and representing the old

home of several of the Hopi clans, which was located about 60 miles

northeast of Oraibi. For the Ckaakmonwi (Crier Chief) he made four

nakwakwosis of an unidentified bird called shiwuruti, the feathers look-

ing somewhat like those of a small sparrow hawk {kele)\ and it was the

first time that feathers of the shiwuruti had ever been seen used for

making nakwakwosis. These nakwakwosis he had placed in a small

tray with some cornmeal for use in the evening.

About an hour after sundown the following men assembled in

the Ponovi kiva : Shokunyoma, Sikamoniwa, Talassyamtiwa, Loman-
kwa, Siyamtiwa, Talaskwaptiwa and Koyonainiwa. It was stated

that Siyamtiwa, a young man, represented his uncle Y^shiwa, who
was to play such an important part in the following Soyal ceremony,

but who had not yet arrived from Moenkope, a Hopi village about fifty

miles from Oraibi.

When all were present they arranged themselves in a semi-circle

around the fireplace, Shokhunyoma having before himself on the floor

the tray with the meal and nakwakwosis. All were nude except Koy-
onainiwa and Talaskwaptiwa. Sh6khunyoma filled a pipe (See PI. Ill)
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with native tobacco from which one after the other smoked, the pipe

making the round in a sinistral circuit and being handed back by the

last one in the line to Sh6khunyoma, who smoked a few more puffs,

then cleaned the pipe and replaced it on the floor (See PI. IV). He
then picked up the tray, held it with both hands and uttered a prayer

over it, after which he took a pinch of meal from the tray, held it to

his lips and waving it from the six ceremonial directions placed it on

the center of the tray. He then handed the tray to the next man,

he to the next, and so on, each one going through exactly the same
performance as Shokhunyoma. When all were done it was handed

back to Shokhunyoma who placed it on the floor before him ; again he

filled the pipe, and all smoked and exchanged terms of relationship in

the same manner as they had done before. The tray was finally

handed to Lomankwa, the Chief Crier of the Liberal faction, who on

the next morning deposited the meal and nakwakwosis in a small

shrine on a certain house in Oraibi from which all announcements of

this nature are made, and then announced the fact that the great

Soyal ceremony was about to begin. This is the only instance the

authors are aware of that the crier did not deposit a baho, and when
the attention of the men was drawn to this fact and the reason was
asked they said that a baho had been deposited when the Wowochim
ceremony had been announced. This, and the fact that on that occa-

sion the Soyal katcina (See PL V) appears and brings the Soyal natsi

to the Ponovi kiva, and the further fact that only those who have be-

come members of the Wowochim, Kwan, Tao or Ahl fraternities on
the occasion of the important and complicated Wowochim ceremony,

can participate in the Soyal ceremony, indicates that there exists a

close relationship between the Wowochim and the Soyal celebrations.

But just what this relation is will be difficult to ascertain as long as

the first of these is not studied. As has been stated elsewhere, the

full Wowochim presentation has not taken place in Oraibi 'for many
years, and it is extremely doubtful whether it will ever again be given.

SOYAL CEREMONY PROPER.

First Day, Yunna (going in, Assembling.)

At sunrise on this day the chief priest, Shokhunyoma, repairs to

the kiva with his baho-rmking outfit, consisting of plume boxes,

sticks, cornmeal, cotton string, various herbs, and the Soyal natsis

which he brings from the house of his sister Punnanomsi. A supply





Pl. IV. Consecrating bahos-

Chief Piiest Shokhunyoma consecrating bahos by smoking over them. In

front of him is the tray with bahos, a cup with meal, tobacco pouch, some corn

husks, etc. On the banquette may be seen some baho sticks, cotton, and other

paraphernalia.
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Consecrating Bahos.
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Pl. V. SOYAL KaTCINA.

a. Soyal Katcina putting up the Soyal natsi at the Ponovi kiva on the day
after the Wowochim ceremony.

b. Soyal Katcina appearing in the village on the day after the Wowochim
ceremony.
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SOYAL KaTCINA.







Pl. VI. PONOVI KlVA W»TH NATSIS.

In the center are the four Soyal natstSy on each side the two mashaata (wings)

and towards the right the stick with the arrow and spear points, which may
probably be considered to be the natsi of the Kalehtaka or war priest. Near
the kiva are seen the four messengers, ready to start for the spring with the

hihikwispiata and potas.
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PONOVI KlVA WITH NaT^IS.
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of tobacco and pipes is also provided either by himself or by others.

Usually by this time other members begin to arrive, the kiva is swept

and put in order, and the fire is lighted on the hearth. One of the

first acts, however, performed by the chief priest is the erection of

the natsi or standard at the Potwvi kiva.* Those for the Kivan, Tao,

and Nashabe kivas are put up also by Shokhunyoma. Generally the

natsi is inserted in the straw matting at the south end of the hatch-

way. At the Ponovi kiva, however, it is thrust into the earth roof of

the kiva jUst south of the raised hatchway, against which it reclines.

This natsi consists of four sticks about two feet long and about one-

half inch thick, to which are tied alternately two flicker-tail and two

bluebird feathers, making four in all of these feather ornaments.

(See PI. VI.)

The natsi being erected, cornmeal is sprinkled over it and a small

pinch is thrown towards the rising sun. Returning to the kiva Shok-

hunyoma and those present indulge in smoking, in which every new-

comer joins. This smoking, thus early begun, is continued by one or

more almost without interruption during the entire day, and in fact

during the entire ceremony. All the eight leaders of the ceremony are

expected to present themselves in the kiva sometime during the day,

and they usually eat in the kiva in the morning. Other members
sometimes put in their appearance and begin to participate in the

ceremony from the first day. They are, however, expected to'remain

on the elevated part of the kiva.f

It is put up at the /'(?«<7v» kiva by the 5o>a/Katcina, represented by Shfikhunyoma. fifteen

days before the Soyal ceremony, where it remains four days when it is taken into the kiva by
Sh6khunyoma and kept there until the Soyal ceremony takes place. Considerable confusion

seems to exist as to the day when the natsis are put up at the participating kivas. Not only is this

shown by the notes, taken in the different years, but the information obtained from different men
differ widely. Sh6khunyoma, to whom an appeal was made for an explanation, says that when all

kivas still participated, before the split occurred, the natsis were put up at the Monwi (now the

Ponovi) kiva, and at the Kwan, Tao and the kiva where the Ahl (Horn) fraternity were, on the

St day iyufiha), and at all the rest on the fifth day {naloshiala). Since some do not participate

and this question even causes quarrels in the same kiva, a great deal of irregularity occurs in that

respect. He says, for instance, that it happened that the occupants of the Kwan and Nashabe
kivas, where the natsi should have been put up on the first day, informed him that they would not
participate and so he did not put up the natsi. The day after they notified him that they would
take part and so he put up the natsi on that day. When asked why the natsi at some of the other
kivas had been seen before the fifth day he said that they had asked him to put it up sooner. Just
why this request was made he either could or would not tell, but as he was very willing to explain
other matters, which seemed to be more sacred and secret, he probably did not know any good
reason. It is supposed, however, that some of the men in these kivas had to represent certain meg
in the kivas that did not participate and that this necessitated an earlier erection of the natsi.

t This is always south of the ladder, while the leaders occupy that portion of the Viva
which is excavated to the extent of about a foot. This portion is surrounded by a wall or ban-
quette about a foot in height and is considered the sacred part of the kiva in all Hopi ceremonies,
and is that in which the altar is always erected. Here the chief priest and other leaders have their
place, the first sitting most of the time in the northwest corner, working, smoking, resting, sleep*
ing, and here all principal ceremonies and rites are enacted.
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The leaders being thus assembled in the kiva, usually spend only

a part of their time here during the next three days. After that they

leave the kiva only upon urgent business, every one eating and sleep-

ing in the kiva, and above all living a life of strict continence from

the time they enter the kiva. Their chief occupation on this day is

the carding of cotton and its spinning into twine to be used subse-

quently in the manufacture of bahos or prayer offerings. In addition,

the chief priest at once begins to prepare certain parts of the relig-

ious paraphernalia to be used on the altar or to be deposited on

subsequent days in certain springs and shrines.

Second Day, Shush-Tala (First Day).

The natsi, having been carried into the kiva the previous night,

.

is again re-erected as on the previous morning. The participants and

the work performed on this day are essentially the same as on the

first day. Additional members usually are observed to enter the kiva,

their first act always being to engage in smoking.

Third Day, Losh-Tala (Second Day).

Shokhunyoma continued the preparation of certain bahos to be

used later during the ceremony, engaged in carding and spinning of

cotton, etc. Several men were present, but none of them, so far as

observed, did anything which bore directly on the ceremony. The
smoking was, of course, continued more or less throughout the day.

The natsis thus far erected are put up again early in the morning. It

was found, by repeated visits, that no ceremonies were taking place

at any of these kivas. In some a few men were present who were

engaged in smoking and in spinning cotton for making Soyal bahos

later on ; in the Tao kiva, on one occasion, a number of men were

engaged in the manufacture of a bridal costume—this, of course, had

no reference to the ceremony proper. In the Kwan kiva no one was

present during the day in 1899. Frequently men were found also in

these kivas engaged upon work of a private nature.

Fourth Day, Baish-Tala (Third Day).

The natsis were again re-erected as before. At the Ponovi kiva,

however, an additional natsi was found in place. This consisted of

a stick twenty-eight inches long and about one-half inch in diameter,

to the upper end of which were attached twelve flint arrow and spear

heads. This natsi (see Plate VI) seemed to belong to Koy6nainiwa,

who was the chief actor in an extremely interesting ceremony which

took place for the first time on the evening of this day. On our
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arrival at the kiva it was found that additional members had appeared

for the first time. All Soyal members had, before leaving home,

washed their heads in thick suds prepared from the bruised roots of

the yucca.*

Koyonainiwa, this morning for the first time, appeared in the role

of Kaleh/aka, warrior, but representing really Pookon, the War God,

whose duty it is to guard the kiva entrance from the uninitiated.

Lying on the banquette on the east side of the kiva were a number of

bags containing roots, herbs, stones, bones, shells, etc., a medicine

tray and other objects. From a peg in the wall were suspended (see

Plate XIX) an old war shield, an old sinew-backed bow, two arrows,

an ancient stone tomahawk, and a bandoleer, in the lower end of

which are wrapped human intestines, said to have been taken from

slain enemies of former days. Shokhunyoma had also brought in addi-

tional baho-vciz^&vdg material, the most conspicuous part of which were

two heavy cottonwood roots, to be used in the manufacture of

peculiar large hahos, to be described presently, which were made

during this day. On other occasions these sticks were brought in the

first day. While the other members were engaged in other pursuits,

such as spinning, repairing moccasins, smoking, etc., Koyonainawa,

Shokhunyoma and Y^shiwa had been engaged in making nakwakwosis,

prayer offerings, consisting of an eagle, hawk, turkey, or other feather,

attached to a cotton string about four inches long, which, When fin-

ished, they deposited on the floor in front of them.

Koyonainawa, having finished four nakwakwosis, and an additional

one with a long cotton string attached, called hikvsi ox puhtavi {rodid.

marker), took up a gourd, the five nakwakwosis and some cornmeal,

and left the kiva. On following him it was found that he went to the

LTinanva (Flute Spring), at the foot of the mesa on the left side. Here

he uttered a low prayer, deposited the four nakwaktvosis at the side of

the spring, sprinkled them with cornmeal, throwing some also on the

water; then he filled the gourd vessel and started on his return, depos-

iting on the footpath, at a short distance from the spring, ihe pUhiaviy

upon which he also cast a pinch of cornmeal. He then continued his

way to the kiva. After arriving he put down the water, smoked, then

chewed a piece of root, spat into his hands, rubbed his body all over

and then made a nakwakwosi, which he tied to a long black eagle

^For the preparation of the suds the root of the yucca is crushed on the floor with a stone.

It is then placed in a large bowl which is half filled with water, and is stirred violently with the
hands until it fairly foams over the side of the bowl. This head washing, dsnaya, occurs in many
Hopi ceremonies, and is undoubtedly a rite of purification. The term "dsnaya" applied to the act,

may refer to any ceremonial washing^, as, for example, to the bathing of the snakes in the snake
ceremony.
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feather. Then he tied four cotton strings to four shorter eagle feath-

ers, smoked over them, and finally wrapped them in a corn husk and

put them on the same tray on which the others had placed their

bahos and nakwakwosis. He then wetted a Havasupai basket (see PI.

VII), so that it would swell and become water-tight. This basket

was to be used for the medicine water {nahkuyf) in a ceremony in the

afternoon.* In the meantime Shokhunyoma and Y^shiwa had made
certain bahos (see PI, VIII), the former a single baho, consisting of a

stick somewhat over an inch thick and about fourteen inches in

length, colored black except for the ends and a small space in the

center, which were painted green. To this stick, at one end of the

central green space, he attached different varieties of green herbs.

On one Occasion (1899) four, on another only two herbs were noticed,

which were (:/<5'i:£//(Atriplex canescens, Nutt), and kwahkwi (^"^oxo^oXws,

cryptandrus strictus, Scribn). He also fastened with these four corn-

husk packets, containing cornmeal mixed with honey, and finally a

number of small eagle (in 1899 turkey) feathers. He then attached to

the other end of the green space a similar number of like objects.

Having finished this /iia/^^? he decoratedf a single green /^d!A(? stick about

one-half inch thick and about sixteen inches long, which he had pre-

pared earlier in the morning. He then tied to it a long green grass

stem [kwahkivi), an eagle breath feather, a ?iakwakwosi a.ndi a corn-husk

packet. He then smoked over the bahos and put them on an old,

large, flat tray. Next he put the nakwakwosis in three piles, smoked

and ejected honey from his mouth over them and put them away.

Y^shiwa had, in the meantime, made a baho similar to Shokhunyoma's

and smoked over it. The only difference between the two bahos was

that the one made by Shokhunyoma is a so-called razXebaho, the other

a female. The latter has a facet;J; {taiwa, face) at the upper end, which

is generally painted a light yellow-brown color, though sometimes it is

painted white. Ydshiwa had also made four nakwakwosis and two

* This tray was used for the first time in 1897, the one formerly in use having been rejected,

as, on account of its great age, It would no longer hold water. It passed into the possession of Mr.

Voth, and is now in the Field Columbian Museum.
fThe term applied to this act is yds/iti/a, meaning to clothe, which they also use in the fitting

of the masks and in the ordinary clothing of the body.

:{; It is a curious fact that this marking of the facet indicating the female sex is the very last

act performed in the manufacture of the daho. The yellowish brown color, which is generally used

for painting the facet, is called pavissa, a yellow ochre obtained from the Marble Caflon when ex-

peditions are sent there after salt, generally once a year. Concerning the method of procuring

this ochre, one of the Oraibi priests states that prior to the removal of the ochre from the springs,

two men disrobe, loosen their hair, and standing near the springs they join hands, one stoops down,

deposits their prayer offerings in or near the spring and then reaches down to the bottom of the

spring and removes the ochre. The object of the joining of the hands seems to be to hold the man
from falling into the spring over whicii he bends. The latter is generally one who gets salt for the

first time.





Pl. VII. Ceremonial Trays.

In the center the medicine tray, used in the war ceremony. Around it four

trays, used in many ceremonies for throwing the water on the priests at the

Soyalmana's house on the fourth day after the ceremony.
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Ceremonial Trays.







PL. VIII. SOYAL BAHOS-

Various large bahos prepared by Shokhunyoma and Yeshiwa and deposited

in the Taiuaki (sun house) during the last night of the ceremony, where they were

obtained after they had been lying there different lengths of time. The shrine

contains very many which are in different stages of decay. At the bottom of the

plate is shown one of the crooks, standing on the sandfield before the altar, to

which a long puhtavi (roadmarker) is attached. These objects may be seen in

the Hopi collection of the Field Columbian Museum.
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SOYAL BaHOS.
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Pl. IX. Consecrating bahos.

Shokhunyoma and Yeshiwa consecrating the large bahos.
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Shokhunyoma and Yeshiwa Consecrating the Large Bahos.
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short puhtavis. In the meantime, the making of the bahos having

been concluded, the latter swept up the baho refuse and carried it out

in a blanket and threw it over the edge of the mesa.

While Y^shiwa was absent on this errand, Shokhunyoma got an old

hatchet, an old blanket and a pointed stick and placed them on the

floor. He put on the usual ceremonial kilt and placed the thick and

the thin long bahos^ with their points toward the north, on a fiat tray,

which he placed on the floor about five feet northwest of the fireplace.

By the side of the tray he placed a tray of cornmeal and a honey pot

and sat down on the north side of the tray, with Y^shiwa on the south

side. He then took a handful of meal, prayed over it and put it on

the bahos, then he took honey into his mouth and spat on the baho

tray, and around and about himself into the air, Y^shiwa did the

same. Shokhunyoma next got up and lighted a pipe* at the fireplace

and returned to his former position. Both he and Y^shiwa engaged in

silent smoking, profound silence being observed throughout the kiva.

After smoking, Shokhunyoma bathed his hands in the cornmeal, held a

little to his lips, prayed over it and put it on the tray. He took up the

tray, sat in a kneeling position, waved the tray up and down and

whispered a prayer lasting about twelve minutes. (See PI. IX,) He
handed the tray to Y^shiwa, who (in the meantime having bathed his

hands in cornmeal) did the same and handed the tray back to Shokhun-

yoma, who put it down. Shokhunyoma again lit the pipe, Y^shiwa,

in the meanwhile, having rubbed the meal from his hands on the tray.

After both had smoked- about eight minutes, they again spat honey

'on the tray and about themselves as before. Shokhunyoma wrapped
the bahos and the meal in the old blanket, tied a carrying string

around it and handed it with the hatchet and the pointed stick to

Lomabuyaoma, who went to a place called Sakwaska, where he buried

the bahos, and brought from there the white earth (kaolin) to be

used later for various purposes in the ceremony. He returned about

2:45 p. M.

Shokhunyoma sent Talassyamtiwa with a monwikuru, or priest's

netted gourd, after water, and he himself took a few nakwakwosis,

which he had consecrated by smoking and spitting honey over them,

and went out and deposited them somewhere south of the village,

very likely at a Katcin-kihu. Y^shiwa also gathered up his nakwak-
ivosis and left the kiva. On following him, in 1899, it was learned

that he went to the shrine of the Kohkanwuhti (spider woman) at the

south of the village and about half way down the mesa, where he

This act in 1899 and 1900 was performed by TaUssyamtiva, who acted as Pipe Lighter
throughout the ceremony.
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deposited four of the nakwakwosis, first sprinkling cornmeal and
uttering a prayer. Then he retraced his steps toward the village for a

hundred feet or more, when he turned in toward the face of the preci-

pice, and at a height of about four feet he removed a loose stone in

the rock, disclosing a cavity about six inches square, into which, after

sprinkling meal and praying, as before, he deposited the remaining

two nakwakwosis on top of those of former years. The stone was
replaced, prayer was again uttered and he returned to the kiva. Here
followed an interval of about one hour's duration, during which time

nothing of importance was done by members in general. Shok-

hunyoma, however, again took up the making of special bahos, to be

used later in the ceremony.

About 3:30 p. M. Koyonainiwa, after having made certain prepa-

rations for the coming ceremony, put fifteen or more pieces of various

kinds of roots and two pieces of some light-colored stuff, which was
probably kov^ndoma (a special kind of kaolin used in various cere-

monies), into a corn-husk, then sprinkled cornmeal on the floor in

the northeast corner of the kiva from six directions, and in the center

he placed a corn-husk ring, on which he placed the before men-

tioned tray, into which he sprinkled meal from the six directions.

He next sprinkled a little meal on the floor to the six sides of the

tray, and on the meal he put stones, at some places stone moun-
tain lions {tohopkos), which he carefully selected from a pile that he

had emptied out near by on the floor from an old bag.* To each

object he now added a number of stones, bones, spear and arrow

points, etc., and some he threw into the tray; he sprinkled meal into

the tray as before. He next thrust into each pile a long black eagle

wing feather, and poured the water that he had previously fetched

from the spring from a large gourd into the bowl from the six direc-

tions, beginning of course with north. After this he took the pieces

of root from the corn husk in his mouth, chewed them, dipping

repeatedly water from the tray into his mouth, and emptying the con-

tents of his mouth into the bowl.t

Talassyamtiwa had in the meantime made three corn-husk ciga-

rettes| and filled a cloud blower (omawtapt) (see PI. HI, i). Koy-

* In this selection of tlie stones there was an evident desire to group them by color accord-

ing to the six directions, yellow for the north, green for the west, red for the south and white for

the east, black for the above (northeast), and various colors for the below (southeast).

t The statement has been made by Lolulomai, and at a time and under circumstances

when there was reason to believe that he told the truth, that among the things thrown into this

bowl is a powder made of powdered human hearts, taken in former times from slain enemies.

Others have said the same thing, among them old TaUskwaptiwa, though the latter added that

he believed the supply of such powder was exhausted

% For all these cigarettes and for all ceremonial smoking only native tobacco is, as a rule, used.
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SoYAL Priests.



Pl. X. SoYAL Priests.

Priests around the medicine tray in the war ceremony. The man standing

is Koy6nainiwa, the Kalehtaka, or warrior ; the one holding the spear point natsi

is Yeshiwa.
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onainiwa put some specular iron, yalahaii, into a corn husk and depos-

ited it to the north side of the. tray. He then brought his iiatsi and

sat down on the banquette in the southeast side of the kiva. Tanak-

yeshtiwa squatted down before him, pulverized some whitish clay

called kovi'ndoma in his hands, and wetting his fore and middle

fingers rubbed them in the powder and made the typical Pookon marks

on the cheeks, chest, back, legs and arms of Koyonainiwa's body, and

on the forehead he rubbed red mineral paint {cutd). He also made
two marks on the soles of his feet. He then handed him the follow-

ing objects in the order named, always waving them towards him

from the six directions: a white corn ear, pair of moccasins, pair of

ankle bands, knee bands, a buckskin bandoleer,* stone tomahawk,

a shield, two caps, bow and arrows, and lastly the naisi. The bando-

leer Koyonainiwa hung over his shoulder, the shield on his back, the

tomahawk on his left arm, and one of the caps he placed on his head.

The bandoleer contains dried entrails of enemies slain in former

times. Finally, Tanakyeshtiwa rubbed over his nose the black ^ov^-

di^x yalahaii from the corn husk.

Thus dressed, Koyonainiwa sat down on the north and Y^shiwa on

the east side of the medicine tray, and Koyonainiwa put the other cap

on Y^shiwa's head and then sprinkled some meal into the tray from

all directions, and handed some to Y^shiwa, whispering a few -words

to him. He then handed him the uatsi, waving it from the six direc-

tions, which Y^shiwa placed into the tray with the arrow points up,

and held it in that position with both hands during the entire cere-

mony. (See PI. X.) All present now disrobed and sat down west

and south of the tray, Shokhunyoma alone remaining in the northwest

corner of the kiva carding cotton. Koyonainiwa, holding in his left

hand the old bow, arrows and an old corn ear, sprinkled a line of

meal over the natsi towards and up the ladder, returned and again

threw a pinch towards the ladder. Then he sprinkled some specular

iron {yalahaii) from the corn husk north from the tray along the corn-

meal road towards the ladder and over the tray as before, and rubbed
a little of it on the face and under the right eye of Yeshiwa. Talass-

yamtiwa now handed a cigarette to Koyonainiwa, who smoked four

times; then he put the cigarette into Y^shiwa's mouth, who also

smoked four times; then Koyonainiwa smoked again four times, blow-

ing the smoke towards the natsi, and then some of those in the first row
smoked (Talaskwaptiwa, Tob^hoyoma, Tanakyeshtiwa, Qoyayeptiwa
and Tawakwaptiwa). A short prayer was uttered by Koyonainiwa

* The bandoleer, tomahawk, shield and bow and arrows show evidence of great antiquity.
In 1893 a dressed panther skin was used instead of a buckskin.
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and the First Sofigvf3iS sung, in which all participated.* Koy6nainiwa

put four cornmeal lines on the four kita walls from a small tray con-

taining finely ground cornmeal, and threw a little meal four times to

the kiva roof above the medicine tray and on the floor. He held in

his left hand during the ceremony his bow and arrows and an old

white corn ear.

Second Song. Koyonainiwa threw a little cornmeal into the medi-

cine tray from the north side and then on the stones that were lying

on that side. He then did the same from the west and from the

other four sides.

Third Song. Koyonainiwa threw a pinch of meal into the medi-

cine tray from the north side, took the long black feather from that

side and forcibly thrust it into the medicine tray, uttering as he did

so, in a high-pitched voice, the word "pooh." He did the same with

the five other feathers, each time first circling the feather over the

stones in the tray. He then withdrew the six feathers from the tray,

handed them to Talaskwaptiwa, who tied them into a bundle and

returned them to Koyonainiwa, who beat time with them during the

remainder of the ceremony.

Fourth Song. Koyonainiwa poured some water into the tray and

took all six feathers and beat time with them, dipping them into

the water and sprinkling occasionally. He then halloed into the

bowl very loudly: " Haih, aih, aih, hai, hai." He then took the

feathers into his left hand and stirred the stones and water in the

tray with the right, and sprinkled with the fingers. All this he did

six times, each time putting a little cornmeal into the tray before he

did the stirring.

Fifth Song. Tanakyeshtiwaf dipped some water from the medi-

cine tray with a shell and with it wet the clay which had been placed

near the bowl. He then took a small lump in one hand and smeared

a little on the chest and back of each one present; on his own body

he made additional marks on the upper and lower arms and legs.

Lolulomai came in during this song, disrobed, combed his hair and

then smoked.

Sixth Song. Talasyamtiwa lighted the cloud blower and handed

it to Koyonainiwa, who blew smoke over the medicine tray and then

returned the pipe to Talasyamtiwa. He then asperged occasionally

and also went up the ladder, spat honey and asperged out of the

hatchway.

* During the singing Sh6khunyoma ceased working. Loliilomai was absent, having gone

after wood for the fire. The singing began about 4 o'clock p. M.

+ In i88q this office was performed by Lomdboyaoma, the son of Loliilomai.
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Seventh Song. Koy6nainiwa and Tanakyeshtiwa* stood up, Koy-

onainiwa on the north, Tandkyeshtiwa on the south side of the medi-

cine tray. The first put the corn ear which he had been holding in

his hand behind his belt, fastened the shield to his left arm, took the

tomahawk in his right hand. The latter took an old stone spear

point from the medicine tray into his right hand, and in his left he

held a bunch of feathers prepared by Koyonainiwa during the after-

noon, and both then danced or stepped with a wagging motion from

one foot to the other. Tanakyeshtiwa feigned to stab Koyonainiwa,

the latter holding the shield in front of himself for protection.

Ydshiwa in the meantime remained in the same position, holding the

natsi in the tray with both hands. The song grew wilder and wilder

and all at once both stooping down Koyonainiwa beat the floor with

the edge of the shield, at the same time striking the tomahawk against

the shield; Tanakyeshtiwa struck the shield with the spear point which

he held in his hand and all present yelled vociferously. This was

repeated six times. It was evidently a war ceremony and this was

the war cry. Then they sat down and Taldssyamtiwa handed the

corn-husk cigaretjfe to Koyonainiwa and he and Y^shiwa smoked,

Koyonainiwa holding the cigarette to Y^shiwa's mouth, as the latter

still held the «a/j/ with both hands. Some of the others then smoked
also.

Eighth Song. Koyonainiwa beat time with the feathers and

asperged occasionally. Some also smoked, exchanging terms of

relation: Koyonainiwa calling Y(§shiwa " Iwawa,''^ my elder brother;

Y^shiwa replying '^ Itopko,"" my younger brother.

Ninth Song. When it is all over, all say '"'ktva-kwai,'' thanks.

Koyonainiwa asperged repeatedly. A third cigarette was smoked by

Koy6nainiwa and Y^shiwa alternately. As Y^shiwa still held the natsi

in the tray, Koyonainiwa again put the cigarette to his lips three

times. Then each man in the first row smoked four puffs, blowing

the smoke toward the natsi. Koyonainiwa uttered a prayer, took off

Ydshiwa's cap, relieved him of the natsi, and rubbed it and Y^shiwa's

arms and shoulders, dipping his hand first into the medicine tray.

He then took off his own cap, dipped water to his lips from the medi-

cine tray with various stones, bones or shells, holding them to his

heart before replacing them. All then drank of the medicine water, in

the same manner, some with shells, some with the hand, some dipping

in only stones and sucking on them and then holding them to their

hearts, to make, as they say, their heart strong, Each one retained

* In 1899 this part was taken by Lorndboyaoma.
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a little water in his mouth, took a pinch of the clay remaining on the

floor and went to his house, where he wet the clay and rubbed a little

on the breast, back and upper and lower limbs of each member of his

family. Koyonainiwa, in the meanwhile having removed his war para-

phernalia, also drank some water, put away the tray, etc., and then

went to his and his children's homes, where he also applied the clay

to the bodies of the inmates as already stated. The members returned

with food to the kiva, where they ate supper. The early evening

hours were spent in practicing Katcina songs.

Fourth Day, Continued (Evening Ceremonies).

During the early part of this evening most of the men are usually

practicing some Katcina dance and songs. Some have turtle rattles

on their right legs and^ourd rattles in their right hands. None wear
masks nor any other Katcina costume, and all are usually barefooted.

This practicing lasts about an hour.

At about 9:30 some altar paraphernalia was brought in. Among
this were two wooden tokwis (cones), six inches high and three inches

wide at the base, and two pointed sticks ten inches long, to the top

of which were tied numerous hawk feathers, four small bunches of the

same kind of feathers hanging downward. These objects are called

mashaata (wings). Shokhunyoma put a feather into the top of each of

the cones. Lolulomai put on his ceremonial kilt and daubed his

shoulders, forearms, legs (below the knee), hands, feet, a small band
above the knees and his hair with white kaolin. All present crushed

a small piece of a certain herb between their teeth, spat it into their

hands and rubbed their bodies with the hands. In meanwhile two

members of the Kivan (Agave) Fraternity and one of the Ahlox Horn
Fraternity had arrived and sat down outside, south of the kiva, keep-

ing watch that no stranger enters the kiva; they had on their usual

clothes but held in their hands their monkoho* (chief's staff). (See

PI. XI.)

Koyonainiwa had put on his war costume again and was sitting

in the northeast corner of the elevated portion of the kiva. By his

side in the southeast corner of the deeper portion of the kiva was a

pile of moist sand, which had been made during the evening for use

in the succeeding ceremonies. All the men sat on the floor on the

east, north and west sides of the deeper portion of the kiva.

Every member of the Agave and Horn Society, the A'«^»»<?«wif ("Houses Chief,") CryeT.AAoii

and Aototo, Katcina and a few other persons have a monkoho. This is made for them by their

sponsor when they are initiated. It is their badge of office, is considered very sacred and is buried

with them.



^^K



Pl. XI. MONKOHOS.

Monkohos of the watchers at the Ponovi kiva, who guard the kiva while

night ceremonies take place in the kiva. The upper three belong to members of

the Kwan (Agave), the last one to a member of the ^A/ (Horn) fraternity.
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Loliilomai now took a tray with cornmeal, the two tokwis and a

small old piwani (weasel) skin about ten inches long and about two

inches wide. Stepping to the east side of the ladder he uttered a

prayer, laid the skin on the aforementioned sand pile, and then drew

a line of cornmeal from this pile of sand diagonally across and within

a few feet of the northwest corner of the deeper portion of the kiva;

from there straight southward to within about four feet of the elevated

portion, where he put down one of the tokwis\ thence he ran the meal

line at a right angle eastward until it joined the diagonal line; at the

juncture of these two lines he put down the other tokwi and then sat

down near the northwest corner of the kiva. TalassmSniwa, who
shortly before had prepared six cigarettes of corn-husk and native

tobacco, handed one of these to Loliilomai, one to Koyonainiwa and

one he took out to the three watchers, Lolulomai's cigarette making the

circuit. All smoked for about eight minutes and then sang a number

of songs which Talaskwaptiwa and Tob^hoyoma accompanied with

gourd rattles. The singing commenced at about half-past ten and

ended at about midnight. Loliilomai then went out but soon returned.

Talassmoniwa handed one of the three remaining cigarettes to Koyon-

ainiwa, the other two to the men, to whom was not seen, but in all

probability one was given to Loliilomai, the other to either Shokhun-

yoma, Y^shiwa or Talaskwaptiwa. None was this time taken to the

watchers outside. All smoked about five minutes, then some one

uttered a short prayer, upon which Loliilomai took the small skin

from the sand pile, picked up the two tokwis and took all these

objects to the northwest corner of the kiva. Picking up the two

before-mentioned hawk mashaata (wings), he went to the east side of

the ladder and waved them for a few minutes up and down, to a song

which was sung in a low humming tone by all present. He then

went from right to left along the whole line of singers touching with

the mashaata the feet of each singer. Having touched the last one,

who sat in the southwest corner of the kiva, he stepped to the west

side of the ladder, waved the mashaata up and down to the same song
again, and then went along the line of singers from left to right,

drawing the mashaata across their knees. He then repeated the act,

going from right to left, touching the shoulders of the men. Going
back again he touched the faces; returning again he touched the

apex of the head of each participant, whereupon he carried the

mashaata to the northwest corner of the kiva and sat down. All spat

into their hands and rubbed their arms, legs and bodies. This ended
the ceremony. Siletstiwa swept the kiva floor and Shokhunyoma took
in the natsi. All retired for the night, sleeping of course in the kiva.
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Fifth Day, Naloshtala (Fourth Day).

About an hour before sunrise all the men from the Ponovi kiva

went to a rock about half way down the mesa southeast of the vil-

lage. Here each one sprinkled a pinch of meal towards the east,

whereupon Koy6nainiwa touched the breast of every man as he

turned to go back with the spear point natsi and Tanakyeshtiwa with

the hawk tnashaata (wings). This sprinkling of cornmeal towards

the east at early dawn is called ^'kuywatd" and is performed in almost

all Hopi ceremonies. The rite was performed in the same manner on

the three succeeding mornings but was observed only this one time.

Fasting begins on this day in all the kivas except the Kwan kiva.

Some claim that the men in the Wikolapi also do not fast, but that

was not observed. No meat or salted food is eaten on this and the

following three days. The leaders in the Fonovi kiva fast all day,

eating only one meal late in the evening.*

Shokhunyoma makes the round of the kivas early in the morning,

putting up a natsi at every participating kiva where he has not.

already done so. This consists of one stick just like the four sticks

forming the natsi at the Fonovi kiva, only a few inches shorter. f At

the Fonovi kiva were noticed for the first time the two mashaata

standing outside with the Soyal natsi.

On this day the men begin to assemble in the participating kivas

except in the Kwan, Nashabe and Tao kivas, where they are supposed

to assemble on the same day as those in the Fonovi. All eat and

sleep in their respective kivas, and the time is spent, up to the eighth

day, in carding and spinning of cotton for use later on, smoking, etc.

Early in the morning the altar paraphernalia had been brought

into the kiva. During the day a good deal of cotton twine was spun

(see PI. XIX a.), to be uSed later in the manufacture of bahos. Smok-

ing was indulged in frequently, moccasins were repaired, etc.

Shokhunyoma finished, among other things, the sixteen short

single bahos on which he had worked on previous days, also a number

of longer bahos. All were made of thin sticks, and were used later

on. They differed from most of the other bahos in having only kuiia

Such fasting takes place in nearly all Hopi ceremonies and this late meal is brought to the

kiva on four large trays, containing ^?/fe/, on four small ones, containing a kind of mush, made of corn-

meal and water, and in four small bowls containing a dish of which beans form the principal

ingredient. This set of twelve vessels is used for this purpose only. (See Pis. XII and XIII).

+ TheMrt/j-«at the A'k'^« kiva differed from the others. It consisted of a bent stick to which

were fastened six feathers, representing the six world-quarters. For the north a sikatsi (fly catcher

or warbler) feather (yellow); for the west a choro (bluebird) feather (blue); for the south a Xrarr<7

(parrot) feather (red); for the cast a positsjuu (magpie) feather (black and white); (or the northeast

(above) an asya (hepatic tanager) feather (black), and for the southwest (below) a toposhktva

{unidentified) feather, representing different colors.
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Pl. XII. PiKi Bread.

a, A woman carrying an armful oipiki, the Hopi bread, from one house to

another.

b. A man handing a pile of pi^i into a kiva.
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Pl. XIIL Ceremonial Food Containers.

Set of food containers (ytakwahypt) in which food is taken into the kiva for

the priests, who have fasted all day and then partake of a meal late in the even-

ing. The large trays are iox piki, the small ones for a kind of mush made of

cornmeal, and the bowls for stew. None of this food ever contains salt. These
trays and bowls are used ceremonially only.
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(Artemisia frigida) tied to them, instead of this herb and another

named maovi (Ghutteriza enthamiae), and a bluebird feather nakwak-

wosi instead of the usual eagle, hawk, turkey or duck feather.

A man belonging to the Sand clan was sent after some moist

sand, which was piled up in the southeast corner of the deeper por-

tion of the kiva, and then cornmeal was sprinkled over it.

In the early part of the day some of the men* had made four

bunches of ten or twelve corn-husk packets, each packet being about

four inches long and one inch thick at its longest diameter. These

were called mociata, and were said to contain various kinds of seeds

and small pieces of various herbs and grasses. Other men, but espe-

cially Tanakyeshtiwa, made eight artificial blossoms, to be tied to a

certain screen, which was used in a ceremony later on (see PI.

XXVIII). These blossoms consisted of a round piece of wood about

one and one-half inches long and three-quarters of an inch in diame-

ter. Into this several thin sticks were fastened^ and the spaces

between the sticks were filled up with twine, which was wound from

one stick to the other. | On the obverse side the sections between

the sticks were painted in different colors; on the reverse side a line

drawing of either a cornstalk, watermelon, squash, cloud, etc., was
made in each section. These line drawings were noticed in the 1899

ceremony only, but it is more than probable that they were made on
other occasions as well.

Certain clay pedestals were also made on this day, to be used

later in connection with the altar.

Fifth Day, Night Ceremonies.

Shokhunyoma had spent the greater part of the day, whether
working or not, in the northwest corner of the kiva, Y^shiwa in the

northeast corner and Talahoyoma on the east banquette. In the even-

ing a good deal of singing was done by the men on the elevated por-

tion of the kiva, where they were spinning. At about 9:45 a number
of the men again, as on the previous evening, tied turtle rattles to

their right leg, took a Katcina gourd rattle in their right hand and
danced various Katcina dances, accompanying them with Katcina songs,

mostly those of the Maalo\\ Katcina, in the deeper part of the kiva.

*In 1899 they were made by TaWssyamtiwa (Coyote clan), Tob^yeshtiwa (Coyote clan), Towan-
imtiwa (Parrot clan) and Massaveima (Rabbit or Tobacco clan).

tThese sticks are made from hooks on the fruits or pods of a plant called Tomoala (Martynia
proboscidia. Miller). These hooks are said to have been formerly lied to certain bahos, and, in fact,

it is stated that in case of great drought they arc still so used. The Shumopovis also still use thcni.
They are claimed to have special influence over rain clouds.

^In 1897 these blossoms had four points, as seen in the illustration; in 1899, six.

EIn other ^ears those of other Katcinas.
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Only about four or five of the leaders participated. None had on a

mask or a Katcina costume, as they were simply practicing for future

dances. This practice lasted about half an hour, after which the

dancers hung up their rattles and sat down.

Talaskwaptiwa at once filled the omawtapi and placed it on the

north banquette. Taldssyamtiwa made six cigarettes of pieces of corn

husk and native tobacco, the length of the cigarette being determined

by the width of his four fingers. Some one swept the kiva, Lolulomai

and Talahoyoma put on their kilts, the first also trying a bone whistle

which imitates the screeching of a hawk, and which was very exten-

sively used in the ceremony that was to follow. Koyonainiwa, dressed

in the same costume that he wore in the afternoon, was sitting, in the

southeast corner of the elevated portion of the kiva, close to the pile

of moist sand which had been thrown up on the previous day in the

corner of the deeper portion. Soon some one threw a small sprig of

a cedar (?) branch into the kiva, of which everyone crushed a small

piece between his teeth, spat it into his hands and then rubbed his

body with both hands.

At about 10:30 p. M., Talahoyoma, who had left the kiva shortly

before, re-entered, being followed by three women, Punfiamonsi, Hon-
anmana and Nacinonsi.* The first two wore an aide, the latter a tdihi

and knotted belt over their usual dress. All three held a white corn

ear, and sprinkled cornmeal on the sand pile. Nacinonsi and Punfia-

monsi were seated on the east banquette, Honanmana on a stone and

blankets in the south part of the kiva. Kiwanbenoma now gave to

each woman a small piece of the cedar (?) sprig mentioned before,

and Koyonainiwa took some object, probably a piece of a root, from his

medicine tray, which was standing on the banquette, and put it into

the women's mouths.

Talahoyoma now took the two tokwis, the small skin from the

sand pile and some cornmeal, stood south of the ladder, uttered a

short prayer, threw a pinch of meal toward the hatchway and another

on the sand pile, laid the skin on the latter, and then sprinkled a line

of cornmeal and placed the two tokwis on the kiva floor in exactly the

same manner as Lolulomai had done on the previous evening; he then

sat down. Sikamoniwa handed a cigarette to Koyonainiwa, another to

the watchers outside, a third to one of the leaders, probably Shok-

hunyoma, or Lolulomai. All smoked for a few minutes, whereupon

Talahoyoma left the kiva, holding in his hands four cornmeal balls

about two inches in diameter. By whom these balls had been made

*The first is now acting as Soyalmana. The other two had been acting in that same capacity

in former years. This raana changes every four years.
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Bow Priest.



PL. XIV, Bow Priest.

Hawk Man as he appears n the night ceremonies. Protruding irom the

knotted belt {wokdkwdwa) are seen the two mashaata (wings) mentioned in con-

nection with the night ceremonies.
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was not learned, but it is believed by Y^shiwa. All waited in silence.

Suddenly a screeching sound was heard outside as that of a hawk.
It was made by Talahoyoma, who was answered by the same sound
by Loliilomai from the kiva. This sound was produced by a small

bone instrument which was entirely concealed in the mouth. Tfie

women said *' Yunyaa''' (come in.) In a few minutes the same sound was
heard closer by, and was answered in the same manner. Talahoyoma
now entered the kiva, holding in his hands the two hawk wings

described before. (For costume of the Hawk Man see PI. XIV.) It

was now nearly 1 1 o'clock at night. Squatting down on the elevated

portion of the kiva east of the ladder, facing northward, Talahoyoma

took a mashaaia in each hand, screeched, and then, as the singing

and rattling commenced, waved the wings vigorously backward and

forward to the time of the singing, often slowly raising them with a

quivering movement after a forcible thrust forward, and occasionally

ejecting the screeching sound. In a few minutes he placed the

points of the mashaata on the floor, turned his face, while still remain-

ing in that squatting position, toward the west, raised the mashaata

slowly upward with a vibrating motion, screeched and again accom-

panied the singing with the forward and backward motion of the

mashaata. This same performance he then repeated toward the south

and the east, each lasting several minutes, after which the song

stopped, the women saying ^^AskwaW" (thanks). Another song was

soon commenced, during which Talahoyoma descended into the deeper

portion of the kiva, went around the first cone once and then slowly

stepped along the diagonal line of cornmeal, always waving the two

mashaata to the time of the music. Arriving at the end of the line

(near the northwest corner of the kiva) he placed the two mashaata

on the floor and left the kiva. He returned in a few minutes and

squatted down before one of the leaders, who handed him something.

Just who and what it was could not be ascertained. It is thought that

he had forgotten to take some cornmeal with him, which Loliilomai or

Shokhunyoma now handed him. Outside he sprinkled a line of meal

from a point about ten yards north of the kiva to the hatchway. He
then did the same from the west, south, east, southwest and southeast

sides.* Attention is here drawn to the fact that the last named line

is sprinkled from the southeast instead of the northeast, as is the case

in almost all Hopi ceremonies.f Having completed these lines, Tal-

ahoyoma stood at the far end of the southeast line and screeched.

*As subsequent investigation showed, these lines had been made in the same manner by Tala-

hoyoma when he was acting the part of the HawJc priest outside of the kiva shortly before.

tA similar irregularity was once observed by Mr. Voth in a ceremony of the Kwan fraternity.
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Lolulomai answered by the same sound from thekiva, and the women
said ''Yunyaa'' (come in). Approaching close to the kiva Talahoyoma
screeched again, and the same response came from the kiva. He
then entered, was sprinkled with cornmeal by the two women, went
to' the two mashaata, which were still lying on the floor, sprinkled

meal on them and commenced raising and lowering his feet in very

rapid succession, which caused a constant jingling of the bells on
his leg. After screeching again, he picked up the mashaata and
changed the manner of the dance. He forcibly put down one foot,

raised the other one very slowly, then put that down forcibly, etc.

While he was doing this he slowly raised the mashaata from about

his knees to above his head, always keeping them in a quivering

motion. Thus he slowly advanced, screeching at short intervals,

along the meal line from the place which he had left, moving toward

the corner near the elevated portion of the kiva, where one of the

tokwis (cones) stood, and where the meal line turned at a right angle

toward the east. Arriving at the tokwi\).& jumped over it from west

to east, then back and then east again, and moved on as before.

Arriving at the other tokivi, at the juncture of the east, west and diag-

onal lines, he jumped over it in the same manner as over the other,

and proceeded along the diagonal line to the place of starting. Here he

laid down the mashaata, the singing ceased, the women saying Askwali.

In a few minutes the Hawk priest, facing toward the north, began

to screech again, stepping very rapidly but remaining at the same

spot, and at once another song was commenced. Turaing his face

toward the south he again screeched, moved his hands up and

down, turned toward the north, again to the south, screeched, waved

his hands up and down and grabbed, with a swooping downward

motion of the left hand, the mashaata lying on the opposite (east) side

in front of him. He then repeated this motion with the right hand,

feigning to grasp the other mashaata. Repeating this same motion a

second time, he picked it up. With every downward move of the

hand he ejected a number of shrill, screeching sounds in short succes-

sion. Having picked up the second mashaata, he raised both of

them up and down three times, and turned toward the north again,

then south, screeched, raising and lowering the mashaata in his hands

as before, turned to the north and again to the south, but now twirled

the mashaata in the right hand quickly from right to left for a few sec-

onds, raising it with a sweeping motion upward. This he did four

times,* keeping up the screeching sound. This twirling and upward

*On one occasion the wing was twirled and raised once the first, twice the second, three times

the third and four times the fourth time.
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motion with the ftiashaaia he repeated three times, always first

turning towards the north for a few minutes. After the fourth time

he thrust the mashaata behind his belt, raised and lowered both arms

three times, as a bird would flap its wings, the third time swoop-

ing down toward the floor as if trying to pick up a bow, which

someone had in the meanwhile quietly placed on the floor, by his

right hand. This he did in all six times, picking up the bow with

his left hand the sixth time. He repeated the same motion twice

and picked up, with his right hand, an arrow which had been placed

on the floor at his left side. Turning north he screeched, held

the bow and arrow as if ready to shoot, pointing it to the north at

various angles, and sweeping it several times between the two car-

dinal points, north and west. (See PI. XIV.) He then turned

toward the west, repeated the same performance, but now sweeping

the bow occasionally from west to south. In a few minutes he turned

to the south, again to the east, repeated the same performance,

always waving the bow occasionally toward the next cardinal point.

Then taking the bow in the left hand, the arrow in the right, he once

more turned toward the north, danced a few minutes, swung around

toward the south, swooped down, passed the bow and arrow from

behind between his feet, laying the arrow also into the left hand, then

grasped both with his right hand from the front side, and placed

them on the floor. By this last performance the exhausting, rapid,

trampling, stepping dance, which he, the Hawk priest, had kept up

since he came into the kiva was, for the first time, interrupted for a

few minutes. It was resumed, however, at once as soon as he took

the two mashaata from behind his belt, turned north again and then

south, and then put them down. The women said Askwali and he

left the kiva.

After a recess of a few minutes Lolulomai, this time being entirely

nude except the breech cloth, took some cornmeal, left the kiva,

renewed the cornmeal lines from the north, west, south, east, south-

west and southeast, and took a position on the last named line about

ten feet from the kiva, and screeched everything exactly as Tald-

hoyoma had done before. Having been answered from the kiva, he

took a position closer to the kiva and, upon the screeching having

been repeated from the inside, entered the kiva. Here the two tokwis

had, in the meanwhile, been removed from the kiva floor. Taking

up the two mashaata he slowly moved around, describing a square,

in a deeper portion of the kiva, sometimes stepping slowly, sometimes

tramping very rapidly, in the latter case backward and forward. The
two mashaata he held in his hands, sometimes holding them over his
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breast or to his head, at other times flopping them up and down as a

bird would flap its wings, and then laying them over the back side of

his hips, as if imitating the folding of a bird's wings. When he

flopped the mashaata and performed the rapid, tramping motions, he

usually screeched. During all these performances the Soyaltnana,

dressed in the white ceremonial robe {toihi), kept close to his heels,

imitating all his motions, but holding a white corn ear instead of the

mashaata. Suddenly the Soyaltnana sat, or rather dropped down, near

her seat as if exhausted. Lolulomai danced around the circuit once

more, then placed the mashaata on the floor, whereupon the Soyal-

mana resumed her usual place on the banquette.

After an interval of a few minutes Lolulomai again picked up the

mashaata., squatted down near the northwest corner of the kiva and,

waving the mashaata vigorously backward and forward, worked his

way slowly toward the sand pile in the southeast corner of the deeper

portion of the kiva, screeching at short intervals and keeping his

eyes constantly fixed on the sand pile. All present were singing.

Having arrived at the sand pile, he thrust the mashaata forcibly into

it, continued the motions with empty hands, and soon again grasped

the mashaata. Walking over to the Soyalmana in a stooping position

and putting the mashaata one after the other on the floor before him-

self, he squatted down before her, screeched and worked the mashaata

up and down with a quivering motion, one on each side of the Soyal-

mana, and touching her with them on the feet, knees, shoulders and

head. Then moving them slowly downward he touched the same
portions of his body but in a reverse order, worked his way back

again to the sand pile, repeated the same performance there as

before, walked back to the Mana in the same "on-all-fours" position,

and there repeated the same performance as before. He returned to

the sand pile, back to the Mana, again to the sand pile, again back to

the Mana and once more to the sand pile, whereupon the perform-

ance and also the singing ceased. Another song was commenced,

and in a few minutes Lolulomai again worked his way in a squatting

position from the northwest corner of the deeper portion of the kiva

towards the sand pile, waving the mashaata and screeching as before.

When he got near the sand pile he increased his pace, screeched

more vigorously and snatched from Koyonainiwa with his teeth an old

small skin which the latte/ had been waving towards him above the

sand pile. The skin was said to be that of a phvani and seemed to

be about the size of a weasel skin, although it could not be identified.*

The Hopi say the //iwatti (which seems to be no other than the weasel) is very quick, and

when chased into a hole, will work its way through tlie ground and "get out" at some other place
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Holding the skin between his teeth, Loliilomai worked his way back

in the same manner to the northwest corner of the kiva, where

Shokhunyoma took the skin from him, whereupon the song stopped, the

women saying ^^Asktvali."

Loh'ilomai at once resumed his performances, squatting down in

the north part of the kiva facing towards the north. He held a

mashaata in each hand with the wooden points on the floor, and

Tob^hoyoma, kneeling before him, blew smoke towards and on him
from the cloud blower.

Loh'ilomai screeched, arose, another song was intoned, the Soyal-

viana joined and followed him in the same manner as described before,

and both soon slowly worked their way to the east side of the ladder

and left the kiva. Outside they were met by Y^shiwa, who stood on the

east side of the kiva. Lolulomai handed him the mashaata and re-en-

tered the kiva. Y6shiwa at once renewed the six cornmeal lines

around the kiva that Lolulomai had previously made, took a position

on the further end of the line, leading from the southeast corner of

the kiva, screeched, came closer, screeched again and then entered

the kiva. It was a repetition of Lolulomai's performance, with the

exception that Y^shiwa was not answered from the kiva.

Having entered the kiva, Y(3shiwa squatted down on the east side

of the ladder, screeched, waved the mashaata up and down .with a

quivering motion, then shufifled forward a few steps, moving the

mashaata forward on the floor with a sliding motion which had not

been observed before, then waved them upward again as before, and
so on. The Mana followed him closely in a standing position but

constantly keeping up a very rapid, trampling step. Thus they worked
their way toward the northwest corner of the kiva and from there to

the fireplace. Here they stopped, Y6shiwa sitting down and holding

both the mashaata in his left hand, the Mana sitting down behind him
on her seat, which had been placed on the floor about in the center

of the kiva. The singing ceased. Talassmoniwa handed a cigarette

to Yeshiwa, one to Koyonainiwa, one to the men, and all engaged in

silent smoking for a few minutes, whereupon Yeshiwa uttered a

prayer. Stepping to the east side of the ladder, he held the mashaata

in his left hand, waved them up and down to a low humming song
and then went along the line of men from the southeast corner, in a

and escape. Hence the meat of this animal is given to women in labor to facilitate parturition, or,

as the Hopi put it, in their quaint way, that the child may come out quickly. Since the fiivani is

getting scarce, an herb is often usedfor the same purpose and is called fiiwanna ( piwani, mtd\c\n€\

.

Several piivani skins are attached to the Aoat (Bow) natsi of the Snake, and of the Antelope
societies. When asked for the ceremonial significance of the/»wa«i, a Hopi suggested "that the
clouds may 'come out' and bring rain quickly."
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sinistral circuit, to the southwest corner of the deeper portion of the

kiva, touching the feet of every one with the mashaata, his own last.

He then prayed and sang on the west side of the ladder, and went

along the line in the opposite direction, touching the knees of the

men. This he repeated three times more, touching successively the

shoulders and back and apex of each participant's head. All then

spat into their hands, rubbed their arms, legs and bodies, and the

complicated night performance was over. It was about half-past

12 o'clock.

Sixth Day, Shush Kahimuu (Once not anything).

In the morning the Soyal natsi proper only was put up at the

Ponovi kiva. Before sunrise the men again performed the rite of

kuiwto (offering of cornmeal to the dawn) as on the previous day. No
ceremonies took place on this day, but many preparations were made
for altars and other paraphernalia to be used in succeeding perform-

ances. Tanakyeshtiwa and Qoyanowa made the eight artificial blos-

soms to be fastened to a certain screen,* called Kihu (house), to be

used during the last night; Shokhunyoma made bahos, crooks, etc.,

for his altar; considerable spinning and much smoking was engaged

in all day. Talaskwaptiwa prepared two six-pointed artificial blos-

soms to be attached to the head-dress of the Star priest (see

PI. XXIX). AH were very devotional and serious throughout the

day, talking being done mostly in a whisper only.

In the participating kivas nothing took place except some cotton

spinning, and smoking. The fasting was observed in all kivas the

same as on the previous day. In the evening the usual recess was

taken for supper, then Katcina songs were again practiced, and from

10 to 12 o'clock at night the same performance took place as on the

previous night.

Seventh Day, Pik-Totoka (P//^/ making).

The natsi was up at the Ponovi kiva, as were also those of the

participating kivas, the same as on the previous day. In the latter a

great deal of cotton spinning took place on this day, which was inter-

spersed with smoking. In \h& Ponovi "Wwa. this was the great baJio-

latvu {baho making) day. The deeper portion of the kiva was swept

and large supplies of willow sticks, feathers, herbs, etc., were brought

in. The men, after loosening their hair and disrobing, arranged them-

selves in rows in the deeper portion of the kiva and all began to

*In 1897 these blossoms were square, in 1899 they had six corners and the coloring was less

elaborate.
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Pl. XV. SOYAL BAHOa.

Bent or crook bahos {Ndlldshhoya), the first baho made for boys by the father,

uncle or some other relative. It is deposited on the morning of the ninth

Soyalanivu day with the other Soyal bahos.
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Pl. XVI. SOYAL BAHOS.

1. Sun da/to as prepared by the members of the different fraternities.

2. Sun daAo as prepared by the Kwan (Agave) fraternity.

3. Sun baho like No. i, but with two corn packets, which is a very rare

exception and may be an irregularity, as the Hopi, to whom it was shown, could

not offer any explanation about it.

4. Common double green baho.

5. Common double green and black baho.
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Pl. XVII. SOYAL BAHOS.

Consisting of willow sticks to which eagle, turkey, hawk, flicker and other

feathers are tied. The object in the center shows the condition of these prayer

offerings a few hours after they have been deposited and when the children of the

village have converted them into playthings.
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make prayer offerings. Most of these were of the common type,

consisting of two green sticks with black tips. Also here and there

a bent baho {noloshhoya) was made, which is said to be the first baho

made for a little boy, and numerous makbahos or hunting bahos.

(See PI. XV.) All the short double bahos had the usual sprig of Arte-

misea frigida, or Gutterrezia euthamia, and a turkey feather tied to the

reverse, and a corn-husk packet tied to the obverse side. Most of

them had a duck feather nakwakwosi tied to them, but it was stated

that those were substituted by chat feathers in case the maker of the

baho had no duck feathers. The noloshhovas, it is stated, also have

some rabbit fur tied to them. Most of the double bahos, which are

sometimes also called kao (corn) bahos, were five inches long. In

addition to these a number of men made a tawa {s\xn) baho, which

was essentially the same as the common baho, but was seven inches

long and had two eagle- feather nakiuakwosis tied to it instead of the

single duck nakwakwosi. It was stated that this baho was for the sun

but that one of the last named nakwakwosis was for the moon. (See

PI. XVI.) The number of bahos made by the different men varied very

much, but most of them made from eight to twelve. Two, it was

noticed, had made even fifteen. Almost all bahos had black tips, except

one made by Koyonainiwa which had green. Tanakyeshtiwa's "males"

were entirely black, "females" entirely green; in his five-inch baho both

male and female were green with black tips. Punnaoniwa had two

four-inch green bahos with black tips. Shokhunyoma had one pair

entirely green and a number of five-inch bahos; Naioshinima and

his son had each one pair of yellow {pa7ciissa), Kiwanwahtiwa also two

yellow. The water for mixing the paint was taken from a small bowl,

after whistling into it with a small bone whistle. Many of the men
wore kilts. When the short double bahos were finished, they were

placed on trays in the north part of the kiva. The kiva was swept

and very many nakwakwosis were made and fastened (3, 4, 5, 10, etc.)

to willow sticks and different grasses of various lengths. These are

the typical Soyal bahos. (See PI. XVII.) Other nakwakwosis were tied

to the ladder (to prevent accident) or given to friends to be put in a

house, corral, to be tied on a dog, horse, etc. Hundreds of long

Soyal bahos were made. When they were finished they were put on

pegs on the kiva walls and again the kiva was swept. A large number
of nakwak^vosis were also made for many different purposes, as will be

explained more fully later on. Now and then a man handed one or

more to another man saying: this is for your boy, burro, peach trees,*

* For the peach trees owl feathers are used, as the owl—as also the Owl Katcina—is said to

have special influence over the growth of peaches.
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house, or chicken house. The bahos and nakwakivosis that were fin-

ished were placed on the floor, a little honey was spat on them, then

the maker smoked over them, and finally they were tied in a little

bundle and hung up on the kiva walls for use on the morning of the

ninth day.*

In the evening of this, the 7th day, an interesting piece of relig-

ious paraphernalia is made in all kivas, the so-called " /li/iikicispi,'^

meaning: something, or the object to breathe on. These objects

are made in the following manner: A cotton string is tied to the point

of a corn husk, drawn along the husk and fastened to the stub end.

About a foot away another husk is fastened in the same manner
and then another, four in all. At the point end of every husk is

also fastened an eagle uakwaktvosi. Another string, the length of

which is from the point of the middle finger to the middle of the

throat, is then fastened to the last husk and at the end of this string

is fastened an eagle breath feather and a feather of one of each of the

following birds: /awamana (oriole), choro (bluebird), karro (parrot),

posiwiiu (magpie), asya (hepatic tanager ?) and /'<?/<?.y//>('tt'rtf (unidentified).

These feathers are supposed to be used but are sometimes substituted

by others if anyone is out of one or the other feather. The (red)

parrot feather is the ceremonial feather for the south, but since these

feathers are very scarce now, other red feathers are substituted,

especially a small red one from the head of a species of the qoqopi

(chat).

When the hi/iikiuispi w^exe done, the four husks were placed one

into the other, the long string folded into the upper one and they were

then put away for use on the following morning. Occasionally someone

who was away on this day, will prepare his hihikwispi early the next

morning. Not every occupant of the kiva makes one, but several men
sometimes use the same JiiJdkwispi the next morning. There seems

to be no rule as to who makes one and who not. It seems some

make them one, others another year.

Eighth Day, Totoka (Food providing).

Early in the morning the offering of meal to the dawn [ki/iwaio)

took place as usual. In the Wikolapi and Kiaan kivas, where no

fasts were observed thus far, the men fast all day but eat a sumptuous

* The people in the Sakwalanve kiva also had a separate Soyal ceremony in 1897. which

irritated those in the Ponovi kiva very much. There also bahos were made, very much the same

as in the Ponovi kiva, only all were dark green, so far as could be seen, and some were not deco.

rated. Here also not all had kilts on. Every one smoked over his bahos and then spat honey on

them.
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«ieal in the eveniug. Again all natsis are put up on this day. One

of the first, acts of Shokhunyoma is to carry the long, thin black ba/ios

that he has made during the previous days to the participating kivas.

Arriving at a kiva he takes a position on the east side and utters a

short "//^z'.'" Having been answered from the inside he says, "/
hovam kwushuyaa'" (come, get this), whereupon someone from the

kiva comes up the ladder and receives one of the bahos, which he

sticks into one of the side walls of the kiva, and upon which are hung

the hihikivispi as soon as they are all in,, as will be described more

fully presently. Shokhunyoma then makes the round of all the partici-

pating kivas, leaving in each one of the bahos.

At about this time, just when the sun is rising, the men who have

prepared the hihikwispi in the different kivas, take them and put some

cornmeal and corn pollen into the upper husk and then leave the

kiva. Outside the messenger first holds the hihikwispi to the rising sun

and says, ^'I aohikvsuu"" (breathe on this). He then runs, if married,

first to his own house, stands outside and says, ^^hov;'' his wife

comes out and he hands her the hihikivispi, saying, ''^I hovam aohikv-

soyaa'" (you breathe on this). She takes it into the house, all breathe

on it, whereupon she returns it to the messenger. He then goes to

his parents' house, where the same thing is repeated. If he bq an

unmarried man, he goes there first. From here he runs to the house

of his " sponsor " or " godfather," i. e., the man who has initiated

him into one of the secret fraternities and whom he calls "father."'

Here the same performance is gone through, but here he receives a

present consisting of some food, generally a roll of piki. From here

he proceeds to the different homes of the women who belong to the

same clan to which his godfather belongs, and who are his ^^ kaamu "

(aunts). At each place he receives the same gift after the perform-

ance. Next in order are the houses of his clan relations, where, how-
ever, he does not receive any presents. He then returns to his kiva

and suspends the hihikwispi on the aforementioned baho in the wall,

letting the meal and corn pollen drop, on the floor near the wall.

Sometimes, however, another man takes the same hihik^uispi, puts

fresh meal and pollen in and uses it in the same manner. When two
messengers pass each other on the street each one breathes on the

hihikwispi of the other. When all are done, one of the men (any

one) takes all the hihikwispi, hangs them over his left shoulder and .

takes them to the Ponovi kiva, takes a position east of the kiva and
says " hov." Being recognized from the kiva, he says, "/ hovam
kwushuyaa " (come get this), whereupon one of the inmates comes
and gets the bunch and fastens the baho on which it hangs in the kiva
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wall with the others, to be disposed of as will be explained later on*
It is stated that this ceremony with the hihikwispi is a charm or

protection against any sickness of the respiratory organs (sore throat,

coughs, etc.).

On this day both altars are erected in the Fonovi ^ivz, and so the

day may properly be called the most important of the nine ceremo-

nial days. Very little talking and laughing was done, and hardly

anyone spoke above a whisper throughout the day. It was noticed

that a few men who indulged in a little laughing were promptly called

to order by Loliilomai. All the leaders had washed their heads in

yucca root suds in their houses, after which they came to the kiva,

and while the hair was drying indulged in smoking.

North of the fireplace were lying some altar paraphernalia, mon-

kohos, tiponis, a crystal tiponi, etc. Y^shiwa, Lomdnkwa and Talass-

yamtiwa soon made a number of nakwakwosis. Ydshiwa took his and
went after water. What the others did with theirs was not observed.

The two latter soon prepared some paints, taking the water for mix-

ing them from a small bowl into which a man whistled with a bone

whistle all day, imitating the warbling of a bird; when one man was
tired he was relieved by another.

Koyonainiwa's war paraphernalia was hanging on the wall; the

stones, herbs, etc., were lying in the corner on the banquette. Shok-

hunyoma was the only one having a kilt. He placed a tray with bahos,

which had been made the previous day, with altar paraphernalia

north of the fireplace and he and one or two others smoked over them.

Qoyannowa brought dry and.moist sand for the altar. Shokhun-

yoma gave him some cornmeal and a few nakwakivosis and sent him
after clay, which Lolulomai mixed with water, to be used on the altar,

in 1897.

In the Sakwalanvi kiva also bahos had been made and put away,

and from the walls were also suspended some hihikwispi ; on the east

wall was seen one, on the west side four bunches, suspended from

black, long bahos as described before. On the north banquette were

four natciata, some monkohos, a monwikru, some altar paraphernalia,

artificial blossoms made of cotton twine, and nakiuakwosis which were

made of different kinds of feathers. In the PonoviVwz. Shokhifnyoma

got the paraphernalia ready for the large, Y^shiwa for the small, altar.

Near the fireplace were lying four sihuata (blossoms) which had just

been made by Lomankwa and Talassyamtiwa. They were about four

and one-half inches square,* each having a nakwakwosi tied to each

*In 1899 and 1900 these blossoms were hexagonal instead of square, and the coloring was less

elaborate. On the reverse side were pictured, in line drawings, clouds, frogs, squashes, corn-
stalks, etc.
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corner. Later they were fastened to a stick about a foot long and

plated on top of the corn ears in the altar, the blossoms appearing in

about the center of the altar.* Tob^hoyama (in 1899 Taldssyamtiwa)

and Lon^ankwa soon formed the clay which Loluamai had, in the

meanwhile, been mixing, into four pedestals or stands, two for the

uprights of the altar frame (about ten by twelve inches large), and two

for the standards, to be described later (about five by eight inches

large). All four stands were tied with yucca leaves. Loliilomai, Sik-

amoniwa and Talahoyoma, occasionally assisted by others, put up the

altar frame, after which Loliilomai made a sand ridge about four

inches high between the two reredos, and in front of the frame a sand-

field, consisting of a layer of moist sand about one and one-half

inches high, thirty-two inches long and of the same width as the altar

frame. Into this he made about twenty-five holes, blew into each a

puff of smoke from a common pipe and then closed it up, making and

closing up one hole after the other. It was evidently a "planting "

of smoke. After he had blown some smoke over the field in general,

he handed the pipe to Talassyamtiwa, who said " Inaa " (my father),

being answered by *' liii'' (my child). After this Loliilomai made six

black semi-circles, representing rain clouds, between the reredos and

in front of the sand ridge, from which a number of lines were running

up the ridge. These lines represent falling rain. Koyonainiwa tied

the four large turkey feathers that he brought in the morning into

two pairs; then he assisted in making the before-mentioned pedestals.

In the south end of the kiva some made nakwakwosis, some bando-

leers of yarn, etc. Whistling into the little bowl continued almost

incessantly.

At about II o'clock Nacinfinsi, Tawakwaptiwa's wife, came in and
sat down on the east banquette. About thirty minutes later Loliilo-

mai's and Shokhunyoma's sister, PunnanOmsi, came in and dressed

Nacin6nsi,t who was again to take the part of the Soyalmana. In the

south part of the kiva four young men were dressing up, painting the

hands and legs white, a band above the knees, one around the body
and another over the chest and back. By this time the partici-

pants in the ceremony, the leaders first, began to bring corn ears of

various colors tied together with yucca leaves, three, four, five, six

ears in a bunch, which were piled up under and behind the altar frame

Sometimes only two blossoms are placed on the corn ears and one is fastened to each of the
two reredos of the altar frame (see Frontispiece).

tShe was dressed in a common dress, around which was tied the white knotted belt (woko-
kwiitva). Over this she wore the red, white and blue blanket (aote), and over this the embroidered
ceremonial robe (toihi) . In her ears she had the square turquoise ear pendants (nahkaatd) that are
worn by the Hopi maidens. On the feet she wore the usual women's moccasins.
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by Lolulomai, Lomankwa and others. These corn ears had the colors

of the cardinal points, yellow (north), green (west), red (south), white

(east), black (northeast or above), sweet corn (southwest or below).

Shokhunyoma was preparing the small bahos, crooks, etc., to be placed

before the altar. When Lolulomai and his assistants had put up the

altar frame, as already mentioned, Lolulomai put the quartz crystal

tiponi in front of the altar in the center, and on each side two mouko-

hos. In front of the tiponiho. placed 3.monwikuru and then alternately

a little cake [pikaviki) and a small clay pedestal or stand, with either

the long green bahos and grass or the little crooks shown on the draw-

ing. In every instance he first sprinkled meal from the six directions

and waved the object to be put down, also from the six directions,

towards the center. Koyonainiwa fixed and put up the two grass

standards on each side of the altar. Yeshiwa put cornmeal and a nak-

7aakwosi on each of the pedestals. On the east side of the altar, in

front of the sand ridge, he placed two regular tiponis, which differed

somewhat from the usual tiponi in having tied to the foreside of the

bod}' a small bunch of small eagle feathers, to each of which, on one

of the tiponis, is tied a corn-husk packet. The monkohos looked very

old and no decoration could be distinguished on them; each had two

large turkey feathers and a white corn ear fastened to them.* (For

large altar see frontispiece, PI. I.)

When the erection of the altar was completed, Shokhunyoma
stepped to the east side of the altar, Sikamoniwa took a stand by his

side (south), then Tanakveimaf then Lomankwa, then Talahoyoma,

and lastly Koyonainiwa. Each took a little talassi (corn pollen), held

it in great solemnity to his lips and sprinkled it on the monkohos and

along the row of cakes, balws and crooks; first Shokhunyoma, who when
done stepped behind the others and walked to the foot (south end)

of the line. Sikamoniwa then did the same, also going to the foot of

the line, etc. Lolulomai was in the meanwhile smoking. Yeshiwa

began the preparation of the erection of the small altar. (See PI.

XVIII.) The four young men who had been dressed up in the south

end of the kiva were now ready and were dressed as follows: they

had on a Katcina sash and kilt, fox skin, many strands of beads, yarn

around legs, fancy ankle bands, moccasins, strings of green beads in

the ears and bunches, of plain and of colored feathers on their heads.

Their arms up to the elbow, hands, lower legs, feet, shoulders and

hair, also a band around the abdomen and over the knees, were

* These four monkohos belong to Sh6khunyoma, Lomdnkwa, Sikani6niwa and TaWssyamtiwa

(formerly TanSkveima).

t In 1899 Talfissyamtiva took TanAkveima's place.
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Pl. XVIII. The Small Soyal Altar.

I. A stick 34 inches long, to which is attached a turkey feather and two

oblong wheels 3 x 4>^ inches large.

2-5. Four sticks, 26 inches long, to which are tied alternately four pair

of flicker and bluebird feathers.

6. Reed arrow used by the Bow Priest in the night performances.

7. Old bow, used same as above.

8-g. Tokwis (cones) used in the night performances.

10. Yeshiwa's tiponi.

11-12. Gourd rattles, used in the altar ceremonies.

13. Medicine bowl.

14. Tray with cornmeal.

15. Sticks from 16 to 18 inches long; to the middle of each stick is tied a

naktuakivosi and to one end a string with a small feather attached to it.

The sticks are thrust into a pile of sand on which are placed about four small

skins of an unidentified animal.
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The Small Soyal Altar.
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Pu XIX.

a. A Hopi spinning cotton in the kiva.

b. Four messengers from the Ponovi kiva gathering corn to be consecrated

on the altar during the ceremonies of the eighth day.

c. Shield, tomahawk, bow and arrows and bandoleer, used in the war cere-

monies by the Kalehtaka (warrior), Koyonainiwa.

d. A woman handing corn to one of the corn gatherers.
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Pl. XX. Corn Gatherers.

a. Corn gatherer carrying a tray with corn ears.

d. Corn gatherer handing a tray with corn into the Ponovi kiva. In his left

hand is seen one of the Soyal natsis, of which each one of the four gatherers has

one.
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Corn Gatherers.
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daubed with white kaolin. They now waited. Shokhunyoma, Tal-

dsskwaptiwa* and Tob^hoyoma sat down before the large altar and

smoked, then spat honey on the altar and into their hands and

rubbed their bodies. On the floor before them was a tray with many
bahos. The first two then rattled, Tobdhojoma sprinkled meal and

corn pollen all over the sand field and along the line of objects which

stood on the field in front of the altar; there was no singing. In

about half an hour the rattling ceased, one of the three men blew a

bone whistle towards the altar, whereupon all three smoked from a

pipe that had been handed to them by the pipe lighter and then sat

in silence. The four young men had in the meantime completed

their costumes and at about 1:15 they started out. Before ascending

the ladder, each one, holding to a round, laid down on the ladder as

it were, and went through the motions of cohabitation. Each one

had a tray and outside took one of the four natsis (see PI. XIX h and

d) and they then ran through the village and gathered from the in-

habitants of the village such bundles of tied-up corn ears as have

already been described, and brought them to the kiva, where they

were taken in by other men and piled behind the altar, the same as

those that the participants of the ceremony had already brought in.

The whistling into the little bowl still continued.

In the SaktvalTinve kiva they had, in 1897, in the meanwhile also

made a small altar consisting only of a small sand picture, covered

with cornmeal, on whicK were drawn some black cloud symbols, two

eight-pointed blossom symbols also being placed on it. North of the

sand field corn was piled up. Three monkohos, a tiponi and the small

crooks and bahos as in the Ponovi kiva made up the altar. On the

floor were standing about twenty trays (various sizes) with cornmeal,

which was placed on several trays west of the altar, and some on one
that was standing north of the fireplace and on which were Iving four

chochokpiota or black single prayer sticks, and a number of small corn-

husk pouches (like those on bahos).

In the Ponovi kiva, Y^shiwa had finished the small altar in the

southwest corner of the deeper part of the kiva. The three men
(Sh6khunyoma, Talaskwaptiwa and Tob^hoyoma) had kept their places

before the large altar while the four messengers carried in the corn;^

this was taken down the ladder by some young men but carried to the

altar by Teldhoyoma and SikamOniwa. (See PI. XX). When the corn

was all in, the messengers disrobed and the three men left the altar.

At about 2:15 p. M. all went to their houses and each got a small tray

* In iSgg SikamOniwa.
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with cornmeal, some of which was put on four larger trays ox potas,

which had been placed in a row north of the fireplace by Shokhunyoma.

In the center of each tray was planted a bunch of the corn-husk pack-

ets {mosiata) which was prepared on the fifth day, and around this

were thrust into the meal four of the thin black chochokpiamu that had

been prepared by Shokhunyoma on the previous day. Between and

beside the trays were placed the hihikwispi already described. (See

frontispiece.) At about 3:45 the four messengers who had gathered

the corn dressed up again, and, after some measuring and comparing

of their sizes, assumed a position north of the potas. The men who
had arranged themselves around the small altar were silent but the

whistling into the bowl was continued. The ceremony around the

small altar commenced at about half-past two o'clock. Y^shiwa, who
had built the altar, was evidently the leader; with him were Talask-

waptiwa, Tob^hoyoma, Talahoyoma and Shokhunyoma.

At about 3:15 two men from the Kwan kiva, Lomaushna and Tan-

akhoyoma (of the Kwakwantu order) came into the Ponovi kiva,

sprinkled meal towards the altars and then sat down on each side of

the ladder, putting one arm around the nearest ladder pole. They

were in full ceremonial dress kilt, sash, fox skin, beads, etc., and

each had a monkoho with three bells in the left hand. Talassyamtiwa

had prepared a number of cigarettes, of which he handed one to the

four men sitting around the small altar, one to the two Kwaktvantu

and one to Koyonainiwa, who had in the meanwhile dressed up and

sat down close to the wall southeast of the ladder, holding the bow,

arrows and tomahawk in his hands to guard the kiva entrance. At

this time two more women came in, Punnanomsi (Lolulomai's sister)

and Honanmana (wife of Kuktiwa), and after sprinkling meal towards

the altar sat down in the south end of the kiva; Nasinonsi was still

sitting at the east end of the kiva on the banquette, the place that

she occupied when she came in. She was dressed up at about noon

as previously noted. (See PI. XXI b.')

The singing and rattling at the small altar had, as stated before,

commenced after all had sprinkled meal at the four trays, small altars,

etc. (See PI. XXIa.) Talaskwaptiwa and Talahoyoma had rattles,

Tob^hoyoma asperged,* while Y^shiwa and Shokhunyoma had noth-

ing. The four messengers, who had been standing south of the potas

a little while, took them up as soon as the singing and rattling at the

altar commenced, hung the four bunches of hihikwispi over the left

shoulders and, after going around in a circle in a peculiar manner

•four times, left the kiva, walked round the outside four times and then

*In 1899 Tob^hoyoma rattled and TaUhoyoma asperged.
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Pl. XXI. PmesTS—SoyalmaKia in Kiva.

a. Priests singing around the small altar. To the left on the banquette is

seen the man whistling into a bowl with a bone whistle.

b. The Soyalmana on the east banquette of the kiva.
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Pl. XXII

The four messengers on their way to the spring with the cornmeal

offerings, hihkwispiata, etc.
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The Four Messengers on Their Way to the Spring with the Cornmeal Offerings,

HiHKwispiATA, Etc.
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Pl. XXIII.

The Mastop Katcinas at the Ponovi kiva.
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The Mastop Katcinas at the Ponovi Kiva.







PL. XXIV. Mastop Mask.

Front view. The bent marks on the forehead {tokivdita) are said to repre-

sent the nine ceremonial days, the dots over the eyes {chochookam) the Pleiades,

those on the cheeks {hotomkamu) the dipper. To the top of the mask are tied

some feathers and red horse hair, to the sides, representing the ears, some corn

husks, and to the base a wreath of dry grass.
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Mastop Mask.







Pl. XXV.

The Mastop mask, rear view. The drawings represent frogs.
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The MAsrop Mask, Rear View. The Drawings Represent Frogs.
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departed to deposit the potas in the large spring (Lananva) west of

the mesa (see PI. XXII). Here they went round the spring fronts

right to left four times, then descended about half way into the

large spring or well, went around on one of the terraces again four

times, then thrust the long l^aho sticks, with the attached hihikwispi,

in the wall on the north side, where many similar objects may be

seen in all stages of decay. After this they removed a stone from the

wall on the west side behind which an opening was disclosed. Into

this they threw the bunches of corn-husk packets {mociata) and

the black chochokpiata. The cornmeal from the potas they had

thrown, by small pinches, against the stone wall on the north, west,

south and east sides as they circled around. After this they returned

to the kiva. Here, in the meanwhile, two Mastop Katcinas had

appeared outside (see PI. XXIII). They had been dressed up in the

Kwan kiva and were painted black with white marks of hands all

over the body; they wore as a kilt some old skin, and had a dry grass

wreath around the neck. The masks (see Pis. XXIV and XXV) were

black with white dots over the eyes and on the sides, white hook-

shaped marks all around the forehead; corn-husk pendants tied to the

sides of the mask representing the ears, eagle feathers and red horse-

hair on top and two drawings of frogs in white on the back side. On
one side they had tied to the belt a bunch of cow hoofs. They began

running among the spectators outside the kiva, taking a hold of a

woman from behind here and there and going through the motion of

copulation, then they would run to the kiva, do a great deal of talk-

ing in a disguised voice and then run to another crowd and go
through the same performance. Soon they entered the kiva, where
they sat down to the east side of the ladder. Each man, except those

around the small altar, now sprinkled them with cornmeal, threw

some towards the ladder and then handed them nak^vakwosis and
cornmeal, conveying to them a prayer for rain. The Katcinas put the

nakioak^vosis and meal into a sack and left for another kiva.

The singing, rattling at the small altar and whistling into the

bowl went on during all this time, the whistler sitting in the extreme

southwest corner of the main kiva on the banquette. Lolulpmai sat

down in the southwest corner of the kiva. (In 1893 he participated

in the ceremony before the large altar, taking the part of the asperger.)

Koyonainiwa, who had put on his war paraphernalia, except the

buckskin, repainted his shield, face, etc. After the Mastop Katcinas

had left, he handed a crystal to the men, on which they sucked four

times and held it to their hearts. He also bit off pieces of roots,

chewed them and spat on the shield before repainting it. In one
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hand he held a white corn ear (to which was fastened a corn-husk

packet) and the six old eagle wing feathers used in his war ceremony.

The two Kwakwantu still sat in the same position, one on each

side of the ladder. Most of the men (except the leaders) sat on the

elevated portion of the kiva.

The four messengers who had taken the hihikwispi to the spring

now returned, and were hailed with ^^Kwakwai"" (thanks). The Mastop

Katcina, having left the Ponovi\i\v2., went to all the other participating

kivas, going through the same performance and receiving the same

prayer offerings as at the Ponovi. When they had made the round

they went to a shrine called the Masski (House of Massawu), about a

mile north and half way down the mesa.

It was now getting well toward sundown, and priests from other

kivas began to bring in their green and black bahos on trays to the

Ponovi 'kivdi, there to be placed near the altar. It was about a quarter

past 4 o'clock when the singing at the small altar ceased. Some one*

,handed Koyonainiwa a cigarette, which he smoked. The men at the

small altar also smoked, and now the whistling, which had been kept

up incessantly all day, ceased. After the smoking Y^shiwa rubbed

his hands in cornmeal, kept a little in the left hand, put his tiponi

into it, stepped to the north side of the four empty trays, waved the

tiponi toward the southeast and then prayed, to which all responded

by saying ''Kwakwai''' (thanks). The meal from his hand he sprinkled

on the bahos. Koyonainiwa now disrobed. Kwakwantu left, express-

ing a "good wish" before ascending tha ladder. All spat on their

hands, rubbed their bodies and some left the kiva. Several of the

leaders were still smoking, and trays with bahos were still being

handed in.

In the evening Koyonainiwa's war ceremony again took place.

This was observed in 1894 only, and the following is quoted from the

junior author's notes of that year: " Koyonainiwa, war chief, got

ready the stones and some water, and was then painted. A part of

his face was slightly blackened and X)i\e. Pookon marks were made on the

various parts of his body. In dressing him the one who assisted him

waved each article from the six cardinal points towards him before

handing them to him. There were about forty men and two women
in the kiva. When Koyonainiwa was ready all went out for a moment.

On their return they grouped themselves around Koyonainiwa's medi-

cine bowl, and Lolulomai, his brother Shokhunyoma, Talaskwaptiwa

and another man took seats around the small altar. One man sat

*In 1893 it was Kuktiwa, in 1899 Taldssyamtiwa.
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near the fireplace. The men at Koyonainiwa's altar smoked first, the

details of which, however, were not noted. Loliilomai handed to

each of the three men at the small altar what seemed to be a little

cornmeal, and put something into their mouths, he also taking some.

Koyonainiwa now sprinkled a meal road to the east side of the ladder

and back again. Tanakweima handed a cigarette to Talaskwaptiwa

and the four men at the smaller altar smoked, Koyonainiwa, I think,

too. The latter then gave a signal and the singing at both altars

commenced, accompanied by vigorous rattling at the small altar,

but the songs of the two crowds differed. During the first song

Koyonainiwa made the four meal lines on the four sides of the kiva,

then threw a little meal to the ceiling four times over his medicine

tray. At the small altars the two chiefs threw something from a corn-

husk into the medicine bowl, I believe talassi (corn pollen). Another

song was intoned by the crowd, Koyonainiwa screamed into the medi-

cine tray occasionally and then asperged.

''Second Song. By the crowd. (Those at the small altar were, so

it seemed, singing the same song over and over again.) Tanak-

yeshtiwa rubbed a little wet clay on the back and breast of all pres-

ent, himself last.

'' Third Song. Tob^hoyoma handed the big cloud blower to Koy-

onainiwa, who blew smoke over his medicine tray and then went up

the ladder and spat some honey through the hatchway.

^'Fourth Song. Koyonainiwa stood on the north side of the medi-

cine tray, holding the shield in the left, a small bunch of black feath-

ers in the right hand. Tandkyeshtiwa, sitting on south side of the

tray, had the two tnashaata in his hands and threatened to stab Koy-

6nainiwa, who pretended to defend himself with the shield. The
song grew wilder and wilder. Finally both stooped down and Koy-

onainiwa beat the floor with the rim of the shield, while all yelled

very loudly, which was evidently the war cry. This they did six

times; then all were silent, the four at the small altar continuing to

sing. The tobacco chief lighted the cigarette.

''Fifth Song. While this song was intoned, Koyonainwa and some
of the leaders smoked. At the end of this song the four at the small

altar put down their rattles, the tobacco chief handed another cigar-

ette to Koyonainiwa another to the four men, and all (as nearly as I

could see) smoked.* Koyonainiwa then uttered a prayer, to which all

responded by "X'7i'aX'7i'a/. " The stones in the medicine tray were then

thoroughly mixed and each one sucked on them. Shokhunyoma

*The light In the kiva being very poor, some of the details were probably unobserved, but as
to Koyftoairiiwa's ceremony there is no doubt of its being the same as described elsewhere.
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removed some object from the medicine tray; Lolulomai gave the

woman something to drink from two bowls. Sh6khunyoma went out

with something which could not be identified, owing to darkness in

the kiva.

" Lolulomai now sprinkled all the l>aAos at the altar from the medi
cine tray. Every man took a little water in his mouth from the med-
icine tray, and a small piece of the clay which was lying beside the

tray, and went home to rub a little of the clay, which he moistened with

the water from his mouth, on the back and breast of the members of

their families " to make them strong." Koyonainiwa went into all the

kivas and asperged (from his tray, I think). In all the kivas Soya/

bahos were being made except in the Sakwalanvi where, as has

been noted elsewhere, the opposition took place in 1897. Outside

of the Ponivi kiva four Kwakwantus were sitting with their monkohos

in hand and watching that no uninitiated enter the kiva. In the

Hawiowi kiva were noticed a number of male and female Qdoqdqlom

Katcina masks (see Pis. XXVI and XXVII), ready for use on the ninth

day, when these Katcinas dance. When the Ponivi was again entered

some men were smoking at the fireplace. Koyonainiwa put off his par-

aphernalia as soon as he had made a round of the kiva and then, after

smoking, went out with a pail of water and washed off his paint

marks. Outside a good deal of running and jingling of bells was

going on. The kiva was swept, some smoked and Lolulomai painted

himself in the same manner as the four messengers had been painted

and put on his ceremonial kilt and sash in the southeast corner of the

kiva. Some went out."

Eighth Day, Continiied (Night Ceremony).

At about 10:30 p. M. the floor was swept and some went outside.

Talahoyoma dressed himself in the southeast corner of the kiva; also

tried what seemed to be a whistle ; Lolulomai assisted and

directed him.

At about 10:45 P. M. Tob^hoyoma took the two tokwis, went

around the ladder to Koyonainiwa and then back, and sprinkled a meal

line from Taldskwaptiwa (who was sitting somewhat west of the large,

altar) to the west of the fireplace; thence another line towards the

east of the fireplace; put one of the wooden toktvis at each end of this

short meal line and then sprinkled another line across the kiva diag-

onally to the place of starting. The women then took their places,

the same as in the afternoon. Talassyamtiwa handed a cigarette to

Talaskwaptiwa (in 1894 to Shokhunyoma), one to Koyonainiwa and

another, with a live ember, he took outside to the watchers. A num-
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PL. XXVI. Q60QflQL6M Mask.

Front view. The drawing probably represents in a conventionalized form a

growing cornstalk. The skins of almost any kind of birds are worn on top of the

mask.
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QfioQ6QL6M Mask.







Pl. XXVII. Mask of the Katcinmana.

Mask of the Katcinmana, that accompanies the Qooqoqlom Katcina. The
face of the mask is yellow with red, black and green borders. The main part is

covered with red horsehair ; to the base are attached bunches of chiro (Otocorys

Alpestris) tail feathers, sometimes also those of the nuwatochi (unidentified).
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Mask of the Katcinmana.
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ber of the men sat on the elevated part of the kiva, the rest were in

front of the altar, where, in the front row, now sat the following men;

Talaskwaptiwa, SikamSniwa, Y^shiwa, Lomanka and Tanakyeshtiwa.

West of the fireplace lay some cigarettes and a' cloud blower.

For a few minutes the men indulged in silent smoking. At abotit 11

o'clock Talahoyoma (in 1894 Lolulomai) put on a kilt, sash, luoko-

kwawa, beads, nakwa, bells on the left leg, and arm-bands on both

arms with buckskin fringes; his arms, hands, feet, lower legs, shoul-

ders, back and a ring over the abdomen and one over the knees were

daubed white. He took some cornmeal and went out.* He may
be termed the Hawk Man, as he evidently represented, and is called

by the priests, a hawk. Outside he sprinkled a meal line toward the

kiva hatchway from the north, west, south, east and southwest, and

then one from the kiva toward the southeast for about twelve or fif-

teen feet. Taking a position on the farther end of this line h&
screeched with the bone whistle mentioned before (imitating a hawk),,

and was answered from the kiva by Talaskwaptiwa with a similar

whistle. Coming closer "to the kiva " he screeched, and was answered

again, the women saying, *
' Yunyaa"' (come in). He then threw the four

meal balls into the kiva, where they dropped east of the fireplace,

the women saying ''Askwali " (thanks) each time. Here Nacinonsi sat

down on the floor close to the banquette. He then came in, squatted

down at the east side of the ladder, having one of the niashaata in

each hand. Here he screeched again several times and was answered

with a rattle by Talaskwaptiwa. All then commenced to sing, Tal-

ahoyoma waving the mashaata vigorously backward and forward, first

to the north, then in a few minutes to the west, a few minutes later

to the south and finally to the east, every once in a while screeching.

Before changing to a new cardinal point he turned to the audience

for a few minutes, holding both hands half way up, but without mov-

ing them, and always remaining in a squatting position, resembling

that of a bird.

Another song. Talahoyoma screeched, got up, stepped down in.

the main part of the kiva, worked his way in a slow-stepping dance

along the three meal lines, going around the tokwis and back to Tal-

askwaptiwa, where he laid the mashaata on the floor and left the

kiva, the women saying ^'Askwali.'' The singing stopped.

In a few minutes he returned, got four new ballsf and sprinkled

the meal lines outside as before. An old tray was in the meanwhile

*TaUhoyoma acted here (or the first time in this capacity; he is to be Loltiioniai's successor as

Soyal Priest, and has lately been initiated into the various performances in different ceremonies.

t It was not observed who made them, but very likely V^shiwa, who had prepared them in

the 1894 ceremony.
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placed at the north end of the diagonal meal line and the two masha-

ata by its sides. Again screeching way off, Talaskwaptiwa answering

with his bone whistle and the women saying " Yunyaa'^ (come in).

Screeching nearer by, and the same answer; then he threw down the

ballsf again " Askwali'' by the women, whereupon he came in,

sprinkled a little meal on tray, niashaata and the diagonal line (in '94

Lolulomai also sprinkled meal on Koyonainiwa's paraphernalia), squat-

ted down, screeched, waved the fnashaaia as before, got up to dance

and another song was then commenced to which he stepped time,

waving the mashaata up and down in unison with the rattling and the

music, every once in a while ejecting screeching sounds. Thus he

slowly followed the line from Talaskwaptiwa southward. Reaching
the tokwi at the terminus of the meal line, he jumped over it eastward

then back westward, then again eastward, and then followed slowly

the line eastward. Reaching the east toktvi, he jumped over it east,

back west and again eastward. Then he worked his way back to the

starting point near Talaskwaptiwa, when the song stopped and the

women said '
' Askwali. " Talahoyoma again screeched, waved his hands

as when a bird attempts to fly and then another song was struck up,

to which Talahoyoma kept step, facing the north. Turned south,

screeched, waved his hand and turned north again and danced as

before. Turned south again, screeched, waved his hands as before,

and with a sweeping downward motion of both hands picked up the

mashaata on the east side of the tray, turned north again and then south

as before, and grasped with the same downward motion the other

mashaata; turned north again, danced, turned south, waved his hands

again, turned north as before, then south again, screeched, waved
his hands, turned north again, then south and then picked up with

both hands the old tray, turning quickly to the north. Again to the

south he whirls the right hand mashaata upward and around, then

after a silent period of dancing he turned north again. This latter

he did four times, twirling the tnashaata once the first, twice the sec-

ond, three times the third and four times the fourth time, putting

down the tray the fourth time. The two mashaata he thrust within

his belt in front. (See PI, XIV.) Some one had about this time

quietly placed a bow on the west, an arrow on the east side of the

tray.

In a little while he screeched again, flopped his empty hands up

and down and turned northward. Repeated that and then grasped

with his left hand the bow lying before him. Singing was going on

all the time to which he stepped time in a very rapid trampling

manner. Turning southward again he waved his hands as before and
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with a sweeping downward motion now picked up the arrow with his

right hand, but again, as with the bow, not with the first downward

sweep of the hand but with the second or third. Turned north

again, screeched and pretended to shoot with the bow and

arrow pointing northward as if ready to shoot, moving the

bow and arrow upward and downward. (See PI. XIV.) Then

he enacted tlie same performance west, south and eastward,

always stepping quickly to the time of the music. Finally turning

southward, he screeched, stooped, down, put the bow and arrow

from behind between his feet, grasped them both with his left hand

and put them on the floor. Then he took the two mashaata from

his belt and did the same with them, whereupon the song stopped.

Talahoyoma left the kiva and Loliilomai, who in the meanwhile had

dressed up in the same manner, followed with four meal balls. Tala-

hoyoma returned and took a seat on the elevated part of the kiva.

Some one (in '94 Tanakyeshtiwa) removed the tok^ois. Loliilomai now
threw down the four balls, the women saying '^ AsHoali.'' Loliilomai

entered, threw a little meal on the tnashaaia, picked them up,

screeched, and then assuming a squatting position about in the

middle of the kiva on the diagonal meal line, first waved them towards

the sand hill in the southeast corner of the kiva, intently looking in

that direction. Nacinonsi now stepped behind Loliilomai, who got up

and the two danced or rather stepped very slowly awhile around in a

circle, every once in a while advancing forward and retreating with a

rapid shuffling step, Nacinonsi always keeping close to Loliilomai's

heels and waving a corn ear to the time of the music. Lolulomai

screeched at intervals and waved the mashaata up and down, the slow

and fast stepping changing about. Occasionally he would forcibly

bring his arms downward with a sweeping motion. Once or twice he

held the mashaata to his head, breast, folded them both over his hips as

if to imitate the folding of wings by a bird, the Soxalmana imitating

nearly every motion with her corn ear; while dancing they described an

irregular square. Another short, rapid stepping, and then the Soyal-

mana sat down in a few minutes; Lolulomai stopped too, laying the

mashaata on the floor. (It was now midnight.)

Ninth Day, 12:01 a. m., 7//&/W (Dancing Day.)

In a few minutes Lolulomai squatted down, picked up \.\i&masha-

ata again and then another song was intoned. Waving the mashaata

toward the sand pile in the southeast corner he stepped towards it

(in a squatting position), setting the points of the mashaata on the

floor occasionally as if walking with them. When he reached the
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sand pile, he forcibly thrust them into it, waved his hands up and
down, took them out again, then danced back in the same manner in

the northwest direction. Then he turned and worked his way in the

same manner towards NacinSnsi (in '94 Punnanomsi, his sister), squat-

ted down before her, holding the points of the tnashaata on the floor,

then he waved them slowly upward to each side of her head. Then
he worked his way back to the sand pile in the same manner, but this

time not thrusting the mashaata into it. Returning to Nacinonsi, he

went through the same performance there, never changing his squat-

ting position. This he repeated two times more, four times in all.

After the fourth time he danced to the center of the kiva, where he

waved the two mashaata vigorously toward the sand pile a few times,

whereupon the song stopped, some saying " Kivakwai,''^ thanks.

Some one now handed a live coal to Tob^hoyoma, who lit the cloud

blower {omawtapi). Lolulomai, still squatting on the floor, screeched,

and at once another song was commenced; he worked his way slowly

again in the same squatting position towards the sand pile, waving ^
the mashaata toward it and occasionally screeching; having made his

way back in the same way he stopped in the middle of the kiva, the

women saying " Askwali.'" He then squatted on his toes, holding the

?nashaata on the floor, but with his thumbs downward; the song had

ceased and while all were silent Tob^hoyoma lit the cloud blower and

blew smoke into Lolulomai's right hand, handing back the pipe.

Lolulomai screeched again; Nacinonsi stepped behind him, the rattling

began and another song was commenced. The two slowly

stepped towards the west side of the ladder, Lolulomai occasionally

screeching and waving the mashaata up and down. Nacinonsi carried

her corn ear and an empty tray. When the two had reached the ladder

they left the kiva. Punnanomsi followed, also Ydshiwa with a tray.

All went into Talaskwaptiwa's (Punnanomsi's husband) house. It was

now about 12:30 a. m. and there was a recess, during which some

smoking was done in the kiva, in which Lolulomai soon participated.

In Taldskwaptiwa's house Y^shiwa and Nacinonsi were dressed up

ceremonially: Nacinonsi was dressed in the embroidered ceremonial

blanket {toihi), which was arranged in the form of a dress, held in

place by a ivokokwawa (knotted belt). Over this she wore a man's Kat-

cina kilt {pitkuna), the two upper corners of which were tied together

over the left shoulder. Around the neck she had numerous strands

of beads, and on the wrists she wore strands of yarn. Y6shiwa was

daubed and dressed in the same manner as the four messengers had

been on the previous afternoon, but with a number of small brass

bells on the legs. At about 1:15 a. m. Shokhunyoma, Sikamoniwa,
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PL. XXVIII. Screen Representing Muyinwu.

Kihu (house), a screen, used during the night of the eighth day of the Soyal

ceremony. The figure in the center represents MOyinwu.the god of germination.

He holds in his right hand a growing cornstalk, in his left a nionkoho and

monwikuru. Over his head are symbols of clouds with falling rain and rays of

lightning. The black circles, that are suspended from the latter, represent

feathers, as do also those that run down from the nionkoho. Under the corn-

stalk is the symbol of the moon, on the other side that of the sun. The semi-

circles on top are covered with cotton, to both sides are fastened four artificial

blossoms, to the lower part watermelon, muskmelon, squash, cotton, pumpkin
and other seeds and different kinds of corn. The eagle feathers below and red

horsehair on the sides and base represent the rays of the sun.
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Tanakveima'*' and Lomankwa took their monkohos and some bahos and

went from the kiva to Talasswaptiwa's house; Koy6nainiwa also went,

but he had no monkoho. Here they deposited some bahos in a shrine

under the ladder leading into the room in which Y^shiwa and the

women were putting on their ceremonial costumes. The four men
sat down on the north wall of the house. Punnanomsi and Nacinonsi,

her daughter-in-law, arrayed as described, sat near the fireplace. Y^sh-

iwa and Lolulomai's sons, who had assisted in arranging the beads,

costumes, etc., of the two, sat on the west wall. Koyonainiwa now
made a short speech, whereupon the five men went out but waited

for two menf {^Kwakwantus) who were taking in a large painted

screen of buckskin stretched over a frame. (See PI. XXVIII.) The
five then went in and Y^shiwa and Nacinonsi came out of the house

and waited at the north side of the kiva, Ydshiwa holding cornmeal,

four meal balls and the two mashaata. The picture was put up north of

the fireplace. Then the screeching commenced again outside and

was answered by the same sound from within; the meal balls were

thrown in as before, whereupon Y<5shiwa and Nacinonsi came in.

Y6shiwa sat down east of the ladder, the two Kiaakrvanius sitting on

the west side. Y^shiwa then stepped forward, squatted down,
screeched, waved the same two mashaata that Loliilomai had used^

Nacinonsi following him, but standing. Both slowly worked their way
around the picture. The five men had meanwhile returned from the

house to the kiva and sat down on the east side of the elevated part

of the kiva. When the two had danced around the picture, Loliilomai

handed a tray with two corn ears, some cornmeal and some feather

bahos to Shokhunyoma, who prayed over it. Then the other four

men sitting by Shokhunyoma's side did the same. Cigarettes had
meanwhile been handed to Y^shiwa, the two Kwakwantus, some one
in the back part of the kiva, and to the five men on the elevated

portion of the kiva, and all smoked. . Tob<5hoyoma took the cloud

blower and blew smoke against the back of the picture. Shokhunyoma
then took the tray and corn ear, after he and the other four men had
prayed over them, stooped down before the picture and scraped with

the corn ear all the seeds from the picture into the tray, and also ran

the corn ear over the artificial blossoms on the two edges of the

screen from above downward, as if scraping them also. He then

stood up and holding his monkoho in his left, the tray in both hands,

In later ceremonies TaUssyamtiwa, Taaiikveitna having died.

t In iSgo and 1900 Tandkyeshliwa and another man got the screen and as thev wore cos-

tumes about like the Kwak-wanlus and it was night, it is possible that I mistook TanAkyeshtiwa
and his companion at that time for the two Kwakwantus, the four going into the kiva at about the
same time.
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uttered a prayer. Y^shiwa and Nacinonsi then left the kiva; the pic-

ture was taken out by Tanakyeshtiwa, Punnanomsi followed, and then

the two Kwaktvantus, after expressing a good wish and blessing at

the foot of the ladder, also left the kiva.

Lolulomai took the tray from Shokhunyoma and placed it near the

altar, Shokhunyoma first picking up every grain and also the cornmeal

from the floor that had dropped while scraping the seeds from the

screen. Tob^hoyoma replaced the /okwis, etc., on the small altar, and

a short recess followed, during which Ydshiwa and Nacinonsi took off

their ceremonial costumes in Talaskwaptiwa's house. Tanakyeshtiwa

dismantled the screen in the WiJzolapi kiva and considerable smoking

was indulged in in the Ponovi kiva. It was now about half-past two

o'clock in the morning. It was noticed that in various kivas dancing

and singing was going on but entirely unceremonially; they were evi-

dently practicing for future Katcina dances. When the PonoviVxvd.

was entered again, Tanakyeshtiwa who had prepared and handled the

picture, had also come in and at once took off his costume, hair,

feather, etc. The picture had been made by Tanakyeshtiwa in the

Wikolapi kiva during the previous eighth day, where just now also

four young men painted and dressed up again, and where also the

Star priest (Talaskwaptiwa), who soon was to appear, was now
getting ready.

At about 2:45 A. M. Koyonainiwa again put on his war attire, took

a medicine bowl and went over to the Wikolapi kiva, where he

sprinkled the Star priest, who was in the northwest corner of the

kiva surrounded by a number .of young men who had there been

painted and costumed. Koyonainiwa at once returned to the Ponovi,

being preceded by the young men and by Ydshiwa, who was dressed

in a white robe {owa), and who was sprinkling cornmeal before

Koyonainiwa and the Star priest when going over to the Ponovi kiva.

Arriving near the kiva, Koyonainiwa and the Star priest halted until

Y^shiwa had sprinkled the six meal lines towards the kiva, all of which

was simply a repetition of what had been done before and has already

been described. As soon as Yeshiwa had entered the kiva, Koyon-

ainiwa also entered, being followed by the Star priest. In the kiva

all were standing. The principal act of the whole ceremony was

about to be performed. Koy6nainiwa had taken a position west of

the ladder and asperged from the medicine bowl. On the west ban-

quette some one was beating a drum, but in a muffled tone. Around

the drum were standing the men who had dressed up in the Wikolapi

kiva. The Star priest at once began to dance backward and for-

ward east of the fireplace, keeping step to the beating of the drum,
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Pl. XXIX, SoYAL Altars, Etc.

The Soyal altars, screen, Star priest and P5okon, as reproduced in the

Field Columbian Museum. The illustration shows the Star priest in the act of

twirling the sun symbol, which is probably the climax of the whole ceremony.

During this performance he is sprinkled with sacred water from a medicine bowl

by the P6okon (war god), who is represented by the Kalehtaka, Koyonainiwa, the

leader of the war ceremonies.
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accompanying himself by rapid talking (rather half singing, half

talking). He had in his right hand a long crook to the middle of

which was fasteaed a black corn ear, in the left seven corn ears, a

monkoho and a monunkuru. His costume (see PI. XXIX) consisted of

the usual Katcina kilt and sash, a woman's sash, ankle bands, a turtle

rattle on each leg, green arm-bands, a fox skin, and numerous strands

of beads around the neck, but he had on no moccasins. The head-dress

consisted of a frame made of leather bands to the front of which was

attached the figure of a four-pointed star, and to the sides an artificial

blossom of the same kind as those on the large altar and on the screen.

The body was not painted, except with lines of small white dots, which

ran from the point of the big toes upward along the front part of the

legs, also from the heels over the calves of the legs, and finally from

the thumb along the front side of the arms to the shoulders and down
to the nipples, and from the hand along the outside of the arms to

this shoulders and down on each side of the back. Shokhunyoma stood

west of the fireplace holding a baho and a meal tray and occasionally

sprinkled meal towards the priest. To his left stood Y^shiwa

dressed in the white oiva, his face painted white. All at once the

Star priest made a leap towards Shokhunyoma, handed him the crook,

monkoho and corn ears and received from Yeshiwa a sun symbol,

which the latter had brought from the Wikolapi kiva and which he

had held concealed under the owa, and which was fastened to a stick.

This the priest,* now acting as Sun priest, took, holding the stick

in both hands, shook it, and then, while dancing north of the fireplace

sideways from east to west, and west to east, twirled the sun symbol

very fast in the same directions, symbolizing the going and coming of

the sun. Some one screamed, but who, it was not ascertained.

Soon a song was intoned again, the drum now beating a little louder

than before. Koyonainiwa all the time asperged the Sun priest,

Katcina. When the latter stopped, Shokhunyoma waved the crook up
and down, accompanied occasionally by some one screaming. The
song was about Loloekon, the mythical plumed water serpent. The
dancing and jumping of the Sun priest, was varied and extremely

picturesque.

When the song ceased the Sun priest jumped toward Shokhun-
yoma, who, it seemed, gave him his baho. The latter and Ydshiwa
then went over to the Wikolapi Vw^i, Koyonainiwa accompanying them
to the top of the Ponovi kiva, when he re-entered and disrobed;

Yeshiwa and the Sun priest disrobed in the Wikolapi kiva. It was

* For pictures of the Star priest as he appears in the Wowochim ceremony see PI. XXIX.
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now 3:15 A. M. Y^shiwa took something back to the Ponovi kiva,

probably a rattle, and another object which could not be identified.

Here the crook, monkoho, monwikuru and corn that S^iokhunyoma had
received from the Star priest were lying north of the fireplace, and
several of the leaders were smoking over these objects. The Wikolapi
kiva now sent a young man, dressed in a kilt, to the Ponovi for their

tray with bahos that had been taken there in the previous afternoon.

As soon as he got this, the Tao and Hano kivas sent for theirs also,

and then all the rest that had taken all \\\e\x bahos there. These trays

were placed north of the fireplace in their respective kivas and then

smoked, over. A messenger was then sent from each kiva to Taivaki

(Sun house), a shrine on a mesa about three miles southeast of

Oraibi, with a baho and nakivakiuosi from every man of each kiva.

The messenger from the Ponovi kiva took with him, besides a great

many bahos, the four small cakes, two wheels, two cylinders,* one
small crook, one long and one short baho, and with the green grass

from the altar, all to be deposited on the sun shrine. He left at about

4 o'clock A. M.

Shokhunyoma, Lomankwaand Koyonainiwa then got ready for an

expedition, putting on blankets, as the night was cold. Shokhunyoma
took a monkoho and a small crook from the altar with a piihtavi (road

marker) about twelve or fifteen feet long. This crook was one of the

two that had been standing on the sand field in front of the altar.

Lomankwa also took ^.monkoho, Koyonainiwa a stick, and all took some
cornmeal. They left the village on the east side, following the trail

about half way down the mesa, where Koyonainiwa dug first a hole

about two and a half feet deep and about five inches in diameter, and

then leading from it in a southeasterly direction a trench about eight

inches deep and about as long as the piihtavi. Shokhunyoma then put

some meal in the hole and trench, and placed the little crook into the

hole and, while Koyonainiwa held it there, stretched \\\& piihtavi -aXon^

the trench. AH sprinkled meal on it and the earth was replaced.

All then walked along the covered piihtavi and returned to the kiva. f

When we arrived there the Wikolapi people were just going into the

kiva. All had their hair loose, some had kilts on, some onh' breech

cloths, none sashes, and all were naked. They were sprinkled with

meal by several men and then danced like Katcinas, evidently practic-

ing; the first one had the natsi. At the second dance the singing was

accompanied by the rubbing of a corrugated stick on a gourd drum.

These wheels {nolta) and cylinders (gd»dlki) were observed in the 1897 ceremony only, but

undoubtedly were present in the other years also.

tA similar performance has been observed at the same place in other ceremonies.
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Pi. XXX. SOYAL BAHOS.

a. Field of Soyal daJios in position on the morning of the ninth day.

l>. Soyal iaAos as appearing in the afternoon of the ninth day after the

children of the village have partly destroyed them.
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When these had left the kiva the people from the Hano kiva came and

performed, whereupon those from the other participating kivas fol-

lowed, one after the other, in the different kivas.

Towards morning the men from the different kivas carry all their

hahos to their houses and soon after the inmates arise, and consider-

ably before sunrise the whole village is astir and getting ready for

the planting and depositing of the Soyal bahos. Just at sunrise the

inhabitants emerge from the houses and streets, the women, many of

them robed in the atoe^ and the children carrying hands and armsful

of baJws to the east edge of the mesa, where these hahos, numbering

many hundreds, are being thrust into the ground (see PI. XXX).

Those belonging to the Sand clan plant theirs about fifteen yards

farther to the southeast, all in one bunch. This place is called

Aicatobi (Bow height), because this clan is said to have come from

Awatobi (now a ruin), about thirty miles east of Oraibi. A similar but

larger group may be seen south of the village at a place called Tcobki

(Antelope house or shrine), where may be seen such trophies of the

chase as the heads of antelopes, deer, wild cat, etc. The bahos found

in this latter group are taken there by boys and men only. Almost

all the makbahos (hunt bahos) are deposited here; occasionally some
small boy, who goes with his mother, will plant his at the main baho

field.* Bahos and nakwakwosis are now being offered in many various

ways. They are placed in the houses, tied to the ladders to prevent

accident, placed in the chicken houses "that the hens may lay eggs,"

into the beef and sheep corrals, and ti'ed to horses' tails, dogs', goats'

and sheeps' necks, etc., "for increase;" tied to the peach trees as

prayer for large crops, deposited in springs for an abundant water

supply, and disposed of in many similar ways. One man came even

running to the mission and tied a few nakwakwosis to the missionary's

watch, which was hanging on the wall, and which the Hopi consider

as a symbol of the sun, also calling it tawa (sun). In the Ponovi

kiva Shokhunyoma and others of the leaders are, in the meanwhile,

The bahos deposited at these three places are of three kinds as far as their obiect or purpose
is concerned. First, the bent bahos or volosfioya. These an; made for little boys by their fath-

ers, it being their first baho, as a wish that the boy may thrive, be happy and live long. The sec-

ond kind are the so-called makbaho (hunting bahos) which men make for themselves and for others

as a wish or prayer for good luck in the chase. These consist of nakwakwosis tied to a stem of

grass, various kinds of grass being used. The feathers are also of many different kinds, but no
turkey feathers are used. The third class, and by far the largest quantity, are offerings for the

dead. A nakwakwosi is generally made for one deceased, and these nakwak-wosis are fastened to

long sticks. The Hopi say the dead come afterward from the "Masski" (skeleton house) and each
one j;ets his nakwakwosi, or rather the soul of it, and if any one finds that for him no offering has
been made he is unhappy. The short double bahos (double green, double black or green and
black) are said to be made for tiie dead in general, who are believed to reciprocate the kindness by
sending the Hopi good crops of corn, watermelons, squashes, etc. Some claim that these bahos
are, on this occasion, as usual, made for the cloud deities.
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busy dismantling the altars and tying the paraphernalia in bundles,

to be put away the following evening.

In the forenoon of the eighth or ninth day the masks of the

Qdoqdqlom Katcinas were prepared, and in the afternoon they came to

the village, generally, about fifteen or twenty males and about five to

seven females [manas). The men are all dressed in some kind of

American clothes, but formerly they were dressed in native costumes.

(See Pis. XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII and XXXIV.) The manas are the

same that perform with the Hamis Katcinas. They have a yellow

mask with red horse hair over it.

The Qdoqdqlom Katcinas are the first of which more than one

appear, having been preceded by only the single Soyal Katcina, which
appeared the day after the Woiuachim celebration. So the Qooqdqlom

are really the Katcinas that open the Katcina season. They go to every

kiva and one of them rubs some cornmeal on the four sides of the

hatchway, which they call "opening the kivas." (See PI. XXXIII ^.)

They make the round of the kivas that have partaken in the Soyal

ceremony, and also dance in various parts of the village, and leave

toward the evening. During the dance the chief priest of the Poivamu

fraternity constantly goes around the dancers, sprinkling them with

cornmeal.

THE FOUR DAYS AFTER THE CEREMONY.

After the ninth day three days are spent in rabbit hunting. The
rabbits that are caught are brought into the various kivas, placed

north of the fireplace, a little meal sprinkled on them and in the even-

ing taken home and prepared for the feast in the kiva on the fourth

day. The men still sleep in the kivas but eat in their homes.

On the fourth day a great deal of baking and cooking was done

in the village. At about 2 p. m. the men in the PonoviVw^. dressed up

again, the hands, feet and shoulders, breast, back and face being

daubed with white kaolin. All put on the usual ceremonial kilt and

sash. Small trays of 7votaka (mush), consisting of white cornmeal

boiled in water, but unseasoned, were brought in, and also a roasted

rabbit, which was standing in the pot. The place before the Soyal-

mana' s house had been swept. Two large tubs, filled with water, had

been placed on the roof of the first story, one on each side of the

door leading into the second story. Big trays filled with cotniwiki,

(cornmeal, tied up in cornhusks and steamed), were standing in the

house.

At about 3 p. M. the men from the Ponovi kiva came out and

formed in line (see PI. XXXV a) outside the kiva; first Tanakyeshiwa,
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PL. XXXI. QOOQOQLOM KaTCINAS.

The Qooqoqlom Katcinas dancing on the plaza. The manas hold trays con-

taining watermelon, muskmelon, cotton, squash and other seeds and various kinds

of corn.
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Q6oq6ql6m Katcinas.
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Pl. XXXII. QOOQOQLOM Katcinas.

a. The Qooqoqlom Katcinas dancing on the plaza. The vianas are behind

them. They frequently turn face about when dancing, so that the manas are part

of the time in front, and part of the time behind.

b. Same as above.
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Q6oq6ql6m Katcinas.
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Pl. XXXIII. Q6oq6ql6m Katcinas.

a. Qooqoqlom Katcinas arriving at the village in the afternoon of the ninth

day. It is the only Katcina that is now always dressed in American clothes.

Every Katcina holds in the right hand a gourd rattle, in the left a bag with corn-

meal and a bow with arrows. To the point of one of the latter is fastened a small

piece of rabbit skin. Some of the Katcinas carry presents {/>i^z, watermelons,

corn, etc.).

d. A Qooqoqlom Katcina rubbing cornmeal to the four sides of the kiva, by
which the kivas are said to be " opened " again for the Katcinas, none of which

have appeared since the last Farewell Katcina ceremony. After the Soyal cere-

mony is over Katcinas appear in great variety and large numbers for about six

months.
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QOOQOQLOM KaTCINAS.







Pl. XXXIV. TiHus (Dolus) of Katcinas, which Appear on the Ninth Day of the

SoYAL Ceremony.

a. Tihu (doll) of the Qooqoqlom Katcinmana.

b. Tihu (doll) of the Qooqiiqlom Katcina.

c. Tihu (doll) of the Mastop Katcina.
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Pl. XXXV. SoYAL Priests Going to House of Soyalmana.

a. The Soyal priests going from the Ponovi kiva to the house of the Soyal-

mana, each one carrying a small tray with patSpha or votaka, a mush prepared

of cornmeal and water.

b. Same as above ; ascending to the house of the Soyalmana, who is seen at

the head of the steps receiving the priests. From the two tubs the priests are

later drenched by four maidens.
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SoYAL Priests Going to the House of Soyalmana.







Pl. XXXVI. SoYAL Priests.

Soyal priests throwing presents to the spectators from the Soyalmana's house,

after having deposited the rabbit and the mush, as well as their paraphernalia, in

the house of the mana.
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Pl. XXXVII, Spectators—Women Struggling for a Melon.

a. Spectators on the roofs and street near the Soyalmana's house, waiting

for presents to be thrown to them by the Soyal priests.

b. Women attempting to wrest a watermelon from a Soyal priest who is on

his way to the kiva from the Soyalmana's house.
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Spectators — Women Struggling for a Melon.
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carrying the pot with the rabbit. All the other men had in their right

hand one of the small trays with ivotaka* They went slowly over to

the aforesaid house, ascended the steps of the first story and entered

the room on the second floor, where they were received by the Soyal-

mana (see Pi. XXXV b) and a few of her immediate friends and rela-

tives, and where the rabbit was given to the Soyalmana, who feasts on

it afterwards with her friends who have assisted her in preparing the

comhviki and other presents thrown out by the men.

The men then took off the kilt and sash and began to throw conii-

fioiki, squashes, and watermelons and other articles of food from the

roof of the first story among the spectators and neighboring houses.

(See Pis. XXXVI and XXXVII.) While they did this four girls kept

throwing water on them, with four old Havasupai trays, from the

tubs, until their paint had been thoroughly washed off, and one after

*he other rushed over to the Ponovi kiva, where a good fire was burn-

ing. A feast in which rabbit meat played a conspicuous part then

followed in the various kivas.

The men are required to practice the strictest continence, not only during the nine cere-

monial but also during these four post-festival days. If any one fails to comply with this rule and
he is lound out. one of his clan sisters prepares for him a dish of Sakwawotaka (blue -wotafca) made
of blue cornmcal, and seasoned with salt. Thu man is compelled to proclaim his own shame by
can ;ing the tray in the procession.
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Pl. XXXVIII.

EXPLANATION OF THE POWAMU ALTAR AND SAND MOSAIC.

1. Cloud symbols, the yellow representing the north; the green, the west;

the red, the south; the white, the east.

2. Reredos with blossoms and probably corn-ear symbols.

3. Cloud and lightning frame. The symbols on the upper part of the cloud

tablet represent clouds, those on the lower, blossoms. The small figure in the

lightning represents, according to some, Cotukvnanwu; according to others,

Chowilawu or Powamua. -*

4. Figure of the Ho-Katcina.

5. P8okon, the god of protection 1

6. Cotukvnanwu, god of thunder.

7. Chowilawu, also called Powamua, who appears as a Katcina in the initia-

tion ceremony.

8. Various lightning slabs.

g. Bahos or prayer sticks.

ID. Corn-ear slabs.

11. Tokwi, representing a bluff.

12. Baho making outfit, showing partially finished bahos and the material

used in making them.

13. Honey pot.

14. Cloud blower.

15. Gourd rattles.

16. Medicine bowl with aspergill and corn-ears.

17. Tiponi, the palladium of the Powamu chief.

18. Eagle feathers: one is used in the purification ceremonies.

19. An old basket containing small pieces of various kinds of food, especially

game. The object is called "mother,"' and is the tiponi or palladium of the Kat-

cina priest.

20. Monwikuru or sacred water vessel.

21. Tray with corn-meal.

22. Gourd vessel in which water is gotten from the spring.

23. Sand mosaic. The four sides of the square are called wona (planks); the

square itself is said to represent a house. The terraces at the end of the wona
represent clouds, and the black projections from these clouds small turkey feather

prayer offerings. The four small circular figures, the large one in the center, and

the variously colored dots on the sand field, symbolize the various blossoms of the

plants, herbs and grasses used by the Hopi for food, and for ceremonial, medici-

nal and other purposes.
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NOTE.

The ceremoniology of the Hopi Indians is very comprehensive and extremely-

complicated. A large number of performances have already been observed and

more or less fully described, especially by Dr. J. W. Fewkes of the Bureau of

Ethnology, Washington, who has directed his studies, however, principally to the

ceremonies of the Hopi living on the East Mesa. Aside from the valuable publi-

cations by Dr. Fewkes on parts of certain ceremonies of the people of the Middle

Mesa, but very little is known about their rites and none of them have thus far

been studied and described. In Oraibi, on the West Mesa and the seventh of the

Hopi villages, a number of ceremonies have been observed and carefully studied

by Mr. H. R. Voth, during his five years' residence at that village as a missionary.

The Powamu ceremony is chosen for the second of this series of papers, partly

because it is one of the most important, complicated and interesting of those held

at Oraibi, and partly because the two altars and four sand mosaics belonging to

this ceremony have been reproduced and are now on exhibition in this Museum,

GEORGE A. DORSEY,
Curator, Department of Anthropology.

Chicago, December i, 1901.
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PREFACE.

Although the author has observed parts of this ceremony every

year since 1894 (except 1899 and 1900), and has made very copious

notes and drawings on the same, he by no means claims to be able

to exhaust the subject. Further studies will reveal new details and

furnish new information, especially regarding the songs and the sym-

bolism of certain ceremonial paraphernalia. It will be of interest also

to note, in future observations of this ceremony, innovations and

modifications that are being made. Where such have been noticed

in past years, attention has been called to them at the proper place

in this paper.

Most of the original drawings and photographs from which the

illustrations have been reproduced were made by the writer. Where
others are used it is so stated at the proper place. I am greatly

indebted to Dr. C. F. Millspaugh, Dr. O. C. Farrington, Dr. S. E.

Meek and Mr. W. A Bryan for kindly identifying the various objects

used in the ceremony and mentioned in this paper.

The following rules of pronunciation should be observed in

reading the Hopi words:

a, e, i, o, u have the continental sound; a as in "care"; c between

s and sh; k very soft, nearly like the two letters ky spoken together;

n as in "canyon"; o as in German "01"; y like deep, guttural k; ti

as in German "fur"; u as in "fur."

While most of the objects for which the Hopi names are

given have been more or less explained in the paper, a list of those

words, with a brief explanation which may be easily referred to, is

here given:

Anchaa: Very well; all right.

At5e: A ceremonial blanket, red, white and blue colors.

Askwali: Thank you ! Used by the women only.

Baho: Prayer offering, consisting of one flat or two round sticks, to

which feathers, herbs and usually a corn husk packet containing

corn-meal and honey is attached.

Baholawu: To make bahos.

Batni: A well, cistern, etc.
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PowAMu Priests.



Pl. XXXIX. Two PowAMU Priests.

a. Siima. For many years chief Powamu priest. Now dead.

d. QSmahoiniwa, brother of Siima and now chief Powamu priest.
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THE POWAMU CEREMONY.*

1. THE PERSONNEL.

The ceremony herein described is celebrated under the direction

of the chief priest of the Powamu fraternity, who is assisted by the

Katcina chief. Until 1896 the Powamu chief was Siima, of the

Honani clan, then about eighty-five years old. Upon his death in the

month of July of that year, his younger brother, QOmahoiniwa (see

PI. XXXIX), became his successor and has held that position ever

since. Repeated inquiry on my part at different sources elicited the

information that Siima himself had made this appointment and had

for some time previous given his brother special instruction regarding

the duties connected with the office. Qomahoiniwa is probably about

seventy years old, is also a rriember of the Honani clan and belongs

to various religious societies, such as the Snake, Drab Flute, and

Horn. He is considered one of the best informed men on the songs

of the Hopi.

The part of the Katcina chief, who always cooperates with the

Powamu chief, was taken from 1894-1896, inclusive, by a compara-

tively young man named Moshohungwa, of the Parrot and Crow clan,

although the regular Katcina chief, Talangakyoma, was at that time

still living and performed his duties on other occasions where they

were less arduous. The only reason for this, that I could learn, was
that Talangakyoma was old and infirm and could not stand the strain

of the nine-day ceremony. As I knew him to be of a feeble constitu-

tion, I am disposed to give credence to this information. When he

died in 1895, his nephew, Massavestiwa, of the Katcina clan (son of

his sister), was appointed Katcina chief. Siima protested against

this appointment and wished to retain Moshohungwa ; the principal

reason given by him was that Massavestiwa knew hardly any of the

songs, while Moshohungwa did and had otherwise had experience in

assisting in the ceremony. Siima's protest was overruled, however,

The name Powamu is derived from pa-watani, to put in order, in proper shape or condition,

as by this ceremony the fields and gardens are put in proper condition, symbolically, protected
against destructive forces (sand storms, ants, etc.), and in every way consecrated, as it were, for

the approaching planting season.
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by the village chief, Lolulomai, who is at the same time assistant

priest of the Soyal ceremony, and who also urged that Massavestiwa's

inherited claim to the position was better than that of Moshohungwa.

At my visit to Oraibi in December, 1899, however, Moshohungwa
told me that he had now been reinstated as Katcina chief and that

Massavestiwa was to be leader of the Tatauknamu (the Singer

society), of which the former Katcina chief, Talangakyoma, had also

been leader, and in the igoi ceremony Moshohungwa again acted as

Katcina chief.

Besides these two leaders, from eight to twelve men generally

participated in the ceremony. These belong to different clans, the

Badger, Reed, Sand, Crow, Bow, Rabbit or Tobacco, Parrot, and,

perhaps, a few others. In addition to these, a "sponsor" of every

candidate for initiation, and also a few women, are present on the

evening of the Powamu initiation ceremony, which will be fully

described later on.

2. KIVAS.

The Powamu ceremony proper, as well as its introductory cele-

bration (Powalawu), takes place in the Honani (Badger) kiva, which

is also known as the Powul (Butterfly), Shuatyawa (Straight or just

downward), and Hochichwi kiva (Zigzag kiva*).

The so-called Katcina initiation, however, which takes place on

the sixth day of Powamu, is performed in the Marau kiva, which is

the only kiva in Oraibi that belongs exclusively to the women. Dur-

ing the ceremony beans are planted and grown in almost all the kivas

of the village, as will be more fully explained later on.

During the time of a ceremony no one is allowed to enter the

kiva in which it takes place. The men who usually occupy such a

kiva, when not in use for ceremonial days, vacate it during the time

of a ceremony and accept the hospitality of some other kiva until the

ceremony is over. This, however, applies in this case only to the

Honani kiva ; those in which only beans are grown are used as usual.

3. THE TIME OF THE CELEBRATION.

The Hopi determine their months by the moon, the name for

moon and month, muyawuu, being the same. The time from the new

*It is stated that the name "Shuatyawa" is sometimes used because the badger's hole
" runs down" into the earth ; the name " Zigzag" because formerly the Bow clan owned that kiva

with the Badger clan and because Hopi bows are often decorated with a white zigzag line running

along the whole length of the bow.
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moon until the moon "dies," that is, until another new moon appears,

constitutes a month. The period which corresponds approximately

to our month of February is called Powamuya.* In this month, the

beginning of which sometimes overlaps with the last days of January,

the Powamu ceremony takes place. Whether the month derived its

name from the ceremony, or vice versa, I cannot say, but the informa-

tion thus far obtained on this point justifies the belief that the former

alternative is the case. Following are the dates when the ceremonies

took place in the years observed :

PowALAWu. Powamu.
In 1894 February 4 February 13-21

In 1895 Not recorded February 3-1

1

In 1896 February 14 February 22 to

March 2

In 1897 -February i February 9-17

In 1898 January 23 February 2-10

In 1899 Not observed

in igoo Not observed

In 1901 January 20 January 30 to

February 7

4. POWALAWU, THE INTRODUCTORY CEREMONY.

About eight days prior to the beginning of the Powamu ceremony
proper an interesting one-day ceremony takes place, known as Powa-
lawu. It is still an open question with the writer whether this per-

formance should not be treated as an independent ceremony rather

than as a part of the Powamu celebration, and it may be found upon
further study that originally, at any rate, it was a distinct, independ-

ent ceremony. But the facts that other nine-day celebrations are

preceded by a short ceremony, t that most of the participants in

Powalawu also take part in Powamu, that the same leaders officiate in

both ceremonies, and, especially, that a close relation seems to exist

between the two, justify its treatment for the present as a part of and
introductory to the Powamu ceremony.

Below are given the names and clan relations of the participants

in the years 1896, 1898 and 1901. In the other years I failed to

record the names, but they were nearly the same :

*From ^^fiowatani,'" to put in proper shape, in order, or in proper condition, and muyawuu
month.

tThis is usually called bakolawu, and generally takes place in the evening; sometimes, how-
€ver, as in the case of the Snake and Antelope fraternities, in the morning. The announcement on
-the next morning of the coming ceremony is called tingapngivu, or sometimes simply chaala-wu
<to cry out or announce).
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1896.

1 Siima ; chief Powamu priest, Honani (Badger) clan.

2 Massavestiwa ; chief Katcina priest, Katcina clan.

3 Qomahoiniwa (Siima's brother) ; Honani (Badger) clan.

4 Koyongainiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

5 Lomaashniwa ; Tuwa (Sand) clan.

6 Qotcwuyaoma ; Honani (Badger) clan.

7 Punnamoniwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

8 Qoyangotiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

9 Wungwniima ; Pakab (Reed) clan.

10 Mashaheptiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

11 Massaveima ; Tavo (Rabbit) and Piva (Tobacco) clan.

12 Mosahungwa ; Karro (Parrot), Angwusha (Crow) and Kat-

cina clan.

1898.

1 Qomahoiniwa ; chief Powamu priest, Honani (Badger) clan.

2 Massavestiwa ; chief Katcina priest, Katcina clan.

3 Kiwanhungwa ; Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

4 Koyongainiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

5 Lomaashniwa ; Tuwa (Sand) clan.

6 Qotcwuyaoma ; Honani (Badger) clan.

7 Qoyawaima ; Honani (Badger) clan.

8 Matswo ; Honani (Badger) clan.

9 -Massaveima ; Tavo (Rabbit) and Piva (Tobacco) clan.

10 A small boy (name not recorded).

igoi.

1 Qomahoiniwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

2 Koyongainiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

3 Kashwahtiwa ; Honani (Badger) clan.

4 Lomaashniwa ; Tuwa (Sand) clan.

5 Massaveima ; Tavo (Rabbit) and Piva (Tobacco) clan.

6 Mosahungwa ; Karro (Parrot), Angwusha (Crow) and Kat-

cina clan.

7 Shuyurztima ; Pakab (Reed) clan.

At about sunrise of the day appointed for the Powamu ceremony,

the men, having been notified by the Powamu priest on the preceding

day, begin to assemble in the kiva. The leaders bring with them their

boxes and bags with feathers, paints, roots, corn-meal, etc., and also

some sticks for bahos*, various herbs, and other objects to be used in

Sometimes the chief priest prepares the sticks for the bahos on the previous day, as they are

usually crowded for time the next day.
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Pipes, Reed Cigarette and Fuse.



Pl. XL. Pipes, Reeo Cigarette and Fuse.

1. Omawtapi (cloud blower). Procured from Siima. Had been used by

him in many ceremonies.

2. Kopichoki (cedar bark fuse), used for lighting a reed cigarette; sometimes

also used for other purposes.

3. Chongotki (reed cigarette). Used for smoking on to Katcinas, etc. This

as well as the kopichoki was made by and obtained from the pipe-lighter in a

Powamu ceremony.

4. Sakwachongo{%rttvi pipe), made of a greenish stone and used in cere-

monies only.

5 to 9. Various types of Hopi pipes used in ceremonies as well as for cere-

monial smoking.
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Various Bahos.



Pl. XLI. Bahos. Etc.

1. Sun baho as prepared by different fraternities,

2. Sun baho as prepared by the Kwan (Agave) fraternity.

3. Sun baho, same as No. i, but with two corn husk packets.

4. Common double green baho, made by different fraternities.

5. Common double baho, one stick green, the other black, and from this fact

also called naalongwaho. Made by members of the Powamu fraternity only.
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Pl. XLII. Powalawu Sand Mosaic.

Fully described and explained in the text of the paper. (See pages 75-76O
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the ceremony, and last but not least, a supply of pipes (see PL XL)
and native tobacco (Nicotina attenuata Tow). Smoking is a very

important feature in every Hopi ceremony. First the kiva is swept, a

fire built and then some silent smoking is indulged in, every new-

comer joining the smokers. The Powamu priest then retires to the

northwest corner of the kiva, the place usually occupied by the chief

priest in all Hopi ceremonies and begins making bahos or prayer

sticks, in which he is assisted by the Katcina chief. These bahos con-

sist of two sticks about four and one-half inches long and three-eighths

to one-half an inch thick, one of which he paints entirely green, the

other black ; with the exception of a small notch at the upper end of

the green stick, which is called the face {taiwd) of the baho and is

painted light brown. These two sticks are tied together, and to the

obverse side is fastened a small pouch made of corn husk containing

some corn-meal mixed with honey. To this pouch is fastened a small

feather of a tokotska, a buffalo or cow bird (Molothrus ater obscurus

Gmel.) To the obverse side of the sticks are tied a small turkey

feather, a sprig of kuna (Artemisia frigida) and a sprig of maovi

(Guetteriza Euthamiae). (See PI. XLI.) The chiefs then make four

other double bahos, which are essentially the same as the above, but

are put into certain baho stands to be described presently, while the

others are carried to the various kivas the next day. At about this

time one of the men belonging to the Sand clan—generally Lomaash-
niwa—is sent after dry sand for the sand mosaic. He takes with

him a little corn-meal and two nakwakwosis, which one of the two
leaders has made. Arriving at the sand hill he holds the nakwakwosis

and meal to his lips, whispers a silent prayer, deposits both on the

sand hill and then fills his blanket with sand and takes it to the kiva.

Here several men at once commence making the sand mosaic (see

PI. XLII), while others prepare the accessories to be placed around

the mosaic. They first make the sun symbol in the center. The
four circles represent the perihelion of the sun and are called "house
of the sun," the yellow being with the Hopi the. color of the north,

the blue or green* of the west, the red of the south, the white of the

east, and the black of the northeast or the above. For the south-

west, representing the below, different colors are used, and in this

instance below is probably represented by the groundwork or field of

the mosaic itself. The four arrow-shaped projections on the four

sides of the sand mosaic and the lines running through them, repre-

sent house hXossovcis, {kihut-sihuatd), here, of course, of the "houses of

*The Hopi call the various shades of blue and the darker or bluish shades of green sakwa-
wussa. For the light " grass green" shades, however, they have another word, moktngpu.
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the sun."* A small quartz crystal, to which an eagle feather piihtavt

(road) is attached, is placed in the center of the sun symbol. This is

called the heart of the sun. The four white lines with branch-like

projections, and the seven red lines emanating from the sun symbol

proper, represent eagle feathers and bunches of red horsehair, both of

which symbolize the "tawa sowitsmi'^ (sun beard) or the rays of the

sunt-

The accessories to the sand mosaic consist of the following

objects :

Nos. 1-4: Four hd^xo-tockiwas (baho, or prayer stick "fields").

These consist of a clay stand two and one-half by two and one-half by

five and three-quarters inches in size, painted black. In these are

inserted at one end a small ngoloshhoya (crook) about five and one-half

inches long, to which a turkey feather is fastened. The crook is in

Hopi ceremoniology the symbol of life in its various stages. Next to

this stands one of the four bahos, already described, representing

corn, the main subsistence of the Hopi. These double bahos are

sometimes called '^kao'' (corn ears); and then a sprig of an herb to

which four qoqopi, chat (Icteria virens), feathers are tied. Sometimes

sikatsi (fly-catcher) feathers are used instead. The herbs differ in the

four stands. The one on the north side is a j/^md!^// (Bigelovia bige-

lovii); the one on the west a /i^^wdi^// (Artemisia filifolia), on the south

a hunwi (Fallugia paradoxa) and on the east a massi shiwahpi (Q'\ge.\o-

via bigelovii|). These four herbs, and especially the two varieties of

shiwahpi, are used in making the wind-breaks in the fields, and their use

here signifies a prayer or wish for protection of the plants and corn

against the destructive sand storms for which these wind-breaks are

made. Next to the herb is inserted an eagle feather, to which four sikatsi

(fly-catcher) feathers are tied as a prayer for warm weather when the

birds come. As the Hopi use the term sikatsi rather promiscuously

The square on the sand mosaic shown on Pis. X XXVIII and XLVII is called kihu and the four

parallel corn-meal lines made on the kiva or house walls in many ceremonies are designated by the

same name. All Hopi houses are said to have imaginary j//;Ma)'a (blossoms) and ngayata (roots)

and on the eighth day of those Powamu celebrations, following an extended or complete VVowochiro

ceremony, the Powamu priest buries four bahos, one on each side of the village. He digs a hole on

the outside and close to the foundation of four houses, standing on the outside of the village (one

on the north, one on the west, one on the south and one on the east side), places a baho into the

opening, leaning it against the foundation, and covers it up with earth. These four bahos are called

the ngayata (roots) of the village or of the houses.

tin the large sun discs worn on the back by the flute players in the flute ceremony these two

objects are used to represent the rays. Furthermore, in two ancient bowls in the collection of

cream-colored pottery and on a gourd drum in this Museum the rays of the sun are pictured by

figures which very clearly represent eagle feathers and by red lines, which by the Hopi are said to

represent bunches of red horsehair.

JThe Hopi distinguish between the Bigelovia on the north side of the altar and the Bigelovia

on the east side, claiming that the first, the shtp-wahpi, is a somewhat smaller plant than the latter,

the massi (gray) ship-wahpt.
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Pl. XLIII. Powalawu Altar.

explanation of the altar.

1. Sun symbol with a quartz crystal in the center.

2. The rays of the sun.

3. The four world quarters, the yellow representing the north; the green,

the west; the red, the south; the white, the east; the black, the above; and the

field itself probably the below.

4. Not identified, probably thunderbolts.

5. Baho stands, with the following variations: The one on the north side

contains a sprig of shiwahpi (Bigelovia Bigelovii) and a yellow single baho stick.

The one on the west a sprig of howakpi (Artemisia filifolia) and a green stick.

The one on the south a sprig of hunwi (Fallugia paradoxa) and a red stick. The
one on the east a sprig of massishiwahpi (Bigelovia Bigelovii). The Hopi make
a distinction between this Bigelovia and that on the north side, the latter plant

being smaller than the other.

6. Food balls, made of sweet corn-meal.

7. Reed tubes containing small oriole feathers.

8. Balls made of clay and painted black; to be offered to the sand-

storm god.

9. Reed tubes containing small blue-bird feathers.

10. Corn husk with some corn-meal and a mouse.

11. Spearheads.

12. Medicine bowl and aspergill.

13. Tray with meal made of various seeds.

14. Tray with bahos (prayer sticks).

15. The Natsi (standard) of the Powamu fraternity.

16. Eagle wing bone whistle.

17. Tiponi, the palladium of the chief Powamu priest.
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for different small birds with yellow and greenish feathers, such as

the fly-catchers and certain kinds of warblers, it is very probable that

feathers of any of these birds are used on this eagle feather. To the

latter is also fastened a small netted wheel, the rim of which is made

of a couwi (Atriplex canescens, Nutt) stick, the network being of

yucca leaf fibers (Yucca augustifolio Pursh). To this wheel are tied

four chat feathers*. The last object inserted in this baho stand is a

short stick called taka baho (man baho), pointed at both ends and

made of the stem of duma (Cleome integrifolia, Nutt) (C. serrulata

Pursh). This stick is colored yellow in the stand on the north side,

green on the west, red on the south and white on the east stand. To
this stick is fastened 2, yahpa feather. Some uncertainty exists about

the identity of this bird. Dr. Edgar A. Mearns in his " Ornithologi-

cal vocabulary of the Moki Indians,"t mentions a '^yahpa'' and

identifies it as Clark's nut-cracker (Nutcifraya Columbiana). But the

feather in the original baho stand now on exhibition in this Museum
is certainly not that of a nut-cracker, but is almost beyond doubt

from a smaller bird, perhaps from the wing of a vermillion fly-catcher.

This baho is always made by a kalehtakmongwi (warrior chief), now
Koyongainiwa, and is said to represent a kalehtaka (warrior) standing

at the end of the baho stand, keeping watch over and protecting the

various objects on the baho stand. The various objects are prepared

by different men. (See PI. XLIII.)

Nos. 5-8. Four food balls, made of dough which is prepared

from various kinds of native food {lapoci, kwani, sahu, younga,

muyanikt, pikamtosi, pinon nuts, formerly also meat of buffalo, deer,

antelope, etc.), and enough of pikamtosi, (pulverized //Jdiw/, a mush
of sweet corn-meal), and water to give the dough the proper consist-

ency. These are said to serve as food for the clouds when deposited

outside of the village.

Nos. 9-12. Four clay balls, made of the same clay and painted

with the same color as the baho stands. Over each ball is laid an

eagle feather, nakwakwosi, which it was noticed on one occasion was
made by Massavestiwa.

Nos. 13-16. Four flint spear points. These were brought in by
Koyongainiwa, who represents Pookong, the God of war and pro-

tection, in the Soyal ceremony. |

*The POokong on the Oraibi snake altar has a similar wheel on his back and the Qaqolmanas
in the Oraibi Qaq'dl ceremony shoot hand arrows at such wheels. In both cases the wheel is said to

represent a shield. In this case, however. QOmahoiniwa asserts that it simply represents a wheel
(ngolla) and the feather with the wheel also serves as a protection against the destructive sand
storms. It is called hiikuhtsi (sand storm shutter).

tAnthropologist, Vol. IX., No. 12.

{The Oraibi Soyal Ceremony, Field Columbian Museum, Anthropological Series,Vol. Ill, No. i.
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Nos. 17-20. Four black reeds about two and one-half inches

long, made by Koyonainiwa ; each has tied to one end an arrow-

shaped point, cut out of corn husk. On this point is placed a small

quantity of specular iron, and a few small choro (blue bird) feathers

are put into the same end of the tube.*

Nos. 21-24. Four yellow reed tubes of the same length as the

black and made by the same man. They are colored by first being

moistened with honey and sputa, then rolled in talassi, corn pollen,

and finally rubbed with an old piece of skin said to contain buffalo

fat. Into one end of these tubes are put some small tawamana
(oriole) feathers.

No. 25. Aspergill, made of a hollow stick, the ends of which

are closed with buckskin and to which some eagle feathers are

fastened.

No. 26. A tray containing the bahos made by the two leading

priests in the morning. The number of these bahos differs in the

different years ; one is made for each kiva in which beans are planted

the next day. In 1896 there were eleven, in i8g8 ten, in 1901 again

eleven. They are distributed by the Powamu chief the next morning.

No. 27. A tray containing meal made of different kinds of corn

and of watermelon, muskmelon, squash, cotton and other seeds.

This meal was known to be ground on one occasion by the wife of

the chief Soyal priest, who is also present at the initiation of new
Powamu members on the fifth day of the Powamu ceremony.

Qomahoiniwa says that she always prepares this meal, but why just

she, could not be ascertained. The old priest says there is no special

reason. She also belongs to the Honani clan.

No. 28. The Powamu natsi or standard, consisting of four sticks

about eighteen inches long, to which are tied a few small eagle

feathers. At the principal Powamu ceremony three of these sticks

are put into the sand ridge of the altar and one outside at the south

end of the kiva entrance.

No. 29. The tiponi or palladium of the chief Powamu priest.

It consists of a corn ear which is fastened to a flat base and wound
with cotton twine, and to the upper end of which are tied feathers of

different birds (eagle, turkey, parrot, oriole, road runner, blue bird,

hawk and others) and also a few pieces of turquoise, shell, etc.

No. 30. The ngahkuychakapta (medicine bowl), containing the

charm liquid which is sprinkled on the mosaic during the ceremony.

The drawings on the bowl represent a frog, tadpoles and clouds.

These yellow and blue feathers are afterwards blown through the hatchway by Koyongainiwa

as a wish or prayer for warm weather when the summer birds come. (See PI. XLIV, b.)
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Pl. XLIV. Scenes in Connection with the Powalawu Ceremony.

a. Priests singing around the Powalawu altar.

h. One of the priests blowing small blue-bird and fly-catcher feathers

through the hatchway of the kiva during the Powalawu ceremony.
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No. 31. A totoeqpi, a bone whistle, made of an eagle wing bone.

No. 32. A corn husk with parts of butterflies and pieces of dif-

ferent roots.

No. 33. A corn husk, containing the dessicated remains of a

small mouse {tamoico) and a small quantity of corn-meal, made in the

kiva from a corn ear that is nearly white and which was first slightly

roasted at the fireplace.

At about noon the altar is finished and at once the men arrange

themselves around it. (See PI. XLIVa.) Usually the Hopi divest

themselves of all clothing when participating in a kiva ceremony and

loosen their hair. In this case they all keep on their clothes, but

loosen their hair. Another unusual feature is that no one holds any-

thing in the hand to beat time with—a rattle or eagle feather—as is

usually the case. Later in the ceremony, however, the chief priest

beats time with the aspergill, when not using it for asperging.

When all are seated, Massaveima, who usually acts as Pip-

mongwi (Tobacco chief), lights a pipe at the fireplace, hands it to the

Powamu priest, and all then silently smoke, the pipe being handed

from one to the other. As soon as all have smoked, the Powamu
priest offers a short prayer and then

The First Five Songs are sung, in which singing all join and dur-

ing which no performance of any kind, not even rattling or beating

of time, takes place.

Sixth Song. The Powamu priest takes from the corn husk (No.

32) a piece, or maybe more, of root, crushes it between his teeth and

drops it into the medicine bowl.*

Seventh Song. The Powamu priest throws the meal from the tray

(No. 27) on the sand mosaic, a little at a time, at intervals of from

four to six minutes, repeating this twelve times. The song treats of

different kinds of seeds and is very long. The same words are

repeated in every stanza with the exception of, I believe, two lines,

which are different in every stanza.

Eighth Song. This is also of considerable length. The PoWamu
priest picks up the aspergill (No. 25) and stirs with it the contents of

the medicine bowl, after which he sprinkles it, a little at a time, during

the song, on the mosaic which is now covered with the meal. The
pieces of root and butterflies are also dipped out of the bowl with the

aspergill and thrown on the sand mosaic. This song treats of various

birds and the different kinds of food that the Hopi use, and is probably

a prayer for blessings upon these articles so essential to the Hopi.

*He says he used four different 'kinds: totona, Polina, kosana and Aomina, none of which
have been identified.
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Ninth Song. Koyongainiwa takes the bone whistle (No. 31) and
the yellow reed tube (No. 5, obscured on the plate by a baho stand)

from the north side of the altar, ascends the ladder about half way,

so that his head is just emerging from the hatchway, and blows the

yellow feathers and corn pollen from the tube through the hatchway

towards the north, which he follows by a few short, sharp notes from

the whistle. (See PI. XLIV, b.') He then .returns to the altar,

replaces the reed tube and repeats the same performance in exactly

the same manner with the yellow tubes on the west, south and east

sides of the altar respectively, always blowing and whistling, how-
ever, in the corresponding direction. When he has concluded he
hands the whistle to the Powamu priest, who has been moving the

aspergill up and down to the time of the song.

Tenth Song. Koyongainiwa takes the black reed tube from the

northwest side of the altar (No. 17, obscured on the plate by the

medicine bowl), ascends the ladder as before, blows from it the blue-

bird feather and powdered specular iron through the hatchway
towards the northwest. Returning, he does not put the tube in its

former place, but deposits it at the outside end of the north baho
stand. He then repeats the same performance with the other' black

tubes (Nos. 18, 19 and 20), blowing towards the southwest, south-

east and northeast respectively. The tube from the southwest corner

he deposits with the east, the southeast with the south and the north-

east with the east baho stand, always near the outside end. He next

takes the spear point from the northwest side of the altar (No. 13,

obscured on the plate by the medicine bowl), puts a small pinch of

specular iron on its point, ascends the ladder in the same manner as

before, blows the powder toward the northwest, then licks some
honey from the spear point which he had previously put on when he

placed the points around the mosaic and ejects* it in the same direc-

tion. Returning to the altar, he replaces the spear point and then

repeats the same performance with the remaining three points (Nos»

14, 15 and 16) towards the southwest, southeast and northeast,

always replacing them to their respective places. When he is

through the song ceases. One of the younger members is now sent

as a messenger with the four clay balls (Nos. 9-12) and the nakwak-

wosis lying over them. He is told to run fast and to deposit the

four balls at four different places, somewhere west and south of the

village. As near as I could learn, he deposits them near or on trails

*This act, which occurs very frequently in Hopi ceremonies, is not an ejection of spittle. The
tongue is pushed between the lips, then quickly withdrawn and the material on the tongue (honey,

pieces of roots, herbs, etc.) is then forcibly blown out, mixed, of course, with a small quantity ol

saliva.
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Pl. XLV.

a. Football race.

h. Growing beans in the kiva.
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leading to the village. Such offerings are usually deposited on the

four sides, north, west, south and east, of the village, but I have

been told repeatedly that these balls and feathers were offerings to

Huicangwu, the God of the High Winds and Sand Storms, which the

Hopi so much dread, because they destroy so much of their crop

either by covering it with sand, by cutting it off as the sharp particles

of sand are swept along the ground with great velocity, or by drying

it up. These sand storms almost invariably come from the south-

west and the west, the direction in which these offerings were

deposited. I was also informed that the places where these offerings

are deposited mark the shortest circuit of certain races which take

place shortly after the Powamu ceremony is over. In these contests

the racers* start on the west side of the mesa, run around the point

of the mesas as close as possible and ascend on the east side. At the

next race, a few days l4ter, the circuit is larger, and it enlarges with

each race, so that at last the whole distance described is from eight

to ten miles, but does not, I was told, go inside of the places where

those four black balls are deposited.
"f

(See PI. XLV, a.)

Eleventh Song. As soon as this messenger starts the eleventh

song is commenced, during which nothing takes place, the chief priest

only beating time with the aspergill.

Twelfth Song. At its conclusion four men take a little corn-meal

from the baho tray and each then puts into his blanket one of the

baho stands, the food ball and the two reed tubes, and takes them

outside of the village; the one having the objects from the north side

of the altar going to the north side of the village, the one with those

from the west side going to the west side, etc. These four messen-

gers were all . different in i8g6 and 1901, except Lomaashniwa. He
took out the west side objects both in 1896 and 1898 and the east side

objects in igoi. I followed him in 1896 to the west and in 1901 to

the east side, and Moshohungwa in 1898 to the east side of the mesa.

Arriving at a place a few hundred yards from the village and about

one-third down the trail to the valley the messenger stopped, held

The races all start on the west side of the village; the first from a place called Tapchochmo;
the second from a spring called Lfinangva; the third from the same place but pointing in a different

direction and for a larger circuit than the former: the fourth from a place called Tutuck-molmik-
Pohpamik; the fifth from the same place but pointing in a different direction and for a wider

circuit; the sixth from a place called Yuhtukiungwu; the seventh from Wuptowiungwu.

fThe first ball is taken to Wuptowiungwu, a place west of the village from which the last of

the oncoming races starts, the others starting at various places close by. The messenger first

cleans the ground, lays down the ball, puts the nakwakwosi and corn-meal on it and then gives it a

kick in the same manner in which the balls are kicked later in the foot races. He then proceeds to

three different places southwest and south of the village, where he disposes of the three remaining
balls and nakwakwosts in the same manner.

T
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the corn-meal to his mouth, whispered a silent prayer and then

sprinkled the meal in a line and laid the yellow tube at the end of the

stand pointing towards the village. (See PI. XLVI.) At the oppo-

site end of the stand he placed first the food ball, and then, a few

inches from the bowl, the black tube. A fifth messenger has at the

same time been sent with the corn husk containing the corn-meal and
the dead mouse (No. 33), with instructions to deposit it on some large

ant-hill as a prayer offering to the ants that they would not destroy

the crops of the Hopi. In igoi the messenger went to an ant-hill

close to the west side of the village, made a ring around the center

of the hill with some of the corn-meal and threw the rest of the

meal, the remains of the mouse, the nakivakwosi and the husk into

the ring.

Returning to the kiva in about fifteen or twenty minutes the men
were still singing, but I am unable to say how many songs they had

sung while we were gone. I am inclined to believe, however, that it

was the same song that they commenced when we left the kiva. When
this song concludes all say, ^'^ kwakwai'' (thanks !), whereupon a pipe

is filled with native tobacco and lit by Massaveima at the fireplace.

While he lights the pipe and smokes a few puffs, some one loosens

the nakwakwosi from the crystal that is lying on the center of the

sand mosaic, and all put the crystal between their lips and suck on it,

saying that it makes their hearts strong. The pipe is then handed to

the Powamu chief priest, \yho smokes, hands it to the Katcina chief,

and then it makes the round, each one smoking a few minutes and all

exchanging terms of clan relationship, such as: Inaa, Itii (my father,

my child); Iwawa, Itopko (my elder brother, my younger brother), etc.

When all have smoked, the pipe-lighter takes the pipe, cleans it and

places it on the floor near the fireplace. The Powamu priest picks

up the tray with bahos, sprinkles some of the meal from the same tray

over them, holds the tray in front of him and prays over it. He then

hands it to Messavestiwa (in 1901, Moshohungwa), who also prays

over it and hands it to the Powamu priest, who places it on the ban-

quette at the north end of the kiva. Some one, usually Lomaashniwa,

now sweeps up the sand mosaic with the seed meal and nakivakwosi

that has been loosened from the quartz crystal, puts it all into his

blanket, carries it out and throws it on a pile about eight or ten yards

south of the kiva. Food is meanwhile being brought to the kivg^ and

all partake of a supper, after which they usually smoke and chat

awhile and retire to their respective homes.
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Pl. XLVI. Powalawu Priest Depositing Prayer Offerings.

One of the participants in the Powalawu ceremony depositing one of the baho
stands, a food ball and the reed tubes outside of the village.
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5. INTERVAL BETWEEN POWALAWU AND POWAMU.

On the morning following the Powamu ceremony, the chief Pow-

amu priest takes the bahos which were lying in a tray during the

Powaiawu ceremony, and over which he and the Katcina priest prayed

at the conclusion of the ceremony, and distributes them in the differ-

ent kivas. In each kiva he smokes a few minutes, leaves one baho,

and then tells the people they may now plant beans in the kivas,

which planting seems to symbolize the planting of the corn, beans,

etc., etc., of the coming season. He expresses a prayer that these

ceremonies may secure for them blessings, that no evil may befall

their crops, that they may come up, have plenty of rain, grow well,

that the corn may have plenty of ears, that the Hopi may be able to

harvest the corn, put it into their houses and use it, etc. QOmahoiniwa

says that on this occasion he represents the tokotska* (Molothrus ater

obscurus—Gmel.), whose feathers, as already stated, are on the bahos.

He now leaves the kivas, and so gives the signal for the planting in

the kivas.

During this day, large bowls, tin pans, boxes and other vessels

are brought into the various kivas and filled with earth brought for

this purpose from a place east of the mesa. In the evening beans of

all kinds are planted in these vessels, which are then placed on the

floor and banquettes at the north end of the kiva. (See PI. XLV<^.)

This planting of beans is continued on the three following evenings.

After this a fire is kept up day and night in the kivas until the last

day of the Powamu ceremony, when the beans are disposed of, as will

be described later. No special ceremonies are connected with this bean

planting. The chief Powamu priest and two other men, one of whom
acts at the conclusion of the ceremony as Aototo, the other as Aholi

Katcina, plant, in addition to the beans, a little corn in their respec-

tive kivas, the disposition of which will be described later.

The Katcina dances which have taken place in such great variety

since the conclusion of the Soyal ceremony are suspended during the

Powamu ceremony.

A peculiar custom observed during these days is the cutting of the

hair of such children as have not yet been initiated into religious organi-

zations. The hair of the boys is cut very short; over each ear, how-
ever, and over the forehead a lock is left; in the case of very small

boys, only over the forehead. The girls only retain a small strip of

hair around the forehead.

* When later this bird actually appears the Hopi say: " The tokotska has come, it is time to

plant," and at once they begin to plant the earlier varieties of corn.
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6. THE POWAMU PERFORMANCES IN THE KIVAS.

First Day.

At about -sunrise the chief Powamu and the chief Katcina priest

enter the Honani kiva, the first bringing with him the Powamu natsi,

six ceremonial corn ears, a box with feathers, some corn-meal, etc.

The natsi consists of four sticks about twenty inches long and about

one-half inch thick, to each of which four small eagle nakwakwosis are

fastened at different places, and three to four small eagle feathers to

the upper end of the stick. One of the sticks is put into the grass mat

that is lying on the kiva hatchway at the south end of this opening

and a little corn-meal sprinkled around it. The other sticks and the

other paraphernalia that the priest brings with him he places on the

floor in the north end of the kiva. Usually the kiva is then swept

and the two priests sit down near the fireplace, eat their breakfast

and smoke awhile. The rest of the day is usually spent by them in

getting wood for use in the kiva or in some work of a private nature.

Even Siima, though old and feeble and notwithstanding the fact that

it was cold, had to get a large part of the firewood himself, I have

observed the same thing on other occasions where it seemed that

reverence for the priest, if not respect for old age, would induce the

younger members of the society to get the necessary firewood. When
I asked the priests why they did not let or make the younger men get

the wood, they usually replied : '^Ka n'awakna'' (They won't do it).

Especially is this the case when only a few men participate in the

ceremony.

Second Day. (The People's First Day.*)

Early in the morning the Powamu priest, after having put up the

natsi dX the Honani kiva and smoked awhile, goes into every kiva where

beans are being planted, sits down at the fireplace, smokes a little

while, offers a prayer or blessing with corn-meal over the beans and

then, before leaving the kiva, announces that in seven days the women
and girls will prepare food, that during the following night their (the

Hopi's) friends, the Powamu Katcinas, will '^itamu tihtaptotani''''

(watch or observe us)—which refers here to the dance of the Powamu
Katcinas during the night of the eighth ceremonial day—and that on

*A peculiar custom prevails in Oraibi in connection with the numbering of the days of the

Powamu ceremony, inasmuch as that the sUmmu (people) of the village have their own way of

reckoning in which they are one day behind that of the numeration of the Powamu fraternity, and
as both call their second dzy first day, their third day second day, the matter is very confusing.

The following table will make the matter clear:
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the eighth day they (the Hopi) will enjoy the food (feast). Return-

ing to the Badger kiva he sits down at the fireplace and smokes,

in which he is often joined by the Katcina priest. After having eaten

their breakfast the two priests are seldom in the kiva during the

remainder of the day. Generally they again go after wood. The

night they spend in the kiva. It may here be remarked that they are

expected to remain continent during and for four days after the cere-

mony. The objects, brought in the first day, generally remain on

the floor, the same as on the previous day.

Third Day. (Second Day of the People.)

The natsi is put up in the morning the same as on the two pre-

vious days. The objects brought in the first day still remain in the

same position as they were then put down. Other paraphernalia is

usually brought in on this day. On one occasion I noticed on the

floor the mask of the Hahai-i Katcina and the Powamu priest was

repairing the crow wings, to be attached to the sides of the mask.

The Katcina, wearing this mask, appears on the morning of the last

ceremonial day, as will be noted more fully at the proper place. The

chief Powamu and Katcina priests are still the only men present on

this day and even they are out during the greater part of the day,

generally getting wood or doing work in their houses. The eating

and sleeping is, of course, done in the kiva.

Fourth Day. (Third Day of the People.)

Nothing of importance transpires on this day. The putting up

of the natsi, the appearance of the kiva, the men present and the work

done, is essentially the same as on the previous three days. Con-

siderable smoking is being done by the two priests whenever they are

in the kiva. During these four days the two priests have eaten any

kind of food, but during the following five days they only eat one meal

late in the evening and then only unseasoned food and no meats.

Actual Number
of Days.

First Day .

Second Day
Third Day
Fourth Day
Fifth Day .

Sixth Day
Seventh Day
Eighth Day
Ninth Day
Tenth Day

As Numbered by the Powamu
Fraternity.

Shushkdhitnuu, once not anything.

Shushtala (first day)

Loshtala (second day) .

Bayisktala (third day) .

Naloshtala (fourth day)

Skushtala (first day)

Fiktotoka (piki making)

Totoka (food providing)

Tikive (dancing day) .

To avoid confusion the actual numbering of the days

As Numbered by the People.

Shushkdhitnuu, once not anything.

Shushiala (first day).

Loshtala (second day).

Rayishtala (third day).

Naloshtala (fourth day).

Shushtala (first day).

Fiktotoka (piki making).

Totoka (food providing).

Tikive (dancing day),

is used throughout the paper.
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Fifth Day. (Fourth Day of the People.) Without the initiation ceremony.

On this day the ceremonies begin in earnest. Other men besides

the two chief priests come in, usually those that participated in the

Powalawu ceremony and a few others. Early in the morning the

Powamu priest has brought in the altar and its accessories and laid

them on the floor in the north end of the kiva. The natsi is put up
as usual. The two leaders now begin to fast, eating only one meal

after sundown. All the others eat as usual, but no meat and no

salted food.

One of the first things the Powamu priest does is to make four

bahos to be placed on the sand ridge of the altar,* the Katcina priest

at the same time making a number of nakwakwosis, one with a long

yellow string (road) attached to it. When these are finished the

two priests smoke over and then spit a little honey on them. Mean-
while the Powamu priest has sent one of the men, a member of the

Sand clan, with a few nakwakwosis and some corn-meal after some
sand for the altar ridge. Following this messenger, I found that he

partly descended the trail leading into the valley southeast from the

village. Coming to a large sand hill, he first laid down the nakwak-

wosis, then held the corn-meal to his lips, whispered a short prayer

over it, sprinkled it on the feathers and then filled his blanket with

sand and took it to the kiva, where he deposited it in the northeast

corner on the floor. The two chief priests soon commence getting

the altar paraphernalia, in order, preparatory to the erection of the

altar (pongya). Feathers are attached to certain parts of the altar,

arms and legs are fastened to the fetishes, which bear very strongly

the marks of long usage, and they are then dressed. The costume is

very simple. A string of fringef made of horses' manes is tied

around their body. Besides this kilt several strands of beads, from

which is suspended an abelone shell, are hung around the neck of

POokorig and Chowilawu. Strings of turquoise and red beads are

fastened to the ears and small eagle feathers are fastened to the

objects they wear on their heads. When the decorations of the

fetishes have been completed, the sand ridge is made and the altar

erected, first the reredos with the head-piece, then the fetishes, slabs,

etc. Several of the men present usually assist in putting up the

altar. Finally, the four bahos, which the Powamu priest has made

These are the same as those made in the Powalawu ceremony, only a qoqdpt feather (chat,

Ikteria virrus) is used instead of a tokotska feather.

tThese horsehair kilts are called taiuahova (sun-rays) and are always colored red. They
are also used by various Katcinas and other personages.
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in the morning, are put into the sand ridge, and corn-meal is sprinkled

on it.

After the altar proper is finished, a short recess is generally

taken, during which the two leaders smoke, being sometimes joined

by others. Then the Powamu priest sprinkles some dry, fine sand in

front of the altar, on which he arranges the medicine bowl, corn ear,

etc., as seen on PI. XXXVIII (Frontispiece). The Katcina priest,

taking the nakwakrvosis that he made in the morning and a large gourd

vessel, goes to the spring after water. Upon his return, the Powamu
priest takes the gourd, fills from it the medicine bowl and places the

gourd in a corner in the north end of the kiva. In case new mem-
bers are to be initiated into the Powamu fraternity, such initiation

takes place on this day. But in order to avoid confusion in the

description, the usual ceremony, as it takes place on this day in those

years when no initiations are made, will be described first, and then

the day's program will be given as it is carried out in case this is an

initiation day. After the altar is finished there are usually a few

hours of rest, during which on initiation days the sand mosaic and

other preparations are made for the initiation.

When no initiations take place the men present smoke or sleep

during this recess or are engaged in making dolls {tihus), bows and

rattles, to be given to the children on the ninth day. At about half

past three or four o'clock the men, usually only about five or six in

number,* arrange themselves in a semicircle before the altar, the

Powamu chief on the extreme west side and next to him the Katcina

chief. The pipe-lighter at once hands the large cloud-blower

(^omawtopi) to the Powamu priest, who blows large clouds of smoke
from it over the altar and into the medicine bowl, and then asperges,

handing back the omawtopi to the pipe-lighter. All then take a little

corn-meal in their right hand, the Powamu priest the aspergill, the

Katcina priest a rattle, the next men also a rattle, and each one of

the others an eagle wing feather. These objects are waved up and
down in unison with the time of singing.

First Four Songs. Nothing special is done except asperging by

the Powamu priest.

Fifth Song. The Powamu priest at once takes from a corn husk
a pinch of tallassi (corn pollen), drops it from the north side into the

The priests frequently complain about the fact that so few of the many members ^ake active
part in the ceremonies. They say that formerly this was not the case. The people in Oraibi are
divided into a conservative and a liberal faction, and Very few of the first take part in the Powamu
ceremony because it is controlled by the other faction. For an explanation of this schism see
"The Oraibi Soyal Ceremony," p. 9.
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medicine bowl and then blows with an eagle wing bone whistle into

the medicine bowl, which he follows with asperging. This he repeats

at short intervals, carrying the corn pollen from the west, south, east,

northeast, and southwest sides towards the medicine bowl. When he

has finished the circuit he places the whistle into the corn husk con-

taining the pollen, and then joins 'in the singing, beating time with

the aspergill. Eight songs now follow, some in slow, others in quick

time, the loudness of the rattling varying considerably. At the con-

clusion the Powamu chief says, ^^ K^vaktvai"" (Thanks!), and all lay

down the rattles and feathers with which they have accompanied the

singing, sprinkling the meal which they hold in the hands with these

objects on the latter.

The pipe-lighter has in the meanwhile lit the pipe and smoked
from it a few puffs at the fireplace and now hands it to the Powamu
priest, exchanging terms of relationship with him. The priest smokes

a few minutes, blowing the smoke towards the altar, and especially

towards the tiponi and medicine bowl, hands the pipe to the Katcina

priest who also smokes a few puffs and then all the others smoke,

always exchanging terms of relationship. In exchanging these terms

the one who has received the pipe always smokes a little while and

then speaks, first addressing the one who has handed him the pipe.

The latter then immediately replies. These terms do not refer to

blood, but to clan relationship, and a careful study of them in ail the

ceremonies would undoubtedly throw considerable light on the rela-

tion the various clans bear to each other. When all have smoked,

the pipe is handed back again from one to the other, each one again

smoking a few puffs. The Powamu chief who smokes last calls to the

pipe-lighter, "Pao kwisto'" (Come get it). The latter gets the pipe,

cleans it and places it on the floor near the fireplace. - The Powamu
and Katcina priests each now utter a short prayer, to which all respond

by " Anchaa'' {''So\>Q\\.,'" ox "All right"), whereupon all hold a little

meal to their lips and sprinkle it from the six directions towards and

on the altar, dropping the last pinch on the rattles and feathers which

they had used for beating time. That ends the day's observances, as

they occur in the absence of an initiation ceremony.

Fifth Day, with the Initiation Ceremony.

(Fourth Day of the People.)

In the forenoon the altar is put up as usual, and as has already

been described, but, in addition to this, a slab is placed on each

side of the altar with a picture of the Ho-Katcina, and a peculiarly

constructed lightning frame is put up in the northwest corner of the
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PowAMU Sand Mosaic.



Pl. XLVII. Powamu Sand Mosaic.

The square, made of four wide stripes, is called a hihu (house). Each stripe

is called a wona (plank). Both ends of each plank are capped with a cloud sym-

bol. On each cloud symbol are standing three turkey feather nakwakwosis.

The large round figure in the center, as well as the four smaller ones in the four

corners of the field, are said to represent squash blossoms, the colored dots over

the whole field blossoms of herbs, grasses, etc.

This sand mosaic is made for Powamu initiations only, which do not take

place every year.
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Disks of the Pota.



Pl. LXVIII. Katcinas Q6q6ntinumya.

a. Rattle Snake Katcina.

d. Cotukvnangwu (Thunder Deity) Katcina. The latter is seen in the act of

shooting a lightning frame.
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Pl. XLIX. Small Powamu Altar.

The three sticks in the sand ridge, as well as the objects in front of it, are

taken temporarily from the large altar (see frontispiece) and are there described.
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TlHU OF THE CHOWIUWU KaTCINA.



Pl. L. Tihu of the Chowilawu Katcina,

The costume and decoration of the Chowilawuare fully described in the text of

the paper. As this Katcina never appears in public it was very difficult to get a

tihu of the Katcina made, and the maker has been severely censured for it by
the priests.
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kiva (see PI. XXXVIII). But the most important variation is a sand

mosaic, as shown on PI. XLVII. This mosaic is made during the

day by various members of the society, under the general direction of

the Powamu chief. Other paraphernalia to be used in the evening

ceremony are also prepared, chief among which is the mask to be

worn by the Chowilawu Katcina and a peculiar object called the pota*

This consists of round discs, each of which is made of two sticks bent

into a semicircle and over which is stretched a piece of oiva, a native

material resembling canvas. These discs are sewn together in the

middle in such a manner that they can be opened and closed like a

book, the segments or semicircles forming the leaves. Upon opening

the pota at different places, different drawings are represented which

cover the two pages presented (see PI. XLVIII). A strip of rabbit

skin is tied to each disc.

Many nakwakwosis are also made during the day by different men
to be tied to the hair of the candidates during the ceremony. At about

three o'clock in the afternoon the chief Powamu priest erects a small

altar in the southwest corner of the deeper part of the kiva,'f just west

of the ladder. I This altar is figured and explained on PI. XLIX.
While this altar is being built and the mosaic finished, the man who
is to act as Chowilawu Katcina begins to get ready. Retiring to the

southeast corner of the kiva, he daubs his body with white kaolin with

the exception of the forearms, the lower part of the legs, the upper

lips, the forehead, a spot on the back and a spot just below the

sternum, all of which is painted black. He then puts on a new white

breech cloth, a kilt made of red horsehair, and an old green leather

belt. From the latter is suspended on the back of the man a grayish

fox skin (^Idtay pokaat), the tail of which reaches to the ground.

Having finished, he takes his mask under his blanket and leaves the

kiva. (For 2i^tihu of the Chowilawu see PI. L.)

While these preparations are going on several women, § also

This name is also given to the basket plaques or trays made in the villages of the second
mesa, those made in Oraibi being zaWeA yungnaj>u.

tin i8q7 and 1901 QOmahoiniwa, who had succeeded his brother Siima, erected this altar on
the elevated portion of the kiva.

t In nearly all the Hopi kivas the part south of the ladder, which comprises about one-third of

the entire floor space, is raised about one foot above the other part of the floor. In the latter or
deeper portion a banquette from twelve to fourteen inches high and equally wide runs along the

two sides and the north end. Near the south side is the flreplace.

8 In almost all Hopi men's ceremonies certain women, and in all women's ceremonies a few
men, participate. In one Powamu ceremony one was the wife of the chief Soyal priest, the other the

wife of Lomaashniwa and the mother of the Katcina priest Massavestiwa. The relationship of the

others was not ascertained. PungDamOnsi (Honani clan), sister of the village chief and of the chief

Soyal priest, was also present in several years on this occasion.
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members of the Powamu fraternity, enter the kiva, each one carrying

a small tray with corn-meal ; the kekelhoyamu (candidates) now begin

to arrive. They are mostly children between the ages of five and ten

years, a few, perhaps, younger, several somewhat older. On one

occasion, however, I noticed an elderly man, Nasingainiwa, among
the number, who was initiated in exactly the same manner as the

others.* Each candidate, accompanied by some man who may be of

any clan but not a relative, is first taken to the small altar, towards

which he throws a pinch of corn-meal ; after throwing also some meal

towards the large altar, he is seated in the east part of the kiva. The
boys sit on the banquette, the girls in front of them on the kiva floor.

Those who have brought them in seat themselves on the floor of the

raised or spectators' portion of the kiva, the women on the west ban-

quette. The latter and all the candidates are then given a white corn

ear by the older members, which they call inguu (my mother). Some
of them carry it themselves when they enter. In 1895 there were

thirty-eight or forty candidates, in 1897 about thirty and in 1901

twenty-seven or twenty-eight.

At about six o'clock in the evening several of the older priests

arrange themselves around a small altar. A pipe is first lit at the

fireplace by the pipe-lighter and handed to the Powamu priest. All

around the altar smoke. When they have finished, the pipe is handed

back to the pipe-lighter and after the Powamu priest has uttered a

short prayer, which is responded to by the others, the singing com-

mences.

First Song. Neither this nor the succeeding four songs are ever

accompanied by rattling. The Powamu priest takes up the shell frag-

ment from the north side of the medicine bowl and drops it into the

bowl. A few minutes later he does the same with the one from the

west side and so on until all six pieces have been transferred to the

bowl.

Second Song. The Powamu priest keeps stirring the liquid in the

medicine bowl with the aspergill during the entire song and finally

asperges towards the altar and about himself.

Third Song. The above named priest beats time with the asper-

gill and asperges.

Fourth Song. Same as previous.

The only difference was that he was invited to remain after the ceremony was over and join

the leaders in partaking of the supper which they ate in the Iciva at a late hour. When asked for

an explanation of this exception, the Fowaniu priest told me that the conservative faction lacked

the necessary number of men who had the authority to act as leaders at Katcina dances and \o

sprinkle the Katcinas with corn-meal at the dances. In order to get this authority Nasingainiwa

underwent the initiation.
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Fifth Song. At a signal from the Powamu priest all present tie

a small eagle feather nakwakwosi to the hair on top of their heads and

to the heads of the novitiates.* When the song ceases the Powamu
priest also fastens a nakwakwosi to his hair.

Sixth Song. The songs are from now on accompanied by two

rattles and at the conclusion of each the Powamu chief asperges.

Seventh Song, (very long). At its conclusion the men around the

altar again smoke and then also the men sitting on the elevated por-

tion of the kiva, when a short prayer is uttered by the Powamu priest.

A pinch of corn-meal is handed from the altar to every one present,

except the novitiates, and then follows a short recess during which

all who had occupied the elevated portion of the kiva go out. Among
them is the man who is to act as the Chowilawu Katcina, and who has

been sitting in the extreme southeast corner wrapped up in his

blanket and concealed by the other men during this part of the cere-

mony. The novitiates are not supposed to know that the Chowilawu

Katcina, which they are to see later in the evening, is a Hopi, and

hence great care is taken to keep his identity concealed. No fire is

allowed in the kiva before this recess and when I on one occasion had

lit a candle I was asked to extinguish it, as the novitiates were not to

see what was going on. While the other men return to the kiva

immediately, the Chowilawu man runs to a place east of the village,

puts on his mask and waits until he is fetched, as will be related

presently.

During the recess the Powamu priest dons his ceremonial kilt,

takes the medicine bowl, aspergill and a baho and mounts the

banquette, standing close to the small altar. Next to him stands

Koyongainiwa holding a pinch of corn-meal in his hand. Next to

Koyongainiwa stand two old women (Singossi, Badger clan, the wife

of the Soyal priest, and Sikahoinoma, Katcina clan, the wife of

Lomaashniwa) and usually two or three younger women and girls

dressed in the white ceremonial blanket {atoe) and holding a tray with

corn-meal. The Katcina priest also having put on his ceremonial kilt

{pitkuna) and sash {mochapngonkwawa), takes from the small altar one

of the natsi sticks and a tray with meal, on which are also lying a few

nakivakwosis. He holds the tray with both hands, the stick in his left

hand and takes a position west of the fireplace, his face towards the

north. Having first said in a low tone :
" Nu yuk hopo Ki'shiwuu ao it

i wuyayu wangwaini." (From there, east, at Ki'shiwuu do I call my

One or more feathers worn in the hair in ceremonies are called nakwuita; '^nakwa" from
" nawakwa" means want, wish, would like to, desire, etc.
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ancestors.) He sings out in a very loud voice the following words
" Yahaho, hopok Kfshiwuu* paoni, yapik nu ung nawakna." (You tha

live at, or you from Ki'shiwuu, come here
;
just here I want you.

He then turns his face to the west, then to the south and then to thi

east, each time repeating these words in the same manner, whereupoi

he rushes up the ladder, being followed by all except the novitiate

and the men and women standing on the banquette. The latte

keep up a low humming song during which the Powamu pries

sprinkles water on the mosaic at short intervals. One of the women
Singossi, holds the Powamu /f/^c^w/ ; SikahoinSma, the Katcina />^^«/

the other women, corn ears. All await the return of the men.

Following the men who left the kiva with the Katcina chie

(1901), I found that they ran along various streets to the east side o

the village, where the Chowilawu Katcina, having quickly put on thi

mask and other paraphernalia, joined them and then all returned t(

the kiva. All were constantly shouting as they ran through the vil

lage. The whole interval only lasted a few minutes. The men a

once reenter the kiva, seating themselves on the elevated portion

They are followed by the Katcina chief, who is sprinkled with wate

and corn-meal by the men and women on the banquette and then take

a position on the west side of the sand mosaic. Immediately th

Chowilawu Katcina also enters, goes to the north side of the san(

mosaic and commences a curious jumping dance on the mosaic, fol

lowing more especially, although by no means only, the edge of th

mosaic ; his object being, it seems, to jump as often as possible oi

the small piles of cornmeal. He dances around the mosaic in a sinis

tral circuit four times, constantly waving the pota in such a manne
that the different segments or leaves would open and close at differen

places (see PI. LI). During this dance the men arid women on th

banquette constantly sprinkle the Katcina with water and corn-mea

and wave the tiponis and other objects toward him.f The men on th

spectators' portion shout and holloa almost constantly during th

performance. At its conclusion both the Powamu and Katcina priest

hand the Katcina a baho and some corn-meal. The last two thei

leave| the kiva, being asperged from the medicine bowl and sprinkle<

Ki'shiwuu is a place probably about sixty miles northeast from Oraibi and from there cam
certain Hopi clans, among them the Honani and perhaps the Katcina. The Powamu cult an

various Katcinas are claimed to have been brought from there and for every Powamu and Nima
ceremony messengers are sent to Ki'shiwuu for pine branches to be used in the ceremony.

tin the i8gs ceremony the old Powamu priest Siima remained on the banquette and sprinkle

the water. In 1897 Qamahoiniwa handed the medicine bowl to Koyongainiwa, while he himse

stood beside the Katcina chief.

tin 1895 the Katcina left the kiva before, in 1897 and 1901 after, the Katcina priest.





Pl. LI. The Chowilawu Katcina Dancing.

The Katcina is represented as dancing on the sand mosaic and throwing

open and shutting the segments or leaves of the/^/a in front of the candidates to

be initiated into the Powamu fraternity.
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The Chowilawu Katcina Dancing.
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with corn-meal by all from the banquette as well as from the elevated

portion of the kiva. The men from the spectators' portion again rush

after them with a great deal of noise, running to the same place east

of the village as before, from where the Chowilawu runs to a place

northeast of the village to deposit the prayer offerings, the Katcina

priest and the men returning to the kiva. Those on the banquette

remain and are singing until the Katcina chief returns. The Powamu
priest, who, as stated before, had left the banquette in 1897, had again

taken his place at the medicine bowl immediately after the men had

left the kiva. When the Katcina chief returns the singing stops, all

say " thanks," and he places the natsi stick on the large meal tray on

the small altar, divests himself of his kilt, takes his tiponi to the large

altar and somewhat later sweeps up the sand mosaic, depositing the

sand a few yards south of the kiva.*

The Powamu chief in the meanwhile replaces the altar paraphernalia

from the small to the large altar, and then addresses a short speech to

the newly initiated members, the contents of which is essentially as

follows: "You have now seen these things here; you are not to

reveal them to anybody when you now go home ; even if your own
father or mother should ask you, you must not tell them anything ; if

they ask you about the Chowilawu, tell them there was no fire in the

kiva and you could not see him
;
you will, later, sprinkle the Katcinas

with corn-meal when they dance
;
you will sometimes not eat any salt

or salted food ; if you reveal any of these things the Katcinas will

punish you." Koyongainiwa then also says a few words, repeating

in substance what the Powamu chief has said and then the new mem-
bers are taken home. It is now usually about 8 o'clock p. m. The
man who has acted the part of Chowilawu returns, carrying the Kat-

cina costume under his blanket ; several of the leaders smoke ; many
dishes of food are brought in and the leaders partake of a hearty sup-

per, after which they soon retire for the night in the kiva. The usual

evening ceremony is of course suspended on initiation days.

Those who have gone through this initiation have in the first

place become members of the Powamu fraternity, and as such the boys

and men are entitled to be present at the ceremonies and learn all the

secrets of that order. They may, furthermore, act as Katcinas and later

as fathers (^" naamu") of the Katcinas, /. e., as leaders of the Kat-

cina dances who lead the Katcinas to the plaza, prompt them in their

songs, and, above all, sprinkle them with corn-meal and give them
prayer offerings at the dances. The girls, and women, may put up

*In 1897 this was done by Koyongainiwa, his son Nahutiwa and Lomaashniwa in 1901.
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the hair whorls of the Powamu Katcin-manas (see PI. LXXIII, d) fc

the dance of the Powamu Katcinas (which will be described later on

sprinkle the Katcinas with corn-meal at the Katcina dances, etc., an

participate in the Powamu ceremonies whenever and wherever th

presence of women is proper and necessary.

Sixth Day. (Fifth Day of the People.)

In the morning the naist is put up and the usual ceremony pei

formed. During the day the men work on the ^thus, bows and rattle

to be given to the children on the last day. In the evening the sam
ceremony takes place as in the morning. On one occasion, howeve]

this difference was observed, that in the morning the cloud-blower ws

used at the conclusion, in the evening at the beginning of the cen

mony.

In those years in which new members have been initiated into th

Powamu fraternity on the preceding day, the initiation of new men
bers into the Katcina order takes place on this day. On those occ;

sions the proceedings of this day are as follows : Early in the mpri

ning the same ceremony is held in the Honani kiva as on the previov

mornings. When .that is over preparations are at- once commence
for the ceremony mentioned.

The Katcin-Yungni. (" Katcina Going in " or '-'Assembling.")

This important ceremony always takes place in the Marau kiv;

the only kiva in Oraibi that belongs exclusively to the women. I

the morning the Powamu priest puts up at the south end of the hatcl

way of this kiva a natsi, consisting of an entire yucca plant, the leav(

of which are about ten inches long. This is inserted into a con<

shaped pedestal or stand made of clay and a number of eagle feath<

nakivaktvosis are fastened to the leaves. At about ten o'clock seven

men pf the Honani kiva commence to make a sand mosaic on th

floor of the Marau kiva north of the fireplace. These men are n<

always the same in the different years, but Koyongainiwa an

Lomaashniwa are usually the leaders in it. They first sift a layer <

common yellow sand on the floor, three-quarters to one inch thicl

This is thinly covered with a layer of light brown ochre which is foun

not far from Oraibi. On this field are then reproduced three figure:

two representing the Ho, one (in the center) the Hahai-i or Angwusl

nacomtaka Katcina (see PI. LII). The first two are represented £

holding a whip or switch of yucca leaves in each hand, with which th

Katcina flogs the children in the initiation ceremony that soon follov
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Pl. LII. Katcina Initiation Sand Mosaic (Large).

The two black figures represent the Ho Katcina that flogs the children.

Each one holds in one hand a switch of yucca leaves. The objects on the head

and those suspended from the horns represent eagle tail feathers

The center figure represents the Hahai-i or Angwushnacomtaka Katcina who
holds a bunch of switches of which he hands new ones to the Ho Katcinas as theirs

are worn out in flogging the children. The object on the head represents a bunch

of small eagle feathers. The spots on the sand field represent blossoms of

herbs, grasses, etc.
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Katcina Initiation Sand Mosaic (Large)
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Katcina Initiation Sand Mosaic (Small).



Pl. LIII. Katcina Initiation Sand Mosaic (Small).

This sand mosaic is always drawn at the southeast corner of the larger one

(see previous plate), as may be seen on PI. LIV. It represents the SipaPu, the

opening in the earth, somewhere in the Grand Canon, from which the human
family is said to have emerged. The four lines or squares represent the four

world quarters: the yellow north, the green west, the red south, the white east.

The terraced figure on each of the four sides is one of the typical Hopi cloud

symbols, but in this case is said by the chief priest to represent the blossoms of

the Sipapu. (Houses are also said to have imaginary blossoms and roots.)

The yellow line, running from the center of the Sipapti, is the way of life

which the Hopi are supposed to have traveled wheu coming from the Sipapu and

going towards the rising sun, and which every Hopi is still supposed to travel

through life ; the four blue marks represent the foot tracks of the traveler, the

four crooks the four stages of life, the longest childhood, the next youth, then

manhood and the shortest one old age when, as the Hopi say, man grows small

again and walks by the aid of a stick in a stooping position.

The objects on the four sides of the picture are corn ears and celts.









Pl. LIV. Katcina Initiation Altar.

The two sand mosaics have been described on the two previous plates.

Over the small mosaic may be seen a string of old beads and eagle tail feathers

which in the ceremony are attached to the roof of the kiva. To the lower end of

this string is tied a small ruhpi (quartz crystal). In the foreground may be seen

the fireplace, in the farther left-hand corner the crook [n^oloskhoya), water vessel

{mongwikuru) and wooden implement {wonaivika) which Muyingwa holds in

his hands during the ceremony.
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(see PI. LXIII). The Hahai-i is represented as holding a supply of

these whips in his arms, which are being handed to the Ho Katcinas

whenever those used by the latter are being worn out. The dots of

different colors on the mosaic represent blossoms of vegetables, herbs,

vines and grasses used by the Hopi. The mosaic is about three and

one-half feet square.

In the afternoon the Powamu priest makes a smaller sand mosaic

called the sipapu at the southeast corner of the larger one. (See PL
LIII.) It consists of a square about two inches in diameter around

which are drawn four borders, each about one inch wide. The first

is yellow, the color of the north ; the second green or blue, the color

of the west ; the third red, the color of the south ; the fourth white

the color of the east. These lines are separated by black lines, the

color of above. On the four sides of this square are drawn terraced

cloud symbols, a yellow one on the north, a green one on the west, red

on the south and white on the east side. From each of these are

several black lines which represent turkey feather nakwakwosis* On
the north side of this mosaic are placed a yellow corn ear and two

light brown celts, one six, the other eight inches long and both about

two inches wide at the wider end and bluntly pointed at the other

end ; at the west side a bluish-black corn ear with a celt of a similar

color, the latter being about nine inches long, the width and shape

being about the same as the other two ; on the south side a red corn

ear and a red celt, the latter being thirteen inches long at the wider and

about one inch at the narrower end ; on the east side a white corn ear

and a celt of the same color as those on the north side,t about ten

inches long and two and a half inches wide at the wide end, tapering

to a point at the other end. Above this small mosaic is suspended

from the roof of the kiva a string with old white hedids {pokrab-tokwabi)

and a string with one hundred and four old eagle wing feathers. To
the lower end of the first named string is fastened a small quartz

crystal {ruhpi). (See PI. LIV.)

While these preparations are being made several men paint and
dress up four boys who are to act in the ceremony as Koyemsi Ka;t-

cinas. Their whole body is daubed with a reddish clay. On the head

they wear a mask of the same color and made of old coarse cloth, to

the top of which several balls or nodules are attached. Around the

hips they wear a kilt made of native blue cloth. They are instructed

*The cloud symbols are in this case called the sihuata (blossoms) of the .fi/a/M ^see foot

note in connection with the explanation of the Powalawu sand mosaic, supra, p. 76).

tit is highly probable that a celt of a light gray or whitish color was originally lying on
this side.
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by the leaders as to how to perform their part in the coming

ceremony.

Meanwhile the three men who are to act as Katcinas are painting

up and are getting their costumes ready in the Honani kivai The
one who is to act as Hahai-i or Angwushnacomtaka, is dressed in a

common woman's dress, woman's moccasins, white knotted belt, and

the large embroidered robe {toihi). (For tihu of this Katcina see PI.

LIX a.) The mask is green with a black triangular space on the

face, a bunch of small eagle feathers on top and an entire crow wing

tied to each side.

The Ho Katcina that usually flogs the children is painted black

with large dots of white kaolin all over the body, to which are pasted

very small soft eagle feathers. The forearms and lower parts of the

legs are either white or yellow. The costume consists of a black

mask with a few white marks, protruding eyes, a very large mouth

and two horns. From each of the latter is suspended an eagle feather.

To the top of the mask are fastened a number of eagle tail feathers

that point backward and downward. Around th^ hips he wears a

belt of leather, painted green and a kilt made of the hair of horses

manes and dyed red. This kilt is called tawahona and when used on

sun symbols is said to represent the rays of the sun. On the upper

part of the arms the Katcina wears green leather arm-bands, to each

of which an eagle tail feather is attached. (For iihus of this Katcina

see PI., LIX.) A turtle shell rattle and a number of small brass bells

are tied to each leg below the knee and on the left wrist is worn a

wrist-band or wrist protector. Their feet are moccasined. Usually

the two Katcinas are of the variety of Ho Katcinas just described, but

on one occasion one was the so-called Sakwa (Green) Ho Katcina,

which is said to have formerly appeared frequently on this occasion.

This personage was painted and costumed as follows : The uppei

part of the body, the lower right arm and the lower left leg were

painted yellow ; the lower part of the back, the abdomen and both

upper arms, red ; the hips, thighs, lower left arm and lower right leg,

green, with a red band across and a yellow band above and below

each knee. Both hands were daubed with white kaolin. The mask

was just like that of the other Ho Katcina, only green instead oi

black. The costume consisted of the usual Katcina kilt and sash,

woman's belt, green leather arm-bands and moccasins. (See PL

LIX c.)*

___ __—.

—

. , . _

•It is said that formerly a Ho Katcina occasionally flogged the children, whose costume was

essentially the same as that of the regular Ho (a) but who wore a kilt made of yucca leaves (set

PI. LIX d).
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MONQKOHOS.



Pl. LV. Mongkohos.

The mongkoho is the emblem or badge of office, or membership, of different

societies and priests. The upper three belong to members of the Kwan (Agave)

society, the last one is one as used by the Ahl (Horn) society. The mongkoho
used by the Aototo Katcina, Kikmongwi, etc., is similar to the last one pictured on

the plate.
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While the Katcinas are getting ready, the Powamu priest pre-

pares a crook about thirty-five inches long, to the upper end of which

he fastens a cotton string, to the lower end of which an eagle breath

feather is tied. About midway on the crook a corn ear and eight corn

husk packets (mociatd) containing honey and corn-meal are tied to

the stick. From each of the latter is suspended a nakwakwosi. The
Katcina priest and his assistant in the meanwhile prepare three bahos

to be given to the three Katcinas after the ceremony. Another man
ties together four lengths of several yucca leaves, tying a hawk feather

to each of the four knots. The use of this ring or wheel {ngdlia) will

be explained later on. On one occasion I noticed that at this time

some one brought a bunch of yucca leaves, about twenty-four inches

long, from which a number of whips or switches were made, to be

used later on by the Ho Katcinas for flogging the children. These

whips are simply six to eight leaves which are tied together. The
Powamu chief sends a young man with a small netted gourd {mong-

wikuru) to a spring for water and then gets ready for the ceremony.

He makes a line of white dots along the front part of his legs, com-

mencing at his big toe, and along the inner side of his arms, beginning

at the point of the thumbs, running up to the shoulders and then

down to the nipples. Lastly he makes a white mark under the left

eye and runs a light-blue line from each nipple to a level with the

umbilicus. He then folds up a white ceremonial blanket {owd) and

puts it on as seen on PI. LVH.
Meanwhile the Katcina priest and his assistant have also put on

their ceremonial costume which consists of the usual Katcina sash and

kilt. By way of ornament many strands of beads are placed around

the neck.

When all are ready the three men who are to act as Katcinas

retire to a secluded spot outside of the village, carrying their costumes

in their blankets, and there dress up and wait until they are to appear

and take part in the ceremony in the Marau kiva.

While these preparations have been going on in the Honani kiva

those in the Marau kiva have also been completed. The sand mosaic

has been prepared, and in the southeast corner of the kiva an enclosure

has been rnade of blankets as a place of concealment for the four

Koyemsi Katciaas. When all is ready the leaders of the ceremony
begin to come in; first Shokhungyoma and Lomankwaima; the first in

his capacity as chief or owner of the houses in the village (kikmongwi),

the latter as crier {chaakviongwi) whose duty it is to announce the

various religious ceremonies before they take place. Both have a so-

called chief's staff {mongkoho), which is their badge of office (see PI.
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LV), and the first has also a pipe filled with native tobacco and a fus(

(kopichoki) made of cedar bark for lighting the pipe when the propei

time arrives (see PL XL). These two men squat down on the. fiooi

close to the wall west of the fireplace where Koyongainiwa, who haj

been assisting in making the preparations, joins them. By this timt

the children who are to be initiated begin to arrive. Each has £

white corn ear and is accompanied by two persons, one male and ont

female, who may be either married or single. They are said to " pui

in" {pana) i. e., to introduce or initiate the young candidate into tht

Katcina order, and are forever after called his or her "father," oi

"mother." They are never relatives nor can they be of the samt

clan as the actual father and mother of the child. With this excep-

tion they may belong to any, but must both be of the same clan.

When they arrive at the kiva with their candidate they all sprinkle a

pinch of corn-meal on the natsi and having descended the ladder,

sprinkle meal also on the small sand mosaic ; whereupon the candi-

date {kelehoya) is requested to step into the yucca leaf ring or wheel

before mentioned. Two men, squatting on opposite sides, hold this

ring and when the candidate is standing in it raise and lower it four

times expressing at the same time the wish that the kelehoya may grow

up and live to an old age and always be happy. The candidate is

then taken by his sponsor or " father" into the north part of the kiva;

another one follows, and so on until all have gone through the same

performance. The Powamu novitiates that were initiated the pre-

vious evening are also all present, but only as spectators.* When
all the kelehoyas have been brought in, the Katcina priest and his

assistant come over from the Honani kiva, the first carrying the

Powamu natsi and a tray with a baho and some corn-meal, the latter

a tray with two bahos and some meal. (See PL LVI b.') These bahos

are the ones that these two men were preparing in the Honani kiva a

short time before, as has already been stated. Both take a stand

between the ladder and fireplace facing toward the north. Shokhungyo-

ma now lights his pipe with the kopichoki and while he, Lomankwaima
and Koyongainiwa are silently smoking, the Powamu chief priest enters

the kiva dressed in the simple white owa as before described. In

his left hand he holds the netted gourd i^nongwikuru), four corn ears

and a wooden implement {wonawika) which is about fourteen inches

long and has somewhat the form of a knife (see PL LVII). In his

right hand he holds the crook to which the corn ear and the corn-meal

packets are fastened. He takes a stand to the right of the ladder

One of the leaders told the author that they are present in order to see what awaits them in

case they reveal anything of what they have seen the previous evening.
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Pl. LVI. Participants of the Katcina Initiation Going to the Kiva.

a. Children to be initiated and their sponsors filing into the kiva.

b. The Katcina priest and his assistant going from the Honani to the Marau
kiva, carrying trays with bahos and sacred meal.
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Participants of the Katcina Initiation Going to the Kiva.
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Pl, LVII. Muyingwa Descending into the Marau Kiva.

The chief Powamu priest here represents the God of Germination, Muyingwa,
who is said to live in the earth. He carries in his left hand a long crook

( ngolbsk-

hoya), a sacred water vessel {mongwikuru), and a wonawika (a wooden imple-

ment said to have been used formerly for weeding purposes). He is dressed in a

folded owa (bridal blanket).
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MuYiNGWA Descending into the Marau Kiva.
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TiHUS OF Katcinas Mentioned in Muyingwa's Narrative.



Pl. LVIII. Tihus of Katcinas Mentioned in Muyingwa's Narrative.

a. Nakachok Katcina (meaning obscure). The name is derived from a word

that frequently occurs in the song of this Katcina.

d. Hototo Katcina. Of this Katcina different varieties exist and as the nar-

rator does not specify any particular variety it is uncertain whether this particular

one is meant.

c. Mastop Katcina (see " The Oraibi Soyal Ceremony," Plates XXIII, XXIV
and XXV). Name derived from a large fly.

d. SohSncomtaka Katcina (the name signifies: "The man, having hay or

dry grass tied to," from the bunches of dry grass tied to the mask).

e. Palakway Katcina (" Red Eagle," meaning a Hawk Katcina).
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{east) and now represents Muyingwa, the God of germination and

growth, who is said to live at Vaka (Below), from where he is now

supposed to have arrived by a long route. Deep silence prevails

throughout the kiva. Presently one of the older men addressing

Muyingwa, asks: "Taa, hakak um pito T (Well, or now where did

you come from?) Muyingwa: "Yangk, Towanashangak nu pito.''

(From yonder, below, from Towanashabe came I.) The other

man: "-Taa, anchaa, pat kashok hakton urn wainoma, pat lalawaiaT

.(Well, all right ; for what purpose do you go, (or wander) about ?

Tell us, or relate !) Muyingwa then speaks in a doleful, monotonous

tone, a free rendering of his talk being in substance as follows: "Yes,

all right, those there at Towanashabe'* were all assembled making a

ladder. They put up the ladder ; with turquoise strands was it tied

together. That way we came up and out."

" Eastward we came, traveling on a road marked with yellow

corn seed (shelled corn). We beheld the house of the Akush

Katcina chief. In a beautiful yellow mist was the house enveloped.

So we went in. The Akush Katcina chief was there. He has

beautiful yellow corn seed, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, and

that way he lives. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little

boys, of different sizes, here at the sipapu^ shall they know our

ceremonies*; yes, they shall know them. Beautiful* ladder beam,

beautiful ladder rungs, tied to the beam with turquoise strands

!

Thus we came out.

'Westward we came. On a road marked with beautiful blue corn

seed we traveled. We beheld the house of the Nakachok Katcina

chief. (PI. LVni, a.) Beautiful white mist enveloped the house.

Thus we went in. The Nalcachok Katcina chief was there. Having

beautiful blue corn seed, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, he

dwells there. These Oraibi children here, little girls, little boys, of

different sizes, here at the sipapu shall they know our ceremonies.

Yes, they shall know them ! Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful ladder

rungs, with turquoise strands are they tied to the ladder. Thus we
came out.

"Westward we came. On a road marked with beautiful red corn

seed we traveled. We beheld the house of the Hototo Katcina chief.

(PI. LVin, b.') A beautiful red mist enveloped the house. Thus we
went in. The Hototo Katcina chief was there. He had beautiful

red corn seed, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, and thus he lived

there. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little boys, of different

*The numbers throughout the speech refer to corresponding numbers in the explanatory

notes at the conclusion of the talk.
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sizes, here at the sipapu shall they know our ceremonies. Yes, they

.shall know them ! Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful ladder rungs,

tied with turquoise strands to the ladder. Thus we came out.

"Southward we came. On a road marked with beautiful white

corn seed we traveled. We beheld the house of the Mastop Katcina

chief. (PI. LVIII c.) A beautiful white mist enveloped the house.

Thus we went in. The Mastop Katcina chief was there. Having
beautiful white corn seed, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, he lived

there. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little boys, of different

sizes, here at the sipapu shall they know our ceremonies. Yes, they

shall know them ! Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful ladder rungs,

tied to the ladder with turquoise strands. Thus we came out.

"Northward we came. On a road marked with beautiful black

corn seed did we travel. We beheld the house of the Sohonsomtaka
Katcina. (PI. LVHI </.) A beautiful black mist enveloped the

house. Thus we went in. The SohSnsomtaka was there. Having
beautiful black corn seed, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, he

lived there. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little boys, of

different sizes, here at the sipapu shall they know our ceremonies.

Yes, they shall know them. Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful

ladder rungs, tied with turquoise strands to the ladder ! Thus we
went out.

"Westward we came. On a road marked with all kinds of beauti-

ful corn seed did we travel. We beheld the house of the Ho Katcina

chief. (See PI. LIX b.') A beautiful mist enveloped the house.

Thus we entered. The Ho Katcina chief was there. He had beauti-

ful corn seed of all kinds of colors, also beans, watermelons, musk-

melons, and thus he lived. Here these Oraibi children, little girls,

little boys, of different sizes, here at the sipapu our ceremonies they

shall know. Yes, they shall know them. Beautiful ladder beam,

beautiful ladder rungs, tied with turquoise to the ladder. Thus we

went out.

"Southward we came. On a road marked with beautiful corn seed

of all colors did we travel. We beheld the house of the Palakway

Katcina chief. (PI. LVHI e,') A beautiful mist enveloped the

house. Thus we entered. The Palakway Katcina chief was there.

He had beautiful corn seed of different colors, beans, watermelons,

muskmelons, and thus he lived. These Oraibi children, little girls,

little boys, of different sizes, here at the sipapu our ceremonies they

shall know. Yes, they shall know them. Beautiful ladder beam,

beautiful ladder rungs, with turquoise strands they are fastened to

the ladder. Thus we came out.





Pl. LIX. Tihus of Various Ho Katcinas, Etc.

a. Hahai-i or Angwushnacomtaka (" Man with crow wing tied to," from

the crow wings tied to the mask).

b. Ho Katcina.

c. Sakwa (Green) Ho Katcina.

iL Movitkuntaka (Yucca Leaf Kilt) Ho Katcina.
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TiHus OF Various Ho Katcinas, Etc.









Pl. LX, The Shrine of Achamali.

A shrine north of Oraibi which is mentioned in Muyingwa's narrative at the

Katcina initiation ceremony, and where at present prayer offerings are made in

connection with many ceremonies and dances.
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TlHUS OF THE AOTOTO AND AHOLI KaTCINA.



Pl. LXI. Tihus of the Aototo and Aholi Katcina.

a. Aototo. b. Aholi.
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"Eastward we came, to Achamali (PI. LX). On a road marked

with beautiful corn seed of different colors did we -travel. We beheld

the house of the Hahi-i Katcina. (See PI. LIX a.) A beautiful

mist enveloped the house. Thus we entered. The Hahai-i Katcina

chief was there. He had beautiful corn seed of different colors,

beans, watermelons, muskmelons, and thus he lived. Here these

Oraibi children, little girls, little boys, of different sizes, here at the

sipapu our ceremonies they shall know. Yes, they shall know them.

Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful ladder rungs, fastened to the ladder

with turquoise strands ! Thus we came out.

"Southward, there we came. On a road marked with beautiful

corn seed did we travel. We beheld the house of Aototo and Aholi.

A beautiful mist enveloped the house. Thus we entered. The

Aototo was there, the Aholi (PI. LXI) was there. They had beauti-

ful corn of various colors, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, and

thus they lived. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little boys,

of various sizes, here at the sipapu shall they know our ceremonies.

Yes, they shall know them. Beautiful ladder beam, beautiful ladder

rungs, fastened to the ladder with turquoise strands. Thus we
came out.

"Northward we came. On a road marked with beautiful corn seed

of different colors did we travel. We beheld the houses Of Shokhung-

yoma, Lomankwaima, Koyongainiwa^ A beautiful mist enveloped

the houses. Thus we entered. Shokhungyoma was there ; Lomank-
waima was there ; Koyongainiwa was there. They had beautiful

corn seed of different colors, beans, watermelons, muskmelons, and

thus they lived. Here these Oraibi children, little girls, little

boys, of various sizes, here at the sipapu they shall know our

ceremonies. Yes, they shall know them. Beautiful ladder beam,

beautiful ladder rungs, fastened to the ladder with turquoise. Thus
we came out.

"And now you' gather your people, your children, all of them,

into your lap and hold them all very fast (protect them). But now
this time open your hands to these people* that this yucca may
enlighten their hearts, and when their hearts have been enlightened

here their heads will be bathed with roots of this yucca and then they

will be done.

"And thus then follow to the white rising and to the yellow rising',

this road marked with nice corn pollen and on which these four old

age marks (crooks) are standing (see PI. LHI). On them you will

support (or rest) yourselves, and over yonder, where the shortest one

stands, may you fall asleep as old women and as old men"*. But I
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am not wandering alone. Here at the corner they have already

arrived (referring to the four Koyemsi Katcinas behind the curtain in

the corner of the kiva); come in, be welcome!" He then goes forward

among the crowd to sprinkle the children, and the Koyemsis soon

emerge from behind the enclosure, as has already been described.

Explanatory Notes of the Speech.

1. Towanashabe is an imaginary place somewhere '' atyaka'''' (down), but is represented by

a place about three miles south ot Oraibi. Here the Horiani (Badger) clan is said to have lived

awhile when coming from Kfshiwuu, being at first refused admittance to the village of Oraibi by

the inhabitants of that village. While this place thus seems to be specially sacred to the Honani
clan, the name Towanashabe occurs in the songs of different societies. On the important question,

whose wanderings besides that of Muyingwa are here described? I could not get very satisfactory

answers. The old Powamu priest, who was very willing to tell me all that he knows about it. could

not give a clear answer. He said at first the wanderings of the Honani clap. But this route, g^ven

in this speech, would conflict with that given in another tradition about the coming of that clan to

Oraibi. He also thought that not the Honani clan as such was meant, but only certain personages

and certain Katcinas of that clan. This last suggestion, I think, is a valuable clue to further

investigations, especially since it is a fact that on the last Powamu day a number of the Katcinas,

here mentioned, appear in the village with others and the old priest sa^s that in their coming to the

village they pretended to imitate the wanderings mentioned in this speech. Further studies of

these and other traditionsniay produce some interesting facts and throw some additional light on

the complicated questions connected with the Katcina cult. As to the time when the wanderings,

here described, took place, no explanation could be obtained, but the old priest txpressed the

opinion that it antedated the coming of the Honani to Oraibi. It seems to me to be premature to

discuss this question in detail. A paper on the Katcinas of Oraibi might offer a good opportunity

to do this if and as soon as more information on these points can be obtained.

2. Tradition says that the Hopi emerged from the earth through the sipapu, an opening in

the earth somewhere near or in the Grand Caflon of the Colorado, and that they climbed up on a

ladder which is sometimes represented as having been a tree, sometimes a reed. The old Powamu
priest, however, positively avers that the coming out from Towanashabe, here mentioned, has

nothing to do with the emerging of the Hopi from the sipapu. If that be true, and it very likely is,

this would be an interesting piece of information, especially if it were found that the party led by

Muyingwa included certain Katcinas.

3. The sipapu (see previous note) is represented in the kiva by the small sand mosaic

(See PI. LIII.)

4. The word in the original may also mean "sacred things," "religious secrets," or

" religion." But "ceremonies " seems to be the most appropriate term here.

5. The word '' palaita " in the original is an archaic word and no one was certain as to what

it means. Some thought it meant beautiful and so I have translated it that way; the suggestion

that it meant ladder seemed to be inadmissible, for contextual reasons.

6. Shokhungyoma is here present as the Kikmongwi (Village chief). While his brother

Loluloniai is really the chief of the village, the two brothers, their sister Pungflanftmsi and certain

others of those families are. in a general way. called Kikmongwitu (chiefs of the village or the houses),

because they are supposed to own the village and also the fields, and the inhabitants of the village

are all said to be their children. Lomankwaima is the village cryer who. however, announces

religious ceremonies only. Koyongainiwa represents the War chief (kalehtakmong-wi) . They
belong to the Bear, Reed and Badger clans respectively. These three men, the leader or head of the

Parrot clan and the pipmongwi (Tobacco chief) of the Soyal society (who belongs to the Tobacco

and Rabbit clans) are often called momngwitu (chiefs) and seem to take the position of assistant

chiefs to the head chief. On the eighth day and during the following night of the Soyal ceremony

they play a conspicuous part in certain ceremonies (see " The Oraibi Soyal Ceremony," p. 45^/ seq.)

7. This is addressed to the three chiefs, Shokhungyoma, Lomankwaima and Koyongainiwa.

8. Meaning those that are now to go through the ordeal of this initiation.

9. Referring to the first dawning of the day and to the brighter dawn just before sunrise,

between which the Hopi make a difference and which they mention in certain songs.

10. The crook {ngdioshhoya) is with the Hopi the symbol of life, and where a series of crooks

are represented as here on the line, emanating from the sipapu on the sand mosaic, they represent

the various stages of life, the shortest one old age, when, as the Hopi say, man becomes very small
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Flogging Katcinas 'at the Kiva.



Pl. LXII. Flogging Katcinas at the Kiva.

a. Ho Katcina running around the kiva.

d. Hahai-i or Angwushnacomtaka entering the kiva.
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holds his (or her) hands upward and one of the Ho Katcinas whips
the little victim quite severely (see PI. LXIII). It is said that four

strokes are supposed to be applied, but the Katcinas do not always

strictly adhere to this rule. The girls have their usual dress on, but

the boys are entirely nude. The persons holding them are also nude
except for a scant loin cloth, and they wear their hair loose, as is

customary in all Hopi sacred ceremonies. When one child has been

flogged another one is at once brought forward and beaten and then

another and so on until all have gone through the ordeal. One is

flogged by one Katcina, the next one by the other, the two Katcinas

constantly changing about. When a whip is worn out it is handed

to the Hahai-i Katcina who exchanges it for a fresh one. Some of the

children go through the process with set teeth and without flinching,

others squirm, try to jump away and scream. Occasionally a

"sponsor," pitying his little ward, presents his own hip, snatching

the child away, and receives a part of the flogging in the child's stead,

in which case, however, the flogging is usually very severe.

With the crying and screaming of the candidates men and women
mingle their voices, some encouraging them, others accusing the

Katcinas of partiality, claiming that they whip some harder than

others ; in short, pandemonium reigns in the kiva during this exciting

half hour. But the scene has not only its exciting, but also its dis-

gusting features. As the whips are quite long they frequently extend

around the leg or hip of the little nude boys in such a manner that

the points strike the pudibilia, and the author noticed on several occa-

sions that the boys, when being placed on the sand mosaic, were

warned to protect those parts, which they tried to do by either quickly

freeing one hand and pushing the pudenda between the legs or by

partly crossing the legs. It was also noticed on several occasions

that some of the boys, probably as a result of fear and pain, invol-

untarily micturated and in one or two cases even defecated.

When all the children have been flogged the Hahai-i Katcina steps

on the sand mosaic, bends forward, raises the ceremonial blanket and

is then severely flogged by both Katcinas, after which the two latter

apply a thorough scourging to each other in the same manner, to the

great satisfaction of the little novitiates who have just been so cruelly

treated by these two personages. The Katcina chief then hands his

baho and some corn-meal to one of the Ho Katcinas ; his assistant

hands the same to each of the other two, whereupon the three Kat-

cinas leave the kiva. Outside they run around the kiva four times in

the same manner as before, again making a great deal of noise, during

which the Hahai-i snatches the natsi from its stand. All then leave
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Pl. LXIII, Flogging a Child.

The scene illustrated by this plate is fully explained in the text.
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Flogging a Child.
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the kiva and the village towards the north, where they deposit the

prayer offerings and divest themselves of their paraphernalia behind

some rock and then repair to the Honani kiva, bringing their cos-

tumes with them, wrapped up in blankets.

After the Katcinas have left the kiva, Shokhungyoma, Lomankwa-

ima and Koyongainiwa speak a few words to the novitiates, charging

them not to reveal anything of what they have seen and heard in the

kiva, whereupon the Katcina chief and then all the others leave the

kiva and go to their respective homes except those who participate in

the Powamu ceremony, who go to the Honani kiva. A few of the old

men remain and sweep up the remains of the sand mosaic, wrap up

and take away the beads, feathers, etc., and then also go to the

Honani kiva where all first indulge in a smoke around the fireplace

and then partake of a supper. The usual evening ceremony i^ on this

occasion suspended.

Those who have been initiated as just described may now learn

the Katcina songs, know their traditions and in fact all the secrets

connected with the Katcina cult and may act as Katcinas. But they

can not act as naamu (fathers) of the Katcinas, /. e. lead them to the

plaza, sprinkle them with meal, make prayer offerings for them, etc.

That is the prerogative of the Popwamu (members of the Powamu
fraternity).

There is a tradition among the Hopi that this flogging ceremony

was not always a part of the Powamu ceremony. It is stated that on

one occasion a boy who had been initiated into the Powamu fraternity

had revealed the secrets that he had seen and heard. A council of

the leaders of the fraternity was at once called and the question dis-

cussed as to what to do about it. All urged that a severe punish-

ment be inflicted upon the perpetrator. Only the kalehtakmongwi

(Warrior chief), now represented by Koyongainiwa, remained silent.

After having been asked four times by the others as to his opinion

about the matter, he first also expressed his displeasure at the occur-

rence and then suggested that the boy be flogged before all the other

novitiates by Katcinas as a punishment and as a warning to the rest.

This was done, and the custom was continued. While a good deal

of obscurity exists in the tradition as to the details of the manner in

which the custom became a part of the Powamu ceremony, etc., it is

stated in a general way that forever after the members of the family to

which that boy belonged and their descendants were initiated into the

Katcina society in the manner described in the preceding pages.
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Seventh Day. (Sixth Day of the People.)

In the morning as well as in the evening the usual ceremony
takes place before the altar, consisting of singing, asperging, smok-
ing, sprinkling of sacred meal, etc., as already described. The two
tablets with the pictures of the Ho Katcinas and the lightning frame,

that are put up only on the occasion of an initiation, are not taken

down, but remain throughout the ceremony.

During the day nothing of any ceremonial character takes place, /. e.

,

outside of the morning and evening ceremony already mentioned. The
men in the kiva work during the day between the two ceremonies on
the bows, rattles and iiVius that are prepared in this and all other kivas

to be given as presents to the children on the morning of the last day.

Smoking is being indulged in more or less throughout the day

and the fasting is observed the same as on the two previous days, no

one eating any meat or salted food and the two leaders partaking of

one meal only, which is brought to them late in the evening and
usually consists oi piki (thin wafer bread), which is brought in on four

flat, square trays, a dish of beans and water {oongawa) in four bowls

of the same size, and almost any kind of food, but none with salt,

and no meats. A mush of corn-meal and water {wotaka) is always

also brought in on four small round trays, but I am* told that this is

not eaten by the two chief priests but by the others in the kiva.

Usually this also forms a part of the food of the leaders when they

fast. Why not in this case I have thus far been unable to learn. All

the participants sleep in the kiva throughout the ceremony.

Eighth Day. (Seventh Day of the People.)

In the morning the usual ceremony takes place, the natsi of

course being put up first as on all the previous days. These morning

ceremonies usually commence at about half-past four in the morning

and last about an hour and a half.* Between the conclusion of the cere-

mony and breakfast there is usually a short interval during which the

men smoke, gossip, doze, etc. Then breakfast is served, being brought

to the kiva by the mothers, wives and daughters of the participants.

The fast is at an end on the evening of this day so that at the end of

the evening meal any kind of food may be eaten. Soon after break-

*It cannot be stated that to be " on hand " in the kiva Irom day to day at such an early hour

is an especially enjoyable occupation, particularly at that season of the year and as the " air " in

the kiva in which the men stay day and night is never of the purest kind, and the fire-wood is some-

times damp and the kiva consequently often full of smoke.
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fast the messenger usually returns that was sent to Ki'shiwuu for pine

branches and water on a previous day.* He first leaves a few twigs

in the Pongovi kiva where the Aototo and Aholi Katcinas are pre-

paring their masks, etc., on this day for use on the next morning,

and then takes the remainder to the Honani kiva. He is met with

acclamations of joy and many a '^kwakiuai um pito'' (thanks, you have

come). The following little purification ceremony has been observed

only once : While the messenger stood east of the ladder the Powamu
priest received from him the twigs, the mongwikuru, eagle feather and

bone whistle and placed them on the floor north of the fireplace. He
then took some ashes in his left hand and from this a small pinch

between his right thumb and forefinger. He stepped before the mes-

senger, who had sat down east of and close to the ladder, and hum-

ming a short song circled the right hand over the messenger's head

several times and threw the ashes towards the hatchway. He then

took another pinch of ashes from the left hand and repeated the per-

formance. This he did four times, whereupon he told the young man
to stand up and then stroked his body and limbs, held his own hands

palms upward before himself and blew across them towards the hatch-

way. This he also repeated several times. The pipe lighter had in

the meanwhile gotten some tokamsi ( Delphinium scaposum ), put it

into a bowl and poured some water over it. Of this emetic the mes-

senger drank a large quantity, placed the bowl on the floor, bent over

it and by irritating his pharynx with his finger produced a very

thorough emesis into the bowl. The Powamu priest put a little honey

into the mongicikuru and on the long feather which the young man had

brought back and then all waited in profound silence until the young

man was through vomiting. While the boy carried out the bowl,

pipes were lit and all smoked, the Powamu priest smoking first and

then handing the pipe to the messenger. All exchanged terms of

relationship. When they were through the Katcina priest sprinkled

some corn-meal on the objects over which they had smoked, spat some
honey on them, and out of the hatchway, and rubbed some honey on

the stubs of the twigs and the rim of the mongwikuru. The Powamu
priest then asked the messenger to relate the experiences of his trip,

which he did in the minutest manner, stating where they traveled,

whom they met on the way, how these were dressed, what they spoke

with them and where they went, what they carried, etc. He. further

stated where they camped, where they found snow, where the trail

was muddy, where they deposited the prayer offerings, got the twigs,

Usually some one accompanies the messenger. They leave on any of the previous cere-

monial days, but early enough to be back by the eighth day.
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etc., etc. All listened very attentively, with the exception of one

man, Lomanimtiwa, who made a baho to be placed into a hole south

of the kiva during the following night. This hole is called batni (well

or cistern). When the messenger had told his story the objects were

placed before the altar, the mongwikuru in front of Cotukvnangwu,

the rest west of the Katcina tiponi (mother).

After this the men go to work on the presents for the children

again. One, however, is sent to Pakavi, a large spring about four

miles north of Oraibi, for a branch of pikwashovi, a species of cotton-

wood, a sapling of which is said to have been brought from Ki'shiwuu

long ago and planted at Pakavi, from which by this time several large

trees have sprung up. The branch is plaged east of the altar. At

about noon the Powamu priest makes three bahos, one stick of which

is green, the other black, the green one being the female. These

bahos are placed in front of the altar for use on the next morning,

when one is given each to the Hahai-i, Aototo and Aholi Katcina, if I

am not mistaken, and four hawk and eight turkey nakwakwosis, the

latter to be taken to a spring in the afternoon. All these were also

placed near the altar. He then repaints and dresses the mask of the

Hahai-i, or Angwushnacomtaka Katcina, first scraping off the old

paint. The pipe-lighter fills a reed with native tobacco and ties up

with yucca some dry cedar bark into a fuse, the first being called

chongotna, the latter kopichoki (see PI. XL). Both are also placed at

the altar to be used the next morning. Soon after dinner one of the

men is sent to a spring northeast of the village after water. He takes

with him a hikvsi or piitavi (road marker) and the aforementioned

eight nakwakwosis, a mongwikuru, a bone whistle {totokpi) and some
corn-meal. I followed the messenger on one occasion and made the

following observations : Arriving at the spring, which is half way
down the mesa, he first blew the bone whistle four times. Then,

after having uttered a short prayer, he deposited four of the eight

nakwakwosis* in a rock niche near the spring, then sprinkled sacred

meal into the spring from the six ceremonial directions and then

dipped a little water with the mongtvikuru, six times, I believe, pour-

ing it on the ground near the spring in order, he said, to induce the

clouds to bring more water, and then filled the vessel. Coming up

from the spring, he placed the hikvsi vthowi. six yards from the spring

on the trail, and sprinkled a line of meal from the spring over

the hikvsi towards the village (so that the rain, he said, when
coming to the spring, might also go to the village), and then returned

My notes fail to state what he did with the remaining four nakwakwosis, but my recollection

is that he placed them with the hikvsi on the trail.
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to the kiva, where the Powamu priest placed the vessel and the

whistle near the altar.

At about three o'clock the last evening ceremony takes place,

which is exactly the same ^s the other days. As soon as this is con-

cluded the altar is dismantled and the various parts tied up in

bundles,* the men take off their nakwaita (the feather that they have

tied to the hair during the ceremonies) and place them near the fire-

place. They are later deposited in a shrine about one hundred yards

south of the village called Homolovi.

After the altar has been taken down all who have participated in

the ceremony assemble in the kiva, take off the left moccasin, form

in a semicircle around the fireplace and each one takes some ashes in

his left hand. The Powamu priest takes an eagle wing feather in his

left and some ashes in his right hand, sprinkling some of the ashes

on the feather and beats time with it to the singing of the nawohchi

iawi (purification or discharming song) in which all join. This song

has six verses, and at the end of each verse the Powamu x priest

brushes the ashes from the feather towards the hatchway, all the

others circling their right hand before themselves and throwing the

ashes, which they hold between the thumb and forefinger, and also at

the same time spitting in the same direction. After the sixth time

they all beat and rub off the ashes from their hands and bodies, blow

the ashes from their hands and they are then considered to be puri-

fied of the peculiar charm or "taboo" of the Popwamu."f A sumptu-

ous supper, in which they may now partake of any kind of food

again, follows, and after a general smoke the tired participants in the

ceremony take a short rest to gather strength for the Powamu dance

that takes place during the following night and in which almost the

entire village participates.

*The sand ridge, the four natsi sticks, the bahos and the medicine bowl remain until the

following day.

tEvery secret order among the Hopi has its special punishment which is supposed to be

visited upon any uninitiated who should happen to see any of the sacred things belonging to that

order, especially the altar, or be charmed or influenced by any of the members while they are
" taboo. "The punishment or special charm of the Snake order is a swelling, especially of the abdo-

men, that of the Soyal order sore ears, of the OaqOltu a horn-like swelling on top of the head, of the

Mamzrautu deafness, the Lalakontu a peculiar eczema on the upper part of the body, of the Aahltu

a twisting and twitching of the (ace and neck, of the Momchitu a soreness in the bronchial tubes

and of the Popwamu a swelling of the knee-pan {tamotspdltingTvu) and contraction of the tendons

about tiie knee. These inflictions may occur not only during the time when a ceremony is on, but

at any time. The priest of the particular order is then called and he is supposed to be able to dis-

charm the patient. Only a few days ago an old man in Oraibi had a sore knee and the Powamu
priest treated it by applying hot stones and singing over it the nawohchi tawi (purifying or dis-

charming song), which will be found at the end of this paper (see p. 148).
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Ninth Day (Eighth Day of the People).

At about three o'clock in the morning the inhabitants of the vil-

lage begin to stir. In all the kivas where beans have been planted

they are pulled and taken to the houses before the smaller children

get awake. Small bunches are often tied to the presents to be given

to the children at sunrise. The earth in which the beans were grown

•s emptied into holes that were dug a few yards from the kiva during

the night. It is said the children who are not yet members of the

Katcina fraternity must not see this earth.

In the Honani kiva the priests also get up at about four o'clock

and at once prepare for the ceremonies to take place later in the

morning. The Powamu chief places on a tray four small twigs of the

Pikwashovi obtained at Pakavi the previous day and four twigs of the

pine branch from Ki'shiwuu; some small bunches of beans and of

young corn of each that he had planted in his kiva ; four old eagle

wing feathers ; a bone whistle ; a mongwikuruy and the four double

bahos* made on the previous day. After having put some honey into

the mongwikuru, he and a few others smoke over the tray.

Meanwhile, the man who is to act the part of the Hahai-i or

Angwushnacomtaka Katcina has put on a large ceremonial blanket

(toi-hi) in the form of a woman's dress, hung another toi-hi over his

shoulders as a blanket, put on moccasins and a knotted belt, wrapped

a fox skin around his hands (to take the place of gloves), and, wrap-

ping himself in a large man's blanket, he takes the mask under the

blanket and proceeds to a shrine, called Shookamutspikvi, which is

located about one-eighth of a mile north of the village. The Powamu
priest takes the tray with the objects just described under his

blanket and goes to the same place.

While these preparations are going on in the kiva of the Pop-

wamu the Aototo and Aholi Katcina have also gotten ready in the

Pongovi kiva. Both have tied up five small bunches of young green

corn which they have grown there and to which they have added some
small twigs of the pine branch brought from Ki'shiwuu. The masks

had been prepared the previous day. The Aholi paints his body as

follows : Both upper arms, the sternum, abdomen, back and legs

down to the knees, bright red. The left shoulder and breast, right

arm and lower part of the right leg, and a narrow band or ring above

the right knee and a similar band below the left knee, yellow. The
right shoulder and breast, lower arm, lower part of the left leg and a

band above the left and one below the right knee, blue. Having put

*On one occasion I noticed only four nakwakwosis.
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Katcinas at the monani Kiva.



Pl. LXIV. Katcinas at the Honani Kiva.

a. Hahai-i and Aototo waiting for the prayer offerings.

d. Aototo and Aholi waiting for the prayer offerings. Both scenes take

place early in the morning.
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on a part of their costume, which will be described later, they take

their masks and other paraphernalia under their blankets and repair

to the Kwan (Agave) kiva, where they dress up fully and then wait

until the proper time arrives for them to commence their perform-

ances. But what is going on at the shrine north of the village? The
Hahai-i, having arrived at the shrine, takes a position on the east side

of it, his face being turned towards the village, and utters at short

intervals sounds something like these : Hu (long drawn) hu-hu-hu-hu-

hu. As it is usually dark yet, he does not put on the mask until

ready to start to the village.

The Powamu priest, when arriving at the shrine, at once places

a baho, the four nakwakwosis and some sacred meal in the shrine, and

sprinkles meal from the east side towards the shrine and then towards

the village. He then takes a little honey into his mouth and ejects

it towards the cardinal points, which is called feeding the clouds.

Going a few paces towards the village, he sprinkles with sacred meal

a cloud symbol on the trail, which consists of three semicircles from

which are drawn four lines of meal in the direction of the village.

Upon this symbol he places a hikvsi. After making another similar

symbol about twenty paces farther towards the village, he hands the

tray to the Katcina, who, in the meanwhile, has put on the mask, and

then, after having uttered a brief prayer, returns to the kiva, where

he and some of the other men smoke and talk, some of the latter also

making nakwakivosis, until the Katcina arrives in the village. The
latter slowly follows the trail to the village, blowing the bone whistle

and uttering the long drawn "^w

—

hu—huhuhu'" every few minutes.

Entering the village at the northeast corner, he makes his way along

one street to the plaza, where the stop he makes is somewhat longer

than usual. Occasionally women and children will approach the

Katcina, sprinkle a pinch of sacred meal on him and take a small

sprig of the green corn or the pine lying in the tray. As soon as the

Powamu priest is informed in the kiva that the Katcina has reached

the plaza, he squats down before the altar and begins to sing, accom-

panying himself with a rattle, the other men continuing to smoke and

to make nakivakwosis. On one occasion I noticed that one of the

men removed the hatchway covering and swept around the kiva at

this time. This is done on every occasion, but was specially observed

on this occasion only. From the plaza the Hahai-i slowly moves
along another street to the Honani kiva, where he takes a position

on the east side, still uttering those sounds at short intervals, and

holding the tray in front of himself.

While the Hahai-i is thus waiting at the Honani kiva (see PI.
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LXI\ a), the Aototo and Aholi, who, as has already been mentioned,

were awaiting in the Kwan kiva, emerge and also slowly make their

way to the kiva where the Hahai-i is standing. The Aototo is dressed

in the ordinary sash and kilt, over which, however, he wears an old

shirt made of white native cloth and embroidered on the sleeves and

lower border with peculiar designs of cloud, plant and blossom sym-

bols. Over this he wears a folded white ceremonial blanket (owa)

and over this again a bandoleer of dark blue yarn. The legs are

dressed in knitted cotton leggings and on the feet he wears green

moccasins. The mask, which is very plain, is made of native cloth

and is daubed white. To its lower edge a fox skin is tied and to the

top a few small eagle's feathers. In the right hand he holds a bag

with sacred meal, in the left a mongkoho, mongwikuru, and small

bunches of the green corn that has been grown in the kiva. The
Aholi is dressed in the regular Katcina kilt and sash, a woman's sash,

and moccasins. Over the shoulders he wears an old blanket made of

native cotton cloth on which are drawn designs of clouds and other

unidentified objects. In the center is a large drawing of the mythical

being that has been observed on different ceremonial objects. The
head is human, the body that of a large bird. I have made strong

efforts to get permission to photograph this rare piece of ceremonial

costume, but without success. In the right hand the Aholi holds a

stick, to the upper end of which six makwanpis are attached. This

stick is about four feet long and is called rupsi. It is the property of

the kikmongwi (Village chief) and is also used in the flute ceremony of

the Drab Flute Society. The mask of the Aholi is also rather plain.

It is made of yucca leaves and covered with native cotton cloth. To
the lower edge is tied a fox skin, while to the apex are fastened a

number of feathers of various kinds and to the sides a blossom sym-

bol. In the left hand he holds a mongkoho, mongwikuru, a brass bell,

a bag with sacred meal, and five small bunches of green corn. (PI.

LXV.)
About half way between the Kwan and Honani kivas these two

Katcinas stop, the Aototo makes a cloud symbol on the ground and

then silently waits while the Aholi places the lower end of the stick or

standard before described on the symbol and utters a peculiar, high-

pitched sound, circling at the same time the upper end of the standard

two times slowly from right to left. He then turns face about and

repeats the performance. Both then proceed to a place, about ten

paces south of the Honani kiva, where during the night a member of

the Bow clan has uncovered an opening in the ground and deposited

in it a baho and some corn-meal. This opening is called batni and is
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Pl. LXV. The Aototo and Aholi Katcinas.

These two Katcinas are here shown goigg through the village and rubbing

meal lines on various houses. This, as well as the costume of the Katcinas and

what they hold in their hands, is fully explained in the text.
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about ten inches square and twenty inches deep. At this batni the

Aototo sprinkles a meal line from the north side towards and into the

batni, and then pours a little water from the mongivikuru into the

opening from the same side. This he repeats from the west, south,

€ast, northeast and southwest. He then silently waits until the Aholi

has repeated the same performance, whereupon both proceed to the

Honani kiva, where the Hahai-i Katcina had been waiting as before

described. Both take a position by the side of the latter. (See

PI. LXIV ^.) After a few minutes the Aototo goes to the north

€nd of the kiva, rubs a handful of sacred meal to the north side of

the hatchway and then pours a little water into the kiva, which is

caught up in a bowl by a man standing on the ladder. This perfor-

mance he repeats from the west, south and east sides of the kiva,

whereupon the Aototo takes his place again at the east side of the

kiva and the same performance is gone through by the Aholi Katcina,

who then also resumes his position with the other two. The men in

the kiva have in the meanwhile put on their pitkunas (ceremonial

kilts) and now emerge from the kiva in the following order : First

the pipe-lighter with the reed cigarette and cedar bark fuse already

described, then the Powamu chief with the medicine bowl, aspergill and

a baho and some sacred meal, the Katcina chief with a baho and some

meal and lastly the rest of the participants in the ceremony, each one

having some nakivakwosis and sacred meal. The pipe-lighter smokes

on to the back of the Katcina and hands some meal and nakivakwosis

to him. The Powamu chief asperges the back of the Hahai-i Katcina

and then takes from him the tray, handing to him a baho and some

meal. The Katcina chief gives him some meal and a baho and all the

rest, after having sprinkled meal on his back, a nakwakwosi and meal,

whereupon the men re-enter the kiva, the Katcina going to the Kat-

cina kihu half way down the mesa on the west side of the village, into

which he places the prayer offerings and where he disrobes, wrapping

up his paraphernalia in a blanket, and returns to the Honani kiva,

shivering with cold. Here the priests, who, as was seen, entered the

kiva after the Hahai-i had left, re-emerge in the same manner from

the kiva and go through the same performance, the Powamu priest

alone giving a baho to and taking a bunch of corn from each with the

Aototo and the Aholi as they did with the Hahai-i. Two variations

should here be mentioned : First : On several occasions it was
observed that the Aototo and Aholi did not arrive at the kiva until

the Hahai-i had left, on others they were there before, as described.

Secondly : It was noticed on one occasion that the sprinkling of

water on the backs of the Katcinas occurred before the smoking ; but
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when asking the Katcina priest about this lately he said that Siima

must have made a mistake, which is not improbable, as that priest at

that time was quite old and feeble.

While these things have been going on near and around the

Honani kiva, a number of different Katcinas have emerged from the

various kivas and are running through the streets, distributing to the

children the bows, rattles and tihus that have been prepared in all the

kivas during the preceding days.* When a Katcina has disposed of

all the presents entrusted to him he goes to the Honani kiva, is

treated in the same manner, as the Hahai-i, Aototo and Aholi, receives

some meal and a nakwakwosi from each man in the Honani kiva (who-

always break off a small sprig of cedar where such forms a part of the

costume) and then leaves the village on the same trail on which the

Hahai-i left and deposits the prayer offerings at the same place.

These Katcinas vary in different years; some, however, being always

the same ones. Following are some of the Katcinas, seen on these

occasions : the Hemis, Koyemsi, Tassap, Hdiive (PI. LXVI a),

Anga, Hehea and others. Often two of the same kind may be seen.

When the last of the Katcinas has left, the men in the kiva arrange

themselves around the corn, beans and pine, obtained from the Kat-

cinas and smoke over these objects. They are then divided in as

many parts as there are men in the kiva; the Powamu priest utters a

short prayer over them, and then each man takes his small bunch home.

I am told that these objects are placed on the piles of corn ears and

between the corn ears in the houses as a prayer offering, but I

have not personally observed that.

But we must now follow the Aototo and Aholi Katcinas whom we
saw leave the kiva after having been asperged, smoked on and pre-

sented with prayer offerings. They first go to a house in the north-

west part of the village, the Aototo leading the way and constantly

sprinkling a little sacred meal before the Aholi. Before they reach

the house they stop and the Aototo makes a cloud symbol on the

ground consisting of a line of corn-meal, about two feet long and run-

ning across the path, and three lines of meal about a foot long run-

ning forward from this cross line. The Aholi steps onto this symbol,

shouts three times, slowly swinging the standard, the lower end of

which rests on the ground, from right to left, then turns around,

repeats the same performance and then follows the Aototo, who again

marks the path with corn-meal. Having arrived at the house, which

is said to be the birthplace of the man impersonating the Aototo,.

*The children may then be seen all day playing with their presents, the girls proudly carrying

their tihus on their backs. (See PI. LXVI.)
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Pl. LXVI. Distributing Presents.

a. Huuve or cross-legged Katcinas running through the streets distributing

presents. The name is derived from the fact that the Katcina walks with the

legs crossing each other.

b. Little girl carrying tihu that has been presented to her by a Katcina.
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and hence is considered to be the ancestral home of that Katcina, the

Aototo rubs four corn-meal lines to the wall of the house. The

woman of the house stands on the first terrace and repeatedly says :

Ask7aa/i {thanks) \ The village chief Lolulomai, who has met the

Katcinas at the house, gives to the Aototo some sacred meal and a

baho and receives a bunch of green corn. The Aholi then goes

through the same performance, but the bunch of corn taken from

this Katcina Lolulomai hands to the woman, who receives it with a

heartfelt "Askwa/i V All then proceed to the house of the kikmongwi

{village chief), /'. e. the house where this personage, who is now Lolu-

lomai, was born and raised and where his sister, who is also often

called kikmongwi, is still living. On the way to this house the same

performance with the cloud symbol takes place. At the house they

are met by Punanomsi, the sister of Lolulomai and of Shokhungyoma,

the man who is acting as Aototo. The same performance takes

place at this house as at the other, the woman also receiving a bunch

of corn. From here they proceed to the Pongovi kiva which is close

by and which is the kiva of Lolulomai and his brother, also of

Yeshiwa who is acting as Aholi. Lolulomai enters the kiva. Both

Katcinas rub a little meal to the four sides of the hatchway and then

receive the prayer offerings from the husband of Pungnanomsi, who
also receives the bunches of corn. From here a member of the

Pikash or Aholi clan precedes the Katcinas to the ancestral home of

the Aholi Katcina, where the same performances take place as at the

other places. From here the two Katcinas go to the south side of

the village where they are met behind a house by Lolulomai, who relieves

them of the objects they have carried, which he wraps in a blanket

and takes to his kiva. The Katcinas proceed by a different route

also to the same kiva where they divest themselves of their costumes,

first of all warming themselves at the fireplace, as they usually get

very cold on their expedition, which lasts several hours. Food has

meanwhile been brought in by the immediate relatives of the men in

the kiva and breakfast soon follows, the men arranging themselves in

rows on the kiva floor around the food bowls, trays, etc. On one

occasion I noticed thirteen small round trays, each containing some
white mush {wotaka) on the kiva floor. I think there was one tray for

each participant in the feast. I also noticed on that occasion no less

than thirty-seven small bunches of young green corn on the floor,

which were undoubtedly to be given to the families and friends of the

inhabitants of the kiva. But my notes fail to state any particular on

this point. There are reasons to believe that the corn was furnished

by the Aototo and Aholi Katcinas, as they were the only men, as far
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as I have ascertained, who had planted any corn in that kiva in addition

to the beans. Of the latter, some had been planted by all of the inha-

bitants of the kiva. The bahos, which the two Katcinas had obtained

at the different places where they stopped, were also lying in the

kiva, and I was told that they would be deposited in the afternoon at

one of the principal " Katcin kihus'" south of the village, called Kuwa-
waimawee.

In all the other kivas, and also in the houses, preparations are

being made for a feast in which the beans that were pulled in the

kivas early in the morning and have since been cooked form the

principal dish.

In the Honani kiva the dismantling of the altar is now completed.

It will be remembered that the following objects remained at their

places when the altar was taken down on the previous evening : The
four natsi sticks, the tiponi, the "mother" {tiponi of the Katcina

priest), the medicine bowl, the six corn ears, a mongwikuru and the

four bahos that had been standing in the sand ridge. All the objects

belonging to the altar proper are wrapped up, the four bahos are

placed on the tray which the Hahai-i carried and on which are still

lying the cottonwood twig, a few small twigs of pine and some green

corn, all of which, I believe, belong to the Powamu priest. This

tray, the medicine bowl and the bowl with the water which the Aototo

and the Aholi had poured into the kiva are temporarily placed on the

banquette in the north part of the kiva. The sand ridge is swept up
by a member of the Sand clan and the sand deposited near the afore-

mentioned batni, a few paces south of the kiva.

Towards noon the Powamu priest disposes of the water poured

into the bowl by the Aototo and Aholi, and of that in the medicine

bowl and mongwikuru, and of the objects remaining in the tray. This

has been observed only once and the following facts were noted

down :

At about ten o'clock the Powamu priest Siima went into the

kiva, placed the green corn, pine sprigs, and beans on the iioor in the

northwest corner of the kiva in four small bunches, placing with each

lot also one of the bahos from the altar sand ridge. He then sang a

long song over these objects, accompanying himself with a gourd

rattle, during which he sprinkled with a makwanpi (aspergill) all the

water from the bowl on the four piles. After he was through singing

he also poured on them the water from the medicine bowl. He then

placed the four bahos, the mongwikuru and some sacred meal on the

tray and took the tray to a field west of the mesa. Here he first dug

a hole in the soft sand and then took some meal from the tray, held it
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Pl. LXVll. Katcinas Qoqontinumya.

a, Haaa Katcina which is also often called the Katcina mother.

b. Two Hote Katcinas to the left. The one in the foreground is an innova-

tion, a part of the costume of different Katcinas having been adopted. The term

Qoqontinumya is used to designate the going about of different Katcinas through

the streets and kivas on such occasions as this, the Balolokong ceremony, etc.
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Katcinas Qoqontinumya.



PL. XLVIII. Disks of the Pota.

I, 2 and 3. Blossom symbols.

4. Cloud symbols.

5. Hopi symbol of the moon.

6. Clouds and corn ears pictured in a blossom symbol.
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Katcinas Qoqontinumya.



Pu LXIX. Katcinas Q6q6ntinumya.

a. Chaveyo Katcinas.

b. Waydq Ho (Big Head Ho) Katcina, also called Holookong Katcina, from

the serpent (holookong) painted around the eyes of the mask.
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KaTCINAS QoQONTINpMYA.



PL. LXX. Katcinas.

a. Unidentified Katcinas.

b. Two men, dressed up and masked as an old man and his wife (Qoqont-

inumya). They went through the different kivas relating their family troubles,

thereby causing great hilarity.
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to his lips, whispered a silent prayer on it and sprinkled it into the

hole from the six ceremonial directions. Next he placed a baho into the

hole, also waving it first towards it from the six directions. He then

disposed of the other three bahos but my notes do not distinctly state

where he placed them, only that he did not wave them first. My recol-

lection, however, is that he stuck them into the sand beside the hole.

The latter was then closed into the hole from the mongwikuru, also

from the six ceremonial directions and the hole then closed up.

Finally Siima again held some meal to his lips, prayed over it,

sprinkled it on the place where he had closed up the hole, threw also

two times a pinch towards the sun and then returned to the kiva.

The four bunches of corn, beans and pine he took to the house where

he lived (that of one of his daughters) where they were inserted between

the corn that is piled up in every Hopi house as already stated.

During the day many different Katcinas appear in the village.

One group is always led by the Katcina mother, the Haaa Katcina

(See Pis. LXVII and LXXII //*), and the blue and yellow Hote Kat-

cinas. The Haaa is dressed like a woman. To the dress are fastened

numerous crosses or stars made of corn husks. His hair is arranged

on one side in the typical whorl of the Hopi maiden, on the other

side it hangs down loosely. On the back of the head he wears a disk

to which some crow feathers are attached. This represents a scalp,

crow feathers being used, it is said, as a slur on the enemies of the

Hopi, the Navajos, Utes, Apaches and others, who used to make
raids on them as the coyotes and crows make raids on their fields and

flocks. It is said that formerly a genuine scalp was used.

These Katcinas go through the streets and to the different kivas.

At some -of the latter they are joined by other Katcinas such as the

Snake, Koyemsi, Cotukonangwu, Chaveyo, Woyak-Ho and others

(see Pis. LXVni, LXIX and LXX), who have dressed themselves up
in those kivas. They make the round through the village and to the

different kivas four times during the course of the day. They do not

perform any special ceremonies but talk, quarrel, make fun, some
give presents to the children that were not ready for distribution in

the morning, etc. The last round they make in the opposite direction

from the others, the Katcinas from the different kivas leaving the

group and entering their respective kivas.

The following story is told of the Haaa Katcina : A long time ago some Hopi were living at

Batangwoshtoikave (Squash-seed-point), about a quarter of a mile east of Oraibi. One day a
mother was putting up her daughter's hair. When she had completed one of the whorls, the
daughter observed a party of enemies sneaking towards the village. She at once snatched from the
wall a bow. quiver and arrows, rushed to the village, warned the inhabitants, led the defending party
and defeated the enemies. That Hopi maiden now occupies a prominent position in the Katcina
Pantheon of the Hopi as the Haaa Katcina and is called the " Katcina mother."
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Another group of Katcinas that usually appear on this occasion-

are the so-called Cooyoktu (Cooyokos) of which there are generally

four : The Cooyoktu Pawaamu (elder brother of the Cooyokos) the

Cocooyoktu Tahaamu (uncle, mother's side, of which there are two)

and the Cooyok Wuhti (woman). These are accompanied by two

Hehea Katcinas.

These Cooyoktu are very much dreaded by the children of the

village. When a child is naughty or disobedient, the parents or rela-

tives threaten that they will call these monsters, who will come and
get it. On these occasions, when the latter are in the village, these

threats are often carried out, and the conversation that occurs when
they come to a house where a child is to be frightened into good
behavior is usually about as follows : The Cooyoktu Pawaamu
approaches the child and says: "You are naughty and bad ; we have

come to get you. You fight the other children, kill chickens (or other

similar misdeeds are mentioned), and we shall now take you away and
roast and eat you." The Cooyok Wuhti chimes in and repeats the

charges and the threats. The child begins to cry and to promise

good behavior, but the Katcinas refuse to relent. "Of course, you
will be bad again, we do not believe you," and the woman begins to

reach after the child with her crook. The latter screams and begins

to offer presents, usually meat if it is a boy, sweet corn-meal if it is a

girl. The Pawaamu pretends to take the present but grabs the

child's arm instead. The pleadings and promises to be better are

renewed and finally the two Katcinas say that if the two Tahaamu are

willing to accept the presents, they will relent this time. The latter

declare themselves satisfied, the meat is put into the hoapu (basket)

carried by the woman, the meal into sacks carried by the two Hehea
Katcinas, and with many admonitions and threats to certainly take

the little sinner if they hear of further complaints, the party moves on

to another place, where the same scene is repeated. The Hopi say

that formerly the Katcinas would occasionally actually take a child

with them, but that once a child died from fright, and since then they

content themselves with frightening the children as described.

The Katcinas of both of these groups always belong to the

so-called " Ichiwoti " (Angry) Katcinas. To these belong such Kat-

cinas as the different varieties of the Ho, the Big Head, Cotukvnangwu,

Sohoncomtaka, HomsOna, Motsin, Chaveyo, Snake, Hote (different

varieties), Chitoto, Kokopol, Buffalo, Grease, etc.

I am told that in former years other ceremonies took place on this

and the following day. They were especially elaborate and complicated

in those years where initiations into the Wowochim, Horn, Agave and
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Pl. LXXI. Tihus of the Cooyok ano Cooyok-Wuhti Katcinas.

a. Tihu of the Cooyok Katcina.

b. Tihu of the Coovok-Wuhti Katcina.
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Various TihOS-



Pl. LXXII. Various Tihus.

a. Mongwi (Chief) Katcina. b. Pachawo Mana. c. Chaveyo Katcina.

d. Haaa Katcina.
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Singers' Societies had taken place in the preceding fall, at the great

Wowochim ceremony. As the latter has not taken place in Oraibi

while the author has lived there, and, in fact, not for a number of

years previously, neither that ceremony nor the additional Powamu
ceremonies just mentioned have ever been studied. But it might not

be amiss to record here, at least what the author has been able to

learn about the latter from descriptions by various eye-witnesses.

This is about as follows :

After the Katcinas which had been roaming through the village,

as just described, had dispersed, the Powamu chief went to a place

about one-eighth of a mile northeast of the village, descending a trail

part of the way where there is an opening in the side of the mesa
called the pohki (dog-house). Tradition says that a long time ago the

dogs lived in this opening but left it and moved to the village, where

they have lived ever since.* Here several Mongwi (chief) Katcinas,

one Hahai-i Wuhti and a number of maidens from the village had

assembled and dressed up. These the Powamu chief conducted to

the village. The procession is said to have been formed in the fol-

lowing manner: It was headed by the Powamu priest, who carried

a tray with bahos to be given to the maidens the next day. He was

followed by the Mongwi Katcinas, of which there were usually four,

who walked abreast. (PL LXXH, a.) These Katcinas carried

in their right hand a rattle consisting of a bunch of scapulae, in their

left a bag with sacred meal and a mongkoho (see PI. LV), and were

singing while the procession slowly proceeded to and through the

village. Behind these Katcinas walked in single file the manas, each

one carrying an empty tray, which was to be used the next day. By
the side of the column walked another Katcina, the Hahai-i Wuhti
(Hahai-i woman), who frequently poured and sprinkled from a vessel

water on the children that were among the spectators and distributed

among them somiwiki (corn-meal mush tied up in corn husks and then

boiled), which is a favorite dish with the Hopi and not infrequently

used to distribute to the spectators when certain ceremonies are in

progress.

Having slowly proceeded to and through the village (the Mongwi
Katcinas constantly singing), they lined up on the east side of the

Honani kiva, where they were sprinkled with corn-meal by the Pow-
amu priests, whereupon they proceeded to Towanashabee, a place

about one-quarter of a mile south of the village. Here they disrobed

*This place seems to be selected because it is suitably located. It has otherwise no connec-

tion with or bearing on the Powamu ceremony. The Katcinas are said to come from Ki shiwuu,

the ancient home of the Honani clan and the Powamu fraternity, which is situated sixty miles

northeast from Oraibi.
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and then returned to the village. The Powamu chief had entered

the kiva after having sprinkled the Katcinas with sacred meal and
having told them to go home now and to return the next day.

The costume consisted of two toihis, if that many were obtainable

(if not, aides were used instead), moccasins, the usual woman's sash

and the square mosaic ear pendants. The hair they wore on that

occasion in whorls.

These manas are called, it is said, Pachawo mamantu (manas)

after a herb which the Hopi call pachmvo, and the ceremony of their

carrying beans to the village the next day is called Pachawo-intota.

It is possible that formerly this herb was used instead of beans^

which the herb very much resembles.

The Powamu Katcina Dance. (Night Ceremony.)

During th^e following night the whole village is astir, as in nearly-

all the kivas the men and boys participate in the dance of the Pow-
amu Katcina, which is witnessed by the women and children. On
this occasion the Katcinas appear unmasked, a very rare occurrence.

The new Powamu and Katcina Wiwimkyamu (from IVimkya, member)
that were initiated on the fifth and sixth days are to learn for the first

time that Katcinas, whom they were taught to regard as supernatural

beings, are only mortal Hopis. They do not participate in the dance,

but occupy places among the spectators on the elevated portion of

the kiva.

The Powamu Katcinas are costumed as follows :

{a.) The men : Around the loin they wear the embroidered

Katcina kilt and sash and a woman's sash, and around the neck

numerous strands of beads. Over the right shoulder is worn a

bandolier, which was formerly made of two strands of yarn, one blue,^

the other reddish brown, the two being twisted together. Such a

band is called naalongmurukpu and is also still used occasionally in

other ceremonies.* Others have bandoliers of other kinds of yarn or

of balletta or other red stuff. A turtle shell rattle is tied to the right

leg and ear pendants of green beads are worn in the ears. The moc-

casins are usually painted green and over them are worn ankle bands

of various kinds. (For a tihu of this Katcina see PI. LXXIII, a.) In

their right hand they hold a gourd rattle, in their left a pine sapling,

the pine having been gotten by messengers from Ki'shiwuu. On
the head they have three artificial squash blossoms made of corn

husks and painted in various colors.

*.^t the last Marau Ceremony the chief priest, Wickvvaya, pointed out to the author a

naaibngmuruktit that was used on the head-dress of the Marautakas in the public performance,-

and he stated that formerly yarn of that color only was used.





PL, LXXIII. Various Tihus.

a. Powamu Katcina. b. Powamu Katcina Mana. c. Payatamhoya.

d. Powamu Wuhti Tiata Katcina.

1
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Pl. LXXIV. Powamu Katcina Head-Dress.

This head-dress (koptcoki) is made of corn husks and is painted in different

colors. It is worn on top of the head by the Powanm Katcina during the Powamu
Katcina dance.

I
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(d.) The manas. These are young men and boys who are

dressed up as maidens. They wear the regulation woman's dress,

sash and moccasins and the ceremonial blanket called a/oe. Around
the neck they wear beads and in the ears the square mosaic ear

pendants {iuoynahkaata). The hair is put up in whorls and to the

forehead is fastened an artificial sunflower. They hold a twig of pine

in their left, nothing in their right hand.

The body decoration of the men is the same as that of the Aholi

Katcina, which has already been described. A little corn-meal is

rubbed into the face, which is occasionally repeated later during the

dance with corn-meal carried by the manas in corn husks behind

their sashes. It is said this is done to absorb the perspiration.

The manas have their hands and arms painted white with kaolin

and their faces with corn-meal, the same as the men.

Other Katcinmanas, such as the Hano, Takush (Yellow), Tassap
(Navajo) and QStca (White) mana, may also be seen here and there

among the Powamu manas, but it is said that formerly the Powamu
mana proper only appeared. Besides these participants, certain men
are dressed up as old decrepit women. These wear masks whfch
represent wrinkled, ugly faces of old hags. They carry little doll

babies, which are generally partly hidden in large pine branches.

They are called Powamu-Wuhti-Tiata, and some represent little boys,

some girls. They are made in many different styles. (For two
samples of these dolls see PI. LXXIII.) Women who are sterile, and

also others, throw pinches of corn-meal to these dolls as prayers that

they may bear children. The meal is thrown towards the male doll

if a boy, to the female doll if a girl baby is desired.

The dance takes place in all the kivas except the Honani and
the Marau kivas. On several occasions, however, several kivas were

known to club together, as neither of them could muster enough
dancers, or, at least, not as many as the other kivas. The occupants

of each kiva dance not only in their own but also in every other par-

ticipating kiva.

The dance is a peculiar one. Upon entering a kiva the dancers

file on the east side of the ladder into the deeper portion of the kiva

and line up along the banquette on each side and the end of this part

of the kiva, thus forming a line having the shape of an inverted V.

The manas and old women form the east, the men the west half of

the line. When all are in, the two dancers at the apex of the line—

a

man and a mana—join hands, dance forward in tt»e middle of the

kiva, recede, dance forward again and then release each other's hand,

the mana joining the line on the east, the man that on the west side.
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Several other pairs have followed the first at once in the same man-
ner, so that always three or four couples are dancing backward and

forward in the middle of the kiva and then releasing each other,

others constantly following, so that the two circles keep always mov-
ing, the men from left to right, the manas from right to left.

It is extremely interesting to watch the two moving circles with

their constantly varying combinations of the couples as they meet

and join hands at the apex of the line. In some instances the two

are young and handsome figures ; in others the male dancer is an old

decrepit man, the mana a child ; still in others the male a youth, the

mana an old crone, carrying a large pine branch and in it one of the

aforementioned dolls, and, besides that, often a heavy load of parcels,

bundles and bags on her back. This constant change in the com-

bination of the moving figures, the doleful singing in the deep,

sonorous voices of the men and the high-pitched tones of the chil-

dren, the dimly lighted kiva, the spectators squatting on the nearly

dark elevated portion of the kiva, presents a scene never to be for-

gotten.

When the dance in one kiva is over the dancers proceed to

another kiva, another group enters, and so on until the dancers from

every kiva have made the round of all the kivas, which is usually the

case by about three o'clock in the morning, when all retire for a few

hours' rest, and the village is suddenly wrapped up in the stillness of

the chilly winter's night.

In the Honani kiva nothing of importance is usually going on.

On one occasion I found the old Powamu chief alone there, silently

smoking. He has told me, however, that on those occasions when a

full Wowochim ceremony had taken place the preceding fall in times

past, he used to bury four bahos towards morning of this night on

the four sides of the village, placing them in the ground against the

foundation walls of four different houses. These bahos are called the

roots of the houses or of the village. They are a prayer offering for

the safety of the village.

Tenth Day. (Ninth Day of the People.)

As the ceremonies of this day have never been observed because,

as already stated, they have not taken place for many years, the facts

recorded below are again based upon hearsay. It is believed, how-

ever, that while these notes do not by any means exhaust the subject,

they are substantially correct. They were submitted for revision to

several men who had witnessed the ceremonies. The latter did not

take place every year, but only on those Powamu ceremonies follow-
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ing a full Wowochim ceremony. It seems that on these occasions

the different kinds of Katcinas that roamed through the village on

the previous day, as described before, again appeared in the same

manner. The Pachawa manas, the same that were conducted from

the " Dog-house " to the village on the previous evening by the Pow-

amu priest, repaired to a place about a quarter of a mile south of the

village called Towanashabee,* where they and the Mongwi Katcinas

had gone the previous evening, and where they were dressed up in

the costume of the Katsinmana the same as on the night before,

only the hair was tied in a knot behind the head instead of in whorls.

(PI. LXXII, b.) Just who was with them could not be ascertained,

but it seems that, besides some old women belonging to the Honani

clan, the chief Powamu priest was one of them, at least conducted

them later on to another place, as will be described presently.

Some time in the afternoon the Powamu priest sent some one to

the village to tell the Katcinas to drive the people into their houses

and keep them there, to notify the men to cut the beans in the kivas,

to dig holes near the kivas and bury in them the sand in which the

beans were grown and to take the beans to Kuwawaimavee, another

place about a quarter of a mile south of the village. Hereupon the

Haaa Katcina at once ascended to the roof of the house from which

all sacred ceremonies are announced, swung and twirled his bow and

quiver and shouted. Just what no one could tell me. Most of my
informants say he simply shouted. It seems to have been a signal to

the other Katcinas in the village because they at once dispersed, scat-

tered through the village, urged the people to go into their houses

and then watched the doors that no one should leave a house. In the

kivas the men now cut the beans that had not been cut in the morn-

ing for the feast, tied them in small bunches to short sticks and

fastened these to a framework or "tree" of sticks and dry grass
;

with them were tied pine saplings and bunches of a^vatsi and nyi, two

common herbs. These were then placed into large trays and taken to

Kuwawaimavee, where those who were to take part in the procession

were assembling. The earth in which the beans had been grown was
dumped into the holes made for that purpose and then covered up.

As soon as all the beans had been taken to the aforementioned place

the people were allowed to leave their houses and to go to Kuwawai-

*Towanashabee is a place about three miles south of Oraibi, where the Honani people are

said to have lived a while after coming from Ki'shiwuu and before having been admitted to the

village. It is a peculiar custom, however, that distant places, sacred to the Hopi, have duplicates,

as it were, near the village. Thus, there is a Ki shiwuu, Homolovi (ancient village near Winslow),
Nuwatilciovi (San Francisco Mountains) and Towanashabee, close to Oraibi, because, the Oraibis

say, it is too far to always go to those distant places to deposit prayer offerings, etc.
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mavee except, of course, the children who had not yet been initiated

into a religious fraternity. Here many men had in the meanwhile

dressed up as Katcinas, each kiva representing a different kind and
sometimes, as I understand it, the same kiva sent different kinds of

Katcinas.

At Towanashabee the maidens had in the meanwhile arrived and

been dressed up as the Katcinmana that accompanies the Hemis,

QSoqoqlom and other Katcinas. They were then conducted by one

of the Powamu priests to Kuwawaimavee, where they were handed the

tray with beans and then the procession was formed in the following

manner :* At the head of the line walked the kikmongwi who was
followed by the chaakmongwi, kalehtakmongwi, the Powamu priest,

the Aototo Katcina and the Aholi Katcina, in the order named. Then
came a so-called Tocauv or relieving Katcina,f so-called because they

occasionally relieve the Pachawo manas of the trays, which are said to

have been quite heavy. This Katcina was followed by a mana, the

two belonging to one kiva. Then followed another pair from another

kiva, then another, etc. The order in which the kivas were represented

is said to have been as follows : Sakwalanve (Blue Flute), Nashabe

(Centre), Tcua (Rattle Snake), Kwan (Agave), Hawovi (Descending or

Going Down), Tao (Singers), Hano (Hano), Wikolapi (Wrinkle) and

Pongovi (Circle). Each pair was, as I understand it, accompanied

by the different Katcinas from that kiva, who walked on either side

constantly shouting, some also carrying beans in Jioapus (a deep

basket, carried on the back). On both sides of the procession walked

the inhabitants of the village. At short intervals the Tusauv Kat-

cinas would ask the manas : '''Um nat ka tnanguuf ("Are you not yet

tired?") and if answered in the afifi.i'mative would take the tray and

carry it awhile. The Haaa Katcina (Katcina Mother) is said to have

kept somewhat at the head of the procession but without having con-

fined himself to a special place.

Having arrived at Pachawo Nanasungoi (Pachawo Resting Place)

all halted, the trays were placed on the ground and all rested a few

minutes. This place is situated at the south edge of the village.

Soon the procession was again formed and proceeded to a plaza south

of the Honani kiva in the centre of which there is a small opening in

''My informants differ somewhat on this point, but the order here given is believed to be very

nearly if not entirely correct. Some claim the Powamu fraternity not to have been represented,

others that the Katcina priest also took part in the procession.

fThe Tocauv Katcinas were always boys or men that had been initiated into the Katcina order

during that Powamu ceremony. It is said that they might represent any Icind of Katcina (such

as the Maalo, Hopi-.\nga, Sio, having been noticed), but none of the so-called angry Katcinas.

Some claim, however, that formerly they had a special Tocauv Katcina.
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the ground, called batni (well or cistern), which belongs to the Bow
clan and into which one of the Bow people deposits a baho

and some sacred meal very early on the eighth day of the Po-

wamu ceremony. Around this batni the procession moved four

times from right to left, the trays being placed on the ground for

a few minutes on the north, west, south and east sides, and

also being carried occasionally by the Tucauv Katcinas, as 1

understand it. The trays are set down—planted—as a prayer that

those things in them might grow abundantly. They then proceed to

the Honani kiva which is located only a few steps to the northeast.

They walked around the kiva also four times. During the fourth

round the manas handed the trays to the Tusauv Katcinas, and then

all the leaders or momngwitu (chiefs) and the Tusauv Katcinas with

their manas arranged themselves around the kiva. The pipe-lighter

and the Powamu chief priest emerged from the kiva, the first with a

reed cigarette and a lighted fuse of cedar bark, the latter with the

medicine bowl and aspergill. The first smoked on the back of the

leaders and Katcinas, the latter sprinkled them with water.

Hereupon the chaakmongwi (crier) shouted that all should cover

up or otherwise hide their children (/. e. those who had not yet been

initiated). As soon as this was done all the Katcinas took off their

masks, certain men from each kiva took the trays from the manas and

the hoapus from the Katcinas and carried them with their contents to

the houses of the respective manas. The latter, as well as all the

Katcinas, went to their respective kivas where they disrobed, the

manas going to their houses, where they distributed the beans {haru)

to their friends, who took them home to use as one of the dishes

in the feast that followed. The herbs and pine saplings were also

distributed and placed, as is usually the case, on the corn piles or put

away otherwise in the different houses.
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POWAMU SONGS.

It has not yet been possible to obtain all the songs used in the

entire Powamu ceremony. Fortunately, all those which are sung in

the regular morning and evening ceremonies of the Powamu ceremony

proper have been recorded. Of the Powalawu songs, however, we
have only three. Besides these we have the Discharming or Purifica-

tion song, and of others, for instance that sung by the Powamu priest

over the four bahos, etc., on the last day, we have some notes but too

incomplete to be published.

The language of some of the songs is almost entirely archaic and

that of others contains many archaic words, while all of them contain

words that have no special meaning, so that the interpretation of the

songs has thus far been very unsatisfactory. Most of the words

undergo considerable change and receive additional syllables when
used in songs, so that it is often very difficult to identify them when
hearing or even when writing them. I may state in this connection

that the number of songs of the Hopi is legion, but it is surprising

what a great percentage of them are not at all or are only partly

understood by the Hopi, because the songs are either entirely or

partly composed of archaic words or have been borrowed from other

tribes. The latter is especially the case with the songs of such Kat-

cinas as have been introduced from other tribes, and it is self-evident

that the knowledge of such songs by the Hopi is but imperfect at best

and, in fact, some are used in fragmentary form only. It is to be

hoped that someone will be able to make a special study of this sub-

ject, which, however, will necessitate a study of the language

thorough enough to enable the student to dispense with interpreters, as

in many cases either, the old priests will not sing the most valuable and

sacred songs, or the interpreters, who are young people, are unable

to give the meaning of the words, many of which are not used in every-

day life.
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SONGS USED AT THE POWAMU CEREMONY PROPER.

FIRST SONG.

1. To the North.

Kayav komacitotoooo, 'i

Kayav komacitotoooo, I Meaning could not be ascertained. The
Kayav komacitotoooo,

[ words are archaic.

Kayav komacitotoooo, J

Anihiyahana, >

Aniyaaua Words archaic. Meaning unknown. These

Haaniyana
f

^°"'' ''"^^ ^""^ ^ung at the beginning of

Haaniyaana, J
the first stanza only.

Nana kwininaaaaa, (You) over jonder to the north.

Siica omaw omi nononga, . . . . Yellow clouds, come out and rise.

Lataitihuy ayoangqi), Latakihuy* (obscure) come'from over yonder.
Siica talawipi omi nononga, . . . Yellow lightning, come out and rise.

Lataciwuy ayoangqo, Lataciwuy" (obscure) come from over yonder.

Sika chocholomakata,^ Yellow (rain) drops, give us (?) sprinkle (?)

Akwa tohikangwinaaaa, .... To refresh our crops.

Anihiyahanaha, I ^, ,

. ., / , . 'Obsolete.
Anihiyahanaha, )

2. To the West.

Kayav komacitotoooo,
^

Kayav komacitotoooo, I

Kayav komacitotoooo,
|

Kayav komacitotoooo, j

Nana tawangqoo, (You) over yonder to the west.

Sakwa omaw omi nononga, . . . Blue clouds, come out and rise.

Latakihuy ayoangqo, Latakihuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Sakwa talawipi omi nononga, . . Blue lightning, come out and rise.

Lataciwuy ayoangqo, Lataciwuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Sakwa chocholomakata, .... Blue (rain) drops give us (?).

Akwa tohikangwinaaaa, .... To refresh our crops.

Anihiyahanaha,
|

Anihiyahanaha, f

3. To the South. '

Kayav komacitotoooo, . . .

Kayav komacitotoooo, . . .

\Kayav komacitotoooo,
[

^cure.

Kayav komacitotoooo, J

Nana tatyaqoo, (You) over yonder to the south.

Pala omaw omi nononga, . . . , Red clouds, come out and rise.

Latakihuy ayoangqo, Latakihuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Pala talawipi omi nononga, . . . Red lightning, come out and rise.

Lataciwuy ayoangqo, Lataciwuy (obscure), come from over yonder.

Pala chochtHomakata, Red (rain) drops give us (?).

Akwa tohikangwinaaaa, .... To refresh our crops.

Anihiyahanaha, 1 ,

..... , f-Obscure.
Anihiyahanaha, )
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4. To the East.
*

Kayav komacitotoooo, ^

Kayav komacitotoooo, I

Kayav komacitotoooo,
|

Kayav komacitotoooo, J

Nana nahopoqiio, (You) over yonder to the east.

Qocha omaw omi nononga, . . . White clouds, come out and rise.

Latakihuy ayoangqo, Latakihuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Qotcha talawipi omi nononga, . . White lightning, come out and rise.

Lataciwuy ayoangqo, Lataciwuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Qdcha chocholomakata, .... White (rain) drops give us.

Akwa tohikangwinaaaa, . . . . ^

Aniiyahanaha ^Obscure.

Aniiyahanaha, . J

5. Towards Above.

Kayav komacitotoooo, '^

Kayav komacitotoooo, I ,

,-r 1 -^ .. pObscure,
Kayav komacitotoooo, I

Kayav komacitotoooo, J

Nana ongaqo, (You) over yonder above.

Toko omaw omi nononga, . . . Black clouds, come out and rise.

Latakihuy ayoangqo, Latakihuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Toko talawipi omi nononga, . . . Black lightning, come out and rise.

Lataciwuy ayoangqo, Lataciwuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Toko chocholomakata, Black (rain) drops give us.

Akwa tohikangwinaaaa >

Anihiyahanaha, . ^Obscure.

Anihiyahanaha, ^

6. Towards Below.

Kayav komacitotoooo, "i

Kayav komacitotoooo, I

Kayav komacitotoooo, f

Kayav komacitotoooo, J

Nana atyatoqo, (You) yonder below.

Soyohimu omaw omi nononga, . . All kinds of clouds, come out and rise!

Latakihuy ayo anqo,...... Latakihuy (obscure) come from over yonder.

Soyohimu talawipi omi nononga, . All kinds of lightning, come out and rise!

Lataciwuy ayoanqo, Lataciway (obscure) come from over yonder.

Soyohimu chocholomakata, . . . All kinds of (rain) drops give us!

Akwa tohikanwinaaaa, . , . . . ^

Anihiyahanaha, ^Obscure.

Anihiyahanaha, J

1. Several priests insist that the word refers to the dwellings or houses, kihu, of the clouds,

though all agree that the first part of the word, ^' Lata." is archaic; one of them, however, sug-

gested that it meant " your," in which case the line would read: " From your dwellings over yonder
come (here)."

2. " Laiaciwuy." One of the priests stated that an old man had told him that this word
was an obsolete word for mongrwikuru. This is not at all unlikely, as these vessels are used in all

ceremonies for getting from various springs the water that is used to asperge on altars, priests,

novitiates, seeds (see the Powalawu ceremony), etc. In that case, however, the explanation of

"lata," as given in the previous note, would hardly be admissible.

3. The information obtainable oq the last part of the word, " makata" is unsatisfactory.
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SECOND SONG.
1. To the North.

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yojahiwitahahaahaa, Array yourself!

Shushukwinifiaqo, ...... From the north,

Chochomiongwu,* A perfect corn ear,

Tomaciinuu, My clan mother.

Tawamanawu-vohokomuyu,* . . Oriole bird,

Shurunahashayamuyu, In the middle of your tail,

Ikwiltato,' You are carrying.

Pitohopuhutavi, You have now come,

Uushikano timahay, Dressed up to the dance (ceremony);

Yahapik wolu* timahay, .... Yes, well now, to the dance,

Pahahawihiihi, Come here,

Timaiwishaahaaha, To the dance.

2. To the West.

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Shuhuhtawahangqo, From the west,

Totciloongwu, A perfect corn ear, (?)

Tomaciinguu, My clan mother.

Choro vohokomuyu Bluebird bird,

Shurunahashayamuya, In the middle of your tail,

Ikwiltato, You are carrying.

Pitohopuhutavi, You have now come,

Uushikango, Dressed up to the dance (ceremony);

Yahapik wolu timahay,* .... Yes, well now, to the dance,

Pahahawihiihi Come here,

Timaiwishaahaaha, To the dance.

3. To the South.

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Shuhuhtatyahaqo, From the south,

Chochomiongwu, A perfect corn ear,

Tomaciinguu, My clan mother.

Karro vohokomuyu, Parrot bird,

Shurunahashayamuya, In the middle of your tail,

Ikwiltato, You are carrying.

Pitohopuhutavi, You have now come,

Uushikango, Dressed up to the dance (ceremony);

Yahapik wolu timahay, .... Yes, well now, to the dance,

Pahahawihiihi, Come here,

Timaiwishaahaaha, To the dance.
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4. To the East.

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Pahahawihiihi, Come this way!

Yoyahiwitaahaahaa, Array yourself!

Shuhuhhopohoqo, From the east,

Totoloongwu, A perfect corn ear, (?)

Tomaciinguu, My clan mother.

Pohosiowu vohokomuyu, .... Magpie bird,

Shurunahashayamuyu, In the middle of your tail,

Ikwiltato . You are carrying.

Pitohopuhutavi, You have now come,

Uushikango, Dressed up to the dance (ceremony);

Yahapik wolu timahay, .... Yes, well now, to the dance,

Pahahawihiihi, Come now,

Timaiwishaahaaha, To the dance.

1. Chochotningiuu really means a corn ear filled to the point with kernels.

2. The word fiohko (in compound words vohko) means animal and is used either alone

(ivokko, my animal) or in connection with the name of the animal referred to: (ikaway-vohko, my
horse animal; imordvo/iko, my burro-animal); but is used of birds as well: {itavatnana-vohkoy

ichoro-vohko, my oriole animal or bird, my bluebird animal or bird).

3. These two lines refer in the first place to the two feathers in the middle of the tail of the

oriole, which seem to be preferred to the others for ceremonial purposes. But they are also said to

refer to newly married women (brides) who are here represented by the different birds (see the dif-

ferent verses) and who appear in public on the last day of the Niman (farewell) Katcina ceremony

in summer, which is also under the direction of the Powamu fraternity and during which this. song

is also sung. They are then dressed in their white bridal robe (o-wa), to the back of which a strand

of yarn is attached on that occasion. The following lines also refer to these brides.

4. The two words ">a///i/fe" and "wolu" are exclamations without any special meaning
and hence difficult to translate.

THIRD SONG.

I. To the North.

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . . . Hapi, ura,' Towanashabee.*

>Obscure.

Takurii kaae tomaci' inguu, . . . Yellow corn ear, my clan* mother.

Kwiniwii Tawatnana, From the north the oriole.

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses* (nakwaita).

TimuyU wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the childreni call the children!*

Iwiwika iwiwi, "i

Iwiwika iwiwi, ^Obsc«re.

Iwiwika iwiwihihi, J
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2. To the West.

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . .

Sakwapukae tomaci inguu, . .

Tavanga choro, From the west the bluebird.

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses.

Timuyi wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the children! call the children

Iwiwika iwiwi, ^

Iwiwilca iwiwi, >Obscure.

IwiwiTca iwiwihihi J

>Obscure.

Hapi, ura, Towanashabee.
Blue corn ear, my clan mother.

3. To the South.

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi,

Iwiwika iwiwi

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

IwiwiKa iwiwi,

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . .

Pawalakae tomaci inguu, . . .

Tatoe karro, From the south the parrot.

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses.

Timuyu wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the children! call the children!

Iwiwika iwiwi, >

Iwiwika iwiwi, }>Obscure.

Iwiwika iwiwihihi, J

>Obscure.

Hapi, ura, Towanashabee.

Red corn ear, my clan mother.

4. To the East.

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi

Iwiwika iwiwi

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

IwiwHca iwiwi

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . .

Ooyawi kare tomaci inguu, . .

Hopoo pociwu, From the east the magpie.

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses.

Timuyi, wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the children! call the children!

Iwiwika iwiwi ^

Iwiwika iwiwi, |>Obscure.

Iwiwilca iwiwihihi, J

>Obscure.

Hapi, ura, Towanashabee.

White corn ear, my clan mother.
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5. To the Northeast (above).

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi,......
Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . . .

Kokoma kahae, tomaci inguu, . .

>Obscure.

Hapi, ura, Towanashabee.
Black corn ear, my clan mother.

Ohomi Asya, From above the Asya (unidentified).

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses.

Timuyu, wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the children! call the children!

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi, }>Obscure.

Iwiwika iwiwihihi

6. To the Southwest {below)

Iwiwi iwiwii iwiwihi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwi iwiwika iwiwi

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Iwiwika iwiwi,

Hapi uhura Towanashabee, . .

Tawakchi kae tomaci inguu,

>Obscure.

Hapi, ura, Towanashabee.

Sweet corn ear, my clan mother.

Aatyamii toposhkwa, From below toposhkwa (unidentified).

Nakway akwa, For prayer head dresses.

Timuyu wangwayi wangwayi, . . Call the children! call the children!

Iwiwika iwiwi, • ^

Iwiwika iwiwi, J>Obscure.

Iwiwika iwiwihihi J

Close.

Iwiwika, iwiwi.

( These words are sung at the close about eight times,

although sometimes more, sometimes less) and then

Iwiwiwika, iwiwiwi-i.

1. These two words have no special meaning; they are exclamations, similar to our "well,"^

"well now," or the German " wohlani" "ei!" "ei nun!" etc.

2. Towanashabee is a place a few miles south of Oraibi, where the Honani clan is said to-

have lived. Reference is also sometimes made to a Towanashabee Atyaka (down below) some-
where.

3. Tomaci, from tomci. A man calls any woman belonging to the same clan itomci, my
tomci—my clan fellow or clan sister. Every child when being initiated into some fraternity is given,

a corn ear, which it calls forever after inguu, my mother, because it is said the Hopi live on corn as

the child draws life from the mother. Such corn ears are used especially in the women's cere-

monies, every participant having a corn ear which she calls inguu. These facts must be borne in

mind in reading this line, a literal translation of which is hardly intelligible.

4. A priest stated once that the corn ear, when looked upon as a " mother" (see previous

note), was considered as a mana, virgin, maiden.

5. The feathers worn in the hair of the participants of a ceremony are called nakivaiia

(wish, prayer). The idea expressed here is that these birds might come from the different direc-

tions as their feathers are wanted for prayer offerings. The word mostly used for " to pray " is

" aonawakna."
6. Meaning the corn ears on the. stalks, which are usually called the children of the corn stalk.
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FOURTH SONG.

1. To the North.

Haowhaow inguu, Towanashabee, Haowhaow,' my mother, Towanashabee.*

Takuri kae haiinguu, (The) yellow corn ear, my mother.

Utumu namaa akwiniwii asika iola. Let us go together north to the yellow iola.*

Atimuuya turn wangwayiihi, . . . The children, let us call (them).

Hapi, yepe umungem passiohti,* . Hapi, here we have for you a ceremony.

Nayawunhoputa chorowunhoputa'

paassiohti,

2. To the West.

Haowhaow inguu, Towanashabee, Haowhaow, my mother, Towanashabee.

Sakwapu kae haiinguu, .... The blue corn ear, my mother.

Utumu namaa tawaneeasakwa iola, Let us go together west to the green iola.

Atimuuya tum wangwayiihi, . . . The children, let us call (them).

Hapi, yepe umungem passiohti, . Hapi, here we have for you a ceremony.

Choronakhoputa palanakhoputa" )

paassiohti,
^Seenote.

3. To the South.

Haowhaow inguu, Towanashabee, Haowhaow, my mother, Towanashabee.
Pawala kae haiinguu, The red corn ear, my mother.

Utumu namaa atatoee pala iola, . Let us go together south to the red iola.

Atimuuya tum wangwayiihi, . . . The children, let us call (them).

Hapi, yepe umungem passiohti, . Hapi, here we have for you a ceremony.

Palanakhoputa shaat§inhoputa'

paassiohti, I See note.

4. To the East.

Haowhaow inguu, Towanashabee, Haowhaow, my mother, Towanashabee.

Qciyawi kae haiinguu (The) white corn ear, my mother.

Utumu namaa ahopoo aqocha iola. Let us go together east to the white iola.

Atimuuya tum wangwayiihi, . . . The children, let us call (them).

Hapi, yepe umungem passiohti, . Hapi, here we have for you a ceremony.

Shaatsinhoputa nayawunhoputa' )

• ... rSee note,
paassiohti, \

1. An exclamation, difficult to translate; similar to " oh."

2. See note on Towanashabee under third song.

3. Iola is an archaic word. It very likely means corn ear. One priest said that he had
heard it meant mother.

4. The exact meaning of the word passiohti is somewhat obscure. Sometimes it is used

where we would use such terms as "ended." " finished." " completed." But it also seems to have

a meaning that refers to religious exercises, and further investigations will probably show that it

may properly be translated: "to hold a ceremony," to "worship," etc. And some such a meaning
it very likely has here in this song. Oitfereat forms of the word exist.

5. Having thus far been unable to find the meaning of archaic word hoputa, I am at a loss

how to translate this line. One priest thought hoputa referred to the beads and ear pendants worn

by the priests and also by various fe'.ishes in the ceremonies. But I am much more inclined to

believe that it refers to the small stones and pieces of shell lying by the sides of the corn ears

around the medicine bowl in nearly every ceremony. In the first place, certain Hopi songs do refer

to them; secondly, an old man, one of the best authorities on songs in Oraibi, gave me the following
" old " words for these objects. Some of them occur in this song:
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}

These three are

given in a different

order by others.

(i) Naydwuna, a yellowish white stone (north'.

(2) SoTvimina (now generally called choshmuma), turquoise (west).

(3) Wawuna, a pink stone of which certain beads are made (south).

(4) Shaatcina, a whitish pearly substance from shells (east).

(5) Aiwanga, a black stone (above).

(6) Tcimotcima, a grayish stone (below).

So if this opinion be correct—and I am inclined to so consider it until a better one is found—
this line would refer to the whitish yellow or yellowish white object (Nayawuna) on the north and
the green object on the west side of the medicine bowl, etc. .Attention is here drawn to the fact that

in every verse first the object is mentioned of the direction or cardinal point towards which that verse

is sung and the one belonging to the next direction, an order of things which the author has

observed in other Hopi songs.

6. Referring to the green stone on the west and the red stone (or sometimes shell) on the

south of the medicine bowl. Others give wawuna for west, sowimitia for the south.

7. Referring to the red stone (or shell) on the south, or the white on the east side.

8. Referring to the white stone, Shaatcina (archaic) , or shell, on the east, and the yellowish

stone, nayawuna, on the north side. Others give sowtmina for the east.

FIFTH SONG.

{Whistling Song'^)

I. To the North.

Ahayihi ahayihi,

Ayihi ayihi,

Ahayihi ahayihi ahayihi, . . .

Ayihi ayihi ahayihi,

Iki oohove, My house above.

Meaning obscure.

Tawamanaoo ingwato,* . . .

Nahahoi tohotoqimahahahai, .

Shoholahawaka* vihimahay, . .

Kuwanhawaka'' vihimahay,^ . .

Ahahayihihi ahahayihihi, . . .

Ahayihi ahayihi,

Ayihi ayihi,

Ahayihi ahayihi ahayihi, . . .

Ayihi ayihi,

Ahayihi,

2. To the West.

Chohoro ingwato,* Bluebird ingwato

3. To the South.

i^aharo ingwato,* Parrot ingwato.

4. To the East.

Pohosionv ingwato,* ....
5

.

To the Northeast {above)

Ahasya ingwato,*

6. To the South'west{belo'w)

Topockwa ingwato,* . * . .

Ahahayihi ahahayihihi,' . . .

Oriole ingwato.*

Whistle to the different cardinal points!*

Meaning obscure.

Meaning obscure.

>Meaning obscure.

Magpie ingwato.

Asya ingwato.

Roadrunner ingwato.

This is the only line that varies in the different stanzas and so this line only is given in five

stanzas. Besides this the whole stanza as given for the north is sung to each cardinal point.
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1. Because while sung: one of the priests, ia this case the chief priest, blows with the bone

whistle, totoeqpi, into the medicine bowl at stated intervals.

2. An archaic word which may mean, "come herel"

3. When this line is sunjr the whistle is blown.

4. This word is not understood; someone thought it meant "good," but that is very

doubtful.

;. Also an archaic word; but one of the priests suggested that it meant happy, saying that

it is derived from wimaa.

6. May mean beautiful, from fcuwaivauna?

7. These two words are sung after the sixth stanza only.

SIXTH SONG.

Chochong (Smoking) Song.

Tomuhoviyooonahay, ....
Toohomuhoviyooonahay, .

Tomuhoviyooonahay, . .

Tohohomohoviyooonahay,

And hawiyoonahay, . . .

Aaahanahaviyooonahay, .

Anahaviyoonahay, . . .

Ahahanahaviyooonahay,*

.

*This song is sung four times without any variations. It is probable that it is a remnant of

an obsolete song, this being all the priests know about it. The author has noticed on other occa-

sions that where parts of old songs seem to be forgotten, the parts that are Icnown are sung instead

and frequently repeated. An old priest said he had heard that ana was an old word for

tobacco. It is not quite apparent why the song is called Smolcing Song, no special smoking taking

place while it is being sung. This may, however, be the case in other ceremonies, several of the

Powamu songs also being used by other societies.

SEVENTH SONG.

{ Yonawi.^)

Ha aye ayo ayo ayo ayo aye nayiwaa,* . . .

Ha ayo ayo ayo ayo ayo ayo nayiwaa, . . . .

Hatumu tOmu tutnu tiimu tumu tiimu nayonaa,"

HatiJmu tumu tumu tumu tumu tumu nayonaa,

This song is sung four times without any variations.

1. From yona, to owe something, to be indebted to.

2. The words in this line seem to be archaic. Someone suggested that ayo meant "here,"

and an old man from another village stated that nayiwaa meant " cold." but neither could thus far

be confirmed.

3. //(z/«»«M means " Let us go!" "Go we!" and nayonaa, "we owe each other," or are

"indebted to each other." Several members of the Powamu fraternity, when asked independently

of each other, insisted that, while they did not know the meaning of the first line, the second was
supposed to be a response, as it were, by the cloud deities or chiefs (mongi'itu), the sense being

this: " We are indebted to the Powamu priests because they have made prayer offerings for us, so

let us go and bring them rain." A knowledge of the meaning of the first line would, of course,

throw light on the meaning of the second line. This is very likely a fragment of an old song.

Fragments of ancient songs are not infrequently sung over and over again in Hopi ceremonies.

One priest also suggested that this last word was derived from nagun^wa, an old form for

"glad," "happy."
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EIGHTH SONG.

Aniyaaniyahana,

Aniyahaniyaahana,

Aniyahaniyaahana,

Aniyaaniyahana,

Aniyahaniyaahana,

Aniyahaniyaahana,

I. To the North.

Hakwavostotini yaaaovaya, ...
Hakwavostotini yaaaovaya, . . .

Tawapahano ahamo,

Aniyahaniyahana, ......
Aniyahaniyahahana?*

•This stanza is repeated in exactly the same manner in the other five directions. At the-

close the three lines which are repeated once before the first stanza are repeated twice.

The meaning of this song is no longer known. Hakivawostoiini means " buffalo hide mask "'

in the hissat lawaiit (ancient language). Tawapahano may refer to the sun (iawa), or, rather, as-

one priest suggested, to the setting of the sun.

NINTH SONG.

Aaniiyana, 1 These three lines are also sung at the con-

Aaniiyana, i. elusion of the fourth stanza. The mean-
Aniyana, I ing is obscure.

I. To the North.

Aniiyana aniiyana aniyana, . . .

Aniiyana aniiyana aniyana, . . .

Hiiinoaha,

Hanati tama }>Words archaic; meaning not known.

Muuta raaow koyana,

Aniiyana aniyana,*

*This stanza is repeated to the west, south and east.

TENTH SONG
I. To the North.

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Itaham hahahacihita sivahavayina, .

Itaham hahahacihita s!svahavayina, .

Umungaham kuwahaapw unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa! '

"^Meaning obscure.

We are happy* over the haciJ

We are happy over the haci.

May it bring you a beautiful* heart!
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Umungaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha,

Nahahahai,*

May it bring you a long life!

-Meaning obscure.

2. To the West.

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahabaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana.

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Itaham chorohocihita sivahavayina, .

Itaham chorohocihita sivahavayina, .

Umungaham kuwahaaow unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa!

Umungaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha,

Nahabahai,

3. To the South.

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana, . , . . .

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Itaham manahacihita sivahavayina, .

Itaham manahacihita sivahavayina, .

Umiingaham kuwahaaow unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa!

Umungaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha,

Nahahahai,

4. To the East.

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

'Meaning obscure.

We are happy over the choroci.*

We are happy over the choroci.

May it bring you a beautiful heart!

May it brmg you a long life!

"Meaning obscure.

Meaning obscure.

We are happy over the manaci.*

We are happy over the manaci.

May it bring you a beautiful heart!

May it bring you a long life!

[•Meaning obscure.

'Meaning obscure.
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Itaham polihicihita sivahavayina, . .

Itaham polihicihita sivahavayina, . .

Umungaham kuwahaaow unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa!

UmQngaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha,

Nahahahai,

5. To the Northeast {above).

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana, . . . . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Itaham akahaucihita sivahavayina, .

Itaham akahaucihita sivahavayina, .

Umungaham kuwahaaow unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa!

Umungaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha,

Nahahahai,

6. To the Southwest {below).

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana, .....
Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianiiyahahahaana,

Hinahaianihiyahahanahahahai, . .

Itaham sokohocihita sivahavayina,

Itaham sokohocihita sivahavayina, .

UmOngaham kjjwahaaow unanwaha
kwushihiwaniwa!

Umungaham wopahakatchihi kwushi-

hiwaniwa!

Hinahaianihiyahaha, .

Nahahahai,

We are happy over the polici.'

We are happy over the polici.

May it bring you a beautiful heart!

May it bring you a long life!

"•Meaning obscure.

'Meaning obscure.

We are happy over the akanci'(sunfiower).

We are happy over the akanci (sunflower).

May it bring you a beautiful heart!

May it bring you a long life!

Meaning obscure.

Meaning obscure.

We are happy over the cokoci.*

We are happy over the cokoci.

May it bring you a beautiful heart!

May it bring you a long life!

Meaning obscure.

I. The word smiawaiytna," vie are happy," or " we rejoice," may also be derived froni«w«-
tangwu, which means "to grow," "to thrive," "to develop," and is used of growing, thriving

people, branches, vines, etc., and one Powamu priest suggested that the word might here have that

meaning, in which case this line in the different stanzas would mean: " We thrive," or rather, " may
we thrive," or "'grow," "develop," like the had, choroci, etc.
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2. The word kuwdnaoo has different meanings, but here undoubtedly means "fine."
" beautiful," " handsome." A variety of the Tatcibq Katcina is called Ku-wan Tatcioqti on account

of its handsome decorations.

3. Hact (Calochortus aureus, Wats.). Girls get the blossoms occasionally and the boys of

the village try to take them away from them,

4. Choroci, bluebird blossom (Phocelia ileyxifolia, Torr.)? This herb is a good feed for

stock, though it is a little doubtful whether this variety is meant.

5. Manci, girl or maiden blossom (Castilleya linearifolia, Bentham). Used as a "flower" by

children, also as a coloring material.

6. /'('/(V;, butterfly blossom (Anothera albicaulis, Nutt). A good feed for stock. Also used

by ihe Nayangaptumci, a woman representing this deity in the A/aruM ceremony. It is furthermore

used as a medicine for sterility.

7. Akanci, sunflower blossom (Helianthus annuus, Linn.) A good stock feed. The powder

of the yellow blossoms is used to decorate the faces of certain personages in the Oaqol and Lagon
ceremonies.

8. Coksi, unidentified plant.

ELEVENTH SONG.

Pichangw Tawi {Face Decorating Song).

A, First Circuit.

1. To the North.

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai I am happy (or rejoicing').

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai, .... I am happy (or rejoicing).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Takuri kahaehe, tumaci'' inguu, . (The) yellow corn ear, my (clnn) mother.*

Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow'* (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai Being clothed,* ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Hahaci uyiyuhui (Over the) Haci" plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . I am happy. ,

2. To the West.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Sakwapu kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) green corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Choroci uyiyuhui, (Over the) bluebird blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

3. To the South.

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiaha,* .... I am happy (or rejoicing).

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiaha, .... I am happy (or rejoicing).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Pawala kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) red corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Manaci uyiyuhui, (Over the) maiden blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . I am happy.
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4. To the East.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Qoyawi kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) white corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Polici uyiyuhui, (Over the) butterfly blossom,

Pichangwatoyahai For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . I am happy.

5. To the Northeast {above).

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai/ ... I am happy (or rejoicing).

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai I am happy (or rejoicing).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Kokoma kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) black corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Akanci uyiyuhui (Over the) sunflower blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

6. To the Southwest {below).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Tawakchi kahaehe, tumaci inguu, (The) sweet corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Shokoci uyiyuhui, (Over) shokoci* blossom plants,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

B. Second Circuit.

1. To the North.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Takuri kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . . (The) yellow corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Homici uyiyuhui, (Over the) shelled corn blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

2. To the West.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Sakwapu kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) green corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, . V Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Morici uyiyuhui, (Over the) bean blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.
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3. To the South.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.

Pawala kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) red corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Batangci uyiyuhui, (Over the) squash blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

4. To the East.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Qoyawi kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) white corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Pichinci uyiyuhui, (Over the) cotton blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

5. To the Northeast {above)

^

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Kokoma kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) black corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Kawaici uyiyuhui, (Over the) watermelon blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

6. To the Southwest{below).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Tawakchi kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) sweet corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai, May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Melonci uyiyuhui, (Over the) melon blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, ... I am happy.

C. Third Circuit.

I. To the North.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Takuri kahaehe, tumaci inguu,. , (The) yellow corn ear, my (clan) mother.
Tiwungwinimuyuhai! May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Talaoci uyiyuhui, (Over the) dawn blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.
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2. To the West.

Hapi ina ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Sakwapu kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) green corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyiihai! May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Tokwunangwci iiyiyuhui, .... (Over the) tokwunangw" blossom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

3. To the South.

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Pawala kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) red corn ear, my (clan) mother,

Tiwungwinimuyuhai! May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai, Ahahahai (obscure).

Katcici uyiyuhui, (Over the) "life blossom "'" plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, •. . I am happy.

4. To the East. ^

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai, . . ." . I am happy (or rejoicing).

Shiwahawai nuuhuuiahai, .... I am happy (or rejoicing).

Hapi ma ayamo, Towanashabeehe, Hapi ma, over yonder at Towanashabee.
Qoyawi kahaehe, tumaci inguu, . (The) white corn ear, my (clan) mother.

Tiwungwinimuyuhai! May the children grow (become large)!

Yuwashinaaahai, Being clothed, ahahahai, etc.

Ahahaiahai Ahahahai (obscure).

Tawici uyiyuhui," (Over the) water gourd blosssom plant,

Pichangwatoyahai, For decorating faces,

Shiwawayina nuuhuuhuiyahai, . . I am happy.

1. See note i, Tenth Song.

2. The rendering, " my clan mother," may upon further investigation be found inaccurate;

the word tumact is derived from iumci. A man calls a woman who belongs to the same clan to which

he belongs his tumci, "clan fellow" or " clan sister," though neither of these words is a literal trans-

lation of the word /mw^/. It may be that " my clan fellow (/m>««), mother," would be a better render-

ing of the expression, '7?<w«af/m.gT<M." than the one given, but neither seems tobe .quite satisfactory.

The objects referred to here are the differently colored corn ears around the medicine bowl.

They are called " mother" because—the Hopi say—as the child lives from the mother, so the Hopi
live principally upon corn.

3. The growing corn ears on the corn stalk are here referred to. Instead of saying, " the

corn stalk has ears,'' he says, " the corn (stalk) has children " (timutta).

4. Naniely, with the layers of corn husks.

5. For the technical terms of the herbs named in the First Circuit, see the notes 3-6, inclu-

sive, on the Tenth Song.

6. Why these two introductory lines are sung at the beginning of this stanza only is not

known. 1 have noticed, however, that a great deal of irregularity exists in using those lines that

either have no meaning or of which the meaning has become obsolete. Sometimes they are sung,

sometimes not. .\lso the number of times they are sung varies in the different ceremonies. They
mostly seem to be omitted for the west, east and below. See next note.

7. These two lines were here sung on some occasions, on others they were left out. I am
inclined to believe that originally they were sung in connection with every stanza.

8. Shokosi means " all kinds of blossoms."

9. Lathyrus pluster, Linn. The word tuk-wunagwu refers to certain ridge-like clouds,

after which also the ridges or segments on the mask of the Tokwunangw ICatcina are named.
10. This is the literal translation of the Hopi name, but the plant has not yet been identified^

11. Reference is here made to the various forms of the gourd (iawiya) used by the Hopi for

water vessels.
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TWELFTH SONG.

{Shishuiangnihkani?)

A. First Circuit.

1. To the North.

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shukwinina takuri inguu! . .

Shu* tatongval hahacio ciita,

Itamuyu ptchangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa!* . .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh" ci' navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita*,tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

2. To the West.

Ha-o inguu! . .
"

Ha-o inguu!

Shuhtawanqo sakwapu ingU'u! . .

Shuhopongwal choroci ciita, . . .

Iiamuyu pichangwatoyaa, . . .

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! ....
Puta winorzh pichangwaikango, .

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango, .

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

3. To the South.

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuhtatyaqo pavala inguu!

Shuhkwiniwi manacio ciita,

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu. . . .

4. To the East.

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuhopoqo qciyawi inguu!

Shutavanga policio ciita, .

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due north, yellow corn ear, my mother!

Due southward, blooming haci,'

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!'

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due west, blue corn ear, my mother!

Due eastward, blooming bluebird flower,

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.
•

Ha o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due south, red corn ear, my mother!

Due northward, blooming maiden blossom,

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due east, white corn ear, my mother!

Due westward, blooming butterfly flower,

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.
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5. To theNortheast {above')

Ha-oinguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuongaqo kokdma inguu! . .

Shuatyami akaucio ciita, . . .

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa, . .

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! . . .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita,tuhiyunwanitaha

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

6. To the Southwestibelow)

Ha-oinguu! .

Ha-o inguu!

Shuatyaqo tawakchi inguu! . .

Shuomingval cokocio ciita, . .

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa, . .

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! . . .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due above, black corn ear, my mother!

Due (or straight) downward, blooming sun-

flower,

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated,

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due below, sweet corn ear, my mother!

Due (or straight) upward, blooming all kinds

of flowers.

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

B. Second Circuit.

1. To the North.

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shu kwinina takuri inguu,

Shutatongval homiiayi ciita,

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

2. To the West.

Ha-o inguu! .'
.

Ha-o inguu! . . ....
Shuhtawango sakwapu inguu!

Shuhopongval moriuyi ciita, .

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! . .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango,

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango,

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o ingirtihuhuhu

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due north, yellow corn ear, my mother!

Due southward, blooming corn plant.

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due west, blue corn ear, my mother!

Due eastward, blooming bean plant.

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.
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3. To the South.

Ha-oinguu!

Ha-o inguu! .......
Shuhtatyaqo pavala inguu! .

Shuhkwiniwi batanguyi ciita,

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! . .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

4. To the East.

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuhopoqi) qoyawi inguuu!

Shutawanga pichinuyi ciita,

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango, .

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango, .

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhu. .

5

.

To the Northeast {above).

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuongaqo kokoma inguu!

Shuatyami kawaiuyi ciita,

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa,

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! .

Puta winorzh pichangwaikango, .

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango, .

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu

6. To the Southwestibelow).

Ha-o inguu!

Ha-o inguu!

Shuatyaqo tawakchi inguu! . . .

Shuomingwal melonuyi ciita, . .

Itamuyu pichangwatoyaa, . . .

Itamuyu ci navalatoyaa! ....
Puta winorzh pichangwaikango, .

Puta winorzh ci navala ikango, .

Tuhiyungwanita, tuhiyunwanitaha,

Ha-o inguuhuhuhu,

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due south, red corn ear, my mother!

Due northward, blooming squash plant,

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated,

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due east, white corn ear, my mother!

Due westward, blooming cotton plant,

Decorate our faces,

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated,

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due above, black corn ear, my mother!

Due downward, watermelon plant,

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated,

Being blessed with flowers,

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

Ha-o, my mother!

Ha-o, my mother!

Due below, sweet corn ear, my mother!

Due upward, blooming melon plant,

Decorate our faces.

Bless us with flowers!

Thus being face decorated.

Being blessed with flowers.

We shall be delighted, we shall be delighted,

Ha-o, my mother.

1. Blossom or flower simile.

2. See note 3, Discharming Song.

3. For technical names of herbs named in First Circuit, see notes on Tenth Song.
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4. Notwithstanding tiie fact tiiat the author has spent considerable time with several men,
making several of them nearly disgusted with his apparent stupidity, he has been unable to get a

satisfactory meaning of the word navala, here translated with " bless." The men usually try to

explain its meaning by such illustrations as these: If a priest has his ceremony for rain, or Kat-

cinas dance for rain, and it rains, that rain is their navala; if a "doctor" cures a patient, that

patient's recovered health is the "doctor's" navala, etc. So it seems that "blessing," "gift,"'

" benefit," etc., would be proper renderings. But it is said that if the heart of those rain-makers

or the "doctor" be not good and sand-storms or death are the result of their efforts, these evil

results would also be said to be their navala. In this case the term " blessing" would, of course,

seem to be improper, unless it be—as it perhaps would be—used ironically.

5. Here are meant the flowers or blossoms of the various herbs and plants used by the Hopi
for various purposes.

6. The word winorth seems to be archaic. Several meanings {nuu, I, kush, an excla-

mation) were suggested, but as they are doubtful, the correctness of the translation of a part of

this line cannot be vouched for

7. a, abbreviation of cihu, fiower blossom.

8. Tuhiyungwa, here translated "delighted," has also different meanings, "amused,"
" entertained," etc.

9. It will be noticed that in this line in all the verses the opposite direction from the one-

towards which the song is chanted is named, as those flowers are supposed to come from the last

named points.

THIRTEENTH SONG.

1. To the North.

Ayaikohowihi,

Hahaokoshtowi,

Nakaaoka cikaniyashtaye,

Nakaiooaaa, hinohino,

Poholaina, Payatamu,

Muuta tomaa, toma.

2. To the West.

Ayaikohowihi,

Hahaokoshtowi,

Nakaaaka cikaniyashtaye,

Nakaiooaaa, hinohino,

Poholaina, Payatamu,

Muuta tomaa, toma.

3. To the South.

Ayaikohowihi,

Hahaokoshtowi,

Nakaaoka cikaniyashtaye,

Nakaiooaaa, hinohino,

Poholaina, Payatamu,

Muuta tomaa, toma.

4. To the East.

Ayaikohowihi,

Hahaokoshtowi,

Nakaaoka cikaniyashtaye,

Nakaiooaaa, hinohino,

Poholaina, Payatamu,

Muuta tomaa, toma.*
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1. To the North.*

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Amon^ne haram6ni,

Waapunima,
Ikimahahaa.

2. To the West.

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Amonene baramdni,

Waapunima,
Ikimahahaa.

3. To the South.

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha, «

Ikimahaaa,

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Amonene haramdni,

Waapunima,
Ikimahahaa.

4. To the East.

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha, .

Ikimahaaa,

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa,

Amonene baramoni,

Waapunima,
Ikimahahaa.^

Ikimaa,

Ikimaabaaaha,

Ikimahaaa.

I. No one could give me any explanation as to the meaning of tiie words in this song. The
only word that can be recognized as a Hopiword is Pay&tamu in the second last line. But whether

that lefers to the Katcina or to the ieutskutu (clowns) of that name can, of course, not be deter-

mined as long as no other words in the song are understood.
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2. This second part of the song differs so radically from the first part that there seems to be
very little doubt about this having been a separate song. It is also more than probable that origi-

nally at least some lines or words in the different stanzas varied. This is one of the occasions

which were mentioned in a foot note on a preceding song that certain parts of obsolete songs are
sung over and over again.

3. Repeated inquiry as to the meaning of the words in this second part of this song failed to

elicit any explanation whatsoever. They all seem to be either archaic or derived from the Zuni or

Pueblo Indians, with whom the Hopi have exchanged many songs.

I. To the North.

NAWOHCHI TAWI.

{Discharming Song})

>Meaning not known.*

Aniyana aniyana, ....
Aniyanayahahana, . . .

Hiyahahanahahahai, . .

Aniyana aniyana, ....
Aniyanayaahaana, . . .

Hiyahahanahahahai, . .

Ayanqoho shuhkwinifiaqo, . . . From over there, due' north.

Shuhsikangpu wiicoko, Just* (the) yellow eagle wing feather.

Itamuyu chionani, chiwanani, . . (Come and) discharm, discharm us.

2. To the West.

Aniyana aniyana, ....
Aniyanayahahana, . . .

Hiyahahanahahahai, . .

Ayanqoho shuhtawanqo, .

Shu ushkwanqpu wiicoko,

Itamuyu chionani, chiwanani,

3. To the South.

Aniyana aniyana,

Aniyanayahahana, . . . .

Hiyahahanahahahai, . . .

Ayangqoho shutatyaqo, . .

Shupalangpu wiicoko, Just (the) red eagle wing feather.

Itamuyu chionani, chiwanani, '
. . (Come and) discharm, discharm us.

"Meaning not known.

From over there, due west.

Just (the) blue eagle wing feather.

(Come and) discharm, discharm us.

r Meaning not known.

From over there, due south.

4. To the East.

Aniyana aniyana,

Aniyanayahahana,

Hiyahahanahahahai,

Ayanqo shushhopaqo,

Shuuqotcwi wiicoko,

Itamuyu chionani, chiwanani, . .

5. To the Northeast {above).

Aniyana aniyana,

Aniyanayahahana,

Hiyahahanahahahai,

Ayanqo shushongaqo,

Shuuqomvi wiicoko,

Itamuyu chionani, chiwanani, . .

^Meaning not known.

From over there, due north.

Just (the) white eagle wing feather.

(Come and) discharm, discharm us.

*- Meaning not known.

From over there, due (just) above.

Just (the) black eagle tail feather.

(Come and) discharm, discharm us.
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6. To the Southwest {below).

Aniyana aniyana, "|

Aniyanayahahana ^Meaning not known.
Hiyahahanahahahai,

|

Ayaqoho shuatyaqo, From over there, due (just) below.

Coonwaiyo pawonmana,* .... Beautiful corn stalk maiden.

Itamuyuwungwinanijwungwinana, (Come and) raise,* raise us.

Aniyana aniyana, . . . . ^

Aniyahayahana
I- Meaning not known.

Hiyahahanahahahai, ...

1. The paraphernalia of every secret society is supposed to exert a certain charm on any-

one coming in contact with them or even seeing them. This charm is of an evil nature to anyone

not a member of that fraternity. The charm of theSnake fraternity is a swelling of any part of the

body, but principally of the abdomen; that of the Lalakontu a peculiar ec/ema, that of the Powamu
fraternity a swelling of the knee, etc. Thus the author is at present treating an old man for a

swelling in the foot. He is said to be Tcit naapanvu (snake charmed), and lately the author was
treating a man whose knee was bent from rheumatism and who was supposed to have been hurt by

the charm of the Popwamu. In either case the chief priest of the respective order was called to

drive out the charm, which he tried to do by singing the Naivohchi ta-wi (discharming song). In

order to relieve the partici[)ants in a secret ceremony of this charm so that it should not extend its

evil influence to any uninitiated, all gather around the fireplace at the conclusion of the ceremony

and sing this song in connection with certain ceremonies, as described at the proper place in this

paper. (See page 109.)

2. It seems strange that we have thus far been unable to ascertain the meaning of this

word aniyana or aniyaana, which occurs in so many Hopi songs.

3. The prefix sAu, here translated " due," may also mean " just," " straight," " exactly," etc.

4. See previous note.

5. No explanation could be given by the priests why the last two lines in the sixth stanza

should be so different from what would be expected from the order observed in the other five stanzas.

The corn stalk is considered to be of female gender and called a mana, virgin, or maiden,

although she is supposed to have children (the corn ears), as has already been explained. The
corn ear which is given to the candidates for initiation is also said to be a mana, virgin, although

the owner calls it his mother, because, the Hopi say, they live on and draw life from the corn as the

child draws life from its mother.

6. The word " raise" is here used in the sense that we speak of a child being raised. The
word in the original may also be rendered " to gfrow," " to become large." See previous note.

PAWALAWU SONGS.i

/. Natwan Tawi {Planting Song).

A. Places Mentioned West of Oraibi.

Tahaow, tahaow muraa, . . .

Tahaow, tahaow muraa, . . .

Uhuyi yuyaha,

1 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, . . .

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, . . .

Apoh'niwa tahawata pakiqohoo,

Uhuyi yuyaha,

2 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, . . .

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, . . .

Polikiwa tahawata pakiqohoo, .

Uhuyi yilyaha,

Meaning obscure.'

The plants are being clothed.*

The sun he is bringing.

The sun he is watching.*

When at Apohoniwa* the sun is setting.

The plants are being clothed.

The sun he is bringing.

The sun he is watching.

When at Polikiwa* the sun is setting.

The plants are being clothed.
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3 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, . . . The sun he is bringing.

Tahawa wunimOyiwu, The sun he is watching.

Angwushkiwatahawatapakjqohoo, When at Angwushki' the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha The plants are being clothed.

4 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.
Kihishkiwa tahawata pakiqohoo, . When at Kishki* the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

5 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Biwashchomo tawahato pakiqohoo, When at Biwashchomo" the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

6 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Matcikuypiwatahawata pakiqohoo, When at Matcikuypi** the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

7 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa The sun he is watching.

Tohospiwa tahawata pakiqohoo, . When at Tohospi" the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

8 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Awawawa tahawata pakiqohoo, . When at Awaawa"' the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

9 Tahawaha wikimiiyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Piihupava tahawata pakiqohoo, . When at the trail*' the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

10 Tahawaha wikimiiyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Shiwaatciwa tahawata pakiqohoo, When at Shiwaatciwi'* the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

n Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Tcookavowa tahawata pakiqohoo. When at Tcookavo*® the sun is setting.

Uhuyi yiiyaha, The plants are being clothed.

B. Places Mentioned East of Oraibi.

1 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimiiyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Tukwaachiwi tahawata yamaqo-

qoho When at Tukwaachiwi'* the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

2 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa The sun he is watching.

Kwihihovi tahawata yamaqoqoho. When at Kwiwiovi'^ the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.
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3 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa The sun he is watching.

Hotakpiwu tahawata yamaqoqoho, When at Hotaku'* the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

4 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyina, .... The sun he is watching.

Munaooi tahawata pamaqoqoho, . When at Muftaooi" the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

5 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Hatikupiwa tahawata yamaqoqoho, When at Hatikuypi" the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

6 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Moriuypiwa tahawata yamaqoqoho, When at Moriuypi*' the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yCiyaha The plants are being clothed.

7 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Tobaawawa tahawata yamaqoqoho, When at Tobaawawa'* the sun is rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

8 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Oatcmowa tahawata yamaqoqoho. When at Oatcma*' the sun is rising.

Uhuhi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

9 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Tiihutckwahat anashat yamaqo- ) When midway at the fields** the sun is

qoho, ) rising.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

10 Tahawaha wikimuyiwa, .... The sun he is bringing.

Tahawaha wunimuyiwa, .... The sun he is watching.

Tawakingaqo tahawata yamaqo-
^
When at the sun shrine"* the sun is ris-

qoho, ^ ing.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

Tahaow, tahoow muraa, . . . ~]

Tahaow, tahoow muraa, . . . I Meaning obscure.
Tahaow, tahoow muraa, ...

Tahaow, tahoow wikimuyiwa, . . The sun he is bringing.

Uhuyi yuyaha, The plants are being clothed.

1. Unfortunately only three bf the Powalawu songs could thus far be obtained, and it is to

be feared that with the old Powamu chief most of them will die out.

2. The first two words refer to the sun, but as the meaning of the last word seems to be lost,

it is difficult to say what these two lines really say.

3. The idea is that the seeds and plants supposed to be planted at the time when the sun
rises or sets at the places named in the different verses are being clothed or dressed in the ground
—probably with moisture and the power of germination—so that they can g^ow. When asked by
whom, the priests said that they did not know, but thought by Muyingrwa, the God of Germination,
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who is supposed to live atyaka (below). The husks on a corn ear are called its clothes, and the

putting on of feathers and herbs on a baho is called clothing or dressing it, and of clouds it is said

that they are clothed with balaye (rain water).

4. Reference is here made to the watching of the sun and the influencing of his return by
the priests. It is said that especially the Flute priests are here meant because from January, when
the Flute priests make balios especially to the sun, until the summer solstice, when they do so again,

it is their business to see that the sun receives his proper prayer offerings; while from the summer
to the winter solstice the sun is under the " care " of the Soyal priest, who also controls the Soyal
ceremony by which the sun is supposed to be induced to return from his southward course.

5. A high peak northwest of Oraibi.

6. A small bluff northwest of Oraibi called " Butterfly house."

7. " Crow house," a steep bluff northwest of Oraibi, a favorite place for crows.

8. " Hawk house," a bluff in the same direction from Oraibi, a favorite hatching place for

hawks.

9. " Breast hill," referring to the shape of the knoll, which is said to resemble that of a
female breast. .^Iso northwest of Oraibi.

10. k place in the same direction. Meaning obscure; perhaps "hand cup" or "hand
vessel," the name being derived from its shape.

11. A place in the same direction. Meaning obscure; might perhaps mean an implement
for grinding tolici (sweet corn-meal).

12. k ridge-like elevation consisting principally of Ti-wuuwa, a hard, gritty stone, northwest
of Oraibi.

13. .\ trail northwest of Oraibi.

14. k high, steep bluff, same direction; meaning obscure.

15. A place right northwest of and close to Oraibi, where there is much tcooka (clay).

16. This place is nearly east of Oraibi; meaning obscure. When the sun rises here the early-

varieties of sweet corn are planted.

17. k ledge on which a certain herb, kwiwi, grows abundantly. Northeast of Oraibi.

18. " Spoon-shaped back," same direction; referring to the shape of the place.

19. " Porcupine hill," same direction. Time for planting various kinds of'watermelons.

20. " Hatika planting (place)," from hatika, a large flat bean, because'this bean is especially-

planted when the sun rises at this place.

21. "Bean planting (place)," because then all kinds of beans are being planted.

22. Toballikiwi, a bluff on the top of which grow considerable piflon trees.

23. " Stone hill," a knoll of stones.

24. The fields in the valley northeast of Oraibi.

2> The shrine where Flute priests deposit their prayer offerings to the sun.

26. See note 2.

//. Namunwau Tawi* [Racing Song).

1 Nanamuniwai ahahaiahahahai, . Be racing.'

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing." •

Nanamuniwai ahahaiahahahai, . Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing.

Ponowaha hohtawaha, .... The abdomen, the back.

Hohongwika (A bird of prey.)

Kuwakwa hXwaiyi, . . . . . With joyful words.

Yahayahatiniahai, Be happy.''

Yahayahatimahai, Be happy.*

2 Nanamuniwai ahahaiahahahai,

.

Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing.

Ponowaha hohtawaha The abdomen, the back.'

Kihishaha The hawk.
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Kuwakwa lawaiyi, With joyful words.

Yahayahatimahai Be happy.

Yahayahatimahai, Be happy.

3 Nanamuniwai ahahaiahaiahai, . Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing.

Ponowaha hohtawaha, .... The abdomen, the back.

Natayawu, (A bird of prey.)

Kuwakwa lawaiyi, With joyful words.

Yahayahatimahai, Be happy.

Yahayahatimahai Be happy.

4 Nanamuniwai ahahaiahai, ... Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahai, . Be racing.

Ponowaha hohtawaha The abdomen, the back.

Sawitoaya (A bird of prey.)

Kuwakwa lawaiyi, With joyful words.

Yahayahatimahai, Be happy.

Yahayahatimahai, Be happy.

Nanamuniwa ahahaiahai, ... Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing.

Nanamuniwa ahahaiahaiahai, . Be racing.

Nanamuhunwai ahahaahahahai, Be racing.

*The meaning of this song is somewhat obscure. The words given in the translation are the

ones in the original, though their connection is not very apparent.

1. The messenger soon to be sent with the black balls to mark out the race circuit is here

said to be referred to.

2. The men to participate in the oncoming races are here meant.

3. This word has different meanings, "glad," " happy," " sprightly," " lively," etc.

4. See previous note.

5. Nobody could tell me thus far why the abdomen and back are mentioned, except that the

running and the kicking the balls is very fatiguing for the whole body.

///. Namunwau Tawi (Racing Song).

1 Paayupaiyu kitamu, Be off, be off, they say.'

Paayupaiyu kitamu, Be off. be off, they say.

Calapsana yoongoam The pine pitch ball."

Tuhutckwat anawit Along the fields.

Wupimaa, wupimaa, Kick them, kick them.*

2 Paayupaiyu kitamu, Be off, be off, they say.

Paayupaiyu kitamu Be off, be off, they say.

Loqosana qoongoam, .... The spruce pitch balls.

Tucakqolot anawit, Over the grassy places.

Wupimaa, wupimaa Kick them, kick them.

3 Paayupaiyu kitamu Be off, be off, they say.

Paayupaiyu kitamu Be off, be off, they say.

lakwaoa qoongoam, The blue stone balls.*

Tiihutckwat anashat, .... Through the fields.

Wupimaa, wupimaa, Kick them, kick them.
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4 Paayupaiyu kitamu, Be off, be off, they say.

Paayupaiyu kitamu, Be off, be off, they say.

Tuwioa qoongoam, The hard clay balls.*

Tuvalat anashat, Up the slopes.

Wupimaa, wupimaa, Kick them, kick them.

1. Reference is here made to the announcement made in the different kivas by some priest

on days when the races are to take place. These races begin soon after the Powamu ceremony
and run through a number of weeks.

2. The balls used in the races are made chiefly of pitch and horse-hair, the hair of swift

horses being selected. Sometimes rabbit-hair is added and a few of the hairs that grow over men's
big toes. Of course, this hair is asked only of specially good runners.

3. Every kiva has its own ball, which is kicked by the racers of that kiva before them
through the whole race. The circuit of these races increases with every race.

4. A greenish stone is probably referred to, from which a paint is prepared to color the balls.

5. In the absence of regular balls, a ball of particularly tough clay is sometimes made espe-

cially, also, by children for practicing purposes.
,
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SPEECHES OF POWAMU PRIEST.

Speech of Powamu Priest at the Katcina Initiation.

Owe, anchaa, pep puma Towanashabee, puma shoshoyam chowalti ep shakd-

tumala, pai shaktota choshmumat akv shikcomioyungwa. Pantakat angitam omi

noongaqo.

Angitam hopoo sonwat skushsikangput homivocvflhtawit angitam tonaltima.

Itamui Akush Katcin mongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo. Sonwat shushsikangput

pamocit akv kiam nomiota. Pantakat itamui ang akyungo. Akushkatcin

mongwi katu. Sonwak shushsikiangput homiwocit, moriwocit, kawaiwatngat,

melonit naamangwui yankang katu. Yep Oraibee ima chachayomu, totimhoyamu,

mamanhoyamu, natpipak wungwiotakaamu sipapuni epngwat itawimunangwayu

tuwitotani; anchaa tuwitotani. Palana shakwana, palana shaklehchioyungwa;^

choshmumat akv shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itamui angnoongaqo.

Ang itam tavanga; sonwak shushkwangput hominvocviihtawit anga itam

tonaltima. Itamui Nakatchok Katcin mongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo sonvak shush-

kawangput pomocit akv kiam nomiota. Pantakat itamui angakyungqo. Nakat-

chok Katcin mongwi katu. Sonwak shushkwangput homiwocit, mariwocit,

kawaiwatngat, melonit, naamangwui yankau katu. Yep Oraibee una chochayomu

totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu, natpipak wungwiotakaamu sipapuni epngwat

itavimunangwayu towitotani; anchaa paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana

shaklehchioyungwa, choshmumat akv shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat angitamuL

angnoongaqo.

Ang itam tavanga; sonwak shuhpalangput homiwuswiihtawit anga itam

tonaltima. Itamui Hotatkatcinmongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo. Sonwak shushpalan-

put pamocit ok kiam nomiota. Pantakat itamu angakyungqo. Hototkatcin-

mongwi katu. Sonwat nanadloongat skush palangput hamiwocit, moriwocit^

kawaiwatugat melonit naamangwui yankang katu. Yep Oraibee ima chachayomu
totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu, natpipak wungwiotakaamu sipapuni epngwat

itavimunangwayu towitotani; anchaa pai pi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana

shaklehchioyungwa, choshummat akv shak camioyungwa, pai pantakat angitamui

noongaqo.

Puu ang itamu tdtoo sanwak shushqochat homiwocwuhtawi anga itamu

tonaltima. Pun itamui Mastop Katcina mongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo. Sonwak
shushqochat pamocit akv kiam nomiota. Pantakat itam angakyungqo. Mastop
Katcin mongwi katu. Sonwak shushqochat homiwocit, moriwocit, kawaiwatngat,

melonit ndamangwui yankang katu. Yep Oraibee chochayomu, totimhoyamu,

mamanhoyamu natpipak wungwiotakamu sipapuni epngwat itawimuunangwayu
towitotani;anchaa,paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa^

choshmumat akv shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itam agnoongaqo.

Puu ang itamu kwiniwii sonwak shushqomvit homiwocwUhtawi anga itamui

tonaltima. Puu itamui Sohonsomtakat kiat aokukuiwaqo. Sonwak pamocit akv

kiam nomiota. Pantakat itam angakyungqo. Sohoncomtaka Katcin mongwi
katu. Sonwak shushqochat homiwocit, moriwocit, kawaiwatngat, melonit

naamangwui yankang katu. Yep Oraibee ima chochayomu totimhoyamu, maman-
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hoyamu natpipak wungwiotakamu sipapuni epngwat itawimuunangwayu towitot-

ani; anchaa, paipi towitotani. Palana- shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa
choshmumat akv shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itam angnoongaqii.

Puu ang itamu tawanga sonwak nanaaloonat homiwocwiihtawi anga itamu
tonaltinia. Puu itatnui Ho Katcin mongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo. Sonwak pamocit
akv kiam nomiota. Pantakat itam angakyungqo. Ho Katcin mongwi katu.

Sonwak nanaaloonot homiwocit, mariwocit, kawaiwatugat, melonit naamangwui
yankang katu. Yep ima Oraibee chochayomu totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu nat-

pipak wungwiotakamu sipapuni epngwat itawimunangwayu towitotani; anchaa,

paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwu, choshmuimat
akv shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itam angnoongaqo.

Ang totoo sonwak nanaaloonot homiwocwuhtawit ang itam tonaltima.

Itamui Palakway Katcina mongwit kiat aokukuiwaqo sonwak pamocit akv kiam
nomiota. Pantakat itamui ang akyungqo. Palakway Katcin mongwi katu.

Sonwak nanaalongot homiwocit moriwocit, kawaiwatugat, melonit naamangwui
yankang katu. Yep ima Oraibee chochayomu, totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu
natpipak wungwiatakamu sipapuni epngwat itawimunagwayu towitotani; anchaa
paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa, choshummat akv
shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itamui angnoongaqo.

Ang hopoo kiat sonwak nanaaloonot homiwocwuhtavit ang itam tonaltima.

Itamui Hahai Katcinat kiat aokukuiwaqo; sonwak pamocit akv kiam nomiota.

Pantakat itam angakyungqo. Hahai Katcina katu, sonwak nanaalonot homiwocit,

moriwocit kawaiwatngat, melonit naamangwui yankang katu. Yep Oraibee, ima
chochayomu totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu, natpipak wungwiotokaniu sipapuni

epngwat itawimunangway towitotani; anchaa, paipi towitotani. Palana shak-

wuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa, choshummat ak shukcomioyungwa; pantakat
ang itamu ungnoongaqo.

Ang yuk itam tatoo sonwak nanaalangot homiwocwuhtawit angtonaltima.

Itamui Aototota^ Aholita pumu kiamu aokukuiwaqo. Sonwak pamocit akv kiam
nomiota. Pantakat itamui angakyunqo Aototo katu; Aholi katu. Sonwak
nanaalongota hamiwocita, moriwocita, kawaiwatngat, melonit, naamangwu
yankang katu. Yep Oraibee ima chachayomu, totimhoyamu, mamanhoyamu,
natpipak wungwiotaka sipapuni epngwat itawimunangwayu towitotani. Anchaa,
paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa, choshummat
akshakcomiayungwa. Pantakat ang itamui angnoongqo.

Ang yuk kwiniwi sonak nanaalongat homiwocwiihtawita ang itam tonal-

tima. Itamui Shakhungoamata, Lomankwaimata, Koyongainiwata pumui
kiamuya aokvkuiwaqo. sonwak pamocit ak kiam nomiata. Pan'akat itamui

angakyungqo. Shokhungyoma katu, Lomonkwaima katu, Koyonga:niwa katu.

Sonwak nandalongota homiwocita, moriwocita kawaiwatngat, melonit, naamangwui
yankahkang puma yeshi. Ima yep Oraibee chachayomu, totimhoyamu, maman-
hoyamu, natpipak wungwiotoka sipapuni epngwat itawimunangwayu towitotani.

Anchaa paipi towitotani. Palana shakwuna, palana shaklehchioyungwa, chosh-

mumat ak shakcomioyungwa. Pantakat itamui angnoongaqo.

Puu umupaa um uhsinomuyu um uhtimuiyu uma shoshokmu um uhshipoo

chowalniyungwa. Shoshokmui umi hur matswungyungwa sinmui umuu umuh-
ipapqolo puruknaqo; mohota akv unangwa talaowani. Asson yep unangwat
talaowaqo it mohot ngayat akv naasniv passioohtini.

Pantakat ahpi itam qoyangwuntupo, sikangwuntupo it sonwak talasswiih-

tawita angawit wuktowoilat a nalonang wupuhonkata angpaissoka pai nissunnwin-
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tapwisui yulciqa shuchchawat wunuhkat ak paissok pas pai wuhtitokwantioni,

wuhtaktokwantioni. Pai pi okiwa. Nikang nu ka nala woinoma pai tompo

•okioto koonak huwamu!

Speech Made by the Powamu Priest in Every Participating Kiva When
He Leaves One of the Bahos Made and Consecrated in the

PowALAwu Ceremony on the Previous Day.'

Owi, pas dnchaa yep ndtwan pas shiian passi'ohti.' Yan pam pApu ka hihta

aoniikpantiqoo; pas ocuwayuu^ passiokahkangu omi kiikuiwaqoo; pdntakat ao

yan yokwaqoo put akv pumaa omi nclwungvni wishkcihkango, hingshakipwat

timkiomui passfokahkang omi n.-iwun^vnaya, ndtukvsinaya. Puu pdntakat ang-

yukuye, put akv yep mongwashyakahkango pas ndooynumyani, nonowakahkango.

Pai owi yan hdkam itam tondtyaokahkango,* pai hAhlaikahkango, ookdokahkango,

yahpi angk hoyoyoikuni shopkawat sinomii.*

A free rendering of the above is as follows:

Yes, very truly (or all right), may the planting be well accomplished here.

May nothing (evil) endanger it. May the points come out well (or very, pas)

developed. And thus, it raining on them (the plants), may they grow upward,

and in a little while, the children (corn ears) being completed, grow upward (and)

ripen (mature). And this being done (with the corn crop), subsisting (living) on

that here we shall dispense it (lay it out) and eat of it.

Yes, therefore, following this (/. e., doing that way), being happy, being

strong, may approach (draw) from day to day nearer and nearer all the people

</. e., toward) the consummation of the ceremony.

1. This speech refers in the first place to tiie planting of beans which is to commence on

that day and to continue for four days, and for the success or blessing of which the balio is left in

the kiva. But as this planting of beans is symbolical of the corn planting in spring, and the main

object of the Powamu ceremony is to consecrate the fields and evoke the blessing of the deities for

the approaching planting season and the coming crop, this speech refers in a wide sense also to the

latter.

2. The word passionaya has various meanings, " to finish,'" " complete,'' " bring to an end,"
" accomplish," etc., but also " to celebrate,'' " hold a ceremony,'' " worship " (taking that word not

in the sense of " to pray," but in the wider sense of " to perform a religious rite "'
). Here evidently

the wish is expressed that the bean planting in the kivas and the corn planting in the fields later

on might be brou^jht to a happy conclusion.

3. The word ociiwayuu, translated with " points,'' here refers to the terminations or ends of

the sprouting and growing beans and corn. My informant stated that the upper end of a feather,

for instance, would be called cuwayuu, the point of my pen also.

4. The word lonatyaokalikani has many different meanings, and repeated conversations

with different members of the various fraternities leave me still in the dark as to the exact meaning

in this closing sentence, which, it may be remarked, is a very common winding up of speeches and

prayers in nearly all ceremonies. The word may mean " to warn," " to take care of," " to follow"

or "carry out."

5. The phrase (the consummation of the ceremony) is not used in the original, but when
asked what the people should draw nearer to or approach, the priests invariably say, the last days

of the ceremony. In the wider sense in which this speech is made, probably the destiny of the

Hopi is meant.

It might be a proper question to ask why no mention is made in this speech of the beans to

be planted; or why, if this planting in the kivas is to be considered a symbol of the corn planting

of the Hopi, not corn is planted instead of beans. The answers given me on this question are:

I. Corn is planted by the Powamu chief, .\ototo and (I think) .Aholi Katcinas. This is probably

considered to be sufficient for the symbolical purpose. 2. Because corn does not grow so well in

the kivas. 3. The bean plants can be used, eaten, at the feast on the last day, and thus the great

purpose for which corn is raised be demonstrated, as it were. The corn they could not eat, as it is

not palatable.
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Speech Made by the Powamu Priest on the Occasion of His Visiting

THE Participating Kivas on the Second Powamu
Day (Shushtala).

Owi yahpinene change talata, epeka yan imma momoyamu, mamantu yang
nowah tumaltotani. Ep yan ima Katcinmu itahkwachimu yan tokilnawita itamu

tihtaptotani; ep yan nonal talata. Epek itam put akv shopkawat sinom nahahlai-

tapnayani.

translation.

Now, after this, in seven days these women and maidens are going to make
(prepare) some victuals. Then these Katcinas, our friends, entertain us (dance

for us). Then (there) in eight days we, all the people, shall be gladdened by that.
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Pl. LXXV. The Pueblo of Mishongnovi.

This photograph was taken from the eastern projection of the Middle Mesa,
and includes not only Mishongnovi, but Shipaulovi, which may be seen occupying
the summit of the pinnacle on the left.

The gap between the two villages to which reference is made in the follow-

ing pages may also be clearly distinguished.
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ToREVA Spring. .



Pl. LXXVI. Toreva Spring.

This large spring near the foot of the Middle Mesa is one of the largest and

most important in the vicinity, and contains two shrines where offerings are made
during the progress of the Antelope-Snake ceremonies.

Occupying tlie central view is the Government School for the Middle Mesa
villages.

The trails to the left of the school buildings lead both to Mishongnovi and

Shipaulovi.
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PREFACE

The possibility of the preparation of this account of the Mishong-

novi Snake and Antelope ceremonies is due in a certain sense to cir-

cumstances which seem almost accidental.. I left Chicago late in July

for the Southwest, for the purpose of making a hasty visit to certain

Rio Grande pueblos of New Mexico and then of noting the progress

of the excavations which Mr. C. L. Owen, Assistant Curator of this

Department, was making in the ancient burial grounds of old Walpi

and other Hopi ruins. Incidentally, I had expected to witness the

final public performance of the Snake and Antelope Societies at Walpi.

On arriving atTusayan, however, I found that Mr. Owen had removed

his camp from Walpi to Toreva (see PI. LXXVI), a spring at the foot

of the Middle Mesa, near the present pueblo of Mishongnovi (see PI.

LXXV), and was finishing the work of excavating in the burial ground

of ancient Mishongnovi which had been begun on the previous season.

Hearing, furthermore, that the Snake and Antelope Fraternities of

Mishongnovi were to begin their celebration within a few days I

decided to remain and witness, if possible, the entire performance, I

at once sent an invitation to Mr. H. R. Voth of Oraibi to join me in

a study of the ceremonies, which Mr. Voth very kindly accepted. He
arrived on the -second ceremonial day and remained at Mishongnovi,

with the exception of about a day, throughout the remaining eight

days. It is perhaps needless to say that without Mr. Voth's coopera-

tion this account would not have been possible.

Although the priests of Mishongnovi are among the most con-

servative of all Hopi villages, yet, on presenting to the leaders of the

two fraternities the object of our desire to witness in full their cere-

monies, we were not only given permission to enter the kivas at all

times, but were made to feel that we were welcome. Later, when they

fully realized that we were watching them constantly and were not

only making notes of our observations but were photographing as

well, they not only did not offer any objections, but in many ways
assisted us, declaring that they wished us to have the truth and the

whole truth about their performances. This friendly attitude, which

gradually extended to the entire priesthood qf both orders, made our

work extremely agreeable, and the constant attendance upon the cere-
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PL. LXXVII.

Polihungwa, Chief of the Antelope Fraternity.
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PoLiHUNGWA, Chief of the Antelope Fraternity.







Pl. lxxviii.

Lomdnakshu, Chief of the Snake Fraternity.
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LOMANAKSHU, CHIEF OF THE SnAKE FRATERNITY.





SUMMARY STATEMENT OF PREVIOUS ACCOUNTS
OF HOPl SNAKE CEREMONIES.

Neither time nor inclination has been present for the preparation

of an exhaustive list of the books and articles on Hopi Snake cere-

monies. The object here is merely to give the titles and a brief char-

acterization of the most important writings which have been prepared

by scientists who have written after careful and more or less extended

observation.

1. 1884. BouRKE, John G. The Snake Dance of the Moquis of Arizona.
Being a narrative of a journey from Santa Ve, New Mexico, to the villages of

the Moquis of Arizona, with a description of the Manners and Customs of

this peculiar people, and especially of the revolting religious rite, the Snake
Dance. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. London: S. Low. Pp. 371.

This graphic and entertaining account of Captain Bourke's visit

to the Hopi will always retain great value, as it was the first compre-

hensive account of the Tusayan Pueblos to appear in print. Captain

Bourke was a close observer and was received with favor by the

Hopi, gaining admission to both the Antelope and Snake kivas. He
witnessed the ceremonies of the eighth and ninth days at Walpi and

has left a vivid although incomplete account of his observations.

Among the maAy illustrations which accompany his work are draw-

ings of both the Snake and Antelope sand pictures, as well as colored

drawings of dancers, ceremonial paraphernalia, etc.

2. 1886. MiNDELEFF, CosMOS. An Inoian Dance. Science, Vol. VII, No.

174. Pp. 507-514.

This is a brief but interesting account of the ceremonies at the

pueblo of Mishongnovi. During the year 1885 there was no attempt

on the part of the author to witness the proceedings of the entire

ceremony, and so the description is largely confined to the public per-

formance, although there are observations on earlier incidents of the

ceremony which are of great value. The paper contains three pen
drawings, one illustrating certain pieces of paraphernalia, the other

a kiva, while the third is of the Snake dance plaza. Inasmuch as Mr.

Mindeleff's article describes portions of the Mishongnovi ceremony of
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fifteen years ago, it will be of great interest to compare that perform-

ance with the one of the present year.

3. 1894. Fewkes, J. Walter, assisted by A. M. Stephens and J. G. Owens.
The Snake Ceremonials at Walpl Journal of American Ethnology

and Archaeology, Vol. IV. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co. Pp. 126.

This is preeminently the work of a scientific observer and must

always remain the standard account of the Walpi ceremonies. Dr.

Fewkes' account is based on the performances of 1891 and 1893.

He was present during the entire nine days on both years, had the

complete confidence of the priests, and had the aid of trained and

faithful assistants, so essential for the complete observance of two

ceremonies performed simultaneously. The work shows untiring

labor in the observation of the ceremonies and great care in the

description. Not the least valuable portion of the account is the

Snake legend by Stephens and its interpretation, together with an

inquiry into the origin and meaning of the entire ceremony by Dr.

Fewkes.

4. 1897. Fewkes, Jessie Walter. TusAyan Snake Ceremonies. Sixteenth

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. Washington. Pp. 267-312.

This extremely valuable paper of Dr. Fewkes' is the result of

extended studies made during the summer of 1896, and contains more

or less complete descriptions of the important events of the cere-

monies of Shipaulovi, Shongopavi and Oraibi, together with twelve

full-page illustrations, among which are drawings of the Antelope

altars of the three villages just mentioned. At the close of the paper

is a bibliography of twenty-five titles, being those which had appeared

since the date of the appearance of Dr. Fewkes' paper on the Walpi

Dance of 1894.



THE VILLAGE OF MISHONGNOVI.

There are seven Hopi villages: Walpi, Sichomovi and Hano on

the First or East Mesa; Mishongnovi, Shipaulovi and Shongopavi on

the Second or Middle Mesa; and Oraibi on the Third or West Mesa.

These mesas lie almost parallel to each other, and are separated by

valleys which average six miles in width. The distance of any one of

the villages from the main line of the Santa F^ Railroad is about

sixty-five miles. After Oraibi, Mishongnovi is the largest Hopi vil-

lage, having, according to the census of 1900, 350 inhabitants. The
position of the village is most picturesque, as it is on the summit of

a long slender finger which extends out into the plain towards the

southeast from the broad and irregular Middle Mesa. On the east

from the village the mesa extends to a slight distance, its very point

being occupied with two shrines, one being the Sun Shrine, the other

the Katcina Shrine. On the western side of the village the mesa

terminates rather abruptly, having a level interval of about two

hundred yards lying about fifty feet below Mishongnovi. Beyond
this the mesa regains its former level, and its pinnacle-like summit is

crowned here by Shipaulovi, the smallest of the Hopi pueblos. Near

the north and south sides of the village are rather steep declivities

which lead to the narrow terrace which has already been mentioned.

The walls of this terrace are decidedly abrupt on three sides and lead

down to the valleys below, about four hundred feet.

Mishongnovi as it stands to-day is, according to the researches

of Mindeleff,* of long and slow growth, the oldest portion, on the east

side, surrounding a fairly regular court, containing a kiva. To this

have been made two other additions, surrounding long and somewhat

irregular courts which open on the south. The north side of the vil-

lage is thus formed by the comparatively regular high wall of the rear

sides of houses of three stories, and not as a rule pierced by open-

ings. In front of this house row there are the three courts, sur-

rounded by the first terrace of the houses, which rise up generally to

a height of three stories. The center court is long, narrow and almost

rectangular. Near the center and a little towards the east side of this

*" A Study of Pueblo Architecture," by Victor Mindeletf. .Annual Repori of the Bureau of

Ethnology, 1866-1867, p. 66.
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court is the Bahoki* and the shrine of Tiwonappavi.f The first (see PL
LXXIX) is a* small rectangular structure about two feet high, made of

courses of stone and open at the upper eastern side. Its summit is

occupied by a flat sandstone slab. In this court are enacted the

public performances of the Snake and Antelope priests on the eighth

and ninth days, when this shrine plays a small part in the rites.

Mishongnovi has the appearance of being old, and a careful exam-
ination of the interior of the houses, up to a few years ago, would not

have revealed much that is of whit^ origin. In fact the people of this

village, as a whole, are probably more conservative than those of any
other Hopi pueblo, unless Shongopavi be excepted. This fact adds

considerable interest to the character of the inhabitants, for when a

conservative Indian manifests friendship it may be depended upon
that the desire for personal gain has, as a rule, not been his sole

incentive.

THE KIVAS USED BY THE SNAKE AND ANTELOPE
FRATERNITIES.

The two kivas or underground chambers occupied by the Snake

and Antelope Fraternities for their secret mysteries were, respectively,

those of the Wowochim (Adult's) and Ahl (Horn) Societies; hence-

forth in this paper they will be called the Snake and Antelope kivas.

Both lie outside the limits of the village on the southeast side, occu-

pying a position just as the mesa begins to slope down toward

the -first terrace (see PL LXXX, a). As a consequence of their

position the outer walls and a portion of the end walls of both kivas

are almost entirely exposed, being built up from the sloping side of

the hill. The lower portion of both outer walls is now, however,

partially covered by refuse, as this side of the village is a favorite

dumping ground for the refuse of the streets. The exposed walls are

roughly built, the lower half being of a double course of undressed

stones with the remainder of the wall of a single course. At no place

in any of the exposed walls is there evidence of careful masonry or

plaster. The two kivas are separated from each other by an interval

of a few feet, this being occupied by one of the trails. The fact that

the orientation of Hopi kivas is largely a matter of convenience is

well illustrated by the position of these two—that of the Snake kiva

The Bahoki is said to be owned by the Batki Nfiainu (Waterhouse Clan), represented in

this ceremony principally by Sikanakpu. But others also deposit prayer offerings in this shrine.

tThis shrine is controlled by the Katcina Nflamu (Katcina Clan). The Katcina chief of

Mishongnovi is at present Luniashihkuiwa, who also participated in the ceremony.





Pl. LXXIX. Shrine of Buhoki.

This little structure occupies a prominent position in the large plaza of

Mishongnovi, and is owned by the Batkinamu (Water House Clan), which is rep-

resented in the Antelope-Snake ceremony by Sikanakpu. Other clans have

deposited prayer offerings in the shrine.
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Pl. LXXX. Antelope-Snake Kivas.

a. This view shows the eastern or retaining wall of the two kivas, built up

from the side of the mesa.

b. In the foreground the Antelope kiva, showing the Snake natsi'm. position

in the mat of the kiva hatchway.











PL. LXXXI. The Antelope Kiva.

The view is taken from the north end of tlie kiva looking to the south toward

the raised or spectators' platform in the kiva.

The absence of a banquette will be noticed in the main floor of the kiva.

The fireplace may be seen in the center of the floor just under the hatchway

of the kiva.
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having its long diameter to the southeast, while that of the Antelope

kiva is west of south. There is a still greater discrepancy in the

orientation of these two kivas, as the Snake kiva faces southeast,

while the Antelope kiva faces the southwest. Inasmuch, however, as

the Hopi south is rather southeast, it would be proper to say that the

Snake kiva faces nearly east and that the Antelope kiva faces nearly

west: these and their related terms will consequently be used in any

reference which may be made to direction when speaking of either kiva.

The exterior of the roof (see PI. LXXX, />) of both kivas is

approximately the same, each having a hatchway near the center

about eight feet square and about sixteen inches at its highest part,

sloping gently to a height of eight inches at the opposite side. The
hatches are of thin slabs of sandstone, the interspaces being filled

with plaster. The limits of both kivas are indicated by means of

stones—a single course of the Antelope kiva and an irregular course

for the Snake kiva, varying from two to four stones in height. There

are many points of difference in the interiors of the two kivas. The
main floor of the Snake kiva where rites are performed consists of

thirteen hewn planks fourteen inches wide. At the south end this is

surmounted by a banquette of stone a foot and a half high. Opposite

this and in the center of the kiva is the sunken fire hearth, rectangu-

lar in shape and surrounded by a single course of flat stones. At the

north end is the raised platform, the spectators' position of the kiva.

This is of large, irregularly squared, rough hewn stones. Here the

non-active members sit and lounge or work during ceremonial days,

and here the members eat on those days when fasting is not pre-

scribed. The walls of the kiva are coated with reddish yellow clay,

which in the northeast corner had become detached and exposed the

blackened courses of stone which were much evener and more regular

than those exposed on the outside. About half way on the east, south

and west walls are, respectively, one, two and three deep rectangular

recesses about ten inches in width. These serve as receptacles for

various small objects, such as moccasins, paints, cotton, feather

boxes, etc.

Both the main floor and the platform of the Antelope kiva is of

stone (see PI. LXXXI). The banquette extends along the entire

northern end, and on the west side for a distance of three feet. It is

about sixteen inches in height and is plastered. This kiva has a

single recess in the west, north and east walls. There is no mural

decoration in either kiva, but in the Antelope kiva each of the seven

rafters have on the under surface four sets of four broad parallel

white lines; the rafter on the north end has an additional set of lines.
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TIME AND DURATION OF THE CEREMONY.

The ceremonies of the Snake and Antelope Fraternities are cele-

brated simultaneously every other year in five of the Hopi villages,

viz.: Walpi, Mishongnovi, Shipaulovi, Shongopavi and Oraibi.

The celebrations at Walpi and Mishongnovi occur during odd years,

while those of the other three villages occur in even years. Thus
during 1901 the ceremonies were performed at Walpi and Mishong-
novi. This year they will be given at Shipaulovi, Shongopavi and
Oraibi.

An examination of all available dates of the Snake -Antelope
performances reveals several points of interest. First, it may be

noted that without exception the entire nine days fall within our

month of August and that the maximum variation for the five vil-

lages during performances extending over a period of ten years is

ten days, the earliest day being that for the Walpi performance in

1893, August 14, while the latest day is August 24, 1894, at (Shongo-

povi and) Walpi and igoi at Walpi. It may also be noted that the

days of the celebration never coincide for any of the villages in the

same year. The reason for this is not apparent, inasmuch as, so far

as is known, there is no cooperation between the priests of one village

and those of another. Indeed, it is not known that the Snake priests,

for example, ever visit the Snake kiva of another village during their

performance.

What determines the exact date of the beginning of the ceremony

has never yet been satisfactorily explained. The principal thing

seems to be the condition of the crops. Much questioning this year

at Mishongnovi did not throw much light on the subject. Our inform-

ant, Shakhungwa, the village Ceremonial Crier, and others, insisted

that the Mishongnovi performance ordinarily was announced on the

fourth day following the last day of the Niman or farewell ceremony at

Shipaulovi,* although what relation this ceremony bears to that of

the Snakes and Antelopes was not ascertained, perhaps none. The
Shipaulovi Niman ceremony terminated this year on the 3rd of

August, hence, according to our informants, the announcement of the

Mishongnovi performances should have taken place on August 7th,

whereas, as a matter of fact, it was on the 5th. This discrepancy was
explained by our informant declaring that on the ninth day of the

Shipaulovi Niman ceremony, the priests of the Mishongnovi Antelope

*Ttiis villag^e always celebrates its Farewell Katcina ceremony last and no Snake ceremony
ever takes place before this event, which concludes the Katcina season, has occurred.
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Fraternity remarked to the Snake priest, " To-morrow we will make

bahos." This premature beginning of the ceremony was due to the

great drouth which had long prevailed, and as consequently the

melons and corn were drying up, it was decided to begin the great

rain ceremonies at once, and so the preliminary ceremony of baho

making {Ba-hola-wu) was performed on the following night,

August 4th.*

The dates of the days of the ceremonies with their names are as

follows:

Ninth day (Shipaulovi Niman.)

Ba-h6-la-wu (baho making).

Ting-apngvu or Cha-d-la-ang-wu (announcement).

Shiish-ta-la (first day).

L6sh-ta-la (second day).

Ba-yish-ta-la (third day).

Na-losh-ta-la (fourth day).

Shiish-ta-la (first day).

L6sh-ta-la (second day).

Ba-yish-ta-la (third day).

Na-l6sh-ta-la (fourth day), yungya (going in).

Shiish-ta-la (first day).

Losh-ta-la (second day).

Ba-yfsh-ta-la (third day).

Na-losh-ta-la (fourth day).

Shush-ka-hi-mu (once not anything).

Ko-mok-to-tak-ya (wood providing day).

To-tok-ya (food providing day).

Tik-i-ve (dancing day), or Pikamnovi (pikami eating).

0-v6k-ni-va (jollification day).

L6sh-ta-la (second day).

Ba-yish-ta-la (third day).

Na-l5sh-ta-la (fourth day).

The occurrence of groups of four days in this list is very striking.

Thus there are two groups of four days each before the yungya or

assembly day, then two groups of four days of ceremony, and finally

four days following the public performance, which are devoted to

merry making, chiefly among the younger people. Nor should the

On one occasion the Oraibi Snake priest procrastinated too long with <he beginning of the

Snaice ceremony, as the inhabitants tiioii^ht. It was very dry and the watermelons, melons, etc.,

liad matured very slowly, which the Snake priest t'ave as a reason for his delaying. Considerable

uneasiness and dissatisfaction was manifested in the village and pressure was brought to bear on

the Snake priest to hasten his ceremony. The people said their crop was drying up and they

wanted rain.

August 3-

August 4-

August 5.

August 6.

August 7-

August 8.

August 9-

August 10.

Augusi II.

August 12.

Augusit 13-

Augusit 14.

Augusic 15-

Augusit 16.

Augusit 17.

Augusit 18.

Angus tig.

Angus t 20.

Angus t 21.

Angus t 22.

Augus t23.

Angus t24.

Augus t25.
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four days which are supposed to intervene between Ting-apngvu and

the last day of the Niman be overlooked. The ceremonies may thus

be said to extend over a period of twenty-four days, or six groups of

four days each.

Baholawu (Baho Making), August 4.

This preliminary ceremony of Baho making took place on August
4th, the day following the ninth day of the Shipaulovi Niman cere-

mony and eight days before the beginning ox yungya of the Snake and

Antelope ceremonies proper. The irregularity in time has already

been noted with the reason. The observance of the ceremony was
not possible but from various priests including Lomanakshu and
Polihungwa the following information was obtained: Towards evening

of that day each of the two leading priests* made four nakwakwosis
which were stained red and one pu/iu (road).f These they took in

the evening to the house of Shakhungwa whose duty it is to announce
all religious ceremonies.' Here they consecrated these prayer offer-

ings by smoking over them and sprinkling corn meal on them. This

consecration of the bahos, according to Homiwushyoma, was a prayer

to the yellow clouds of the north, the blue clouds of the west, the red

clouds of the south and the white clouds of the east to come quickly

and bring rain so that "we may have corn for our children; and when
they have had enough, that we may have corn for ourselves; and that

the men who are to hunt snakes for use in the ceremony may be brave

and strong."

The crier also participates in this consecration ceremony, and he

was on this occasion instructed to announce on the next morning the

oncoming ceremony. The prayer offerings are lying on a tray with

some corn meal and remain in his house for use on the next morning.

After the short ceremony the two priests return to their respective

homes.
PARTICIPANTS.

In the following two lists are given the names and clan relation-

ship of those who participated in the Mishongnovi ceremonies of

1901:
SNAKE FRATERNITY, OR TCiJA-WIWIMKYAMU.

1. Lo-man'-ak-shu, chief priest, Tcua (Snake) clan.

2. Na-kwa'-yesh-wa, Tcua (Snake) clan.

3. Ho-po'-onga, Tcua (Snake) clan.

Shakhungwa insists that he also made some prayer olferings, but Nakshu and Polihungwa

insist that he did not.

fThis feather offering is also called piilttavi (road leaver or road marker), but this name
seems to be more applied after it lias been deposited, to mark out and to represent a road.

.
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

1

12

13

14

15

16

17

i8

19

20

QO'tch-bu-ya-o-ma, Ishawu (Coyote) clan.

Ho-mi'-wush-yo-ma, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

Chosh-nim'-ti-wa, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

Lo-ma'-kui-\va, Piqosha and Choro (Head-burden band and

Bluebird) clan.

U'-yi-i-ma, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

To-ben-yak'-i-o-ma, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

A-to'-ko, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

Ho-mi'-si-i-ma, Karro (Parrot) clan.

Kwa'-wi-o-ma, Karro (Parrot) clan.

Na-kwa'-hung-wa, Batki (Water House) clan.

Yu'-shi-i-ma, Tawa (Sun) clan.

Si-kan-nak-yo-ma, Piqosha (Head-burden band) clan.

So-s6n-ki-wa, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

Na-kwa'-ven-ti-wa, Piqosha (Head-burden band) clan.

Ri-ya-o-ma, Katcina (Katcina) clan.

Ho-mi'-yam-ti-wa, Kahl (Forehead) clan.

Ki-wan'-yosh-i-a, ^(?«a«/ (Badger) clan.

ANTELOPE FRATERNITY, OR TCOB-WIWIMKYAMU.

1. Pol-i'-hung-wa, chief priest, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

2. Shdk-vent-i-wa, assistant priest, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

3. La-ta'-ya, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

4. Si-ka'-ya-o-ma, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

5. Shit-ko, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

6. Tal-a'-wih-pi-ma, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

7. Ba'-ta-la Honawuu (Bear) clan.

8. Q6-ma'-lets-ti-wa, Honawuu (Bear) clan.

9. Qo-ma'-ho-i-ni-wa, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

10. Ho-nan'-shu-ru, Kwahu (Eagle) clan.

11. Nap'-hoi-ni-wa, A'7£'a//« (Eagle) clan.

12. Hon'-shu-ru, Kivahu (Eagle) clan.

13. Shak'-hung-wa, Kokop (Wood) and Toiui (Fire) clans.

14. Ta-wa'-hung-wa, Si-kah-ta-ya (Yellow Fox) clan.

15. Si'-kang-pu, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

16. Lo-ma'-wung-yai, Pihkash (Young Corn Ear) clan.

17. Lo-ma'-shih-kui-wa, Ang-wush-a (Crow), Katcina (Katcin)

and Cooyoko (Cooyoko) clans,

18. Na-murz'-ti-wa, Batki (Water House) and Omawuu (Cloud)

clans.

19. Si-ka'-nak-pu, Batki (Water House) and Omatuuu (Cloud)

clans.
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20. Nu'-wa-wa, Batang-a (Squash) clan.

21. Kashnimka, Honawuu (Bear) clan, Antelope mana.

22. Talamosi, Karro (Parrot) clan.

TiNGAPNGvu (Announcement), August 5.

On this morning Shakhungwa, who is the Chaakmongwi or Crier

Chief,* at sunrise ascended the roof of the ancestral home oi the

Kohkang namu (Spider clan) and made the formal announcement
of the approaching ceremony after having sprinkled cornmeal to the

rising sun. His speech was in substance as follows:

Shuhkop talaat ahpik imaTcotcopt, Tcutcut kukinaniwani yungni.

Pai oomawhtu nananiwok kukniwak puu ang pao itamui hoyoyoikni
puu itah kihut omi Ckini puu ang pao yoyoknayani. Puu uyi, kawai uyi,

melon uyi, mori uyi, hatik uyi, tawiya, pocovi, puu sipala pam anihtini.

Puu chachayom angnonoshani, puu ooyani. Puu tuwat itam wuwijyu-
kamu, yumatu, namatu, mamantu ang tuwat nonoshani puu ooyayee.

Pam ang tukvsini puu kiam ooyani. Puu ahpi put nitkaikahl^ango

nonowaliahCang yeshni. Puu momoyam, mamantu pumua shuan

notkolalawani. Puu itam angwuhaktini. Puu wuwuyiwishni, wuh-
taktini, wuhtihaskitini. Owi itam yan hakam tondtyaokah]<ango,

hahlaikahkango, pasa talaat aohoyoyoikani. Pai yanni.

A free rendering of this is as follows:

Sixteen days and then these Antelopes and Snakes will arise and
assemble. Then you clouds from the different world quarters arise

and come drawing this way. Having come over our houses come
and rain (on us). Then the corn, watermelon plants, melon plants,

bean plants, plants, gourd plants, the wheat and the peaches

will thrive. Then the children will eat and be filled. And then we
too, the older ones, the mothers, the fathers, the maidens will eat and

be filled. And then when that (the crop) is matured we shall put it

into the houses; after which we shall make food of it and live of it.

And the women and maidens shall be fruitful and we shall increase.

We shall live long, become old men and old women.
Yes, thus we are watching, waiting, are happy drawing near that

number of days. Yes, thus be it.f

After having concluded this speech the crier takes the tray with

the prayer offerings, descends the mesa on the west side and goes to

Shakhungwa inherited his position of religious Crier Chief from his uncle, i. <?., his mother's

brother, on his death, inasmuch as his own brother had died a few years ago.

fThe crier is a comparatively young man, and when he dictated this speech he said tiiat, as

the announcements for other ceremonies were in many respects very similar, he sometimes got

somewhat confused and frankly admitted that he was not sure whether he had it exactly the way
his predecessors had had it.
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!
Shrine at Toreva.



Pl. LXXXII. Shrine at Toreva.

At the foot of a large rock which extends on the north side of the spring and

projects above the water, may be seen remnants of prayer-oflferings deposited at

the time of the baho-making ceremony, preliminary to, and eight days before the

opening of the Antelope-Snake ceremonies.
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Pl. LXXXIII. Interior of the Snake Kiva.

a. The masks and otlier objects used in previous ceremonies have not yet

been removed from the kiva.

Occupying a place on the floor of the kiva are the bags containing snake

whips and otlier objects of parapiiernalia to be used during the ceremonies.

b. A wooden box and earthenware vessel for the reception of the snakes

captured during the early days of the snake hunts.
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the large spring, Toriva, where he places the red nakwakwosis, which

are fastened to two short sticks, under a rock on the north side of the

spring, sprinkling some meal on them (see PI. LXXXII). He then

sprinkles a meal line from this place to and up the entrance of the

spring and for a distance along the trail that he came. On this trail

he then places, a short distance apart, the two piihiis (roads or

road markers), whereupon he returns to the village.

Nothing more is done after this pertaining to the ceremony until

the first ceremonial day, which is eight days later.

First Day (Yungya, Assembly Day), August 13.

At daybreak on the morning of this day Lomanakshu and Poli-

hungwa, chief priests respectively of the Snake and Antelope Frater-

nities, placed upright in the straw matting of the kiva hatchway their

natsis (see PI. LXXX, />). These consist really of a icu wuwahpi

(snake whip), which is formed of a shaft of wood about nine inches long,

painted red, and to which are fastened two long eagle tail-feathers by

means of many wrappings of a buckskin thong. At the ends of the

eagle feathers are attached by means of a cotton string, about three

inches in length, an eagle breath feather. The natsis were apparently

alike in every detail. At the same time that the Snake priest brought

his natsi to the kiva he also carried an old flour sack containing snake

whips which he deposited back of the fireplace on the kiva floor just

over the sipapu (see PI. LXXXIII). The whips were removed from

the sack and placed on top of it, when the priest sprinkled them with

sacred meal from a Havasupai plaque which he had brought in

with him, and which he now placed on the floor in front of the whips.

Several ordinary tobacco pipes of native make had also been brought

in and were placed near the fireplace together with a cotton bag of

native tobacco. Those in the kiva then left for their fields and

throughout the day the Snake kiva was deserted until seven o'clock

in the evening, when Lomanakshu returned, removed his moccasins,

shirt and trousers and seated himself by the fireplace and indulged

in silent smoking. All remained in the kiva during the night.

The Antelope priest Jiad also brought with him early on this

morning from his house, in addition to his natsi, two Antelope

tiponies in an old flour sack and an extra natsi or snake whip. He
also brought pipes and a sack of native tobacco. After having placed

in position the natsi he entered the kiva and removed the tiponies from
the sack and placed them upon the banquette, their wide base turned

toward the wall of the kiva; the reserve natsi or snake whip he placed
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by their side. From an old Oraibi tray which he also brought he
took a pinch of meal and sprinkled over the tiponies four times, utter-

ing a silent prayer. The tray was then placed by the side and to the

left of the tiponies. He then indulged in a silent ceremonial smoke
for a period of several minutes, whereupon he left the kiva for his

field. The kiva was practically deserted throughout the day until his

return in the evening, when he was visited by the Snake priest and
with him engaged in fraternal smoking. The Antelope priest

remained in the kiva this night alone.

During the afternoon, clay which had been brought by Qotcwaisi

(the mother of Lomanakshu) was taken into each of the kivas and the

holes and crevices were stopped up by QOtcwaisi in the Snake kiva.

Special pains were taken to plaster over every crevice and chink, in

order that should one of the snakes escape from the bags or recep-

tacles it could the more readily be found, a precaution which proved

to be of practical value when later on several reptiles did escape

from the buckskin bags.

Second Day (Shushtala, First Day), August 14.

On inquiry it was learned that the two natsis had not been

removed during the night and were in their position consequently

when the kivas were visited at half-past six o'clock on this rhorning,

where they are left after this day and night. At this time the kivas

were entirely deserted and it was later ascertained that the chief

priests were in their fields. A pile of firewood was noticed outside

of the Antelope kiva. About an hour later Sikanakpu entered the

Antelope kiva and smoked. Presently four boys approached with

bowls of food, consisting of green-corn stew, comiwiki, etc., remain-

ing outside at the hatch leading into the kiva, when Sikanakpu came
up and received the food from them, whereupon the boys followed

him into the kiva and sitting on sheepskins they made their morning

meal sitting on the west side of the banquette. During the meal the

old man talked to the boys, who seemed to enjoy the meal not a little.

It was noticed that the heads of the boys had just been washed in

yucca suds, and it was also noticed on walking through the village

that there were many freshly-washed heads on this morning. The
same thing was noticed on the previous morning.

At about half-past eight o'clock Lomanakshu entered the Snake

kiva alone, bringing with him native bread and a pail of water.

Sitting upon the platform he began eating, when, shortly after, Nak-

wayeshwa and Choshnimtiwa entered, also bringing with them food.







Pl. LXXXIV. Consecration of Bahos.

a. Polihungwa consecrating the bahos before they are delivered to

Lomdnakshu.

b. Polihungwa addressing Lomdnakshu at the time of the delivery of the

bahos.
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who placed it in the corner of his blanket. Polihungwa then took a

handful of meal and gave it to Lomanakshu, who placed it also in

the corner of his blanket and then addressed Polihungwa in a lengthy

speech.

Polihungwa said to Lomanakshu in substance this:

Puu lima hahlaikahka ookaokahka angnankwushani. Pai hakam
shukhakam teiiat umi namataktaqo, puu uma aonanawaknaqSe. Piiu

itam hikvsiat pichangata akv itam y^p hakam pai okiwa mongwacto-
tini. Shuwuyokwaqo yan itah natwanga angbalaiyu aknaankwushaqoe
akangnihtiqOe, itahtim. Pai uma yan hakam tonatyaokahkanga pai

hahlaiicahkango angnankwashani.

A free rendering of which is as follows:

Now, you go and start joyfully and bravely (firmly). And if you

find a rattlesnake anywhere, pray to it.

And we poor ones shall thus bring this to a (happy) conclusion

(referring to the ceremony). May it be raining profusely soon! The
rain water will run through our crops, they will thrive and our children

shall thrive.* Yes, thus caring for this (letting this be your purpose),

go you joyfully forth. '

Lomanakshu replies with essentially the same speech (only using

the first person instead of the second) and adds:

Pai uma hahlaikahkango shookaokahkango yapik itamui nuhta"

itani.

[Yes, you wait for us here joyfully and quietly.]

The nakwakwosis are taken by Lomanakshu on the snake hunt

a.nd deposited by him at springs or shrines that he meets.

Rising, he takes from the fold of his blanket a pinch of meal,

sprinkles it four times on the tiponies and returns to his own kiva,

where he places the nakwakwosis and meal in a bowl and then

sprinkles meal over it and sits down near the fireplace, where he

remains silent for several minutes. He then lights the cedar bark

fuse {kopichoki), which had been prepared by Choshnimtiwa, with

which he lights a pipe, smokes into the tray four times, hands the

pipe to the Qotchbuyaoma, who in turn piasses it to the other men,

all smoking for a short interval and exchanging terms of relationship,

and makes a long formal speech to old Homiwushyoma, who con-

stantly answers '^ Anchaa,'' (all right, or amen). Homiwushyoma then

addresses Lomanakshu, the response being made as before by

Lomanakshu and the others present in the kiva.

While Lomanakshu was absent in the Antelope kiva Nakwa-

*rhe context leaves it somewhat doubtful whether this last clause refers to the children of

the Hopi or of the corn (the corn ears).







Pl. LXXXV. Snake Hunt of the First Day.

a. Three Snake priests leaving their village by the north trail, each priest

carrying a digging stick, snake whip and bag of meal.

b. Snake priests ascending the mesa north of the village of Mishongnovi.

c. The shrine of Mochipapoypi, where appropriate ofiferings were deposited

on the first day's ceremonial hunt. This was formerly a spring.

d. Lomdnakshu and Choshnimtiwa digging out a prairie-dog hole.
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yeshwa went out and brought in a very old bag of buffalo hide, which

was deposited near the Hour sack on which lay the snake whips. On
Lomanakshu's return he emptied the contents of the buffalo bag,

which consisted of the snake kilts, arm bands, bandoleers, a rattle

similar to the antelope rattles, and other objects of Snake Dance para-

phernalia. Nakwayeshwa took one of the small painted bags, several

of which had been removed by Lomanakshu from the bag, and with

red paint besmeared the face of Choshnimtiwa and then made a streak

with his finger down each side of his breast over the nipples. During

this time Lomanakshu had carefully examined the snake bags (some

of buckskin, others of canvas) and had selected three perfect ones.

They varied from eight to ten inches in length and from four to six in

breadth, and on account of the long service which they had seen, it

was necessary to examine them to see that they were in perfect con-

dition, as otherwise the snakes might make their escape, a thing

which is known to have happened several times. He next selected

three snake whips and placed them with the bags near the fireplace.

Then he selected a small canvas sack, which he partially filled with

sacred meal from the tray, and deposited it by the side of the snake

whips and bags. He sat down by the side of the fireplace and

released his hair from the usual knot worn by the men and began

shaking it out and combing it. Nakwayeshwa and Lomanakshu now
painted their faces and breasts in the manner that has already been

described. Choshnimtiwa took his calico shirt and rolled up in it

two cakes of bread and several corn-husk packets (covikviki); having

formed the package into a convenient bundle, he passed the arms of

the shirt around his body and tied them in front. Lomanakshu then

gathered up three pipes and some native tobacco, and, placing them
in his shirt, made the same sort of a bundle, which he also fastened

behind him. These three then selected a snake whip and a bag, and
Lomanakshu in addition the bag of meal, whereupon they filed out

from the kiva, Lomanakshu leading the way.

It should be noted that each one of these three Snake priests

had, on arriving at the kiva that morning, deposited on the out-

side of the kiva hatch a long wooden digging stick. Each one

now picked up his own stick and in single file and at rapid gait

they took the trail down on to the plateau between Mishongnovi

and Shipaulovi (see PI. LXXXV, a and />). They followed on to

the north of Shipaulovi and there took the trail leading up toward

the summit of the mesa. About half way up this trail they encoun-

tered the Mochikapoypi shrine, where, it is said, formerly a spring

existed. This, as may be seen from the photograph (PI. LXXXV,
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c), was a rectangular space surrounded by a stone wall in a con-

dition of semi-decay. Here all three halted and Lomanakshu took

from the meal bag the nakwakwosi which had been given him

by the Antelope priest and the four nakwakwosis which he had

previously made and consecrated, as has already been described,

uttered a prayer over them and deposited them in a cleft in the rocks

in a corner of the shrine. Above this were noticed several old bahos

deposited during former ceremonies. The prayer that Lomanakshu
uttered before depositing the bahos was as follows:

Pai uma nongakni, shoshoyamu uma oomawhtu yuyahta nongakni.

Uma nongaqoe yan itanatwangu ang um uh balaye akv angnankwu-
shaqoe, itahnatwangu angpociwaqoe, itahtu angnonOshani. Yan hakam
itanaam ang itamu ayalalawaa. Owi uma itch nongakni.

[Now, you emerge! All you clouds come out arrayed. And
having come out and thus letting your rain water meander through

our crops, they will sprout and our children will (have something

to) eat. Thus our fathers have sent us. Therefore, you come out

quickly.]

Again he sprinkled meal over them and handed a pinch to the

other two men, who did likewise, when they resumed their journey

toward the top of the mesa, which was reached about twelve o'clock.

Arriving at the top of the mesa the snake hunt began in earnest. The
sight was an exceedingly pleasing one, as the three men began an eager

search here and there, one going in one direction, another in another,

coming, going, now all together, now widely separated, but always mov-

ing at a rapid rate, beating the sage brush with their digging sticks and

never ceasing in their earnest search for a moment. • All three of the

men were entirely naked except for a scant loin cloth and moccasins.

The hair was permitted to hang freely from the head. One man was

followed on this hunt until late in the afternoon, when, owing to the

excessive heat and the failure to provide food and water, the author

was obliged to abandon the hunt and return to the village. During

that time, however, it was not learned that any of the men had been

successful in their search for snakes, and they were evidently becom-

ing very restive under the belief that their lack of success was due to

the presence of a stranger. At one time early in the search a hole

was discovered which it was thought might conceal a snake (see PI.

LXXXV, d), whereupon the priest Choshnimtiwa, dropping upon his

knees, began digging, first with his hands and then with the digging

stick, at a furious rate. The excavation was continued to the depth

of about three feet, when, the hole growing larger, he was able by

thrusting his arm into the hole up to his elbow to reach the end of the
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hole. This being found empty was abandoned. It is worthy of note

in this connection that the arm was repeatedly thrust into the hole,

there being absolutely no fear shown as to any possible evil conse-

quences.

During the time of the departure of the Snake men until their

return that evening the Snake kiva was abandoned except for old

Homiwushyoma, who, being blind, naturally could not take part in

the ceremonial hunts. Throughout the day the Antelope kiva also

was abandoned except for the presence at noon of Polihungwa and

Shakventiwa and the three boys, who again brought food into the kiva

and there ate their noonday meal.

At about half-past seven o'clock the three Snake men returned to

the kiva, dropping their digging sticks on the hatchway just before

descending the ladder. Two of the hunters had been successful and

deposited the bags containing their snakes side by side to the east of

the pile of snake whips. The three men then seated themselves near

the fireplace, removed their moccasins and shook out the sand and
Lomanakshu lighted the cedar bark fuse and filled two pipes with

native tobacco, which he next lighted and passed one to his fellow

priest, both smoking silently for several minutes and constantly

exchanging the pipes, greeting each other as they did so with terms

of relationship. Choshnimtiwa, being a mere boy of about thirteen

years of age, did not at this or any other time indulge in the smoking.

While the two priests were smoking QOtchbuyaoma entered the kiva,

apparently for the first time during the ceremony, bringing with him
a bowl of coinnoiki and a gourd of water. Removing his moccasins

he sat down on the west of the fireplace facing old Homiwushyoma
with the two adult priests who engaged in the hunt, between the fire-

place and the snake whips, the four men thus forming a semicircle.

Immediately after his entrance in the circle he was handed a pipe by
Lomanakshu and smoked it. Presently another member entered,

bringing in a large rattlesnake in the sleeve of an old shirt, which he

had tied at both ends. This was deposited by the side of the two
snake bags containing snakes, whereupon he removed his moccasins
and joined the circle of silent smokers.

Contrary to the usual custom, the snakes were not transferred

this night from the bags to the snake jars, and as a matter of fact the

snake jars had not yet been brought into the kiva.* Beyond the

smoking indulged in by the Snake men during the evening and a visit

which Lomanakshu later paid to the Antelope kiva, where he smoked

When -asked the reason, later on, Lomanakshu said that they had srotten home rather late
that evening, and as there had been no special need of the vessels that night he had not sent for
Ihcm.
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with Polihungwa, there were no ceremonies enacted. All priests of

both Snake and Antelope Fraternities who up to this time had engaged

in any way in the ceremony slept in the kiva during the night. It is

expected that after they have paid their first visit to the kiva they are

to pass the night, as well as the remaining nights of the ceremony, in

the kiva. As will be seen later, owing to the great necessity of the

priests to attend to their crops in the fields, those who were to play a

minor part in the ceremony did not put in an appearance until later

on. The chief priests of both societies of course naturally sleep in

the kiva during each ceremonial night from the beginning of the cer-

emony.

Third Dav (Loshtala, Second Day), August 15.

On entering the Snake kiva at seven o'clock in the morning of

this day it was found to be deserted except for Homiwushyoma and

Choshnimtiwa. Evidently there had been no change during the night,

except that the snake whips had some time during the night been

removed to the west side of the snake bags and were now lying on a

large Oraiba basket tray. Both the Snake and Antelope natsis were

in position as usual. Presently a boy about ten years of age entered

the kiva, bringing with him a bowl of food. Soon another boy enters

with a tray of piki and a bowl of stew. Then followed Lomanakshu
and two other Snake priests, bringing with them their food. While
they were eating Lomanakshu, who had had his breakfast very early

in the day, seated himself to the west of the fireplace with his plume
box and began making nakwakwosis.

The Antelope kiva likewise at this early hour had been deserted,

the natsi being in place as usual. Within a short space of time Poli-

hungwa and Sikangpu entered the kiva. Sikangpu immediately upon
his arrival began making nakwakwosis, of which he made five of the

usual length which were colored red, and one with a longer string

which was not colored red. The feathers, it was ascertained, used in

these nakwakwosis were those of the duck. In the meantime the boys,

as usual, had now returned to the kiva, bringing with them food which

they ate with Shakventiwa. At the conclusion of their meal the kiva

was partially swept and put in order by Polihungwa, who then seated

himself by the side of the fireplace and filled two pipes. One of the

boys was sent out and soon returned with a live coal, with which the

chief priest lighted two pipes, passing one to Sikangpu, whereupon
both smoked for several minutes in silence. Polihungwa then picked

up the tray of sacred meal upon which had been deposited the six

nakwakwosis just made and smoked o^^er them four times. The tray
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was handed to the other priest, who repeated the performance. Just

after this consecration of the nakwakwosis began the boys all left

the kiva.

On returning to the Snake kiva it was noticed that the morning

meal had been concluded and the food bowls and refuse had been

removed from the kiva. Choshnimtiwa left the kiva and soon returned

with a large native water jar, flat on one side and globular on the

other. Sitting down on the platform, with a sharp-pointed stone

he proceeded to break a hole in its upper side which was enlarged to

about two inches in diameter. He then fastened several bits of corn

cobs together by means of a yucca string and fitted them to the

aperture as a stopper, another stopper being provided in the same

manner for the regular opening of the jar. This work concluded, he

left the kiva again and soon returned with a blanket containing sand.

This sand was gotten from one of the sand hills west of the mesa.

Usually a man of the Sand clan gets the sand used in ceremonies,

but if none is obtainable any one may get it, preference, however,

being given to clan members related to the Sand clan. Sometimes a

man is called that belongs to the Sand clan, though he may be no

participant of that particular ceremony. He passed the blanket to

Nakwayeshwa who carried it to the southeast corner of the kiva, and

the sand was there spread out on the stone floor to the depth of about

two inches, covering an area of about two by three feet. On this

sand bed was placed the large water jar, with the flat side down and

the globular side with the hole upwards (see PI. LXXXHI, /').

Lomanakshu, who had been sitting just to the south of the fireplace,

now lighted the pipe of old Homiwushyoma by means of the cedar

bark fuse which was now exhausted, whereupon Choshnimtiwa made
another one. With the new fuse Lomanakshu lighted two additional

pipes, one of which he handed to his brother, Nakwayeshwa, and the

other he smoked himself. Thus, as they smoked, they were in the

usual position which had been maintained up to this time, with Homi-

wushyoma on the east and Nakwayeshwa on the west. While they

were smoking Choshnimtiwa left the kiva and returned with a pine

box two feet in length and a foot in height. In the bottom of this

box he cut a hole about two inches in diameter which he provided

with a corn-cob stopper, as in the case of the earthenware vessel.

The box was then placed by the side of the water vessel in the south-

east side of the kiva, with its lower arm buried in the sand. Nakwah-
ungwa entered the kiva, bringing with him a small red cotton bag

containing a snake, which he placed by the side of the other bags and

the sleeye. This Snake man, it will be remembered, was the one who
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brought the sleeve containing the snake to the kiva on the previous

evening. He then removed his shirt and trousers and went over to

the Antelope kiva. A woman's voice was heard on the outside of

the kiva, whereupon Homiwushyoma ascended the ladder and soon
returned with a roasted rabbit which was at once divided between the

two boys who had retained their position on the platform. Nakwah-
ungwa now returned from the Antelope kiva, bringing with him the

nakwakwosis which had been made and consecrated by the Antelope
priest, as has already been described. Placing the nakwakwosis on
the tray containing the sacred meal, he emptied a pipe and refilled it,

smoking upon them four times. While this consecration of the bahos
was going on by these few priests, additional Snake members began
to enter the kiva from time to time. As a rule, immediately upon
entering the kiva, they removed their shirts and trousers, letting down
their hair and taking a position in a constantly increasing number,
forming a circle about the fireplace. Where they joined the smokers,

each exchanging terms of relationship as the pipe was passed to him.

The tray containing the nakwakwosis is also passed to each one, who
smokes over it slowly and deliberately, puffing smoke directly upon
the nakwakwosis four times. Among the newcomers was another

boy, bearing with him an old flour sack filled with many rolls of fine

wafer-like piki bread. During all this time strict decorum was main-

tained in the kiva, and a seriousness was maintained by all alike.

Lomanakshu then addressed the men at considerable length in a low

voice, all responding ^'Anchaa'' (all right, or amen). He claims that

.he repeats the speech made to him by Polihungwa in the Antelope kiva,

to which he adds: Yan hakam itamui ookalanta (that way he urges us).

At the conclusion of his address the old blind priest, Homiwushyoma,
addressed the priests at considerable length, at the conclusion of

which they answered " Owe''' (Yes). Another boy entered, bearing a

tray of piki and two roasted rabbits. Another Snake priest entered,

bringing with him a snake whip which he deposited with the other

whips lying on the sack. He also disrobed and took a place by

Homiwushyoma and lighted a pipe and began' smoking in silence.

At this point a number of masks and other paraphernalia belonging

to the different Katcinas, which up to this time had been lying in

promiscuous confusion on the banquette of the kiva, were gathered

together in blankets and removed by Choshnimtiwa and Lomakuiwa.

Still another priest entered for the first time during the ceremony and,

after disrobing, joined the semicircle of the smokers. There were

now twelve in the kiva, all, except the boys, in a semicircle engaged

in fraternal smoking. The nakwakwosis having been returned to
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their original position in front of the pile of snake whips, Lomanakshu

now gave to one of the priests four nakwakwosis and a small bag of

meal, which he tied up in an old cotton handkerchief and left the kiva.

Presumably these were deposited in some shrine or spring.* Loman-
akshu next gave to each of the priests present a single red-stained

nakwakwosi, which he tied into his hair. At this point another priest

entered, joined the circle and smoked, after having disrobed, and

Lomanakshu securing his feather bags made for him a nakwaita, his

supply having been exhausted in the distribution just mentioned.

Then Lomanakshu filled his mouth with water and, ascending to the

kiva hatchway, turned to the east and washed his face and hands and

entered the Antelope kiva. During his absence the Snake priests

began active operations for the hunt. The majority of them, having

in some niche in the kiva wall an individual buckskin sack contain-

ing red paint, secured it and with this they painted their faces a light

red color, and with the finger painted a deep red linedo^yn each breast

over the nipples.

On Lomanakshu's entering the Antelope kiva he was greeted by

the Antelope priest and sat down with him by the side and to the west

of the fireplace. Polihungwa then lighted a pipe filled with, native

tobacco, and taking up a meal tray upon which were four nakwakwosis

which he had made early that morning, he smoked over them four

times. He then deposited the tray on the floor and passed the

pipe to Lomanakshu, exchanging terms of relationship, who also

held the tray in front of him an.d smoked on the nakwakwosis four

times. Arising, he went to the rear of the kiva where he smoked on

each one of the Antelope tiponies and returned to the side of Poli-

hungwa where he finished smoking the pipe. There was then an

interchange of speeches between the two chiefs, and Lomanakshu
took up the nakwakwosis, together with a handful of meal which he

rolled up in a corner of his blanket, whereupon he began to address

Polihungwa. He then rose and sprinkled meal over each tiponi four

times and departed for his own kiva. Here he transferred the nak-

wakwosis and meal to the small buckskin sack, adding to it a nak-

wakwosi with an unusually long feather from his own tray. He
then gathered several pipes and some native tobacco, together with

corn husks to be used as cigarettes, which had been brought in

by one of the priests, and placed them in another sack. He then

fastened by means of a cord around his neck a small sack of red paint.

The priests then began to examine the snake sacks, each one being

» upon inquiry, Lonianakslui stated later that this man had wanted to go to his field and he
had >.'iven him some prayer otferinus, which was iisualiv done on such occasions.
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careful to select a sack which was in perfect condition. To each one

of the priests was then handed by Lomanakshu a snake whip and a

small bag containing meal.

It will be noticed that the snakes which had been brought in after

the first day's hunt to the north, as well as the snake which had been

brought in the sleeve on the previous night and the one brought in

early this morning, were still lying by the side of and to the east of the

snake whips, and it seemed* at this time as though the snakes were

not to be transferred to the receptacles which had been provided for

them early in the morning until the return of the priests that night.

This seemed all the more probable as the men were apparently ready

to leave the kiva. The writer, desiring to follow them on the hunt,

had occasion to leave the kiva in order to secure a camera. But upon
his entering the kiva after the men had departed, later in the day, it was
found the snakes had been transferred. In other words, the Snake
men, although seemingly willing to permit of our observing all the

details of the ceremony, had not yet brought themselves to the point

of permitting us to witness the transferring of the snakes. It was

noted on this return that both jar and box had been sprinkled with

meal.

Lomanakshu leading the way, the Snake priests filed out of the

kiva, where each one took up his digging stick, which had either been

there from the night before or had been brought with him and there

deposited that morning; some of them had also provided them-

selves with bent rabbit sticks. Still with Lomanakshu in the lead

they started off at a brisk pace toward the west on the second

day's ceremonial hunt. Taking the trail just south of the kiva

leading down into the first terrace they passed on toward the

west along the ledge until they came to the Shipaulovi trail where

they descended down the mesa making straight for Toreva spring.

Here they filed around on the west side of the spring. The better to

understand what followed it will be necessary to say a word concern-

ing the approaches leading down to the water (see PI. LXXXVI).
The spring may be approached from either the east or the west side,

where a descending path supported by a wall of stone laid in courses

leads to the first terrace. Here again two diagonally opposite paths

similarly constructed lead to' the second terrace, where again paths

lead to the third terrace, the terraces of course decreasing in size

downward. The surface of the water surrounded by the third terrace

is about twenty feet in diameter. The outlet of the spring is to the

south where it is bridged at the second terrace by a rough hewn plank.

On the north side of the spring stands a large rock which in height is
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PL. LXXXVI. ToREVA Spring.

This large spring lies at the foot of the trail leading to the west from

Mishongnovi.

The three terraces and the large rock with its two shrines are important

features of the spring.
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equal to th<-' combined height of the three terraces. The base of the

rock is somewhat pointed so that towards its middle it slightly over-

hangs the water of the spring. The first, second and third terraces

are interrupted at this point and to cross around the spring on the

first and. second terraces is not possible, while on the third terrace

access from one side to the other may be had by stepping, when the

spring is low, on a rock which just reaches the surface of the water.

With the priests standing in a single line, Lomanakshu and

Lomakuiwa started on alone, descending by the path until the second

terrace had been reached. Having entered from the west side, it was

necessary for them to make a dextral circuit, which is contrary to the

usual ceremonial circuit of the Hopi. They advanced in a stooping

posture, Lomanakshu shaking his snake whip in front of him with the

old man following close behind. On reaching the water's edge just

to the east on the north side of the rock, Lomanakshu stepped over

to the west side of the rock while Lomakuiwa halted on the east side.

Lomanakshu continued shaking his snake whip, but now over the

water, while Lomakuiwa stooped and sprinkled meal in the water and

with his hand tossed the water in the four directions, praying all the

while in a low voice. Then he stood erect and handed over this arm of

the spring a pinch of meal to Lomanakshu, who stooped and dropped

the meal in the water and flipped the water in the four directions,

uttering a silent prayer all the time. In the meantime the remaining

priests had filed in single line down on to the lower terrace and on

the northwest side of the large rock, the head line now being next

Lomanakshu.* Lomakuiwa now crossed over and gave to each one

a pinch of the meal, whereupon each went through the performance

just described. All now drank from the spring by a peculiar motion,

which seems to be universally known in the southwest, by throwing

water into the mouth by means of a rapid motion of the hand.

Lomanakshu now passed to the head of the line on the lower terrace

and leading the way they gained the summit at the spring, where they

immediately set out towards the rough and broken country lying

between Mishongnovi and Shongopavi and shut in by the mesa at the

near north. They had not proceeded more than a hundred yards

when they began their himt, each individual, as a rule, striking out

alone. The hunt was continued until seven o'clock in the afternoon,

as has already been described for the previous day, but with rather

Considerable interest attaihes itself to this ceremony in view of the fact that during the

afternoon information was volunteered by one of the Snake priests that this spring, as Are all

spring's, is the home of a Balhilnkong, the ijreat plumed serpent, and that prayers were especially

addressed to him that the hunters mi(,'ht he successful, that the snakes mi^'ht not see them and
consequently that the snake.s would not bite them.
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indifferent success, inasmuch as, owing to a very slight fall of rain

the night before, the surface bf the earth, usually of fine dust, was
now in a caked condition and it was not therefore easy to track the

snakes, and this is usually the most available way of finding them.

On visiting the Snake and Antelope kivas on the afternoon of this

day they were found practically deserted; the Antelope priests spend-

ing the day in looking after their crops in the field and the Snake kiva

being kept by old blind Homiwushyoma.
Although two of the Snake men were followed this day for sev-

eral hours, yet in neither case was there any success, consequently

the actual capture of a snake was not witnessed. One Snake priest,

however, described the process. According to his statement, when
the snakes are not dug out of the ground they are generally found

coiled up asleep under a sage brush. In this case sacred meal is first

sprinkled toward them. Should the snake now start to make its

escape it is immediately picked up by the naked hand just back of the

neck and thrust into the snake sack which each priest always has with

him. Should, however, the snake assume a striking attitude the

snake whip is generally waved in front of it, whereupon it uncoils

and is then captured. It is believed that the capture of a snake

in the field has been witnessed and described by a singje pair of

observers.

At seven o'clock in the evening the line of Snake priests on their

return from the hunt was seen coming up the trail of the lower mesa.

.Having gained the stimmit of this lower mesa they halted, faced the

east on the trail while Lomanakshu uttered a silent prayer and then

deposited a single red-stained nakwakwosi • on the trail. He next

scattered meal over it and waved his snake whip over it. The line then

started for the kiva, each priest as he passed the nakwakwosi facing

again towards the east and sprinkling the nakwakwosi meal and wav-

ing over it his snake whip. Having arrived at the kiva hatchway

each one, just before descending, dropped his digging stick. Having

entered the kiva, they first deposited their whips in their accustomed

place on the old bearskin sack, and then the sacks containing the

snakes were deposited in a row by the side and to the east of the

snake whips, while the others placed their empty bags on the other

bundle to the west of the snake whips where the other snake parapher-

nalia lay in confusion. Lomanakshu then spoke a few words to old

Homiwushyoma, presumably informing him as to the success of their

hunt, and he answered ''Kwakkwai.'" They then lounged about in

different parts of the kiva, chiefly upon the platform, removed their

moccasins and shook out the sand for a few moments. Lomanakshu
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and one or two of the older priests took their accustomed place near

the fireplace where they began smoking. The snakes were not trans-

ferred that night to the snake receptacles, nor was any further cer-

emony indulged in, either in the Snake or Antelope kiva.

Fourth Dav (Bayishtala, Third Day), August 16.

On entering the Snake kiva early in the morning of this day the

majority of the priests, eleven in number, were found eating on the

platform. Lomanakshu was seated on the west side of the main floor

of the kiva making nakwakwosis. The snakes had been transferred

from the sacks to the snake receptacles, it was learned, immediately

after our departure on the previous night. As the men gradually

concluded their meal they disrobed and took their accustomed places

in the semicircle about the fireplace. Choshnimtiwa left the kiva and

soon returned with cedar bark and yucca leaves, from which Qotch-

buyaoma made cedar bark fuses. With these Homiwushyoma lighted

a pipe and began smoking. Other priests now entered, two of them

puffing violently and with their bodies covered with perspiration. It

was apparent that a majority of the priests would be present on this

the third day of the hunt, and these men had run into the village

from their fields situated a long distance out on the plains. Presently

some one shouted from the outside and Homiwushyoma went out and

brought back a sack which evidently contained one or more snakes.

This was put to the east of the snake whips by the side of another

bag which had been brought in by a late arrival. The priests, as

they entered from time to time, went and seated themselves almost

directly on the platform for the morning meal, all, however, first fill-

ing their mouths with water and going outside of the kiva where, by
spurting water into their hands, they washed their faces.

Lomanakshu now made hia regular visit to the Antelope kiva.

On taking his position by the Antelope priest, by whom he was greeted,

he addressed the Antelope priest somewhat as follows: Yesterday

we went into the fields to the west and performed our work and
accomplished our mission; to-day we are going to do something, we
are going to do our work (/. e., to hunt snakes). The answer of the

Antelope priest was this: Yesterday you did your work, you did it

well; to-day you are going out to accomplish something; may you be
glad, may you be brave! Yesterday you were out and did that thing;

to-day you will go out again. Whereupon Lomanakshu answered :

May we be glad, may we be brave! Polihungwa now lighted a pipe
filled with native tobacco, and puffed on it several times to get it
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thoroughly lighted. Then taking up a tray containing four nakwak-

wosis and a piihii* which he had made earlier in the day, he smoked

upon them four times and passed the tray and the pipe to Lomanak-

shu, who did the same. The tray being passed back to Polihungwa,

he gave the nakwakwosis, together with a small handful of meal, to

Lomanakshu, who, placing them in the corner of his blanket, arose,

sprinkled meal upon the tiponis as before and returned to the Snake

kiva. t Here he placed the nakwakwosis and meal in their accustomed

place upon the tray and sat down in his usual position, /. ^. , with his

knees drawn up in front of his chin, just to the south of the fireplace.

The fvise being lighted by Sikayoma from a glowing coal which

Choshnimtiwa had just brought in and passed to Lomanakshu, he

lighted a pipe and, after smoking for some minutes, took up the tray

of meal with the nakwakwosi in his left hand and, holding it close in

front of him, smoked upon the nakwakAVOsi, replacing the tray in its

former position and continued smoking. After awhile he handed

the pipe to another priest in the circle, who picked up the tray and

smoked over the nakwakwosi four times and then passed the pipe to

his neighbor on his left, who did the same. The late arrivals were

now about concluding the morning meal on the platform. The pipe

and tray of nakwakwosis were now passed by Lomanakshu to his

brother, Nakwayeshwa, who smoked over them. Practically all the

priests had now concluded eating, had washed their faces and hands

in the manner recently described on their re-entering the kiva and had

resumed their positions in a semicircle about the fireplace. Lomanak-

shu then made the usual, somewhat lengthy address, all answering

from time to time, '^Anchaa.'' At his conclusion the old blind priest

Homiwushyoma spoke at length. Again Lomanakshu lighted with

the fuse the pipe, which had been replenished with native tobacco,

smoked silently and passed it to his neighbor on the left. There now

was begun a lengthy discussion as to whether the snakes which had

been brought in and which had not been captured in the regular way

by the snake hunters would be transferred now or in the evening. It

was finally decided to postpone their transfer until later in the day.

The chief reason for this was the fact that the priests had up to this

time provided only two receptacles for the snakes, and it was not

thought desirable to crowd them too much by placing more in

these two.

Lomanakshu says he keeps this piihii until he is ready to return homeward from the snake

hunt, when he places it on the trail (though it be only an imaginary one) on which he is to return

homeward, as a wish or prayer for a safe return.

tPolihungwa then also sends four messengers to the four world quarters with a single green

baho and some tornmeal each.
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Active preparations were begun by many of the priests for the

coming hunt. Those who had not previously done so began to dis-

robe, loosened their hair, which was combed out carefully by means

of native brushes. It was curious to note the change in the spirit of

the men each morning as they began making preparations for the

hunt. While directing their attention to the consecration of the

nakwakwosis, silence and a spirit of seriousness pervaded the kiva.

Now, however, the tension was broken and the men talked freely

among themselves, laughing and joking without restraint. The food

bowls were gathered up into one pile and put away in a corner on

the platform and the kiva was placed in order. Lomanakshu then

distributed to the new-comers who had not been present on the snake

hunt of the previous day a nakwakwosi, which each tied in his hair.

Then, as before, some of the younger priests began arranging bundles

of food which had been brought in for the journey, while Lomanakshu

gathered native tobacco and pipes, which he made into a bundle and

swung around his hips, tying the strings of the bundle in front of him.

Some of the other priests also took up from the large sack of native

tobacco a handful together with corn husks for cigarettes. It is inter-

esting, in this connection, to note that a white visitor to the kiva had

deposited a large sack of American tobacco as a peace-offering.

His advances, however, had not been accepted, and he was not

permitted again to enter the kiva. His offering of tobacco was

permitted to remain, however, in the position in which he had

placed it by the fireplace. On this morning one of the men
began opening the sack, evidently for the purpose of taking some

of the tobacco with him on the hunt, but he was severely repri-

manded by the chief priest and returned the sack to its original

position.

After all had had their faces painted in the usual manner and

had daubed two streaks of red down the breast to the waist, each man
selected a snake whip from the pile, while Lomanakshu turned over

the snake bags, looking for those which were in perfect condition,

which he distributed among the Snake priests. He also distributed

to those to whom he had not previously given them small bags con-

taining sacred meal. At fifteen minutes after eleven o'clock they

slowly filed out of the kiva with Lomanakshu at the head of the pro-

cession, taking up their digging sticks as they gained the hatchway

and forming in line until all were ready. It was noticed this morn-

ing that, in addition to the digging sticks, there were many putskohos

(rabbit sticks) present. The entire Snake Fraternity, twenty in num-
ber, including several small boys, were present for this morning's
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hunt, except old blind Homiwushyoma, who remained behind as

usual to guard the kiva.

This being the third day of the ceremonial hunt they immediately
started down the south trail of the village, where they soon scattered

out and continued the hunt throughout the day (see Pis. LXXXVIl
and LXXXVIII). Inasmuch as we were informed that there was no
particular ceremony to take place at any spring or shrine this day,

the priests were not followed very far. We were informed by Loman-
akshu, however, that at a distance of some three miles in the plain

they would encounter a small spring where they would deposit the

nakwakwosis, as in the manner described for the first day's cer-

emonial hunt.

Throughout the day and until the return of the Snake priests,

the Snake kiva remained entirely deserted except for old Homi-
wushyoma. The Antelope kiva also remained deserted for the

greater part of the day. The Antelope priest, however, was present

throughout the entire day and spent the morning making bahos. Of
these he made four single green bahos four inches in length. These
bahos bore no facet and gradually tapered toward one end, which

terminated in a round point, the other end being cut off square. At
this larger square end were fastened, about an inch apart, two nak-

wakwosis. In addition to these bahos he also made four nakwak-
wosis, consisting of a cotton string three inches in length, to one end

of which was fastened a duck feather. These bahos and nakwak-
wosis form the offerings which are to be made to the shrines of the

four world quarters on the following day by four Antelope priests.

At half-past seven in the evening the Snake men, twenty in num-
ber, returned to the village; but this time they entered the village

from the northeast trail instead of the south, as had been expected.

Why this was done is not known. As they passed into the kiva one

by one they dropped their digging sticks, and those who had them
their rabbit sticks, on the outride of the kiva, and those who carried

bags containing snakes deposited them by the side of the other bags,

whereupon they removed their moccasins, shook out the dust and

then began, on the part of some, the ceremonial and fraternal smoking

about the hearth, while others went in quest of food for the evening

meal. The snakes were not transferred to the receptacles this even-

ing, nor did any further ceremonies take place, either in the Antelope

or Snake kiva. Two rabbits which had been caught on this day's

hunt were taken to some house to be cooked for the morrow's morn-

ing meal. All the priests are supposed to spend the nights through-

out the ceremony in their respective kivas.
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Pl. LXXXVII. The Third Day's Ceremonial Hunt.

a. Snake priests about to leave the kiva.

b. Snake priests forming in line just outside of the kiva.

c. Line of Snake priests with Lomdnakshu, the chief priest, at the head,

ready to leave the mesa.

d. The Snake priests descending to the fields by the southeast trail.
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PL. LXXXVIII. The Third Day's Ceremonial Hunt.

a. The line of Snake priests on their way to the plain south of the village.

d. Lomanakshu passing prayer-offerings and meal to one of the priests, to

be deposited in the spring.
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The Third Day's Ceremonial Hunt.
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FiiTH Day (Naloshtai.a, Fourth Day), Auolst 17.

On approaching the kivas early on this morning the natsis were

found in their usual position, but within the kivas there were indica-

tions that the time for more important events of the great ceremony

were at hand. This was especially noticed in the large number of

men present in both kivas, and as a matter of fact all of the men have

slept in or on their respective kivas, and the Snakes are here this

morning for the fourth and final ceremonial snake hunt ; and while

hitherto only one or two of the Antelope priests had been present at

intervals during each day, yet the majority of the Antelope priests

were either in the kiva early on this morning or put in their appear-

ance some time during the day. On entering the Snake kiva later in

the morning, about eight o'clock, fifteen priests were present arranged

in a semicircle around the fireplace. They had disrobed and loos-

ened their hair and were engaged in smoking. The remains of the

morning meal had been removed from the kiva.

In the Antelope kiva, Polihungwa and Sikangpu were found at

this time eating breakfast with three or four boys. Polihungwa imme-

diately after breakfast began making nakwakwosis. He made eight

of the ordinary nakwakwosis with the eagle breath feather, four of

which he colored red with cuta, and one /////// (road marker). This

consisted of a cotton string about twenty inches in length ter-

minating in an eagle breath and a chat feather. It was also noticed

that by the side of the two tiponis lay four mongwikurus, or priests'

jugs. These had been brought in early this morning by Shakhungwa,

QOmdletstiwa, Sikanakpu and Shihkniwa.

As the Snake men continued the fraternal smoking their number

was added to from time to time until the entire fraternity, twenty in

number, were present. As each newcomer entered, food was brought

for him, of which he partook, whereupon he removed his clothing,

loosened his hair and. joined the circle of smokers. Lomanakshu,

assisted by his brother Nakwayeshwa, now began making nakwakwo-

sis to be distributed to the additional priests present on this morning

for the first time. As each of the priests received his nakwakwosi he

tied it to a lock of his hair.* One of the priests, however, happened

to be a boy not more than eight years of age whose hair had been

closely cropped by the government school teacher. On this account,

and the fact that he was entirely naked, arose an amusing incident's

to where he should tie his nakwakwosi. One of the priests suggested

•In every ceremony the participants tie a feather to tiieir hair, the time when this is done
differing in the different ceremonies. Tliis feather is called nakwnita, from ni'iwakna, want, wish,

and tio/iawakua, to pray. Lomanakshu called this nakwaita omaivu-na-ktvaila (cloud prayer).
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that he put it through his ear—for it is the custom of the Hopi to

have large holes through the lobes of the ears through which a string

may be passed, and in which they often wear silver rings or a short

strand of turquoise beads; but the ears of this boy had never been

pierced, consequently a string was tied around his neck and to this

was attached the nakwakwosi.

Lomanakshu having concluded his distribution of nakwakwosis

to the priests, made his way to the Antelope kiva, where he sat down
in his accustomed place. While Polihungwa was staining red four of

the eight nakwakwosis which he had just finished making, old

Sikangpu obtained a tray and sat down to the right of Lomanakshu.
Polihungwa now placed the nakwakwosis upon this tray, whereupon

Sikangpu lighted a pipe with native tobacco, and after puffing it for

an instant passed it to Polihungwa, together with the tray of nakwak-

wosis. Four times he smoked over the prayer-offerings, and then

deposited the tray at his side, continuing smoking for some minutes.

He now handed the pipe to Lomanakshu, who too^ the tray up in his

hands and smoked upon the nakwakwosis five times. He deposited

it in front of him and continued smoking. Polihungwa now addressed

Lomanakshu at length. Lomanakshu answered ''Anchaa,''' and in

turn addressed Polihungwa. These speeches could not be recorded

at the time but were obtained from Polihungwa later. He claims

that he said in substance the following: "Taai uma pio angnan-

kwushani. Naniwok momgwit itamui okwatowak yokwani. Puu
uma tcuat hakam tutwani uma aonanawaknani puu yokwani. Pai

owi uma hahlaikahkango." (You must pray that the clouds from the

four world quarters have pity on us and rain for us. And if you find

a rattlesnake you must pray to him and it will rain. So you be joy-

ful. Well, you are going to start again.) To which Lomanakshu
replies: " Anchaa, uma hahlaikang itamui nuhtaita." (All right,

you joyfully (or gladly), wait for us.) Again Polihungwa made a

speech, and at its conclusion passed the eight nakwakwosis and the

piihiaviio Lomanakshu together with some sacred meal. Lomanakshu

arose, sprinkled meal on each of the two tiponis, and placing the

nakwakwosis and meal in a corner of his blanket, returned to the

Snake kiva, where he separated the painted from the unpainted nak-

wakwosis and placed them in two piles on a basket tray upon some

meal which Lomanakshu's brother, Nakwayeshwa, had just previously

brought in. Lomanakshu sat down between the fireplace and the

snake whips with his back to the rear of the kiva as usual, filled a

pipe with native tobacco, lighted it, took up the tray and smoked

over the nakwakwosis four times. Replacing the tray upon the floor
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The Exterior of the Snake -and Antelope Kivas.



Pl. LXXXIX. The Exterior of the Snake and Antelope Kivas.

a. The Snake kiva, showing digging sticks, rabbit sticks, etc., at the mouth

of the kiva.

b. An Antelope priest entering the kiva with piki bread.
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by his side he smoked for a few minutes and again picked up the tray

and consecrated the bahos as before. The majority of the priests

present who had been sitting in the circle now began to move about,
• searching for paint bags and making preparations for their departure.

They painted their faces as usual, together with the breasts, and the

hair of those who had not already done so was carefully shaken out

and combed. Food was now brought into the kiva and was made up
into bundles that it might be more easily transported to the fields.

Lomanakshu then prayed, being answered by all present, ^^Anchaa"
smoked for some time, then arose and made careful examination of

the bags, a perfect one of which was handed to each priest, where-

upon they filed out of the kiva, seized their digging sticks and rabbit

sticks (see Plate LXXXIX) and descended by the east trail into the

plain lying between Mishongnovi and Walpi. As they left the kiva

it lacked but a few minutes of twelve o'clock. This was the fourth

and final ceremonial day's hunt and consequently was to the east.

On entering the Antelope kiva immediately after the departure

of the Snake men, Sikanakpu was found smoking over the mong-

wikitrus which remained in the same position as when seen early this

morning. Of the other three men in the kiva at this time Poli-

hungwa was seated on the west side of the main floor of the kiva con-

tinuing the manufacture of prayer-offerings. He had already brought

in his stone paint grinders, two in number, and an eagle and a duck
skin. He made sixteen nakwakwosis, each one containing an eagle

and duck feather. These he did not stain red, but when finished

he placed them on the tray containing sacred meal. He then began
making bahos. The other members now began to make preparation

for the erection of the altar and the sand mosaic. Namurztiwa now
left the kiva, having been sent by Sikanakpu*, and soon returned

with two bags of valley sand which he had obtained from a pissai-

climo (sand hill) north of the village. During the absence of

Namurztiwa, Sikangpu began sweeping the kiva, first slightly

sprinkling it by spurting water over the floor from his mouth. Soon

Namurztiwa returned with two blankets full of sand which he deposited

on the floor of the kiva to the rear of, and on the east side of, the fire-

place. One of the boys (three having recently entered the kiva) was
sent out of the kiva and soon returned with three different sized sift-

ers or loosely woven basket trays of yucca fibre. Sikanakpu then

placed the mongkohos and tiponis near the end banquette of the kiva

*lt is interesting to note tiiat Sikanaicpu formed an exception to tlie other priests in the

kiva on this day, (or instead of the usual scant loin cloth he wore the ceremonial blue kilt

i^sak-wapitkuna).
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and began sprinkling yellow sand on the floor near the center of and

toward the east end of the kiva, to a depth of about two inches.

The work progressing slowly he called upon the boys to assist,

whereupon they entirely disrobed and began sifting sand. Sikangpu

then left the kiva for a few minutes and returned with another sifter.

He was closely followed by QOmahoiniwa and Naphoiniwa. After

the sand had been sifted to a depth of about six inches over an area

of about three feet square, Sikanakpu, getting down upon his

knees, began carefully increasing the size of the field until it meas-

ured approximately four and a half feet in width from north to south

by about five feet in length (/. e. from east to west, or along the short

diameter of the kiva). The depth of the sand was now about one

inch and the back edge of the field just reached the wooden plank

weaving-frame set in the floor of the kiva. The sand was of a uni-

form reddish yellow color. Apparently, however, the field was not

sufficiently deep; for additional sand was sprinkled over the field by

one of the boys. Sikangpu then sat down near the fireplace and

smoked for a few minutes. It is improbable that there was no cere-

monial intent in this act. He then left the kiva together with the boy

who had recently been helping him, both, as well as all the other

members in the kiva, of course being naked except for a loin cloth.

It is not known whether either of these two individuals bore with him

from the kiva any offering; but as they were about to leave they were

addressed by Polihungwa, and, among other words, was recognized

^' Kohkangrvukti'' (Spider Woman). Within a 'short time the boy

returned bringing a number of corn husks, and Sikangpu two long

eagle feathers. With these two feathers Sikanakpu and Namurztiwa

trimmed up and squared the edges of the sand field and gradually

worked it back toward the rear of the kiva, as they had decided that

the forward edge of the field was so close to the fireplace that it did

not leave sufficient space for the many trays of bahos which were to

find their place here or for the priests who were to sit by the altar

during the coming night ceremonies. After finally trimming up the

field and sweeping up the loose sand which now measured one inch

in depth, Sikangpu left the kiva and returned with two addi-

tional eagle feathers. It is possible that this journey outside of the

kiva had another object: for shortly after Shakhungwa entered the

kiva, it being now twelve o'clock. He immediately disrobed, loos-

ened his hair and filling a pipe of native tobacco, sat down to the east

of the fireplace and indulged in silent smoking for several minutes.

Two of the boys were now sent out of the kiva, one of them returning

with a live coal on a large potsherd which he deposited in a corner of
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the hearth, and the second boy bringing bunches of herbs for Poli--

hungwa, to be used on his bahos.

Polihungwa now discontinued for a few minutes his baho making,

and joining Shakhungwa, took a long cotton string, with which they

laid the sand field off into five concentric squares.* These lines of

course were for the better guidance of the priests later, as they cov-

ered and filled in on the sand field with the four different colors for

the four world quarters. The lines for the world quarters having

thus been marked off, Namurztiwa began to outline in the sand with

the point of a quill the cloud and lightning symbols. The field was

now ready for the colored sands which were to form the mosaic. The
actual formation of the mosaic by means of the colored sand was
begun by Sikanakpu, who commenced a black band about an inch in

width on the northwest corner, which he continued on the west side.

Before he had carried this to any extent Namurzitwa began a yellow

band on the northeast corner and carried it forward on the north side

toward the west. Simultaneously Shakhungwa began a green band

on the northeast corner and carried it to a distance of six inches in

each direction from that corner. He then did the same with the red

band and with the white band, and began filling in the green cloud.

Namurztiwa continued his yellow band along the west side and along

the south side, while Sikanakpu completed his north black band.

Shakhungwa, without having completed any of the bands that he was
so far engaged at, begin to fill in the first red cloud symbol. Nam-
urztiwa continued his yellow band to the east and Shakhungwa began

a white cloud symbol. Sikanakpu then finished a red cloud, Nam-
urztiwa a yellow, Sikanakpu another red, while Shakhungwa began

the white lightning symbol, complet.ing half of it and beginning on

another white cloud. Namurztiwa finished his three yellow cloud

symbols and then took up the fourth. Sikanakpu began and finished

his fourth red cloud while Sikangpu completed the second white cloud

and began the white lightning symbol. At this point Qomahoiniwa
sent two of the boys for more sand as the supply of certain colors

was growing short. Namurztiwa began the yellow lightning symbol

while Sikanakpu finished the fourth red lightning symbol. Shak-

hungwa then began the white field lying to the east of the white light-

ning symbol.

In the meantime Sikangpu left the kiva and returned in a few

moments with a large red bowl which he placed on the banquette to the

*The junior author has frequently seen sand mosaics made but never before saw any line,

square, straight edge or any otiier instrument used, the priests always arranging the sand field

and the figures on it by eyesight only.
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rear of the kiva, which later was to hold the corn and bean plants

and a medicine bowl, together with an aspergil {niakwanpi). Nam-
urztiwa began the red lightning symbol. Shakhungwa continued the

white field surrounding the white lightning symbol and carried it to

the west to the next lightning symbol. Namurztiwa finished the red

lightning symbol and began the red band of the north, when he dis-

covered that he had overlooked a detail in his lightning symbol and

returned to it, putting on its horns. Sikangpu then took up the

north white band and Namurztiwa the west red band, while Shak-

hungwa began outlining with a fine black line here and there, begin-

ning between the red and green and the red and yellow on the north-

east corner. Sikanakpu then began on the second green cloud sym-
bol, while Namurztiwa worked on the southern red cloud symbol.

Shakhungwa continued with the black dividing line, working now on

the corner between the white and red bands. Sikanakpu began his

third green cloud symbol and Namurztiwa took up the east red band.

Shukhungwa continued the black line now outlining the first yellow

cloud symbol.

For several minutes previous Polihungwa had desisted from his

baho making and stood by watching the three priests making the

mosaic, commenting upon the work from time to time with them.

Namurztiwa now began the green lightning symbol. Shakhungwa
continued with his fine black line, now dividing the green from the

red cloud symbols; next outlining the east white cloud, then the second

and third yellow clouds, and the fourth and fifth green clouds. He then

began with the black line to divide the field and the yellow band on

the west, finished the outlining of the fourth yellow cloud and then

put in the line separating the north white and red bands. Sikangpu

then joined in the work and finished the white field and made it more

perfect to the east of the white lightning symbol. Namurztiwa fin-

ished filling in the fifth green cloud and began the west green band.

Sikanakpu now worked awhile on the north green band, finishing

it to half its extent, and then worked on the east green band, which

he finished and then continued the north green band, while Sikangpu

filled in with white the field between the red and green cloud symbols.

Then Sikanakpu began the west green band. Shakhungwa in the

meantime continued his boundary lines, now working between the

north white and red bands and then between the red and green, and

then starting toward the south on the west side, and, returning to the

north, surrounded the white band. He now laid d*own his black paint

and completed the fifth white cloud symbol and filled in the remain-

ing space of the white field between the red and green. Sikangpu
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Interior of Antelope Kiva.



Pl. XC. Interior of Antelope Kiva.

a. Antelope priests spreading the mosaic upon the kiva floor.

b. Polihungwa outlining in black the symbols of the sand mosaic.
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worked on the fourth white cloud, which he completed, and then

filled in the third, while Sikanakpu took up the green band on the

south. Shakhungwa began outlining in black again, surrounding

first the fourth white cloud symbol, then the third red cloud symbol,

the third white and the fifth white cloud symbols. Sikanakpu took

up the east green band, while Sikangpu again worked on the west

white band and continued filling in the white field between the green

dnd yellow lightning symbols. He now worked on the north outside

white field, while Shakhungwa worked on the east outside white field,

and then Sikangpu, having stopped to rest awhile, now continued

the north outside white field. At this point the white paint was
exhausted and a boy was sent after more.

In the meantime Shakhungwa began outlining in black the vari-

ous symbols (see PI. XC), first on the north and then on the east

between the white band and the white field, and then, without finish-

ing these boundaries, he began a series of short black parallel bands

extending outward from the north white band into the white field.

Polihungwa now again ceased his work at the bahos and assisted in

the making of the mosaic. Sikangpu took this opportunity to rest

and lay down on the west side of the kiva. Polihungwa began work-

ing on the black dividing line on the east side between the red and

white bands. The boy having returned with the fresh supply of white

paint, Sikangpu began on the white outside field on the east side,

while Sikanakpu worked at the black line on the west between the

green and the red band. Sikangpu now finished the white field west

of the yellow lightning symbol and then he and Polihungwa worked

on the white outside field to the south, while Shakhungwa continued

the black dividing line, now surrounding the yellow, and then the

white lightning symbol. Polihungwa now relieved Shakhungwa of

the bowl of black paint, surrounded in outline the red lightning sym-

bol and then worked on the green. Polihungwa then went around on

the north side and with the black finished the red lightning symbol,

while Shakhungwa, seating himself on the south of the mosaic, filled

in details in black on the green lightning symbol.

It being now about three o'clock, Namurztiwa, who for some
time had been resting on the floor, left the kiva for food.* Poli-

hungwa then took from the meal tray a pinch of meal, which, with a

quick motion of the thumb and first finger, he cast along the foot of the

east wall. Namurztiwa now returned with a bag from which he took

three watermelons and some green onions and peppers, which he

*The followinif men worked at one time or another on the sand mosaic: Polihun),'wa, Shak-
Iningwa, Sikanakpu, Namurztiwa, Shakventiwa and .Sikantrpu.
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handed to Polihungwa, who took them with him to a corner on the

platform. To this beginning of the noonday meal were added now a

tray of piki, a tray of comkviki and a bowl containing a pinkish

colored food made of boiled cornmeal. Upfen handing the food to

Polihungwa, Namurztiwa stooped down and with his thumb and

forefinger took up from the fireplace a pinch of ashes, upon which he

spat and then, with a short, quick motion, cast it once to each of the

four directions and then up the ladder.* He then joined Polihungwa

and the boys on the banquette, where Shakhungwa and Sikangpu had

already gone, and where all made a hurried meal. After eating a few

moments, Sikangpu began on the west side of the sand mosaic, divid-

ing the white band from the outside white field, while Shakhungwa
did the same on the east and south.

This practically finished the sand picture, the making of which

had consumed about four hours' time, it now being half-past three

o'clock. The men had not worked long upon the picture until it

became perfectly apparent that there was no general order of pro-

cedure. As each man seated himself on one side of one corner, he

did the work which was nearest him and which caused the least incon-

venience to his neighbor. This was made possible from the fact that

they were provided with several sets of the same colored earths, so

that when one had worked on a white cloud symbol, for instance, in

one corner, he could take up the work on the neighboring green cloud

and so not interfere with another priest who might be working in the

center of the picture. It was also apparent that Shakhungwa was

really the leading spirit in the making of the picture. Not only did

he lead the way in marking out the S3'mbols, but he assumed the

leadership in the actual application of the colored earths and was

constantly referred to by the other priests for advice. The earths

used in the mosaic, with their individual names, were as follows:

Sika fiiwa (yellow sand), CoJioninsaktva (Cohonino green), Pala oa

(red stone), Qotca oa (white stone). These earths had been provided

for by Polihungwa, who also brought them into the kiva. At the

conclusion of the construction of the mosaic, the paints were again

emptied from the bowls into small cotton sacks by Sikangpu and

were taken by Polihungwa to his house (see PI. XCI).

In its finished condition (see PL XCII), the extreme measure-

This perf()rniance is called nawohchionani, and is done after some special work, in this case

undoubtedly the niakinjf of the sand mosaic, which is believed to have a special charm on the per-

former, or, for tliat uiatter, on any object which would have an evil influence if being brought in

contact with any un nitiated. The junior author observed on several occasions in the Oraibi

Snake ceremony that objecfs, before being handed or taken out of the Snake kiva, were thus dis-

chatmed. The same is done with sprinjfs from which the snake hunters drink. At the conclusion

of every important Hopi ceremony all participants are discharnied by the chief priest.
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Pl. XCI. Interior of the Antelope Kiva.

a. Sikangpu tying up the paints at the conclusion of the laying of the sand

mosaic.

b. Antelope priests engaged in fraternal smoking at the conclusion of the

laying of the sand mosaic.
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Interior of the Antelo.'E K.va.
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Pl. XCII. Antelope Sand Mosaic.

For description of this mosaic see page 202.
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nunts of the mosaic were four feet and five inches in diameter from

north to south, by five feet from east to west, while the outer edge of

the white band measured three feet and seven inches by four feet and

three inches; -the border measured (/. e., the four colored bands) five

and a quarter inches in breadth. The cloud symbols averaged thirteen

inches in length. The lightning symbols were nineteen and one-half

inches in length and two and one-half inches in diameter, while the

.extreme border of the head of the lightning symbol—/. e., from the tip

of one horn to the other—was eight inches, and the diameter of the

triangle composing the head was four and three-quarters inches. The
black lines extending into the white field north of the mosaic proper

were twenty-three in number, and they were from one to one and one-

half inches in length. These lines symbolized the falling rain. Inas-

much as the cloud and lightning symbols were done by free-hand

drawing, naturally there would be a slight variation for the measure-

ments given for one symbol from those of another. Nor were the

bands themselves of uniform diameter, although they were fairly regu-

lar, owing to the fact that they had been marked off by means of a

string. As we were measuring the picture, just after its completion,

we noticed that Shakhungwa in his outlining the cloud symbols in

black had forgotten to complete the lower left-hand white symbol.

On his attention being called to this fact he seemed grateful, as well

as chagrined, and immediately filled it in with black. The mosaic in

its finished condition made a handsome appearance in the dimly

lighted kiva, the brightness of the colors being brought out especially

prominent by the intense black of the narrow lines which surrounded

each symbol or band.

As has been noted, while the sand mosaic was being constructed,

the Antelope priest, Polihungwa, was occupied in the manufacture of

a number of bahos. After he had completed the making of the nak-

wakwosis to be attached to the baho sticks, he finished five

blunt-pointed shafts and one blunt-pointed shaft with a facet at

the upper end, all of which were painted green except near the

point, which he painted black. He now with a small stick took

some honey into his mouth from a can and then spat or spurted the

honey from his mouth upon the black points. He then made four

additional sticks, five and one-quarter inches in length, with a blunt

point, none of which were provided with a facet. These he painted

black throughout their length. Polihungwa now left the kiva and*

soon returned with a sprig of green Artimisia Frigida [kuna). Resum-
ing his work on the bahos, he took up a corn husk which he tore into

two pieces, one of which—a strip of about an inch in width—he bent
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at right angles near the center, placing in the fold some cornmeal,

and then twisted several times the loose ends of the husk. He then

broke off square the loose ends of the husk, thus forming a long

narrow pyramidal-shaped packet called mociata. Sikanakpu now left

the kiva and soon returned, bringing with him his plume box and

there assisting from time to time in the manufacture of the bahos

when not otherwise engaged upon the sand painting. Polihungwa

then cut a facet on two of the green black-pointed sticks, and taking

up one with a facet and one without he fastened the two together,

side by side, by means of several wrappings of a cotton string, about

two-thirds of the way down on the length of the sticks toward the

black point. Just under these wrappings which bound the two sticks

together he .placed the corn-husk packet, so that it was securely

fastened to the two sticks, with its pointed end projecting upwards.

To the other side of the two sticks he fastened an eagle breath

feather, a turkey feather and a sprig of kuiia and maovi Over the

sharp point of the corn-husk packet he fastened a nakwakwosi con-

sisting of a three-inch cotton string, to the end of which was attached

an eagle breath feather and a chat feather. Of these green or sakwa

bahos he made four. He then took up the four black sticks, one after

the other, and fastened to the upper or square end, by means of sev-

eral wrappings of a cotton string, a turkey feather and a sprig of

kufia, together with the small corn-husk packet, the upper and pointed

end of which extended beyond the end of the stick. Around this

corn-husk packet and to the middle, after the manner previously

described, he fastened an eagle nakwakwosi. Of these black bahos or

cliochopiata he made four. He next made eight nakwakwosis which

he stained red, and six which remained white. Next he made four of

the so-called four-direction bahos, each five inches in length, and to

each of which he attached two nakwakwosis. These bahos consisted

of a single corticated cottonwood branch about four inches in length,

to the upper end of which, at an interval of about an inch, were fast-

ened two nakv»/akwosis. The shafts were painted green. These bahos

were the same as were made on the preceding morning, another set

being made on the following day and again on the day following that.

These are the bahos which were taken into the fields by the priests,

the first one leaving the kiva going to the north, the second to the

west, the third to the south and the fourth to the east. These bahos

'having been finished, Polihungwa left the kiva and soon returned

with a bundle of twenty or thirty slender cottonwood boughs about

three feet in length. He sat down on the east side of the platform

and began decorticating the boughs. While he was engaged in this
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operation Namurztiwa left tlu' kiva for a moment, and on his return

put on his shirt and waited at the side of Polihungwa. The latter

took a small bag from a niche in the kiva wall and going over to the

center of the floor filled the bag about half full with meal from the

tray, and then he took up a double green baho, one piihtavi and a

vessel similar to the mon^ioikurus but somewhat larger. Polihungwa

then addressed Namurztiwa and handed him the meal, the bahos,' etc.

He answered " Owe'' (Yes) and left the kiva.

He was followed as he went along the trail to the west of Mish-

ongnovi, where, at the foot of the mesa, he came to the shrine of

Kohkangwuhti (the Spider Woman). Here he took the nakwakwosis

and some meal in his hand, and, holding them close to his lips,

uttered the following short prayer: "Youl have pity on us. Keep

away the storms. Send us rain. Keep sickness from us. May we

be strong. May we be happy." He then deposited the nakwakwosi,

consisting of an eagle and a chat feather, sprinkled it with meal four

times, and then deposited his baho. He now filled the tnongwikurit

and returned to the kiva.

In the meantime Polihungwa had resumed decorticating the cotton-

wood boughs. Ceasing in his work for a moment, he addressed the

three boys, who now went out entirely naked, carrying with them under

their arms their old loin cloths. Soon one of the boys returned

empty handed, while the two others brought in, wrapped in their loin

cloths, a kind of yellowish, granulated, shally clay. They were told

by the chief to put it down on the platform in a pile to the west

of the ladder. One of the boys then went out after water, while

the other began to reduce the clay by pounding and kneading it with

a stone hammer. The other boy now returned with the water, which

was added a little at a time to the clay, and both began to knead and

work over the mass. Having kneaded the clay sufficiently, the three

boys left the kiva. It was now about a quarter of three o'clock, and

the other priests, as has been described, were still at work on the sand

mosaic. Polihungwa here left the kiva, taking with him fourteen of

the decorticated boughs, which he deposited on the kiva hatchway,

presumably, that they might be dried out by the rays of the afternoon

sun, and soon returned with a fresh bag of native tobacco, from which

he filled a pipe, and lighting it with a coal which one of the boys now
brought in, he sat down to the northeast of the fireplace and smoked

for some minutes in silence. Having finished his smoke, he brought

into the kiva the decorticated shafts which had been drying on the

outside, and, after carefully straightening each one of them out by

working them back and forth through his two hands, he carefully tied
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them in a bundle by wrapping a string around them spirally from end

to end and hung them up on a peg on the wall.

Sikangpu now took a small red medicine bowl which he half

filled with water from a jar brought in by Sikanakpu, and, taking the

medicine bowl with him and sitting down near the fireplace, he filled

a pipe with native tobacco, lighted it with a coal, began stirring the

water in the bowl with an aspergil {tnakwanpi), and smoked into the

bowl with his mouth close to the water. After smoking into the bowl

for some time he laid aside the pipe and spat into the bowl. Again

he stirred the water with the aspergil, which he then laid across, the

mouth of the jar. He now resumed smoking, blowing puffs of smoke
in the direction of the mosaic. He did this four times, remaining in

his sitting posture on the west side of the mosaic and at the south-

west corner.

Polihungwa now began fashioning with his hands from the clay

which the boys had kneaded small conical pedestals about an inch

and a half in diameter at the base and about two inches in height.

Of these he made twenty-one. Sikanakpu, still maintaining his sit-

ting posture at the soutwest corner of the kiva, now took up the

aspergil and asperged four times toward the mosaic and then

deposited the bowl at the southwest corner of the sand picture. This

was the beginning of the erection of the altar, which was now rapidly

pushed forward. Namurztiwa had long since returned, bringing with

him a mongwikuru containing water and an armful of Cottonwood

boughs still retaining their twigs and leaves. These he had placed to

the east of the sand picture in the northeast corner of the kiva. Sik-

anakpu now selected from the bunch a single stem about sixteen

inches in length and with it made a wreath which he placed under the

medicine bowl. The medicine bowl itself, it may be here remarked,

was dull reddish in color without visible decoration, about six inches

in diameter and was not provided with a handle. On inquiring of the

priest if this was the original bowl for this ceremony, the reply was

that the flat, squarish bowl with a rain cloud terrace on each side,

which is the usual medicine bowl of Hopi ceremonies, had probably

long ago been broken and replaced by this more simple bowl. At

any rate, this was the only medicine bowl which he, the chief priest,

had ever known for this ceremony. Polihungwa now began to place

in the small clay pedestals which he had just finished making the

uprights {tigolosJioyas, crooks), which he now deposited on two sides

of the sand picture. After having placed them in position on the outer

white earth border of the mosaic and divided in two single rows with

twelve on the east side and eleven on the west side of the sand
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picture, it was manifest that the first two of the row (/. c, those

toward the south) bore a superficial resemblance to a reed arrow, and,

in fact, they were spoken of as arrows and as kalelitakas, warriors or

watchers, by the priests. They were undecorated and about seven

inches from the top, as they were placed in the upright position, there

was a short piece of cotton string, at the end of which was a

trace of two turkey feathers. These red arrows were twenty-one

inches in length. Of the remaining uprights, eight were long

chochopiata, black in color and about fifteen inches high. These

chochopiata did not differ materially from the ordinary black baho

which has already been described. Near the upper end was the corn

husk packet, an eagle and a turkey feather and an eagle feather nak-

wakwosi, together with a remnant of a sprig of kufw. The remaining

uprights, fifteen in number, were or had been crooks, although from

all of them the bent portion had been broken and at first sight they

were merely time-stained, straight shafts. These varied from twenty-

one to twenty-three inches in length, each one having a red-stained

nakwakwosi just below the bend of the crook. All of these crooks

were painted, black. The attention of the priest being called to the

fact that none, of the so-called crooks terminated in a bend, he

explained that it was on account of the great age and that they had

suffered from repeated handling. Concerning the meaning of the

uprights, it was explained by Polihungwa that collectively they repre-

sented men of the Fraternity, that the crooks represented old men bent

with age, and that the crook also was a symbol of life, and that the

reeds or arrows were the kalehtakas or warriors here serving as

watchers; hence their position, one each at the head of the line.

Worthy of note might also be the fact—undoubtedly a coincidence

—

that the total number of uprights exactly equaled the number of

Antelope men participating in this ceremony, twenty-one.

It was now nearly six o'clock. The men gradually began to

desert the kiva for various purposes, first Sikangpu, who took with

him the four eagle feathers which had been used earlier in the day in

laying off the symbols of the sand field, and which had been wrapped
together with the string by Polihungwa. These he returned to his

house. He at once returned to the kiva and began sweeping the

floor carefully and otherwise putting it in a neat and tidy condition,

the boys carrying out the refuse. Two of the boys, Lataya and
Nuwawa, entered the kiva, each bringing a large bunch of reeds

i^pahkavi) about six feet in length and deposited them near the wall

on the east side of the kiva. These they had obtained about three

miles north of the village.
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As has been stated, the snake hunt of this day was to the east

(see PI. XCIII), this being the fourth ceremonial hunt. Immediately

on descending the trail on the east of the village the Snake priests,

twenty in number, divided into three parties, one of which went to

the Pisaphelve Spring (see PI. XCIV). Here they stood in a circle

around the spring until Nakwayeshwa, who had come a little later,

descended to the edge of the water, deposited a nakwakwosi,

sprinkled cornmeal on the water and flipped the water in the four

directions. Then he joined his companions, who now descended to

the edge of the water and repeated the same performance. Most of

them also drank from the spring. Then they scattered out in various

directions toward the east, beginning to hunt. Another group went

to the Hontupovi Spring a few hundred yards to the west of the first

spring and enacted exactly the same performance. Still another

group led by Lomanakshu noAv arrived at the Pisaphelve Spring,

where they also went through the observance just noted. All these

parties then scattered out and the hunt began.

At five minutes after seven the Snake priests returned from the

last day's ceremonial hunt. Depositing their digging sticks and

rabbit sticks on the kiva hatchway, they entered the kiva carrying

with them two rabbits and several bags, which evidently contained

snakes. The bags were placed as usual to the east of the snake para-

phernalia, whereupon they all except the boys sat down in a semi-

circle about the hearth and began smoking. The chief filled a pipe

\yith native tobacco and the others made cigarettes with corn husks

or American paper. Aft6r smoking for some minutes and exchang-

ing occasional terms of relationship, they retired and lounged about

in different parts of the kiva, waiting for one or two of their number
who were late. They now came in bearing a sack which, judging

from its bulging sides, was well filled. This was placed by the side

of the other sacks, whereupon the bearer filled his mouth with water

from a can standing in the corner of the kiva, and, as the others had

done who had handled snakes that day, went on the outside of the

kiva, and, filling his hands with water from his mouth, washed his

hands and face. There now occurred a long argument concerning a

question which as yet had not been decided in our favor, viz., whether

we were to see the transfer of the snakes from the bags to the recep-

tacles or not. During this conversation between Lomanakshu and

the leading priests and ourselves, the following 'speech was made by

old blind Homiwushyoma, which, on account of its interest, merits

being reproduced as nearly verbatim as possible:

Uma kush ka achatotani. Anchaa uma yang itamui yungya.



"W^mf



Pl. XCIII. Fourth Day's Ceremonial Snake Hunt.

a. Snake priests on emerging from the kiva.

b. Snake priests passing through the village.

c. Snake priests descending from Mishongnovi by the east trail.

d. Snake priests nearing Bisahpelve spring.
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Pl. XCIV. Fourth Day's Ceremonial Hunt.

Snake priests depositing bahos in shrines.











Pu XCVI. Snake Priests Asleep on Roof of Snake Kiva.

* Snake priests asleep on the roof of the Snake kiva (a flashlight picture in

the open air at three o'clock in the morning).



I
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Itam anchaa yep, shupyakakango lulomit itahkatci tutukaowani.

Anchaa, yokwaq66 yan itahnatwanya angyonwaqOO. Put hak ang-

nihtee, angpocwaqOQ, puu itahtim angnOnOshani. Owi itam yep

shuan kaatchatotani; pai ita yep itahkatci tutukaowani, ikwachimui.

Owi anchaa uma yep ima tcuata, itanaya, pai anchaa nalt aoyurika.

Pai akpanani Washington uma it totobenit tawiqOO. Anchaa anqaqO

itamui lamakatcit towat tonatyaotani.

A free rendering of which is as follows: "Now, you must not

tell a falsehood. All right, you have come in here with us. We here

unitedly (of one mind) are holding on to our good manner of living.

Yes, if it rains our crops will sprout, will grow and yield plenty, and

our children will then eat. Yes, we also likewise do not tell false-

hoods here. Our friends, we have (hold on to) our life (the term

'life,' katci, is here taken in the comprehensive sense of manner of

living, pertaining to all phases of life). Now, yes (all right), you

alone are beholding here these snakes, our fathers. Yes, write to

Washington to keep this writing. And also let it be his purpose

that a good life may be unto us."

It was finally decided that the snakes would not be transferred

this night owing to the somewhat crowded condition of the jars, but

that it would be done the first thing in the morning, and that from

now on we were to see the transfers, and it may be stated here that,

although up to this time we had. had free access to the kivas at all times,

yet from now on we were not only to be given permission to remain

during the transfer, but we were made to feel that we were welcome

guests.

It was now nearly ten o'clock. Several of the Snake priests

hurried out after food, for they had not yet eaten their supper. After

they had eaten their evening meal they again indulged for a few

moments in fraternal smoking, and, as usual, slept in or on (see PI.

XCVI) the kiva, during the night.

After the crooks had been erected, first the row on the west side

and then the row on the east side, the chief priest took up one

of the tipofiis, both of which had been lying on the floor of the kiva

near the banquette, and placed it at the northwest corner of the

mosaic, its base being slightly embedded in the outer white field.

The second tiponi was placed in a corresponding position on the

northeast corner of the mosaic. As both tiponis were practically

alike, the description of one will suffice. Its base was about ten

inches in length by about three in diameter, and cylindrical in shape.

It was wrapped with many coils of one-half-inch-wide buckskin
stained red. On the bottom of the base were two black lines, inter-
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secting at right angles, extending the entire width of the surfacf.

From the upper extremity of the base projected many very long eagle

tail feathers, arranged in a circle, and from the tip of each feather

there hung an eagle breath feather (nakwakwosi) stained red. Within

the circle of eagle tail feathers and entirely concealed by them was a

handsome and finely polished jasper celt, yellow in color, and about

ten inches in length. The entire tiponi measured twenty-seven

inches in length from its base to the tip of the circle of feathers.

He then took up the tnongtvikurus and placed them on the south

white field at the base of the mosaic, first sprinkling the field with

meal", beginning on the west side. This side of the mosaic was now
entirely occupied by the medicine bowl with the makwanpi or asper-

gil resting in a cottonwood wreath on the southwest corner, with the

fourth motigwikuru on the southeast corner and the other three

mongwikurus placed at regular intervals between these two objects.

(See PI. XCV.) Sikanakpu now took up with the thumb and fore-

finger of his right hand a very small portion of meal from the sacred

meal tray and sprinkled it here and there over the entire mosaic. He
then took up another pinch of meal and breathing a prayer on it,

sprinkled the tiponis^ standing on the center of the north side. He
then removed all objects from the north banquette, which he gently

swept with a short hand-broom. He then took up the jar {/>atni)

which Polihungwa had brought into the kiva on that afternoon along

with the medicine bowl and which up till now had been standing on

the floor of the kiva in the northeast corner. He then placed the jar

on the center of the banquette immediately behind the second or

reserved natsi, which he now placed lengthwise on the north white

field of the mosaic and midway between the two tiponis. Turning

now to the eastern side of the kiva, he took up two bunches of reeds

about eight feet in height and two bunches of cottonwood boughs

about three feet in height. Of these he placed one bunch of the reeds

and one of the boughs so that it rested on the floor of the kiva and

reclined against the banquette and the north wall of the kiva just

behind and a little to the left of the tiponi in the northwest corner of

the mosaic. The other two bunches of reeds and cottonwood boughs

he sat up against the banquette and the wall of the kiva in a corre-

sponding position east of the northeast tiponi. The tray containing

the sacred meal and one nakwakwosi was now moved up closer to the

mosaic and had a position just behind and about a foot from the sec-

ond tnongwikuru. The other bahos had been placed in an Oraibi

tray and were placed by the side of the first tray and just behind

the medicine tray. The erection of the altar and the accompany-





Pl. XCV. Interior of Antelope Kiva.

The completed Antelope altar with tiponis, medicine bowl, mongwikurus,
etc., in proper position.

Polihungwa, the Antelope priest, is engaged in the manufacture of bahos.
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ing ceremonial objects was now complete. The relative position of

all the objects to one another and to the mosaic may be seen by

reference to PI. XCV, which shows the plan of the kiva at this time.

It was now nearly eleven o'clock. Some of the young priests went

out after food, which was silently partaken of by the priests on the

platform, where they rested or slept in preparation for the very inter-

esting ceremonial which was to take place within a few hours upon

the following morning.

Sixth Day (Shushkahimu, Once not Anything), August 18.

After having rested for less than four hours the priests began

preparation for the early morning ceremony. Polihungwa, at about

twenty minutes of four in the morning, left the kiva and soon returned

with a young maiden (mana) about fourteen years of age, named
Kashnimka, a member of the Bear clan, who was soon to enact the

part of the Antelope Maid in the coming dramatization. No special

reason was learned why she assumed this position in the dramatization

ceremony.

Shortly after her arrival with Polihungwa, Lomanakshu, carry-

ing a snake bag and a whip, came in accompanied by Choshnimtiwa,

a young Snake priest about fifteen years of age and a] member of the

Eagle clan, who was in the coming dramatization to enact the part of

the Snake youth. Polihungwa now began to decorate the body of

the mana, who sat down on the platform to the east of the ladder, Poli-

hungwa standing in front of her. Choshnimtiwa sat down on the plat-

form on the west side of the ladder, Lomanakshu working in front of

him. Polihungwa first removed the blanket from the niana, and from

a bowl containing thin white-earth liquid paint he first painted a broad

band around each wrist extending down as far as the knuckles. He
then painted a broad white band around her ankles carrying the color

down on the foot as far as the beginning of the toes. Over her ankles

he now placed a pair of katcina ankle bands, which he tied in front.

He then asked her to stand up, when he removed her regulation blue

blanket, and over'her regular blue dress he put on the large ceremo-

nial robe to-i-hi, fastening it over the left shoulder. He then drew
the edges of one side of it, squaring it in front of her and fastened it

in position with a cotton string which he tied behind her. A large

white knotted or bridal belt {wokwokwawa^ was passed around her

body once and tied on the left side just under her arms, with the

knotted strands hanging down on that side of her body. Many strands

of shell and turquoise^ beads were then placed over her neck and a
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blue yarn bandoleer was tied on each arm partly hiding the upper

white paint band. He next took a bowl containing a liquid black

paint and with it colored the chin black from the mouth to the lower

border of the ears, carrying the paint downward only to the curve of

the jaw. He then took a piece of yucca leaf and daubed it in

the liquid paint and passed it around over the lower tip of the upper

lip from the lower border of one ear to the other, thus restricting and

making more prominent the blackened lower part of the face. He
next loosened her hair whorls, as ordinarily worn by the manas, and tied

her hair loosely behind at her neck with a string. To the front locks

he tied a nakwakwosi. She was now ready for the ceremony, sitting

down to await the completion of the costuming of Choshnimtiwa.

Lomanakshu also had a bowl with white liquid paint (kaolin), and

with it he painted Choshnimtiwa's arm, from the elbow to the wrist, a

solid band of white. He also painted each breast from the corner of

the breast-bone to the summit of the shoulder, and from there

down to near the base of the breast-bone, thus forming a sort of

triangle on each breast, the lower corners of which were continued by

two white lines down to the level of the nipples. The shoulder corner

of the triangle was also extended down on the arm nearly to the elbow

by means of two parallel white lines at a distance of about an inch.

He next painted the face black from the tip of the upper lip back to

the lower border of the ears down to the beginning of the neck, which

he outlined and vivified by using a yucca leaf, as did Polihungwa.

About the knees he drew two bands around the legs and painted

the lower leg also white from about the middle to the toes of

the feet. In his hair he fastened a nakwakwosi and a bunch of

eagle breath feathers, and around his neck he placed many strands

of beads. About the waist was passed an ordinary katcina kilt which

was fastened on the right side, and over the upper border of this was

placed the regular katcina sash, which was tied in a single knot on

the right side, the fringed ends hanging down nearly to the ground.

To the right wrist he fastened a strand of blue yarn. Lomanakshu

now took from the bag which he had brought in with him when he

-entered the kiva with Choshnimtiwa, and which he had deposited

near the tiponi, a snake about two feet long which he handed to

Choshnimtiwa and led him to the back of the kiva, where he also

handed him the northwest corner tiponi. With the snake held by its

middle in his right hand, which dropped by his side, and with the

tiponi held by its base in his left hand, which was drawn up in front

of his bady, aad with the long feathers of the tiponi extending up to

his shoulders, Choshnimtiwa took his place at the back of and a little to







Pl. XCVII, The Singing of the Traditional Songs by the Antelope Priests.

Sitting around the mosaic are the Antelope priests together with Lomdnak-
shu, the chief Snake priest.

At the back of the mosaic and near the wall of the kiva stand the Antelope

maid and the Snake boy, the former holding in her hands the batni, with vines

and cornstalks ; the latter holding in his left hand the Antelope tiponi and a

rattlesnake in his right.
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the west of the middle of the mosaic, standing against the banquette. In

the meantime Polihungwa had led the /nana to the rear of the kiva by the

east side, where he handed her the ftttni containing corn stalks, beans,

melon vines, etc., which she clasped in front of her with both hands,

and took a place by the side of and to the east of Choshnimtiwa.

The eight Antelope priests present, together with Lomanakshu, Chief

Snake priest,^ now assumed a sitting posture on the lower side of the

sand mosaic in the form of a semicircle, the priests at each end facing

each other across the mosaic. In addition, old blind Qomahoiniwa
took up a position on the main floor of the kiva behind the fireplace,

near the ladder, on the west side. The relative position of the priests,

together with the position of the Snake youth and Antelope maid,

may be seen in PI. XCVII). For a few moments there was no sound

heard in the kiva, when, without warning, Polihungwa began in a

low voice and in a rapid manner a prayer, a free rendering of which

is somewhat as follows:

Pai ita hahlaikahkango, shijkaokahkango yep pawasionayani.

Pai ima nananiiwok oomawhtui itamui okwatotvee, yang tuchkwa-

wakae itanatwanya ang balaiya angnankwushani. Puu itch uyi ang-

poci'ivaqoO, itahtim angnOnOshani, puu ooyagae itam tuwat angn6no-

wani; puu itam angOQyyaqde. Puu pam pankango angnatilkvcinani,

puu itam put ang chowalayani; puu itahki aooyani. Put ita ahpi ang-

nonowakahkang ahpi yeshni. Owi ita hahlaikahkango, ookaokah-

kango passionayani.

[Now we joyfully and encouraged are going to perform a cere-

mony here. May these clouds from the four world quarters have pity

on us I May the rain-water meander through our fields and our crops!

And then the corn, quickly having seeds, our children will eat; and

they being satisfied we shall also eat and be satisfied. (This refers,

it seems, to the eating of the corn ears, and especially roasting ears,

in the fields, to which time the people generally anxiously look for-

ward.) And then after that it shall mature and we shall gather it in

and put it up in our houses, and after that we shall eat and live on it.

Therefore we are happy, and being strong shall perform this cer-

emony.]

At its conclusion all answered '^^Anchaa."' Sikanakpu now rises

at the southeast corner of the mosaic and taking meal from the tray

sprinkles slightly over the mosaic. Each priest then takes up some

object in his right hand with which to beat time to the singing;

Lomanakshu used the snake whip which he had brought with him,

Polihungwa and one or two others an eagle feather, while the remain-

ing priests had each one of the uprights which had been removed from
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the clay pedestals for this purpose. They were now ready to be

the first of the eight traditional songs, sung on this and the following^

three mornings, and which, taken collectively, form certainly the .

most beautiful incident in the entire Snake and Antelope ceremonies.^H

Throughout these four early morning presentations there was an utter^™
absence of the spectacular. There was always present a deep and ^
earnest feeling which rendered the exercises extremely impressive.^B

Such a picture as this, representing as it does the dramatization of ai^^*
event in a myth, with the boy and girl dressed in picturesque gar-

ments in the background, with the beautifully colored mosaic, with

its accompanying crooks and other objects of the altar surrounded by

nearly naked men in a sitting posture with their black, glossy hair falling

loosely over their sinewy backs, with old blind Qomahoniwa sitting'

alone by the hearth, keeping time by beating an eagle feather and

slowly swaying his body and entering into the ceremony to the best

of his ability, joining in the song now and then, all uttering their

fervent ''Anchaa,''' the deep gloom of the kiva, heightened by much
smoke from the tobacco, and later intensified by the first white light

of the east seen faintly overhead through the narrow kiva hatchway,

all combined to make a picture never to be forgotten. It was about

4.45 A. M. when the singing commenced.

First Song. This is a low and somewhat monotonous chant not

without beauty. As the song increases in volume, owing to the con-

fidence of the priests, the youth and girl are seen to sway gradually

backwards and forwards, keeping time to the song with a motion of

their bodies. During the singing all had a crook or stick to beat time

with except the man on the extreme west side, who beat time with the

extra natsi.

Second Song. The Snake youth and Antelope mana are now asked

by Polihungwa to keep better time with the singing, to sway their

bodies and move the objects in their hands in unison with the time.

Sikangpu then arose and going to the platform put on his shirt and

left the kiva; in a moment he returned, bringing with him a cotton

bag from which he took a large pipe or cloud blower {omawtapi)

which he put down behind the Antelope chief, who was sitting just to

the east of Polihungwa. He then removed his shirt and resumed his

position in the circle.

Third Song. During the singing of this song Naphoiniwa dropped

out of his place around the mosaic and taking a seat near the fireplace

lighted a pipe and smoked a few minutes and then returned to his place

in the circle. Shokhungwa then retired to the side of the hearth and

smoked a moment or so. In the meantime Naphoiniwa lighted a fire
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on the hearth, the sticks for whirli' ha<l hen prepared before the sing-
ing began.

Fourth Song. Polihungwa now kft the circle and tnrning around
faced the fire, where he lighted the larger cloud blower. After the pipe
had been well lighted he passed in a sinistral circuit to the rear of

the sand mosaic, where he stooped down over the falling rain symbols
and placing the large end of the pipe in his mouth forced great clouds
of smoke from the smaller end upon the symbols. He then squatted
down on the west side of the picture, then on the south, and then on
the east, forcing smoke upon the colored cloud symbols and then also

into the medicine bowl. By a curious coincidence, rain clouds had
been gathering in various directions overhead, and while they were
singing this song which related to the four colored clouds, and asking

them to bring rain, the patter of rain was distinctly heard outside on

the kiva hatchway.

Polihungwa, having finished the ceremonial circuit and returning

to the fireplace, removed the ashes from the pipe upon a corn husk

and restored the pipe to the cotton bag and resumed his place in the

circle. Remaining seated for a moment, he arose, and, taking up a

tray, sprinkled corn pollen (talassi) upon the heads of the Snake youth

and the Antelope /nana. He now sprinkled pollen into the medicine

bowl and into each of the four mongivikurus, then on the north, upon each

cloud symbol and each lightning symbol on the sand mosaic, and then

up the hatchway, returning to his accustomed position. Naphoiniwa

again returned to the hearth and rekindled the fire, lighted a pipe with

a burning brand and smoked. Lomanakshu now left his place, tak-

ing up a handful of yellow pollen, and passing around to the rear

of the kiva by a sinistral circuit, he sprinkled first on the heads

of the Snake youth and the Antelope mana, then into the medicine

bowl and into each of the mongwikurtis and then upward toward the

kiva hatchway.

Fifth Song. Rather slow, Shakhungwa, who had commenced

smoking at the fireplace shortly before the previous song was ended,

continued to smoke during this song. The old blind man joined

heartily in this song.

Sixth Song. The priest now retired from the circle and lighted

an ordinary pipe filled with native tobacco, blew the smoke on the

sand mosaic and four puffs into the medicine bowl and one puff each

into each of the mongrvikurus. Naphoiniwa now retired to the side

of the hearth, where he lighted a pipe and blew four puffs of smoke

into the medicine bowl and then handed the pipe to Lomanakshu,

who also smoked a few puffs on the medicine bowl and handed the
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pipe to the Antelope priest, who, simply turning around in his seat,

having already resumed his position in the circle, cleaned the ashes

from the pipe. Sikangpu now took a seat at the fireplace and lighted

a pipe and then handed it to Naphoiniwa, who finished the pipe, laid

it down and resumed his position.

Seventh Song. Sikanakpu now took up the aspergil from the

medicine bowl and asperged over the sand mosaic. Shakhungwa

then got up, took his clothes under his arm and left the kiva.

The Antelope priest now left his position and going to the

Antelope tnana took from her the batni, which he restored to its

position on the banquette, while Lomanakshu took from the Snake

youth the tiponi and replaced it in its accustomed place at the corner

of the sand mosaic, and then relieved the youth of the snake and

placed it in the sack. All sprinkled sacred meal on the sand mosaic.

Both the Snake and Antelope priests with their charges then

retired to the forward end of the kiva near the ladder, where they

began removing the ceremonial clothing and the marks of the paint

from the youth and tnana respectively. Sikangpu passed to the Snake

priest moistened sand, with which he removed the paint from his legs

and arms.

Eighth Song. (Most of the men standing.) During this song

reference is made to each of the four colored cloud symbols of the

mosaic, while the priests in the circle cast pinches of sand on each

loud as it is mentioned. At the conclusion of the song all say

*^Anchaa.^' All sprinkled meal on the mosaic again and some com-

menced to smoke around the fireplace. Polihungwa, Lomanakshu,

the asperger and one other man each uttered a prayer. The Snake

youth now threw over his shoulder his blanket and took up a

position on the west side of the kiva. After the ceremonial para-

phernalia had been removed from the mana a gourd was handed to

her from which she filled her mouth with water, which she then

emptied into her hands and washed her face. The mana now took a

pinch of meal from the medicine tray, sprinkled a little on the mosaic

and then, stooping down over the fireplace, she took a pinch of

ashes, and, making a circular motion, ended by casting a pinch of it up

the kiva ladder. The nakwakwosi, which had been removed from her

hair while she was disrobing, was then replaced and she left the kiva

for her home. The Snake youth also left the kiva, returning to the

Snake kiva.

In the meantime the priests had gathered informally about the

hearth and were engaged in chatting and in fraternal smoking,

exchanging terms of relationship. The Antelope priest now began
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the preparation of certain bahos, which were to be used during the

day, taking down, the bundle of decorticated sticks, which he had

suspended from a peg in the wall. Placing some meal in a bag, he

took one of the nakwakwosis and one of the bahos, which consisted

of a single stick, to which, near the upper end, were attached two

nakwakwosis, into a bag and prayed over them and gave them to

Lomawungyai, who deposited them east of Mishongnovi near the

Walpi trail near some bush; this is generally done when the offerings

are not deposited in a special shrine. In this case the man was

going to look after his crop and the chief priest sent an offering along,

which is often done. The Antelope priest again uttered a prayer and

took up four nakwakwosis and four single green bahos with two nak-

wakwosis attached, one of each of which he gave to each of four

priests, two of whom now enter the kiva, whereupon they left the

kiva, one of them going to the north, one to the west, one to the

south, and one to the east, where each deposited his offerings in one

of the four world quarters. These offerings to the four world quar-

ters should all be borne by Antelope priests, but owing to the fact

that on this morning it was not convenient, the places of two of them

were taken by Snake priests. Anyone may be sent and the offerings

are deposited anywhere just so that the directions from the villages

are observed. Usually, however, they are deposited near some bush

or bunch of grass or herbs.

During this act on the part of the chief priest the assistant Ante-

lope priest had continued the making of the bahos, working on two

sets of four each of some prayer offerings which were to serve for a

similar ceremony on the morrow. Lomanakshu now took up his bag

containing the snake and his snake whip and returned to the Snake

kiva. It was then half-past seven o'clock.

Although the ceremony was concluded, we remained in the Ante-

lope kiva for a few minutes longer. The priests were working or

sitting about the fire and smoking and talking over the events of the

early morning. It was readily apparent that all labored under great

emotion, and as they discussed the varying themes of the morning

ceremony, and especially as they dwelt upon the fact that their

prayers for rain had apparently been answered in such an auspicious

manner, two of the older priests gave way to violent sobbing, in

which the element of joy no doubt predominated.

On entering the Snake kiva, it now being ten minutes of eight,

we found a number of priests engaged in fraternal smoking about the

hearth. Luke and Choshnimtiwa now left the kiva and returned in

a few minutes, Luke bearing a large earthenware bowl about a foot
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and a half in diameter, while Choshnimtiwa carried a large earthen-

ware water bottle similar to the one already described. Both of these

vessels had been punctured near the center, and the two priests now
fitted to these apertures corn-cob stoppers. In the meantime two of

the small boys had extended the sand field where now Luke inverted

his bowl on the sand field in front of the wooden box, while Chosh-

nimtiwa placed the water bowl in front of another similar snake recep-

tacle. The other priests continuing smoking in the circle as before

and apparently taking no notice of what was going on, Luke now
stepped around behind the snake box, passing as he did so in a sinis-

tral circuit behind the snake whips, and began feeling over the snake

bags which had been there deposited on their return from the hunt on

the preceding day. Choshnimtiwa now removed the stopper from the

big jar, while Luke, selecting one of the largest of the bags, removed

a string from about the neck and laying it flat on the floor gently

shook it by taking hold of it close to the corners. A fairly large-

sized rattlesnake glided out from the open mouth, and Choshnimtiwa

with an extremely rapid motion seized the snake about three inches

behind its head and thrust it, head forward, into the hole of the jar, and

so forced its entire body in, passing one hand back behind the other.

He then placed his hand over the hole while Luke began examining

the other bags, apparently looking for other rattlesnakes. Another

one was finally located and it was transferred as has just been

described^ whereupon, it being discovered upon examination that

there were no additional rattlesnakes, Choshnimtiwa placed the corn-

cob stopper in the hole. Luke then opened two other bags in suc-

cession and from each of them a great bull-snake glided out, when
Choshnimtiwa picked it up in the same manner that he had picked up

the rattlesnake, and removing the stopper from the water jar, thrust

them in one after the other, head first. Choshnimtiwa then took a

sprig of kiiiia (Artemisia Frigida), which he found lying at the rear of

the kiva, and coming to the front of the kiva, filled his mouth with

water, when he ascended the ladder and facing the east spurted water

in his hands and washed them. .

As we were leaving for breakfast, at a quarter past eight, we
noticed in descending the trail Shakhungwa at the foot of the mesa
on the east side where he sat ^down, deposited a nakwakwosi upon

which he sprinkled meal toward the village and went on to his field,

as near as could be ascertained.

No ceremonies were enacted in either the Snake or Antelope

kivas during the remainder of this day. Both kivas were visited, how-

ever, from time to time. In the Antelope kiva Polihungwa, Sikangpu
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and Sikanakpu were engaged in carding and spinning cotton for the

manufacture of various bahos and nakwakwosis.

At about half-past four in the afternoon Lomanakshu began plac-

ing the Snake kiva in order, cleaning it and sweeping it. Notwith-

standing the fact that the fourth and final ceremonial hunt to the

fourth world quarter had ended on the previous day, yet, certain of

the priests spent this day in hunting in the plains below the village,

although the hunt on this day does not form a prescribed part of the

ceremony and no particular quarter is selected. It seemed that five

of the men had been out early in the afternoon of this day unobserved

and they now returned at about five o'clock, coming up over the trail

at the southeast of the village. They dropped their digging sticks

and rabbit sticks as usual at the kiva hatchway, and entering deposited

the hags east of the sack of snake whips. Lomanakshu at once sat

down to the east of the fireplace, removed his shirt and began smok-
ing. Luke, who seemed to have been the leader of this particular

hunt, now passed his hands over the bags and located the rattle-

snakes, of which there proved to be four. Opening these bags, one

at a time, and laying them on the floor, he gently shook the base of

the bag, whereupon the snake in each case darted out of the bag and

as it started to crawl away was picked up by Choshnimtiwa and forced

into the jar, as has already been described. A second rattlesnake to

appear seemed greatly enraged as it escaped from the snake bag and
began rattling at a furious rate, which seemed to amuse young Chosh-

nimtiwa and two other much younger boys who watched it for a

moment, apparently with delight, and then the youngest of the three,

a boy not possibly over nine years old, with a deliberate motion

picked the snake up with one hand and removing the corn-cob stop-

per from the jar, with the other thrust it into the receptacle. The
fourth rattlesnake to appear came out from the jar tail first, by which

it was picked up. The fifth snake proved to be a very long racer,

which was placed in the water vessel, the last to be placed in posi-

tion. The boys who had been assisting in the transfer of the snakes

then took a sprig of kuna, and taking water into their mouths washed
themselves as has been described. Lomanakshu continued smoking
at the hearth.

In neither the Antelope nor the Snake kiva was any further cere-

mony enacted during the remainder of this day. As the priests came
and went from both kivas they would take a place near the hearth for a

few moments and smoke ; while in the Antelope kiva the carding and
spinning of wool was continued into the afternoon. The men, as

usual, ate their evening meal in the kiva, and all were expected to
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sleep in the kiva. This does not mean, however, that the men liter-

ally slept inside the kiva ; for on two or three mornings on our

ascending the mesa at a very early hour we found several of the

younger priests stretched out at full length and wrapped in a single

blanket on the roof of the kiva, sound asleep.

Seventh Day (Komoktotokya, Wood Providinc;), August 19.

This morning before four o'clock we ascended the mesa. At this

hour not even a faint light had appeared in the east. Nor was any-

one sfirring in either of the two kivas, the priests in both apparently

being fast asleep. This condition continued until a few minutes after

four, when we heard the crowing of a cock. Immediately after, Lonian-

akshu ascended from the Snake kiva and going to the Antelope kiva,

called down in a low voice some words. He was answered by Poli-

hungwa, whereupon a light at once appeared in the Antelope kiva

and Lomanakshu returned to the Snake kiva. A moment later

Lomanakshu entered the Antelope kiva bringing his snake bag and

whip, and accompanied by Choshnimtiwa. The two chief priests

then began at once to paint and costume their charges, Lomanakshu
beginning first to paint the youth. The order of this morning was as

follows: P'irst, both feet to the toes were painted white; then begin-

ning above the ankles a white band was continued to above the knees;

then a band one inch wide above this was painted' in white; and then

one above this; next the arms from the knuckles to the elbow and

then from the shoulder blade over and across and down to about the

middle of the breast, where two lines were continued on down to the

waist; returning then to the shoulder, he continued two white lines

down on the front side of the arms just above the elbow. Around

the right wrist and around the left leg, just below the knee, he tied

skeins of blue yarn, the ends of which hung down to the extent of

several inches. Lomanakshu then fastened a regular katcina kilt and

sash around the waist of Choshnimtiwa, tying the ends on the right

side; while from behind was suspended a fox skin, the snout of which

was thrust under the kilt and sash, its tail reaching nearly to the

floor. Many strands of fine turquoise and shell beads were then placed

about the neck and a bunch of white eagle breath feathers was

fastened in the hair.

In the meantime Polihungwa had been preparing the maid for

the ceremony. Beginning at her toes, he painted her feet white up to

her knees over her ankles. He then tied a pair of katcina ankle

bands to the ankles and painted her arms and faje as he had done
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on the previous morning and then proceeded to place upon her the

ceremonial robe, etc., as has already been described. It was noticed

this morning that he fastened in her hair, which hung loosely down
her back, a bunch of white eagle breath feathers, and that around her

right wrist he tied a skein of blue yarn. In addition a nakwakwosi

was fastened to her hair, which was hanging down, on the left side of

her head. Polihungwa now handed the jar with the batni \.o the mana
and the tiponi from the northwest corner of the mosaic to the youth,

to whom also Lomanakshu handed a snake which he took from

the bag.

The priests now began taking their places around the mosaic,

Lomanakshu, as on the previous morning, taking his place first in the

circle near the center of the west side of the mosaic, with Polihungwa

in the center of the south side of the mosaic. All seated, Polihungwa

uttered a prayer and the asperger asperged upon the mosaic. All then

took up some object in their hand for beating time, as has been

described, Lomanakshu taking his snake whip and the other members
taking a crook from about the altar or an eagle tail feather.

J^irs/ StJno^. This began, as on the previous morning, in a low,

deliberate chant, the priests beating time with their wands or crooks,

all being seated on blankets gathered under them and with their knees

drawn up to the chin, and naked except for the loin cloth and with

the hair loosely hanging down the back. Old blind QOmahoiniwa,

who up to this time had been asleep on the west side of the platform,

now moved down off from the platform and, taking a position near

the hearth, joined in a low voice in the singing.

Second Song. During this song Sikanakpu asperged from the

medicine bowl upon the sand mosaic four times without leaving his

place.

Third Song. Again Sikanakpu asperged the sand picture from

the four directions, adding one for the above, and one for the below.

Fourth Song. Rising now, Sikanakpu asperged twice toward the

mosaic and once toward the east, making from three to five passes

each time.

Fifth Song. Sikanakpu continued asperging the sand picture and
sat down. The time of this song differed greatly from that of the

one preceding, it being much slower and somewhat of the nature of a

chant to the clouds. Polihungwa, now turning partly around,

removed the cloud blower from the bag, while Shakhungwa took up
an ordinary pipe, filled it and began smoking.

Sixth Song. The fire having been lighted by Naphoiniwa, Poli-

hungwa took up a live coal with his fingers and with it lighted the
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cloud blower, and, getting it thoroughly lighted, went to the rear of

the kiva, following a sinistral circuit, where, stooping down, he forced

smoke out of the small end of the pipe on the rain symbols of the

north, and, passing to the west side, forced smoke upon the green

clouds of the west. Then he went to the southeast corner, then to

the northeast, then to the southwest, and forced smoke upon the

mosaic. He then returnd to his position, emptying the ashes from

the cloud blower on a corn husk, placed the pipe in its sack and

resumed his position, where he sat for a moment, then taking up a

meal bag, ascended the ladder until he was able to extend his arm out

over the kiva hatchway, where he breathed a prayer upon a pinch of

meal and threw it toward the rising sun.

Seventh Song. Polihungwa returned to his place in the circle,

when Lomanakshu arose, took the meal bag and ascended to the top

of the kiva ladder, breathed upon a pinch of meal and cast it in the

direction of the rising sun.

Eighth Song. Toward the end of this song Polihungwa filled a

pipe, lighted it, smoked, and turning, again resumed his position in

the circle, where he continued smoking, while the asperger asperged

the mosaic. Polihungwa then blew smoke into the medicine bowl

four times and once each into the mongwiktirus. Polihungwa now
passed the pipe to the asperger, who smoked silently for a moment and

then blew a thin line of smoke across the sand mosaic, and he in

turn passed the pipe to Lomanakshu, who smoked contentedly, blow-

ing smoke over the mosaic from time to time. The asperger then

asperged five times over the mosaic and once toward the east, and

then toward the fireplace. Here, the singing ceased.

It was possible to observe now just what the objects were which

the priests had held in their hands during the singing, as they now
replaced the objects in the clay pedestals. It was seen' that some of

them held crooks {ngoiloshoyas'), while others held black bahos

{chochopkiatd), while still another held one of the reed arrows.

Two or three boys now entered the kiva and a moment later a

woman came in, putting down at the back of the platform a U-shaped

stick used in fashioning the hair whorls of the mana. She then sat

down on the east side.of the banquette. Lomanakshu now passed the

pipe back to the asperger who placed it down by the side of the fire-

place and Lomanakshu took up again his snake whip. Polihungwa

now took from the maid the batni and ' from the youth ihe tiponi,

replacing them in their proper positions, while the asperger sprinkled

the mosaic. All then took a pinch of meal over which they intoned a

prayer, and then sprinkled the mosaic, Talamossi, Kashwungwa (Parrot

I
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clan), although standing outside of the circle, doing likewise. This

performance, which was repeated several times, all singing the while,

was one of the prettiest of the entire morning's performances. Poli-

hungwa now began to disrobe the mana, while Lomanakshu sent one

of the boys, who had recently entered, for water with which the mana
and youth were to be washed. Polihungwa first removed the nak-

wakwosi from the mana's hair, when she sat down on the edge of the

platform on the east side. The singing to the rain clouds of the four

world quarters, which had continued, now ceased, Tobenyakioma
saying ^^Anc/iaa." Water having been provided Lomanakshu assisted

the youth in disrobing, and removing the traces of the paint he now
took water in his mouth and, in a manner already described, washed
his hands and face, Polihungwa then uttered a prayer, during which

time Sikangpu sprinkled tallassi on the mosaic, when Lomanakshu
took up the prayer as Polihungwa left off, all saying at its conclu-

sion '•'Anchaa,'' whereupon some of the priests began filling pipes and

taking a place in an informal circle about the hearth, the ceremonial

semicircle about the hearth being broken up. The youth and girl

had now removed the traces of the paint and the girl took a place

by TaldmOssi, who dressed her hair in the whorls of the virgin over

the hairpin. It may be noted here that on a previous morning this

woman had not appeared, and as a consequence the girl was obliged

to leave the kiva with her hair hanging loosely down her back. Pol-

ihungwa now began making nakwakwosis, while the others were smok-

ing. Having finished three he stained them red and placed two of

them upon a tray, tying one in the woman's hair. Spitting upon his

fingers he removed the remaining traces of red paint on to the east

side of the ladder. This act had been observed many times before.

Lomanakshu now handed his pipe to Sikangpu, with whom he

exchanged terms of relationship, whereupon Lomanakshu took his

snake bag and whip and left the kiva, it being now twenty minutes

after six. During this time Polihungwa and his assistant had made
and deposited on different trays the following nakwakwosis or

bahos: On the large tray we noticed a ball of twine, two red

nakwakwosis and one eagle breath feather nakwakwosi; in another

tray were three white nakwakwosis and three single green bahos, to

which were attached two nakwakwosis at one end. Sikangpu now
took up some meal from the meal tray and handed it to the mana and
passed it to Lomawungyai who breathed a prayer over it, standing on
the east side of the mosaic, when he sprinkled it upon the mosaic
four times. The mana then stooped over the fireplace, took a pinch

of ashes which she flirted into the air by means of a short circular
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motion. She repeated this motion and the woman* went through the

same operation four times, instead of two. Both of the women then

took a pinch of meal from the tray and passing to the east side of the

mosaic sprinkled it. Sikangpu then asperged the mosaic, while

Shakventiwa took one of the bahos and one of the nakwakwosis and a

pinch of meal. This he handed to one of the Snake priests who now
entered and who left the kiva and, starting off on a run, went to

a shrine, where he thrust the baho in the sand at one corner of the

shrine, breathed a prayer on the meal, which he thereupon sprinkled

upon the baho, and going about five feet to the east of the shrine

deposited the nakwakwosi on the road, dropping meal upon it also.

This is the first of the messengers who were to depart to the four

world quarters bearing with them the baho and nakwakwosi to be

deposited in a shrine. It is customary for the Antelope priests to per-

form this office, but on account of the scarcity in number of the Ante-

lope priests they were assisted by the Snake men. Sikangpu now
left the kiva and returning in a moment brought an object which he

laid down near the fireplace and which Shakventiwa then picked up

and laid across the rim of two adjoining trays.

As yesterday, so to-day, there is no ceremonial hunt, owing to

the Snake priests making repairs in their paraphernalia to be used

in the coming dance. Upon examining the Snake kiva from time to

time during this morning the Snake priest and one or two others were

found engaged in the manufacture of a pair of moccasins, others

smoking around the hearth or laughing on the platform.

In the Antelope kiva Polihungwa continued his manufacture of

bahos, while Shakventiwa worked on the platform with some horsehair

skeins, making them ready for repairs of the bow, or aoatnatsi. Poli-

hungwa now left the kiva and soon returned bringing with him two

mortars for grinding paint; for this he used a short piece of yucca, the

blunt end of which he placed in his mouth and chewed, whereupon the

fibers became separated and it formed a fairly good brush with which

he soon began to paint his baho sticks. One of the priests now
left the kiva and returned with a gourd and loosely woven basket tray

or sifter of yucca fiber and a bunch of cottonwood branches, together

with one Middle Mesa tray. All these he deposited on the floor of

the kiva on the east side.

At about half-past ten Choshnimtiwa and a small boy came in

from a short hunt at the foot of the mesa. Entering the kiva they

*I understand that this woman formerly acted as Antelojie maid, but now only looked after

the girl, putting up her hair, etc. We have analogies for this in Oraibi. She is an ex-Antelope

maid.
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went at once to the corner where the snake jars were kept, and with-

out any formality whatever Choshnimtiwa untied the bag and shook

it, when the little boy picked up a rattlesnake just as it came from

the bag and thrust it into the jar as on other occasions. The Chief

Snake priest continued his work of the manufacture of a pair of

moccasins on the platform and apparently took no heed of this trans-

fer. At this particular time he happened to be pounding a heavy piece

of rawhide upon the floor by means of a rough undressed piece of

stone. The work of baho-making continued in the Antelope kiva,

Shakventiwa grinding red paint on the paint mortar. Sikangpu took

some water from the medicine bowl with which he moistened his

black pigment. Having prepared a quantity of red paint Shakventiwa

passed it over to Polihungwa. Polihungwa now took one baho stick

painted entirely green except for a yellowish-brown facet, and one

blunt-pointed baho stick painted yellowish brown, and with the addi-

tion of the corn-husk packet containing meal and nakwakwosis, a

turkey feather and a sprig of mdovi and kufia, made the first baho.

Of these he made two, one to be deposited by Namurztiwa at the race

the next morning, the other to be handed to the winner, and then

two single blunt-pointed shafts painted black, and taking the corn-

husk packet, mdovi, kufia, turkey feather and a nakwakwosi, he made
one, Shakventiwa and Sikangpu also each making one, all to be depos-

ited by Namurztiwa at Chokitchmo, where the race starts the next morn-

ing. He then picked up the chochopkiata, painting four black bands at

intervals around the white yarn which bound the accessories of the bahos

in place near its upper end. The Antelope priests continued their man-

ufacture of bahos until shortly after three o'clock, when they stopped

work and, food having been brought into the kiva by some of the

younger priests, they repaired to the platform and began eating. At

the conclusion of the meal, Sikangpu, sitting down to the east of the

fireplace on the main floor of the kiva, began cutting the cottonwood

boughs into small sections about one inch in length. Having cut

perhaps fifty of these and placed them in the yucca fiber sieve, which

had been brought in in the forenoon and in which he now placed

clay and water, stirring them up, he soon had the cylinders {kok/io,

"woods" or "sticks,") coated with clay. He then placed the tray

on the southeast corner of the mosaic. Polihungwa had now com-
pleted four single green bahos with double nakwakwosi attachments,

four red nakwakwosis, four black chochopkiatas, four red and green

bahos and two small rings about two inches in diameter, to each side

of which were fastened a spiall eagle wing feather. The baho-making

was now practically completed for the day, whereupon Sikangpu care-
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fully gathered up all of the refuse of the baho-making and the rind of

the watermelon which had been left from the feast, and in which he

placed a pinch of native tobacco and a pinch of meal and took the

entire lot of refuse and deposited it over the edge of the mesa to the

northeast of the village, where much rubbish of this sort may be

seen, including many of the sandstones which were used in sharpen-

ing the points of the sticks for the bahos.

In addition to the work on the moccasins in the Snake kiva, some
of the priests spent considerable time in the afternoon repairing the

snake kilts, head dresses and other paraphernalia.

]3y six o'clock in the evening the Antelope priests were ready for

the consecration of the various bahos which had been made during

the day. This was done by the chief priest, Naphoiniwa, Sikangpu

and Lomawungyai. Each priest lighted a pipe, took up one of the

trays of bahos, held it in his hand, smoked into it four times, then

passed the pipe with the tray to his neighbor, and so it was passed

from one priest to the other. Another tray would be taken up in the

same manner. The position generally assumed in this consecration

was a sitting posture, with the knees drawn up to the chin. Occa-

sionally, however, after the priest had smoked over the baho four

times in this manner, he would place the tray in front of him and

replace it on the floor of the kiva, and kneeling over it, stooping far

for\\ard, would blow^ the smoke upon the bahos.

Eighth Day (Toiokya, Food Providing), Auxjust 20.

On approaching the summit of the mesa this morning at about

half-past three o'clock was heard the voice of the crier as he made an

announcement from the top of his house, which was followed by others

at short intervals.

The first announcement is as follows:

Pangkake uma sinomu tataiya; hak hihta ch5kaashnika naashash-

tani. Pai hahlaikahkango, cukaokahkango.

[You people over there, awake! Whoever has any painting up

to do, do it happily, courageously.]

He then retires to the kiva and soon announces:

Pangkake uma chochokaashiyani. Pai hahlaikahkango, cukao-

kahkango.

[You over there, paint yourself up, happily, bravely.]

Again, a little later:

Pangkake uma yuyahiotani. Hahlaikuhkango, cukaokahkango.

[Array yourself, gladly, bravely.]
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Priests at the Antelope Kiva.



Pl. XCVIII. Priests at the Antelope Kiva.

Antelope priests carrying baho-making material into the Antelope kiva.
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Again, a little later:

Pangkakae uma yoshiya, owi hahlaikahkango, cukaokahkango,

nOngaknani.

[You over there, being arrayed (or dressed up), gladly, bravely

emerge now (for the race).]

Before dawn and while it was still dark, on this morning, Poli-

hungwa ascended the ladder of the Antelope kiva and fastened across

the two poles of the ladder the bow or aodtnatsi of the Antelope Fra-

ternity. In a moment Lomanakshu, Chief Priest of the Snake Fra-

ternity, fastened the aodtnatsi of the Snake Fraternity in a similar

position on the ladder of the Snake kiva.

The two natsis are very similar in general character, so that a

description of one with a notice of whatever differences there may
be in the other will suffice. The bow of the Antelope natsi (see PI.

XCVIII) was an ordinary bow such as is used to-day by the young

men and was without sinew backing. It measured two and one-half

feet in length and was provided with a twisted sinew string. As the

bow was placed on the ladder this string was downward, and from it

throughout its entire length was attached a fringe of horsehair.

Also from the sinew string and at fairly regular intervals were the

following objects, beginning at the left: A black skin with white

spots {pu/icha, skunk skin),. a black-tipped eagle feather fastened by

means of a short piece of sinew, a yellow weasel skin (//wa«/), a

black skin, an eagle feather, a yellow skin, an eagle feather, a black

skin and a yellow skin. Above the sinew string with these pendants

and attached to the bow itself were two reed arrows, two feet in

length, the points being sharpened sticks about six inches in length.

The feathering of both arrows was much worn. The aodtnatsi of the

Snake fraternity, as has been stated, was in general similar to the one

just described. The two arrows, it was noted, had been made with

great care and, curiously, bore iron points and had the appearance of

being comparatively new. The bow with the sinew string was like

that of the Antelope natsi. The objects suspended along the horse-

hair fringe were as follows, beginning on the left side: First a skin,

an eagle tail feather, a piwani skin, an eagle tail feather, a piwani

skin, 2i piwani ^Vwiy an eagle tail feather, 3, piwani skin, an eagle tail

feather, and finally a //a/a«/ skin.

The aodtnatsis of the two societies being in place, each priest cast

a pinch of meal on his natsi four times. They now removed the

snake whip natsis which had remained in the straw matting or cover-

ing of the kiva hatchway throughout the first seven days of the cere-

mony. They also removed the straw mat hatchway covering, thus
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exposing that side opposite the ladder, and swept the hatchway,,

around which they then sprinkled with sand a line. The priests then

sprinkled meal in a straight line entirely around the kiva, following a

sinistral circuit, until they had sprinkled four parallel lines, when a

diagonal line was sprinkled on the northeast corner and on the south-

east corner, and also three transverse lines on each side passing

directly over the middle of the long lines. The digging sticks and

throwing sticks had already been removed and were now lying on the

roof of the Tao kiva near by. The Snake whip naisis were now placed

on the ground leaning against the rounded beam of the open side of

the hatchway and opposite the ladder (see PI. XCIX, c).

On entering the Snake kiva at ten minutes past four, two bull

roarers {towdkingpiata) and two lightning frames {taiawihpiki) were

found lying on a tray near the hearth. These had been brought into

the kiva by Homisiima very early on this day. While Lomanakshu
was putting up the aodtnatsi, two Snake priests, Sikannakyoma and

Qo'chbuyaoma, were making preparations within the Snake kiva for the

coming ceremony in the Antelope kiva. They began by making a rough

part in the hair just over the left eye, upon which they daubed to the

extent of nearly two inches thick white clay, and tied a nakwakwosi

to a lock of hair near this spot. The hair otherwise was permitted to

hang loosely down the back. They then painted their faces red, over

which they placed on the cheek a perpendicular black line of specular

iron. On the top of the head they fastened a bunch of eagle breath

feathers stained red. They next put on the snake kilt, tying it on the

right side. A bandoleer was then placed over the right shoulder, the

lower part of it hanging under the left arm. Sikannakyoma then took

up one of the bull roarers and one of the lightning frames, while

Qo'tchbuyaoma tookup the other pair. Stepping toward the forward

end of the kiva, both twirled the bull roarers several times and then

performed with the lightning frames. Then stepping on the platform,

they went through the same operation and then upward toward the

kiva opening, when they ascended the ladder and the operation was

repeated on the kiva hatchway, twirling the bull roarers several

times and then shooting the lightning frames four times, first to the

north, then to the west, then to the south and then to the east (see

PI. C). It was just five o'clock when the two Kalehtakas left the

Snake kiva and entered the Antelope kiva. At this time a number of

the priests of the two fraternities not actively engaged in the earlyj

morning ceremonies, with a few of the young men of the village not

members of either of the fraternities, were seen to leave the mesa byj

the east trail, where they descended at a rapid gait down into thej
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Pl. XCIX. Scenes about the Snake Kiva.

a. Snake priest about to fasten foxskin to the ladder poles.

d. Snake priest fastening foxskin to ladder pole.

c. Woman carrying water to the Snake kiva for tlie washing after the

ceremony.

</. Snake priest removing Snake aodtnatsi from the Snake kiva.
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Scenes about the Snake Kiva.
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Pl. C. Incidents of the Antelope Race on the Eighth Day,

a. The two Kaletahka shooting the lightning frame on the Snake kiva.

b. Shrine and cloud symbols of sacred meal. These cloud symbols mark
the starting point of tlie Antelope race.











Pl. CI. Singing the Traditional Songs in the Antelope Kiva.

Eighth day: Around the mosaic are seated the Antelope priests, with the

Snake youth and Antelope maid at the rear of the altar. At the right is a

Kalehtaka whirling a bullroarer.
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Singing the Traditional Songs in the Antelope Kiva.



Pl. CII. Singing the Traditional Songs in the Antelope Kiva,

a. Warrior whirling the bullroarer.

d. The two warriors at the northwest corner of the sand mosaic, whirling

the bullroarer.









Pl. cm. Boys Awaiting the Arrival of the Racers.

a. Antelope boy holding prize of corn.

b. Antelope boys with green cornstalks.
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plain east of the village. These men were all naked except for a loin

cloth, and practically all of them had a small bell fastened around one

of the legs at the knee, and all were barefooted.

In the meantime the singing of the eight traditional songs, with

accompanying ceremonies, was being performed as on the two previ-

ous mornings in the Antelope kiva. As the Kalehtakas entered,

Namurztiwa had just fastened around his waist a katcina sash and

now left the kiva with a^young Antelope priest who had been stand-

ing on the west side of the kiva and who had been decorated by

Namurztiwa as follows: The chin was painted black with a white

line over the lower tip of the upper lip extending from the base of

one ear to the other. Over the breast, from shoulder to shoulder,

was a straight black line from which depended two zigzag lines pass-

ing down in front of the breast to the waist; on each arm and on each

leg was a zigzag black line; while around the waist the boy wore the

blue ceremonial kilt {sakwaviikuna); in his hair was a nakwakwosi.

Namurztiwa had gone to dress the youth during the singing of the

second song. On entering the Antelope kiva the Kalehtakas took a

position at once on the north side of the altar, one at the northeast,

the other at the northwest, where they first twirled their bull roarers

and then shot the lightning frames, the ceremony being repeated on

the west and on the south and on the east sides (see Pis. CI and CII).

They then sat down on the edge of the platform just west of the lad-

der and smoked, a pipe being handed them by Sikangpu. Shok-

hungwa now left the kiva and went to the top of Polihuilgwa's house,

where he gave the first public announcement of the Antelope dance

to be performed that afternoon.

A moment later Polihunga handed Namurztiwa four naalongha-

hos (red and green bahos) and three black c/ioc/iopkis, which he

wrapped up in a cloth. Polihungwa and Naphoiniwa ijow addressed

Namurztiwa, who answered, " All riglit. May we be strong." The
Antelope youth now went to the northwest corner of the mosaic,

where he took up one of the black rings already described, and a

mongiuikuru.

The singing of the eight traditional songs being concluded,

Namurztiwa now left the kiva, followed by the youth and the two
Kalehtakas, who took with them their bull roarers and lightning

frames. Taking the eastern trail, they soon disappeared down the

side of the mesa. Many small boys and girls put in an appearance
now and descended to the first terrace of the mesa, the boys bearing
corn stalks and having fantastic costumes. By half-past five o'clock

they had reached the lower trail at the northeast of Mishongnovi and
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stopped at the LOmowa spring. Namurztiwa entered the spring and

deposited a nakwakwosi, upon which he sprinkled meal, and then with

his thumb and forefinger sprinkled water four times to the rising sun.

He then took the inongwikuru from the youth, filled it with water,

uttered a prayer over it and returned it to the youth. He then took a

handful of moist clay from under a rock on the edge of the spring and

put it on a sandstone, which he picked up to take with him. The four

men then started on a run along the trail and went to the Shokitshmo

(Fingernail hill) shrine, southeast of the village (See PI. CIV, b).

Here Namurztiwa took a pinch of meal, and holding it to his lips

breathed upon it a prayer, and then on the trail made two straight

lines, crossing at right angles. He then deposited the seven bahos in

the shrine, in front of which, with meal, he made three semicircular

cloud symbols, two being in a row and the other being above and be-

tween the first two. He then drew a straight line with meal, con-

necting the tips of the two lower symbols. From their outer edges

and the intersecting point of the two, he drew now three straight

parallel lines about four feet in length, the diameter of the two cloud

symbols lying side by side being about three feet.. At the meeting

point of the central straight line with the other straight line connect-

ing the tips of the two cloud symbols, he placed the small black

wheel, upon which he deposited the tnongiviktiru (see PI. C, b).

To the left and just beyond the cloud symbols, he placed the flat

stone with the mud which he had brought from the spring. The bull

roarers and lightning frames were now taken from the Kalehtakas and

deposited in the center of the upper cloud symbol. On the center

one of the three parallel lines he placed two nakwakwosis, which he

sprinkled with meal. He now uttered a prayer over the symbols and

then the priests retraced their course about forty paces along the trail

toward the village, where Namurztiwa made another cloud symbol and

again deposited two nakwakwosis on the middle line. Again he pro-

ceeded toward the village to the extent of about sixty paces and made
another set of cloud symbols, upon the middle line of which he

deposited three nakwakwosis, which he sprinkled with meal. Starting

again toward the village he halted, after passing about sixty-five

paces, and made a fourth set of cloud symbols, upon which he

deposited four nakwakwosis. It was now twenty minutes past five.

Namurztiwa now retraced his steps to the first series of cloud

symbols. Here, the naked men who have been mentioned as having

left the village, now began to arrive. By a quarter of six they had all

arrived, and lining up just beyond the shrine, those of them who
wore shirts removed them and tied them around their waists (see
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Pl, civ. Shrines.

a. Shrine where bahos are deposited on the eighth day.

b. Shrine of Shokitshmo, where bahos are deposited on the eighth day.
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The Antelope Race.



Pl. CV. The Antelope Race.

a. The cloud symbols in the plain with Namurztiwa.

b. Racers awaiting the signal.
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Pl. CVI. Winner of the Race at the Antelope Kiva.

a. The winner passing the Snake kiva.

b. The winner awaiting the prize at the Antelope kiva; Kalelitaka shooting

the lightning frame.
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Pu evil. Arrival of the Racers at the First Terrace of the Mesa.

a. Defeated racers resting.

d. Namurztiwa depositing a nakwakwosi and meal un the trail.
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PI. CV, a). Namurztiwa then took a particle of clay from the stone

which had been lying at the left of the cloud symbols, and smeared a

small portion of it on the bottom of the foot of each of the runners,

the explanation of this being, so it was said, to induce the rain

clouds to come more quickly, the mud having been taken from a

spring. While the men who were soon to take part in the race

now stood in line awaiting the signal (see Pi. CV, f>), Namurz-

tiwa began walking toward the village, passing over successively the

second and third set of cloud symbols, until he reached the fourth,

or the one nearest the village. While he had been doing this, the

two Kalehtakas had twirled their bull roarers and shot their lightning

frames over the shrine. They now started in the direction of the

fourth set of symbols, but one went at one side of the path and the

other at the other side. In making the journey from the first to the

second set and from the second to the third and from the third to the

fourth, they described two spiral curves crossing each other at each

cloud symbol, and taking opposite sides of the path as they

met each set of cloud symbols. Their arrival at the fourth cloud

symbol, where Namurztiwa was awaiting them, was the signal for the

start of the race, all of the runners starting forward simultaneously,

yelling vociferously as they passed each set of cloud symbols. The
race was now one of deadly earnestness, and made an extremely

pretty picture, with the men strung out in a long line, their bodies

glistening with the early morning sun, while the noise, produced by

the bells on their legs, could be heard at a long distance. Namurz-
tiwa having started at the head of the line of racers was the first to

appear up the trail of the mesa, where he stopped at the edge of the

first terrace. Shortly after the first of the racers made his appear-

ance, having easily outdistanced the remainder of the line ; as he passed

Namurztiwa he was handed the ring and mongwikuru, and went on up
to the kiva (see PI. CVI, a). The winner proved to be a young
man by the name of Talahkuiwa. He was not a member of either the

Snake or the Antelope Fraternity. Namurztiwa now sprinkled meal
on the trail and deposited four nakwakwosis, and awaited the arrival

of the two Kalehtakas. In the meantime, others of the racers had
arrived at this point where they halted, sat down on the rock, and
waited (see PI. CVII). Soon the first Kalehtaka appeared, and
when he had reached the trail near the spot where Namurztiwa had
deposited the nakwakwosi, he faced the east, shot the lightnpng frame
once, and then twirled the bull roarer four times. He now re-

mained standing by the side of and to the east of Namurztiwa,
awaiting the second Kalehtaka, who soon appeared, and at once
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repeated the performance of the first Kalehtaka (see PI. CVllI and

CIX).

During the depositing of the nakwakwosis and while the Kaleh-

taka had been performing, an interesting event had taken place on

the eastern end of this terrace. Immediately on the appearance of

the winner of the race, the boys who had been standing near by in a

group bearing corn husks started on a run, closely followed by the

girls. There then ensued a lively scramble for the cornstalks, which

were finally captured by the girls, who bore them to their homes.

Namurztiwa and the two Kalehtakas had gone on up to the sum-

mit of the mesa where Namurztiwa entered the Antelope kiva, while

the two Kalehtakas remained just outside of the Antelope kiva and

shot their lightning frames to the north, to the west, to the south and

to the east, and then both twirled the bull roarers. They then went

to the Snake kiva and repeated the performance. Thereupon they

entered the Snake kiva and deposited the frames and roarers on a

basket tray. The pipes were now lighted by a number of the priests

who resumed a semicircular position about the hearth, whereupon

the first in the line took up the tray and smoked upon it four times,,

when it was passed to the other priests, who smoked upon it in suc-

cession. The Kalehtakas at once began removing the paint from

their bodies and disrobed.

When the winner of the race arrived at the kiva he stamped three

times with his right foot upon the hatchway. A moment later Poli-

hungwa ascended the ladder and took from him the ring and the mong-

wikuru (see PI. CXI, a and b). With this Polihungwa descended into

the kiva and placed the ring on the floor just between and behind the

first two inongivikurus on the south side of the mosaic. He now lighted

a pipe and placing his mouth close to the aperture in the mong-

wikurii smoked into it four times. He now passed the pipe to Loman-
akshu, the Chief Snake priest, exchanging, as he did so, terms of

relationship, whereupon the latter smoked into the mongwikuru four

times. Sikanakpu now took the pipe from Lomanakshu, smoked
four times into the mong^cnkuru, while Polihungwa took up a pinch of

ashes from the hearth and cast it in the four directions, beginning

with the north. He went toward the mosaic where he took up a red

and green baho. Lomanakshu in the meantime had taken up the

mongzvikiiru , and with a corn husk had dipped water from the medicine

bowl into the mongivikuru four times, when he took up a handful of

meal from the meal tray and upon this deposited the ring and the

mongiuikuru. These he now passed to Polihungwa, who held them
in his right hand together with a baho, holding his left hand





Pl. CVIII. Ceremonies on the Mesa, After the Race.

a. Arrival of the first Kalehtaka.

b. The two Kalehtaka performing with the buUroarer.
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Pl. CIX. Cerewonies on the Mesa, After the Race.

a. The two Kalehtaka whirling the bullroarer.

b. The Kalehtaka shooting the lightning frame.
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Boys awaiting the arrival of the girls for the scramble for cornstalks, etc.
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Pl. CXI. Winner of the Race Receiving the Prize.

a. The Antelope priest bringing tlie prize from the kiva.
b. The Antelope priest Iianding the prize to the winner.











Pl. cxii.

The winner of the race awaiting the arrival of the Kalehtaka.
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The Antelope Kiva on the Eighth Day.



Pl. CXItl. The Antelope Kiva qn the Eighth Day.

a. Just before tlie beginning of the manufacture of bahos.

d. In the afternoon, after the completion of the manufacture of bahos.
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over the mouth of the mongwikuru. Lomanakshu now uttered a prayer

over these objects, at the conclusion of which Polihungwa took them

to his kiva and gave them to Talahkuiwa, who had been waiting here

(see PI. C^yi) in the meantime, and who now took them to his own
field,* where he deposited the wheel, poured the water on it and

returned the tnongwikuru to the kiva.

This concluded the early morning's performance, which had cer-

tainly not been without great interest and beauty. From now on,

until nearly five o'clock, the Snake men passed in and out of their

kiva, a few of them idHng away their time; but the majority of them

were busily engaged in the manufacture of moccasins, or in the repair-

ing of some part of their paraphernalia which would be required in

the Antelope dance of this afternoon. The sight in the kiva through-

out this portion of the day was an extremely interesting one; for

there is no process of the manufacture of native garments with which

the Hopi man is not perfectly familiar, as by the curious division of

labor the men do all the spinning, weaving, etc. , of the garments of

both sexes.

In the Antelope kiva the priests were equally busy. Here they

were engaged in the manufacture of bahos; for this of all the days of

the ceremony may truly be called a haholawu or baho-making day (see

PI. CXIII). It is supposed that every member of the Antelope Fra-

ternity on this day shall make an entire set of the bahos about to be

described, but, as a matter of fact, certain of the priests were obliged

to visit their fields on this day, while a few others, on account of their

age, were not able to make bahos. The consequence was that certain

priests, t^n in number, not only made a complete set of bahos for

themselves, but a full or partial set for the members who were absent

or who were too young to do such work. The nakwakwosis on the

bahos about to be described were all stained red, unless otherwise

noted to the contrary. First, a double baho, one stick being painted

green and the other yellow, and one chochopkiata ; these bahos, that is,

one of each for all the members of the Antelope F"raternit3', were to

be deposited by Namurztiwa the next morning, before redirecting the

race, at a distant shrine in the plain below. Second, a road marker,

or puhtavi, which was left uncolored, and which was also to be deposited

by Namurztiwa on or before the morning race on the trail. Third, a

double baho, one stick being painted green, the other yellow, one
chochopkiata, and one single green baho with a double eagle feather

Polihunffwa claims that the offerings were taken to his (Poiiluing:\va's) field on this day,
to the winner's field the next day; but he says that it was an exception. He asked the winner to

do it and he did it.
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nakwakwosi attached to it, all of these to be deposited on the following

afternoon by the individual makers or the owners of the bahos in their

fields watermelon patches, peach orchards, etc. Fourth, one black

chochopkiata fourteen inches in length. These were made for the Snake

priests, one to be borne by each one of them during the snake dance

the following day, and later to be deposited by them when they

released the snakes. Fifth, one double green sun baho with a whitt

nakwakwosi attached to it, which was to be deposited on the follow-

ing morning as an offering to the sun.

The Chief Antelope priest, in addition to the bahos above men-

tioned, made also the following: First, the four green bahos, such

as had been made by him on the three preceding days, to be deposited

in the shrines of the four world quarters; second, a number of nak-

wakwosis, the future disposition of which was not learned; and third,

a double green baho about three inches in length, and which differed

from all ordinary bahos from the fact that both sticks bore a facet

(these being female). This baho was deposited on the following

morning as a prayer offering, that many children might "be born in

the village."

The four men who owned the four mongivikurus which, it has been

noted, stood on the south side of the sand mosaic, also made certain

bahos not made by the priests of the fraternity in general. Shok-

hungwa and Namurztiwa made one double green baho, while Lomashih-

kuiwa and Qomaletstiwa made, in addition to a double green baho, one

black chochopkiata. The ultimate fate of these bahos made by these

four men is not known.

Not all of the priests worked on these bahos simultaneously, but

throughout the day they were passing in and out of the kiva, and

usually, as soon as they had consecrated their bahos, those of a kind

were .placed in pairs and consecrated by Polihungwa (see PI. CXIV),

and then were placed on the floor of the kiva between the hearth and

the south side of the mosaic.

The work of the baho-making being practically completed in the

Antelope kiva, food was brought in and the majority of the priests

began eating. Before they did so, however, they passed around to the

northwest corner of the kiva where they rem'oved the nakwakwosis from

their hair, and having passed them through their hair and over their

heads, fastened the nakwakwosis to one of the eagle tail feathers of

the tiponi. During the afternoon it was also noticed that a small

black ring with two feathers attached to its side, similar to the one

described as having been used on this morning's ceremony, had been

made by the Antelope priest the previous day and now rested on a
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Antelope priests consecrating bahos
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Pl. CXV. The Erection of the Kisi.

a. Material for the kisi being brought into the village.

b. Snake priests beginning the erection of the kisi.
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tray of meal. On the ring was a tiny mongwikuru, or netted gourd,*

while by the side of the ring there lay a long eagle breath feather

nakwakwosi. It was also noticed that on the east side of the kiva lay

a bundle of Cottonwood boughs, while another bundle was on the west

side of the kiva, being tied up into a compact bundle.

At about two o'clock several men and boys had gone to the val-

ley (the exact place being immaterial) to secure materials for the

booth or kisi, which they brought into the central plaza of Mishong-

novi (see PI. CXV, a). Here, near the center and on the west

side of the plaza were first erected four uprights about three feet in

height and about an equal distance apart at their bases. These

uprights terminated in their upper extremity in a fork and into these

were placed crossbars (see PI. CXV, b). Upon this framework

they now leaned the cottonwood and other boughs, entirely enclosing

it except on the front side, where they left a small space just large

enough for the entrance of a man, which they now closed over with a

piece of canvas.

As it approached live o'clock the Snake priests had about all

assembled in the kiva. Those who had not already done so, brought

in their snake kilts and other objects belonging to the Snake dance

costume. Stalks of corn, bean, watermelon and squash vines and

cottonwood boughs had been brought into the kiva by Lomawungyai
and were now made into two small bundles about twenty inches in

length, a red-stained nakwakwosis being attached to the tip of each

bundle, and were deposited in a tray near the fireplace, whereupon they

were consecrated by Lomanakshu.
Preparation now began in the center of the kiva for the coming

performance known as the Antelope dance. Those who had not already

done so removed their ordinary clothing and then the}- painted the

face. Over the breast they then placed two white spots, one on each

side, and a white spot was added just above the navel. Another
white spot was added to the left side of the forehead. A band was
then painted around the leg near the thigh, and a large irregular

patch of white was daubed on the calf of the leg as well as on the out-

side of the upper and lower arm. On the middle of the back and just

below the shoulder, and on the elbows, were also painted white

spots, and finally the hands were painted white, the men removing
the paint from their hands, after they had finished decorating the body,

These wheels are usually made of wi^o leaves, a species of reed which grows near springs

and in swampy places. Hopi priests say that they are special prayer otterinjrs for springs and
especially for washes, that they may have plenty of water. They say that when the washes rise and
irrigate their fields little balls and " rolls "' are formed from the mud. These are represented and
symbolized bv these wheels.
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on the ladder beams. About the neck they put many strands of

shells and turquoise beads. A number of priests also placed around

their necks a fairly large-sized abalone shell, suspended from the

string-of beads. The snake kilt was then passed around the waist

and was tied bn the right side, and the wrist protector was put on the

left arm. To a lock of hair at the front of the head they fastened a

red-stained nakwakwosi. Over the moccasins they now placed red-

fringed ankle bands, and around the legs just below the knee they

fastened white knee bands of cottonwood, to the outside of which

depended long strips of red-stained buckskin. Over the snake kilt

was then added a fringed buckskin kilt which also opened on the

right side. Over the right shoulder was passed a bandoleer, while

on the right leg, just below the knee, was attached a turtle-shell rat-

tle. They now loosened the hair and carefully combed it out with a

native brush and allowed it to hang loosely down the back. On top

of the head was then attached a large bunch of fluffy eagle feath-

ers stained red, and at the back of each head was fastened an object

much resembling two small aspergils tied together and known as a

hurunkwa.

Naturally the order of the preparation for the dance just described

was greatly modified by the different priests, and naturally scarcely

any two of them were doing the same things at exactly the same time.

The sight was not without considerable interest, and indeed it resem-

bled nothing so much as a scene behind the curtain of an amateur the-

atrical company a half hour before the raising of the curtain. Many
of the priests had brought with them into the kiva small hand-mirrors

or bits of looking-glass which they had obtained from the trader and

which were now in great demand and which were constantly being

passed from one priest to another. There was much talking all the

while, with a considerable amount of mirth. Poor blind Homiwush-
yoma had kept his usual position seated just to the east of the fire-

place, apparently enjoying the mirth and eagerness of the dancers.

He was constantly appealed to by one or another of the priests as to

the proper way to fasten some garment, or in regard to the painting

of the body. It was also interesting to note the regard which the

older priests had for the younger members, some of whom were

imder ten years of age, and how careful they were to see that they

were properly costumed. A surprising amount of vanity was revealed

among the men, as at the completion of their preparation they care-

fully scanned themselves in the looking-glass or paraded back and

forth in the kiva.
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decora'lion and costume ok antelope pries is.

In the Antelope kivaa similar scene had been taking place, but

here were found two different types of body decoration. The young

and middle-aged men, six or seven in number, painted their arms

from their elbows to their wrists white, and their shoulders well

down on to the breast were painted entirely white. From these, two

stripes were continued on each side of the median line of the breast.

These lines terminated in a band of white four inches in width, which

entirely circled the body at the waist. The middle of the lower legs

to the tips of the toes was painted white with a band, also white,

above and below the knee.

The old men and the small boys had the extremities of both arms

and legs painted as were those of the middle-aged men described.

They also had around their waists a band of white, but from this

waist-band passed two zigzag lines which ran up to the shoulder and

then down the front surface of each arm where it joined the band

around the lower arm. In front of each leg was a zigzag line termin-

ating in a white band above the ankles.

The chin of all of the priests, including the old, middle-aged

men and the boys, was blackened with specular iron, its upper bound-

ary being a white line which passed over the lower tip of the upper

lip and extended from ear to ear. The costume of the Antelope men
differed greatly from that of the Snake priests. Around the waist of

the majority of the priests was the ordinary katcina kilt and sash,

both fastened on the right side. From behind and thrust into the

kilt depended a fox-skin. Around the ankles were katcina ankle

bands and around the left wrist and both legs just below the knees

were strands of blue yarn, while over the right shoulder and passing

down under the left arm was a yarn bandoleer.

While the above description of the costume of the Antelope

priests answers for the majority of the men, yet there are a few excep-

tions; for example, a few had no ankle bands, while others did not

have the yarn wristlet or a yarn band on the leg, but the probabilities

are that these seeming irregularities in the costume are devoid of

meaning and are simply due to the fact that the individual priests did

not possess these objects. As a matter of fact, during the prepara-

tion of the men for the dance, such remarks as these were often

heard: "I can not find my fox-skin." "The moths have destroyed

my bandoleer." "I must try to borrow a wristlet." "Well, I shall

have to do without it," etc., etc. There were, however, among the

priests two or three innovations from the costume as described above
which are not due to accident and which deserve notice. Two of the
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small boys wore blue kilts {sakivavitkuna) only, having no sash, while

two of the other boys wore only a black kilt {sdqomvitkund). Tht-

costume of Polihungwa, the Chief Antelope priest, differed only from

that of the priests above described in his having blu'e leather arm

bands just above the elbows, to each of which was tied a hawk

feather and under which and extending backward were thrust several

similar branches of cottonwood. Lomayungwai, the priest who was

afterward to dance on the plaza with the bundle of vines in his mouth,

also wore a cottonwood wreath around his forehead. The asperger,

Sikanakpu, wore around his head and arms a cottonwood wreath

and a bunch of fluffy white feathers on his head, while the four

owners of the mongwikurus, Shakhungwa, Namurztiwa, Qomaletstiwa,

Lomashihkuiwa, and Lomawungyai wore on their heads a thick clus-

ter of white fluffy feathers and parrot feathers. All the other thirteen

priests, including the chief and assistant chief priests, wore a similar

headdress stained red, but without the addition of the parrot feathers.

Polihungwa now left the Antelope kiva and inquired down the

hatchway of the kiva if the Snake men were ready. He received an

affirmative reply and returned to his kiva. He now took up his

iiponi from the northwest corner of the altar, which he held by its

base in his left hand which rested against his body, and in his right

hand he took up a rattle (see PI. CXVI); the assistant chief priest,

Shakventiwa, took up the other tiponi and a rattle (see PI. CXVH).
Sikanakpu, the asperger, now took his medicine bowl with its cotton-

wood wreath, holding it in his left hand, with a rattle in his right

(see PI. CXVni). All the other priests had provided themselves

with two rattles each from the Antelope kiva except Shakhungwa (see

PI. CXIX), Namurztiwa, QSmaletstiwa .and Lomashihkuiwa, who
took their mongwikurus in one hand and a rattle in the other. Loma-
wungyai took up the bundle of green corn and two hX^^ck c/iochopkiata-

The priests were now ready to depart and a moment later, at half-

past six o'clock, they filed out of the kiva one by one, those in front

of the line coming to a stop just outside until all had left the kiva.

They now stood for a minute, all rattling vigorously, and then set

out at a rapid, yet dignified, pace for the central plaza, which they

entered, passed along near the east wall until they reached the end of

the plaza on the north, when they turned back, describing an ellipti-

cal curve almost equal to the sides of the plaza. As they now
advanced on toward the east on the south side of the kiva they passed

in front of the kisi, where each man violently stamped each time with

his right foot upon the sipapu and deposited thereon a pinch of meal.

The line also passed the two shrines of Timanapvi and Bahoki, upon
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Pl. CXVI. Chief Priest of the Antelope Fraternity.

In his left hand he holds one of the Antelope tiponis, and in the other the

Antelope rattle.
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Chief Priest of the Antelope Fraternity.
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PL. CXVII.

Assistant chief priest of the Antelope fraternity (Albino).
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Assistant Chief Priest of the Antelope Fraternity (Albino).
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Pl. CXVIII. Antelope Priest, Asperger.

In his left hand he holds a medicine bowl and aspergil resting on a cotton-

wood wreath; in his right hand is an Antelope rattle; around liis two wrists and

around his head are Cottonwood wreaths.
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Antelope Priest.
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Pl CXIX. Priest of the Antelope Fraternity.

One of tlie four men who carry in the line of the dancers a mons^'ivikuru.

These men also wear yarn bandoleers and a woman's belt, in addition to an ordi-

nary Antelope costume.

\
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Priest of the Antelope Fraternity.
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both of which was cast a pinch of meal without lialting, the line con-

tinuing its march on past the kisi to the east end of the plaza, where

they again turned to the north and to the west, and again described the

circuit, only of smaller extent, but passing both shrines and the kisi,

where the performance already described was again repeated, and so

likewise the third circuit was completed, smaller than the second, and

the fourth circuit still smaller, when they lined up in front of the kisi

facing the north. As the line was now formed the chief priest was at

the south end with Lomawungyai just in front of the kisi^ with the

smallest and youngest priest at the north end of the line. They now

began to shake their rattles. At this time the chief priest held his

tiponi in his left hand and his rattle in his right, with Shakventiwa

holding the other tiponi in his left hand, and a rattle in his right.

Sikanakpu held the medicine bowl in his left hand and in his right the

aspergil.

In the meantime the Snake priests had finished their prepara-

tion, each one taking up in the right hand a snake whip and a small

buckskin meal bag which they took in the left hand. They now filed

out of the kiva with Lomanakshu in the lead. As soon as he had

gained the summit of the kiva he removed the Snake aodinatsiixom

its position (see PI. XCIX, d) and now held it in his hand. The

assistant chief Snake priest immediately on gaining exit from the kiva

went over to the Antelope kiva and there removed the Antelope aodt-

natsi from its position. As rapidly as the Snake priests emerged they

formed in line, for a moment shaking their snake whips with a short

quick motion in front of them, the arm hanging almost rigid at the

side of the body.

They then began the march to the main plaza, where they

entered at the southeast corner as had the Antelope priests, where-

upon they passed by, toward the north, passing the Tiwanapvi and

Banhopi shrines, dropping on each one of them a pinch of meal, and

so on up to the north end plaza, where they turned west, and

straight back for the southern end, passing as they did so the line of the

Antelope priests and stamping violently with the left foot ujion the

sipapu, upon which they also sprinkled meal. Then they also made a

constantly diminishing circuit of the kiva for three and one-half

times, halting as they turned toward the north on the last circuit, in

line and in front of and facing the Antelope priests with the head of

the Snake line opposite the lowest end of the Antelope line. Thus

the two priests were at diagonally opposite ends of the two lines.

The Snake priests now in position, the Antelopes continued rattling

for about a minute. Then the Antelope priests shook their rattles
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^vhile the Snake priests waved their whips in their hand with a

movement which extended from right to left with a slightly upward

and downward motion for a few moments, their left hand with the

meal bag hanging rigid by the side of their body. Then both lines

danced, shaking the rattles and whips and also singing in a low deep

sonorous voice. The dancing was simply a backward and forward

swaying movement of the body with a vigorous stamping with the

right heel upon the earth, the toes of that foot not leaving the ground.

The tendency of this movement was to jar vigorously the turtle-shell

rattles upon the legs, and it formed an accompaniment to the singing

not unpleasing. Then the dancing and the singing ceased and the

Antelope priests continued shaking their rattles accompanied by the

Snake priests moving the whips. This was again followed by danc-

ing and then the singing and rattling, and so on with scarcely a pause

or break in the performance, each act having been repeated during

the course of the entire ceremony eight times. Sikanakpu asperged

and shouted in a loud voice, resembling a weird moan, from time to

time. The performance was continued now for a period of about fif-

teen minutes. The line of Snake priests now retired to a distance of

about ten feet from the line of the Antelope men. Hereupon Loma-
wungyai, an Antelope priest, and Tobenyakioma, a Snake priest,

stepped forward from their respective lines into the space between

the lines, the latter placing his arm around the Antelope man's body,

with his left hand on his shoulder. In this hand the Snake man held

his whip and meal bag which he slowly waved up and down by the

side of the c.heek of the Antelope priest. In this manner they slowly

moved in a circle in front of the kisi four times, whereupon they

stooped down in front of the kisi and the Antelope priest took from

the kisi the bunches of green corn and melon vines which had been

prepared earlier in the day. The end of this he now placed in his

mouth, the Snake man supporting the lower end of it with his right

hand, and thus the two resumed their dance in an irregular circuit in

front of the kisi, and passing back and forth between the lines four

times, being asperged each time as they passed Sikanakpu. It is

perhaps not proper to speak of their motion as a dance, inasmuch as

it was a shuffling gait in which the feet rhythmically left the ground,

the movement being accompanied by a forward jerking motion of the

body. During all this time the two platoons of priests were stepping

backward and forward, all in unison, the Antelope priests singing

louder and louder and violently shaking their rattles, while the Snake

priests went through the step with interlocked arms, but with their

snake whips at rest. At the conclusion of the song the two men who
had been dancing between the lines returned to the kisi, where the
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Pu CXX. Interior of S+jake Kiva.
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a. At the rear end of the kiva may be seen the four receptacles in which

the snakes are confined during the ceremony; in front and to the left are the bull-

roarers and lightning frames, where they remain from the conclusion of the per-

formance on the morning of the eighth until the morning of the ninth day.

b. The walls of the kiva are covered with clothing of the Snake priests,

brought into the kiva on the morning of the ninth day. The three large stones in

the comer of the kiva were removed from a niche in the wall on this morning by

the priests in searching for one of the snakes which had escaped from one of the

receptacles.









Pu. CXXI. Exterior of the Snake Kiva.

Upon the ladder poles may be seen the foxskins, there placed by the priests

at the conclusion of the Antelope dance on the afternoon of the eighth day, where

they remain until required on the afternoon of the ninth day.
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bundle was passed back into the kisi, whereupon the other bundle

was passed out and they repeated the performance, when this bundle

also was returned to the kisi by Tobenyakioma, stepping over Loma-

wungyai as he did so. The men then resumed their places in the

lines. The Antelope priests now continued rattling, while the Snake

men wheeled and began describing four circuits about the plaza, the

first one on this occasion being the smallest, and making meal offer-

ings to the two shrines, and stamping upon the sipapu they returned

in single file to their kiva : the chief priest and the assistant chief

priest remained a moment while the former restored the Snake aodi-

natsi to its original position on the kiva ladder, the latter laying the

Antelope aodtnatsi on the hatchway of the Antelope kiva.

As the last Snake priest had disappeared from the plaza the

Antelope men wheeled about and also made the four circuits of the

plaza. They also sprinkled the shrines and the sipapus as had the

Snakes, while Sikanakpu asperged each time as they passed these

places. They also now returned to their kiva, Polihungwa remain-

ing a moment while he restored his aodtnatsi to its position.

Within the kivas the priests of both fraternities began now at

once disrobing, the Snake priests hanging their garments on pegs on

the kiva wall (see PI. CXX, b), taking their fox-skins outside the

kiva and fastening them just beneath the natsi on the ladder poles

(see PI. XCIX, a and b), where they were to remain till required for

the dance on the following day. The reason assigned for this is that

when they hang outside and the air passes through, the hair stands

out in better shape. Some of them engaged in fraternal smoking

about the hearth, while others left the kiva for food for the evening

meal.

It may be noted here that this is the last food which the Snake

men are supposed to partake of until after the final purification

ceremony on the evening of the next day. Up to this time, how-

ever, the Snake priests have not been restricted in their diet. The
chief priest, however, is not supposed to eat any seasoned food on

the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth days. There is no regulation gov-

erning the food of the Antelope priests. Both Antelope priests and

Snake priests, however, are supposed, under penalty, to remain con-

tinent for the nine ceremonial days and the four days following. The
evening meal being concluded in both kivas, fraternal smoking was
continued into the evening on the part of certain of the priests: but

aside from this there were no further ceremonies during this day.

All priests of both fraternities are supposed to sleep in or on the kiva

during this night, while the two chief priests sleep in the kiva during

the four following nights.
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Ninth Dav (Tikivk, Dancing Day) August 21.

The singing of the eight traditional songs took place as usual

and at the accustomed hour this morning in the Antelope kiva. It

was noticed that not only the members within both the Antelope and

the Snake kivas had this morning washed their heads m yucca suds and

besmeared their faces with red paint, but that many others in the

village had also washed their heads. Polihungwa had deposited two

snake rattles on the altar, one at the northeast, the other at the

northwest corner of the mosaic. During the singing of the songs

the naked, barefooted men had, as on the previous morning, been

departing, one at a time, down the side of the mesa to a point in the

distant plain toward the east, where the start for the race was to be

made this morning as before. The race on this day is referred to as

the Snake race, although Polihungwa claims that it is simply called

yuhtukngwu (race), the same as the one on the previous day.

During this time also the small boys and girls of the village

began to assemble on the lower terrace, getting ready for the

scramble when the girls were to wrest the cornstalks from the boys'

hands as on the previous morning. The animation throughout the

village was much greater than it was on the preceding morning, and

down on the ledge were, in addiJ:ion to the children, many adults, in

which crowd old women predominated. The girls who were to

scramble with the boys had in some instances the small red-and-white

blankets, but were not painted. The costume of the larger boys was

very simple and consisted of a sakwavitkuna only. They, as well as the

smaller boys, had white bands around the upper and lower limbs and

body; their hands, feet and faces were also daubed \yhite.

It is necessary now to return to the Antelope kiva for the con-

clusion of the singing ceremony where certain features not described

for the ceremony on the previous morning may be noted (see PI.

CXXII). During one of the songs Namurztiwa left the kiva with

a green and red baho and a single green baho to which were attached

two nakwakwosis. These were given him by one of the priests and

were deposited in a shrine (see PI. CXXIII). An incident now
occurred which perhaps is worthy of notice, inasmuch as it reveals a

certain prescribed formality in regard to the removal from the kiva

of certain objects. One of the chiefs, Shakventiwa, started to take

from the kiva an old rabbit-skin rope and was about to ascend the

ladder when he was spoken to by Sikangpu, whereupon he returned

and Sikangpu sprinkled a pinch of meal on it from the meal tray; he

was then permitted to depart. There were now in the kiva the fol-

lowing priests: Lomanakshu, Polihungwa, Sikangpu and Sikanakpu.





PL. CXXII.

The Antelope kiva during the singing of the eight traditional songs.
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PL. CXXIII.

Shrine where bahos are deposited.
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The two Kalehtakas wvre now heard above tht- kiva whirling the bull

roarers, but they did not enter. Lomanakshu made a long speech or

prayer and Namurztiwa, who had just entered, then began to relate

in a low and subdued tone an account of his trip. Two priests now

entered the kiva and kneeling by the hearth, each took a pinch of

ashes between the thumb and forefinger, upon which they spat, twirl-

ing the hands in a circular motion, and then cast the ashes up the

ladder. This is called nawuhclnngwu (discharming).

At half-past five there was no sign of life in the Snake kiva, the

priests being asleep either inside or on the roof of the kiva. In the

Antelope kiva the singing ceremony had just been concluded. Tala-

mfissi now came in, handing a nakwakwosi to Polihungwa, who tied

it to the top of one of the eagle feathers in the tiponi of the northeast

side of the altar. She now dressed the hair of the maid in the usual

whorls of the virgin, whereupon she took up a pinch of ashes from

the hearth, spat on it, made a circular motion four times and then

cast the meal upwards toward the hatchway.

At a few minutes after six o'clock Namurztiwa appeared at the

head of the trail leading to the first terrace, bearing a mongu'ikurn and

a small black wheel. He now deposited on the trail a road-marker

or puhtavi, upon which he sprinkled meal and a line toward the

village. The winner of the race, Talahkuiwa, on this morning was

the same young man who won it on the previous morning, and as he

passed by Namurztiwa he took from him the mongwikuru and black

wheel and ran on at full speed toward the Antelope kiva. Soon after

the two Kalehtakas appeared and many of the racers. Soon after the

winner had reached the first ledge of the mesa where the spectators

awaited the racers, Namurztiwa also arrived there. He first sprinkled

a little meal on the ground and placed two road-markers on it,

sprinkled a pinch of meal on it again and then sprinkled a short line

toward the village. He then awaited the arrival of the first Kaleh-

taka, who, when he had arrived, first shot his lightning frame and

twirled his bull roarer, and then awaited the arrival of the second

Kalehtaka, who repeated the performance of the first. During these

performances nearly all of the racers had arrived at the edge of the

mesa, where they sat down, bathed in perspiration and panting for

breath. When the Kalehtakas were through, each of them uttered a

brief prayer, whereupon they started for the kivas, the participants

in the race following them. In the kiva they seated themselves with

the others, most of whom were smoking. Prayers were uttered by

Namurztiwa, the Snake chief, the Antelope chief and Sikanakpu.

Being through with this devotional smoking, the Snake chief picked

up his snake whip and snake bag and, after a parting wish or prayer
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by Sikanakpu and Polihungwa, left the kiva, going to his own kiva.

The total number of racers on this morning was sixty-three (PL

CXXXIV. a, />, c).

Talahkuiwa, the winner of the race, having arrived at the kiva,

stamped three times with his foot as on the previous morning,

whereupon the Antelope priest came up and received from him the

mongwikitru and wheel, which were taken into the kiva and were con-

secrated and other rites performed over them as on the previous

morning, whereupon Talahkuiwa took them to his field, where, mak-

ing a small hole in the ground, he emptied the water from the

mongwikuru, closed the hole and over it he placed the wheel. The

fnongwikuni he returned to the Antelope kiva.

The Antelope priests now assembled in their kiva for breakfast^

while preparations began in the Snake kiva for the afternoon perform-

ance. Here the priests now began to drop in from time to time, some

of them bearing snake whips (see PI. CXXIV) and bags, and many

carrying gourds. The bags were deposited in a pile near the hearth.

Two of the priests, Yoshiima and Kiwanyoshia, brought in on their

backs two buckskins, whereupon the older priests assembled in a

semicircle about the hearth, Lomanakshu lighting a pipe. After

smoking for several minutes he took up the bags, one by one, in his

hands and smoked over them four times, whereupon the bags were

carried out by Yoshiima and were taken to the house of the Snake

Woman, where their contents, consisting of various herbs, are to be

used by her in the preparation of the snake emetic. Yoshiima and

Kiwanyoshia now returned, bringing back the empty buckskin

wrappers in an old blanket, which were deposited in the southwest

corner of the kiva.

By ten o'clock nearly all the Snake priests had again departed

for the fields, where they spent two hours searching for beetles,

which were also said to be used for the snake emetic. The Snake
priests, including the chief, who remained behind, engaged in smok-

ing about the hearth and exchanged terms of relationship.

In the Antelope kiva the owners of the four mongwikurus had

taken them up and had emptied a little of the water from them upon
the cloud symbol. (See PI. CXXV.) They then removed the mong-

wikurus to their houses. The corn stalks, melon vines, etc., had also

been taken from the batni by Polihungwa, who had deposited them in

his corn field. It was also noticed that on the rain and cloud sym-

bols and on the bodies of the four lightning symbols were the im-

prints of finger marks. This had been done during the forenoon.

During the morning performance yellow pollen had al^o been

sprinkled on the heads of the four lightning symbols. In front of the
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Pl. CXXIV. Interior of the Snake Kiva.

1 At the rear and in the center of the kiva are the snake whips and other snake

paraphernalia brought into the kiva on the morning of this day.
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Pl. CXXV. Interior of Antelope Kiva.

Upon the mosaic have been deposited pinches of meal and pollen, until it

is partially covered. Water from the mongwikurus has been poured upon the

cloud symbols. All the bahos have been carried out to their respective shrines

except the long, black snake-bahos, which are to be carried in the hands of the

Snake priests during the dance on this day.
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Pl. CXXXIV. Incidents of Snake Race, Etc.

a. Warrior shooting lightning frame.

b. Boys awaiting arrival of racers.

c. After the Snake race.

d. Snake priest removing the snake ao^tnatsi.
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mosaic was noticed a large ear of corn nearly covered by a very

large growth of fungus. On the northeast corner of the mosaic stood

an Antelope rattle in a yucca tray, while the small Wi?«^7i'/X'//r// rested

in a tray at the southeast corner of the mosaic. The priests had

taken those bahos which had been made for that special purpose

with them to their fields, peach orchards, etc., first, however, taking

from the mosaic a pinch of one or more colors of sand, both of which

they deposited. Thus the finger marks, noticed on the mosaic, were

now accounted for. The two whips were found lying just north of

the mosaic and to the east of the tiponi on the west corner. The

four mong^i'ikurus, containing water, had been taken along by their

owners to the fields, the water from which was poured upon the

ground. There were now left in the kiva, one green baho with a

double nakwakwosi attachment which later was to be deposited with

the water from the medicine bowl in a dancing shrine, and the twenty

long black chochopkis, which are to be held later in the day in the

public dance by the Snake men, and which will eventually be depos-

ited in the four world quarters along with the snakes at the conclu-

sion of the ceremony. During the absence of the Antelope priests

in their fields where they deposited the bahos, Sikanakpu remained

behind and smoked from time to time over the tray containing the

black chochopkis.

At twenty minutes of two Lomanakshu left the Snake kiva with

three young boys, and soon returned bringing in on his back a blan-

ket full of sand which he had obtained from the sand hills west of

the mesa. He also bore a large gourd filled with water. Those

who had not already done so earlier in the morning now left the kiva

for the purpose of washing their heads in yucca suds, being cautioned

by the chief priests not to drink any water. One of the boys whose

face had been painted white, and who bore in his hand an ear of corn,

sprinkled meal on the snake jars. Those priests, who were not oth-

erwise engaged, continued the repairing of their garments for the after-

noon performance as on the previous day.

The men in the Snake kiva now took up the stone stands used

during ordinary occasions for supporting the weaving frames, and

which had been piled up in a corner of the kiva, and arranged them

in a straight line on the main floor of the kiva and about three feet

from the east wall, beginning at the platform and extending them

toward the end of the kiva almost up to the four snake receptacles.

Inside of the inclosure thus formed Lomanakshu now emptied the

blanket of sand which the boys spread out over the surface to the

depth of from one-half to one inch.

At a quarter of three the smaller boys began to transfer the

%
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snakes from the four receptacles into the sacks. The snakes beneath

the jar and the wooden box, of course, were easily released, these two

receptacles being lifted up, whereupon the snakes were grabbed up

in an exceedingly wreckless manner and without the slightest hesita-

tion on the part of the boys, and thrust into the jars. To obtain the

snakes from the two large water bottles, however, was a more diffi-

cult task. The cobs stopping up the jars being removed, some of

the snakes attempted to escape, but of course were immediately

picked up and thrust into the bags. Then a long eagle feather was

thrust into the hole in the upper side of the jar and gradually the

snakes were all induced to leave the jars and were transferred.

During this time certain of the priests sat about the hearth and

indulged in fraternal smoking. Sosonkiwa now placed around his

body the skin of an antelope and on his head a knitted cap, and oth-

erwise assumed the costume of a Kalehtaka. He then made near the

center of the sand field three straight lines which crossed each other

equi-distant at their middle. On these he now placed a large earthen-

ware vessel which he had recently brought into the kiva, first waving

it toward the six directions. Water was now poured into it from the

large gourd vessel which Lomanakshu had brought in, and which had

been obtained at Toreva Spring, first waving the jug from the six direc-

tions towards the center. There were now carried on the initiatory

rites of two of the children, Hopoonga and Riyaoma by name. Con-

cerning these initiation rites it was ascertained that the novitiates had

first been taken to the houses of their "fathers," /. e., the men who
were acting as their sponsors in the initiation, but are forever after-

wards called father by them. Here their tumcis, i. e. , the women
belonging to the same clan as the candidate, had first washed the heads

of the latter and given them their new names and a white corn ear.

Hereupon they were taken to the kiva where they first sprinkled meal

on the snakes. When the men got ready to bathe the snakes these

novitiates took a position at the northwest corner of the sand field, on

which the snakes were afterwards thrown. They held in their right

hand a snake whip, in their left a corn ear. Just before the snake

washing commenced they were asked by their sponsors, it is thought,

for their new names, which they gave. The interrogator said:

"Anchaa, yan um machiowahkang, woyomik uh katci nawakawin

tani." (Yes, all right, thus being named may your life be long!)

They then assisted in the bathing of the snakes. Hopoonga's sponsor

was Homiwushyoma. Riyaoma's was Nakwayeshwa.

All the priests had in the meantime seated themselves on the

stones. In this position they were closely crowded together.

They Were all naked, with their hair hanging loosely down their backs;
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Pl. CXXVI. Snake Washing.

The Kalehtaka about to plunge a handful of snakes into the medicine bowl.

Behind him are standing the two warriors.
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Pl. CXXVII. The Snake Washing.

The Snake priests resting and indulging in fraternal smoking after the wash-

ing of the snakes.
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Pl. CXXVIII. The Snake Washing.

Lomdnakshu, chief Snake priest, uttering a prayer.
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PL. CXXIX. The Snake Washing.

Boys guarding the snakes.









Pl. CXXX. Incidents of the Ninth Day.

a. The Kalehtaka leaving tlie Snake kiva witli the bowl of medicine water

after the washing of the snakes.

b. The Kalehtaka depositing a portion of the water from the medicine bowl

at the head of the north trail.

c. Snake priest washing after the Snake dance and before the drinking of

the emetic.

d. Snake priest depositing snakes and bahos.
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Shrines in which are Deposited the Snake Receptacles after the Ceremony.



Pl. CXXXI. Shrines in which are Deposited the Snake Receptacles after the
Ceremony.

a. The image in front, leaning against the box, is an effigy of Kohicang-

wuhti, Spider Woman.
d. An older place of deposit, to the left of the one shown above.
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tlitir biire feet rested on the sand field. Sos6nkiwa, dressed as a

Kalehtaka, assumed a position near the center of the line. The bags

of snakes were brought to his side now by one of the men, whereupon

Lomanakshu uttered a prayer, when Homiwushyoma followed with

this prayer: "Yes, all right! Yes, we work here with our animals.

This way we have here our ceremonies, here with our fathers. Later

they will again be released. May we be glad I May we be strong.

May we be watchful. Yes, that way." All now beat their whips,

and the priest, who sat next to Lomanakshu, vigorously shook an

antelope rattle. The Kalehtaka now plunged his hand into a sack

containing the largest of the snakes and drew out a handful, which he

then plunged into the bowl of medicine water and dropped them down
in front of him on the sand field. Two of the men, Luke and

Nakwayeshwa, stood behind the Kalehtaka, waving whips. The
snakes were now passed in handfuls to the Kalehtaka, who plunged

them into the water and cast them upon the sand field, the priests

waving their whips vigorously and all the while rapidly singing a song

which was now weird, now low and with slow measure, now faster

and now more vigorous (see PI. CXXVI). Naturally, as the snakes

were dropped upon the sand field many of them attempted to escape,

starting rapidly, trying to crawl away between the feet and knees of

the priests, in which case they were pushed back by the whips or

grasped with the hands and placed on the sand field. The perform-

ance concluded by the priests dropping their whips, and those who
wore hurunkwas took them off and cast them also in among the snakes

on the sand field. It was now noticed that only three of the priests

in the entire line wore no hurunkwa, while three of the priests and

one boy had no bandoleer. At the conclusion of the washing of the

snakes, the Kalehtaka took up the bowl of water and carried it out of

the kiva, where he made a sinistral circuit of the village, pouring a

portion of the water at the head of each trail (see PI. CXXIX, a and li).

Later, the four receptacles, which had until now confined the snakes,

were carried out and deposited on a ledge of rock at the west of the

village, where may be seen many similar jars used in former years

(see PI. CXXXI).
The older priests assembled in a circle around the hearth, where

they engaged in fraternal smoking (see PI. CXXVIII), the care of

keeping the snakes confined to the sand field being left to three or

four of the smallest boys. This they did for two hours with unfailing

pleasure and delight (see Pis. CXXVIII and CXXIX). These boys,

barefooted and otherwise entirely naked, sat down on the stones and

with their whips or naked hands played with the snakes, permitting

them to crawl over and under their feet, between their l^gs, handling
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them, using them as playthings, paying no more attention to the

rattlesnakes than to the smallest harmless whip-snake, forming a sight

never to be forgotten. It must be admitted, however, that owing to

the absolute abandon and recklessness used by the boys in handling

these snakes, all of one's preconceived notions of the dangerousness

of the rattlesnake entirely disappeared. Occasionally, one of the

snakes, being tossed to a distance of four or five feet, would appar-

ently resent the insult, but before the snake had had sufficient time to

coil it would be straightened out by one of the other boys or tossed

back to its original position, and so the sport (for it was nothing less

to these boys) continued, as has been stated, for more than two hours.

At about five o'clock in the afternoon the Snake priests began

preparations, as on the day before, for the public performance in the

plaza, which on this day is known as the Snake dance. With the

soot from the bottom of an old cooking vessel, the priests blackened

their bodies, not vmiformly, however, over the entire surface, with a

deep black. The face was also painted black, with a pink spot on the

forehead, while the surface under the chin was painted white. On
the outer upper and lower arms, the shoulders, the back of the

shoulders, the center of the back, over the navel and on each side of the

breast, was now daubed a large, pinkish-colored spot. The legs above

the knees were painted black, while a pink spot was now placed on

the outside of the leg just above the knee. Over that portion of the

face which had been blackened was rubbed specular iron. The cos-

tume of the Snake priests consisted of the tcuvitkuna (snake kilt), the

totoriki (bandoleer), hurunkwa (a hollow stick with different kinds of

feathers attached to it), the naktva ita (a bunch of owl feathers and a

bunch of eagle breath feathers, to the tips of which are tied bluebird

feathers), the mashmiata (arm bands, made of the bark of a cotton-

wood root and worn on the upper arms), a sikaktay plikaat (fox-skin),

suspended behind from the belt, a wokokwawa ("big belt"), which is

a fringed buckskin sash and a pair of red moccasins with fringed

ankle bands. It should be remarked, however, that in a few

instances the one or the other of these objects was missing. Each

dancer also had a ngumanmomok/>u (meal bag) and a tcuwo7vahpi

(snake whip), and some had wrist-bands of various kinds. Lomanak-
shu had already removed the snakes in two bags to the /'/'j/ and now
brought in from the Antelope kiva the black chochopkis.

The Antelope priests had in the meantime also been preparing for

the dance. Inasmuch as there was considerable variation in the cos-

tumes of the Antelope priests, the following table has been prepared

which shows at a glance the variations among the individual members.

Numbers refer to the numbered list of participants:
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The Antelope priests were painted up as follows: The entire

body was daubed slightly black except the chin, which was thickly

covered with a black pigment. A white line, made with white kaolin,

was drawn from cheek to cheek over the upper lip, white zigzag lines

on each upper arm and upper leg and each side of the chest. The
lower parts of the arms and legs were also painted a deeper black

than the rest of the body. The white markings on the bodies were

the same as were on the old men and smaller boys the previous day.

(See the various plates bearing on this subject.)

At half-past five the Antelope priests, Polihungwa in the lead, left

the kiva. On the outside they formed in line facing the south

(PI. CXXXII), and stood shaking their rattles for a moment, when
they started at a dignified pace for the central plaza, where, as

yesterday, they passed along the east wall toward the north end.

passing on the way the flat Bahoki, upon which they cast a pinch of

meal. Then, having arrived at the north end of the plaza, they

turned again along the western side, passing now the large shrine

of Tiwonapavi, upon which they also cast meal, and then, passing

over the plank in front of the kisi, stamped vigorously with their

right feet on the sipapu and cast on it a pinch of meal, and so on to

the southern end of the plaza, where they turned east and then to

the north. Thus they made the circuit four times, as on the previous

day, each circuit being shorter than the preceding one. The final

circuit being completed, they lined up in front of the kisi, Polihungwa

at the southern end, as on the previous day, where they began rat-

tling and awaited the arrival of the Snake priests (PI. CXXXIII,
a and b).

Each of the Snake priests having completed his preparations,

took up his snake whip, meal bag and a c/wchokpiata,a.nd with«Lomanak-

shu in the lead they left the kiva. Lomanakshu, having gained the roOf

of the kiva, took down the Snake aodtnatsi (see PI. CXXXIV, d) and

then took a position at the head of the line, which, when formed, faced

north (see PI. CXXXV). As they were about all out of the kiva,

Hopoonga, a boy, went over to the Antelope kiva and took down the

Antelope aodtnatsi.'^' They now stood for a moment and then started

with quick, long strides toward the main plaza (see PI. CXXXVI and

PI. CXXXIII, c), where they also made the four ceremonial circuits,

dropping meal on the two shrines and stamping vigorously on the

sipapu, when they lined up in front of the Antelopes with Lomanakshu
at the north end of the line, the two chiefs thus being, as on the pre-

*It will be remembered that on the previous day Lonianakshu's brother removed the

Antelope aodfnatsi and (jave it to Hopoonga, who held it during the dance.





PL. CXXXII.

Antelope priests leaving kiva.









Pl. CXXXIII. The Snake Dance.

a. Antelope priests making ceremonial circuit of plaza.

b. Antelope priests awaiting arrival of Snake priests.

c. Snake priests on way to plaza.

d. The beginning of the Snake dance.
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PL. cxxxv.

Line of Snake priests emerging from the kiva.









Pl. CXXXVI. The BEGtNNiNG of the Snake Dance.

The Antelope priests drawing up in front of the kisi ; the Snake priests mak-
ing the first ceremonial circuit of the plaza.
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The BcGinning of the ^nake Dance.
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PL. CXXXVII. The Snake Dance.

a. Carrier and Imgger in front.

b. Carrier, hugger and gatlierer.









Pl. CXXXVIII. The Snake Dance.

The dancers passing the shrine of Buhoki.
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ceding day, at diagonally opposite ends of the lines. (PL CXXXIII, d).

As soon as the two platoons had faced each other, all interlocked arms

and bent slightly forward; they then hummed a song in a low tone,

moving at the same time their bodies sideways which caused a slight

rattling of the Antelope rattles. They then released each other's arms

and performed for a few minutes a vigorous dance, forcibly stamping

their right feet on the ground, singing loudly and accompanying the

singing, the Antelope priests with the shaking of their rattles, the

Snake priests by the shaking of their whips. In a few minutes they

repeated the low humming song, then the dancing, etc., both perform-

ances being repeated about ten times. The Snake men then thrust

their snake whips behind their belts and, while they again hummed a

song, at the same time stepping forward and backward, the Antelope

men rattling, some of the Snake men began to detach themselves in

threes from the line, going to the kisi where a snake was handed to one

of them by a Snake priest who did not participate in the ceremony, but

was called from among the spectators on the house tops for this

purpose.

The dancer having been handed a snake, placed it between his

lips ika/ic/iang/awu) and moved slowly forward being accompanied by

another priest who had placed his arm around the dancer's neck

{mdwokng7vu) , occupying, as it were, with his snake whip, the atten-

tion of the snake, warding off the latter's head from the dancer's face

as much as possible (see Pis. CXXXVII and CXXXVIII). As soon

as these two had described the circuit in front of the kisi the snake

was dropped and picked {J>ungnimani) up by the third man. The two

agaiii approached the kisi, received another reptile and went through

the same performance. The gatherers held sometimes as many as

four, live and even more snakes in their hands, and it has been

observed that on several occasions a dancer would take more than

one reptile at a time between his lips.

As soon as a snake is dropped the gatherer concerns himself with

it, either picking it up at once or first letting it glide away a short

distance. If the reptile be a rattlesnake and threatens to coil, the

man touches it with the points of his snake whip, moving the latter

rapidly. A rattlesnake, already coiled up and ready to fight, even

the most experienced priest will not touch until he has induced it to

uncoil. A pinch of meal is always thrown on the snake before it is

picked up. It is astonishing, however, with what complete uncon-

cern the dancers will move about among the snakes that are being

constantly dropped, even if they are coiled up and apparently ready

to strike at the foot or leg of the man who passes in close proximity
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to them. None seem to be more reckless in handling the snakes than

the smaller boys (see Pis. CXXXIX and CXL).

When all the snakes have been "handled," the chief priest goes

to one side and sprinkles a circle of meal on the ground and in it a

meal line from the north, west, south, east, northeast and southwest

towards the center (see PI. CXLI). The Snake men are stand-

ing at one side of the circle, a line of women and girls standing on

the other side holding trays with cornmeal ip their hands. This

meal they throw on the meal circle, whereupon the Snake men rush

to the circle, throw all the reptiles on it (see PI. CXLII, b) and

immediately thrust their hands into the wriggling, writhing mass of

snakes, grabbing with both hands as many as they can get hold of;

then they dash away with them to the four cardinal points, some
going to the north, some to the west, and so on, where they

release them at certain points, preferably behind rocks, called Tcuki

(snake house), depositing with them the long black bahos {chochopkis),

which they held in their hands with some cornmeal during the

dance (see Pis. CXLIII and CXX, d). After the Snake men had left,

the Antelope priests again made the four circuits on the plaza in the

same manner as when they came and then returned to the kiva. The
asperger who had held the medicine bowl and who had asperged the

dancers occasionally during the dance, threw some cornmeal into one

of the shrines on the plaza (Bahoki), then placed a baho and poured

the water from the medicine bowl into the shrine, and finally threw

in the wreath of Cottonwood saplings that he had worn around his head.

One of the snake dancers who had evidently failed to get any

snakes to take down the mesa made the usual four circuits on the

plaza, which caused .some hilarity among the spectators, and then

also left for the Snake kiva.

In about fifteen or twenty minutes the Snake men began to

return, divested of their snake costumes. (See PI. CXX, c.) They
began at once to wash off the paint from their bodies at some little

distance from the kiva. While this was going on five elderly women
brought six bowls of emetic to the kiva that had been boiled in the house

of a woman of the Snake order in the afternoon (see PI. CXLIV, d).

After the men had washed their bodies they began to drink great

quantities of the emetic (see PI. CXLIV, c), which, after some assist-

ance by the forefingers, caused profuse emesis. It is said that this is

done to purge the participants in the ceremony from any snake charm

that might be dangerous to the other inhabitants of the village (set

Pis. CXLV and CXLVI).* The costumes were taken into the kivs

*In the course of the afternoon the old blind man asked one of the novitiates whether h^

knew how to |iroduce vomiting, and if not, lie should not drink too much of the emetic.





Pl. CXXXIX. The Snake Dance.

a. A young Snake priest about to pick up a snake.

b. Priest using the snake whip preparatory to picking up a snake.
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Pu CXL. The Snake Dance.

a. Passing the kisi on the second round.

d. In the center a gatherer with his left hand full of snakes.
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The Snake Dance.
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Pl. CXLI. The Snake Dance.

a. The Snake priests on the last round.

b. The circle of Snake priests after the formation of the commeal circle.
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Pl. CXLII. After the Snakes have been Pitched into the Cornmeal Circle.

a. Priests waving their whips over snakes preparatory to seizing them.

b. Antelope priests making the final circuit of the plaza after the departure

of the Snake priests.
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PL. CXLIII.

Deposit of black snake-bahos on the north side of the mesa.
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PL. CXLIV. The Emetic.

a. In front of the Snake kiva maybe seen several jars of water and tlie four

bowls of emetic.

h. The Snake priests drinking the emetic.
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The Emetic.







PL. CXLV. The Emetic.

a. Priests drinking the emetic from the jars; in the rear priests maybe seen

stooping over tlie side of tlie kiva wall.

h. Priests vomiting from the xooi of the kiva.
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Pl. CXLVI. The Emetic.

Priests vomiting from the roof of the kiva.
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before their owners washed off the paint. It was noticed that at this

time the snake whips, snake sacks, lightning frames, bull roarers,

snake jugs, etc., were still lying on the kiva floor.

While the men were still engaged in vomiting, the women began

to bring food to the kiva, which was taken into the kiva by the men

already through with the purification ceremony, and placed on the

floor on the elevated portion of the kiva. As the Snake men had

fasted all day the evening meal was looked forward to with a great

deal of interest.

After the emetic had taken effect and all the priests had entered

the kiva, they for the most part resumed the ceremonial circle about

the hearth and engaged in fraternal smoking. Nakwayeshwa now
brought in a girl baby and placed his lips to its head. He then sat

down, whereupon Lomanakshu took a pinch of meal and sprinkled

the snake whips. Then Lomanakshu went over to Nakwayeshwa,

holding the child, and prayed a long prayer. He then spat some

Iwhoyaonga which he had been chewing into his hands and rubbed

them over the child's body. He did this four times. He then passed

his mouth over all parts of the child's body with a loud smacking

noise, and then expectorated in a vigorous manner into a jar.

AnotheJi child had in the meantime been brought in and

Lomanakshu's brother went through a similar performance over it.

In taking the meal for the passage over this child's body it was

noticed that he first put watermelon seeds in his mouth, then dipped

them in meal, and then placed them in his mouth. Still other

children were brought in, until finally there were as many as ten.

Other priests joined in this performance, all at the beginning passing

their mouths over the children, beginning with the feet and working

towards the head. All then arranged themselves in a circle about

the hearth with Lomanakshu in the center, when they began to

intone a low song. Nakwayeshwa then took up a snake whip and

beginning on the west side of the ladder passed around toward

the east, walking behind the priests and shaking over the head of

each one the snake whip, describing as he did so a circle. As this

performance is taking place behind him each individual takes a

piece of black charcoal of sheep's dung, which has in the meantime
been passed around the circle, moistens it by holding it in front of

his mouth and with a motion of the lips and tongue placing saliva on

it. Then with it in his right hand he describes an irregular motion

in front of his face and casts it up the kiva hatchway. As Nakwa-
yeshwa reached the eastern side of the circle he rubbed his hands on

the ladder. He then retraced his steps to the west, thus describing
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the circle four times. He then went back and forth once more, this

time touching each member on the head with his snake whip. The

priests now ate heartily of the feast which had been brought into the

kiva at the conclusion of the meal. The snake natsi was brought

into the kiva at about seven o'clock.

The Antelope men, after having returned to the kiva from the

plaza, at once began to disrobe, wash the paint from their bodies,

roll up their costumes, returning parts of the costume that had been

borrowed, and then smoked, chatted and last but not least, partook

of a hearty supper which had been provided for them by their families

and relatives.

The Four Days Akter the Ceremony: Nyoliwa (Wrangling).

The performances on the four days succeeding the nine cere-

monial days are called nyoliwa (wrangling).

The four days are not ceremonial days, strictly speaking, but

rather days of pleasure, frolic and fun, especially for the young people

of the village. These four days have not been especially observed

on the occasions of this Snake ceremony, but they are, so far as has

been observed, essentially the same in all cases where thqy take place

in connection with a ceremony.

The festivities following ceremonies that occur in the summer and

fall, when the crops are still unharvested, are, at least partly trans-

ferred to the fields.

On the first day the performances usually take place near and in

the village. The young people and children congregate in various

places. The young men and boys hold out presents, which the women
and girls try to take away from them, chasing the holders of the

presents around the village, through the streets, over the house-tops,

etc., and wrangling with them when they get hold of them. The
presents consist of corn, melons and other objects of food, pieces of

calico, baskets, small coins, silver buttons, etc. In order to make it

more difficult for the pursuers to capture them, the men often divest

themselves of their shirts, and even of all their garments, with the

exception of the breech-cloth. When this is not done, their clothes

are often torn to shreds. These wranglings take place principally in

the morning and in the evening, but are carried on with more or less

vigor throughout the day. (See PI. CXLVII.)
During the Snake ceremony, while the corn is in the fields and

the water and musk-melons have begun to mature, the scene of action

is soon transferred to the fields, where the wranglings alternate with
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PL. CXLVll.

The jollification ceremony following the ninth day.
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feasts, in which niLlons and young roasting oars form the principal

objects of food. Usually, some of the older people of the village are

present to preserve propriety.

Both Snake and Antelope priests are expected to practice strict

continence during these four days and to sleep in their kivas, where

they indulge in fraternal smoking around the fireplace. Otherwise,

they follow their usual pursuits of life. As far as known, no cere-

monies are performed by th|e participants on these days, unless it be

the sprinkling of a pinch of sacred meal to the rising sun at early

dawn.

THE SNAKE LEGEND.

A long time ago there lived some people at Tokoonangwa who
were then not yet Snake people. The place where they lived was
situated near the bank of the Grand Canon, and the chief's son

often sat at the bank and wondered where all that water was flowing

to. "That must certainly fill it up very much somewhere," he

thought. After pondering over this awhile, he asked his father, who
was a chief, about it. "So that is what you have been thinking

about," the latter said. "Ves, and I want to go and find out where

all that water flows," the son replied. The father was willing that

his son should go and told him to prepare a box (boat) and arrange

it so that all the opening could be closed if necessary. This the

young man did, preparing also a long stick with which he could push

the box from the shore and get it afloat if it ran ashore or aground.

The chief prepared, for his son numerous bahos which he should .take

with him, and after having prepared some lunch and placed every-

thing into the box, the young man also entered. The openings were

closed up, yet so that he could open them and look out, and then the

box was pushed into the stream and left to float down with the

current.

After awhile his boat ran against land ; he opened one of the

holes and looked out and found that he had run against an island, but

that there was water everywhere. He saw it was the hahtowakachi

(ocean). He opened his box and went ashore, and found the kihu

(house) of KohkdHgivuhii (Spider Woman). This house was a

hole in the groimd. She hailed him and invited him to enter. He
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said he could not as the hole was so small. She told him to put his

foot in and enlarge it. This he did, and then entered and told his

story, saying that he had come to see where all that water flowed

and to see whether he could not find something that would benefit his

people. Especially was he also hunting some beads, shells, etc. He
then handed her a baho, which made her very happy. She then said

that she would go with him, as those objects were jealously guarded

by ferocious animals. " If you had not found me," she said, "how
could you have found and gotten them and how could you have got-

ten back ?" So she gave him some medicine, and taking a seat

behind his ear, they started. He took some of the medicine into his

mouth, chewed it, spat it on and over the water and at once a bridge

of a rainbow was spanned across it, over which he crossed the water.

They saw at a distance a kiva, to which they wanted to go. Soon

they came upon a toho (panther), who growled fearfully. The youth

spat some of the medicine on him, and gave him one of the bahos,

whereupon he let them pass. Soon they encountered a honarvuu (bear),

who grunted and would not let them pass until he had been treated the

same way as the panther. The next was a tokotci (wild cat), then a

ktvawuu (gray wolf), and finally a kahtoya (a species of very large

rattlesnake). All were treated in the same manner. They then

entered the Snake kiva, on the outside of which hung on the ladder

an aodinatsi (bow standard). In the kiva were assembled many
people, who wore no clothes but a sakavitkuna (blue kilt) and beads,

their faces being painted with yalahaii (specular iron). The young

man sat down; all looked at him but none spoke. Presently the

chief got a large pipe and a bag with tobacco, from which he filled

the pipe. After having smoked four puffs he handed the pipe to the

youth and said: "Now smoke, but swallow the smoke.*" When
the youth commenced smoking Spider Woman whispered into

his ear to place her behind him. So when he swallowed the smoke

she drew it from him (behind) and he did not become pivcuvi

(tobacco dizzy). The men were pleased and said: "Good! thanks!

you are strong, you are someone, your heart is good, you are one of

us, you are our child." "Yes," he said, and then gave them some

red nakwakwosis and single green bahos with red points, over which

they were very happy.

On the walls hung many shirts of snake skins, and the chief then

said to the men to dress up, forbidding the young man, however, to

This was a test about which Spider Woman had told the \«utii beforehand. Anyone
that was unable to swallow the smoke was driven away.

.j^*_
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look on. So he turned away and when he again looked the men had

dressed up but had become rattlesnakes, bull snakes, racers, etc., of

all sizes, that rattled, hissed and glided about. While he had turned

away Spider Woman had whispered to him that they were now

going to try him again and that he should not be afraid to take hold

of a snake, etc.

On the banquettes of the kiva had also been sitting some loma

vianas (pretty maidens), one being a particularly pretty one. These

had also put on snake shirts and had been turned into snakes. The

old chief had not dressed up nor turned into a snake, and he now said

to the youth to go and take one of the snakes. The latter were very

angry and the youth got frightened when they stared at him.

Spider Woman encouraged him, saying: "Do not be afraid now."

The before-mentioned pretty maiden had turned into a large sikatcua

(yellow rattlesnake) and was especially angry. Spider Woman
pointed her out to the youth and he tried to capture her, 'but she was

very angry. Spider Woman again encouraged him and gave him

some medicine. This he secretly chewed and then spat a little of it

on the snake, whereupon it at once became docile. He grabbed it,

stroked it four times upward, each time spitting some medicine on it,

and thus subdued its anger. The chief was astonished and said to

him: " You are certainly very some one (a man) ; thanks! Now look

away again." He did so, and when he again turned all had assumed

their natural shapes. All were very friendly and talked freely. They
now considered the youth initiated and to be one of them. The chief

invited him to eat. The mana whom he had captured as a snake

brought from another kiva room some piki (made of young corn),

melons, peaches, etc., and fed the youth. Spider Woman whis-

pered to the latter to give her something to eat, too, which he did.

The chief now asked the young man why he had come, what his

errand was, etc. " I am hunting lulotnah kalcit (a good, happy
life)," he said; " I was thinking about the water, running this way,

where it went, etc., and behold, it runs here to this place. I have

also come to get some Hopi food from here and some beads and
shells which, we understand, Hurrungwuhti (Bead Woman) has, who
is said to live this way." Hereupon the chief asked him what he had

for Hurrungwuhti. He said, "Some bahos." "All right," the chief

said, "you will get them, but you must now sleep here." But Spider

Woman wanted to get back, and so he said to the chief that he had to

go out to attend to a call of nature and left the kiva and took Spider

Woman home again, spanning the rainbow bridge as before. She in-
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vited him to eat with her of a povolpiki (a round ball made of cornmeal

and water), by which she lived and which never gave out. But he left

her and returned to the snake kiva where he was welcomed and called

moonangwu (brother-in-law, son-in-law), although he had not yet

married but only caught the mana. So he staid there over night, the

chief telling him all about the snake cult (altar, ceremony, object,

etc.), and instructed him that he must put up such an altar and per-

form the ceremony in his home. They did not sleep at all that night.

In the morning he again left the kiva on the same excuse as the

previous evening and went over to Spider Woman, telling her

about the beads, shells, etc. She agreed to go with him to Hurr-

ungwuhti. They spanned a rainbow road as before to a high bluff

where the Hurrung7vuhti lived, and to which they ascended on a

ladder. Coming into the house they found an old, ugly, decrepid

hag, and on the walls many beads, shells, turquoises, corals, etc.

The old hag said nothing until the youth gave her some bahos, when she

said faintly, "Thank you !" At sundown she went into another room
and soon returned as a very pretty maiden, bringing with her some
fine buffalo and wildcat robes, of which she made a bed. She

gave the youth some supper and then invited him to sleep with her.

Spider Woman whispered to him from behind his ear to obey

her, as he would probably thus win her and get the beads.

When he awoke in the morning he found by his side an old hag

snoring. He was very unhappy but staid there all day, the old hag

again sitting bent up and quiet as on the previous day. In the even-

ing the events of the evening before were repeated, but this night the

maiden was not changed back into the old hag again. He remained

there four days and four nights, after which he expressed a desire to

return home. So she went into a room north and got a few turquoise

beads [ckos/ipos/ii)* and gave them to him; then she went into a room on

the west side and got a few more turquoise beads; from a room south

she got him a few beads of a pinkish substance {catsni), and from a

room op the east side some white beads {hurrungwa) made of a white

shell and gave them to him. She also gave him various shells and

strings for the beads. She told him to go home now, but charged him

not to open the sack on the way. If he would obey this injunction

the beads would increase in the sack; if he would not, they would dis-

appear. She then instructed him to return to the snake kiva where

•This is the only instance where I have heard turquoise mentioned in connection with the

nortii. In all cases where in ceremonies or song hard substances are mentioned in connection with

the cardinal points, a slightly yellowish stone {naya-wuna) is mentioned for the north.

a
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he, would be given clothes and victuals for the journey, etc. In the

snake kiva he now staid four days and nights, sleeping with the

mana that he had captured when she was a snake, and who was now

considered to be his wife. When he was ready to start the chief

said: "You have won us; take this woman with you and something

to eat and all other things.* When you get home you must perform

the snake ceremonies that I have told you about. Your wife will

bear you children and you will be many, and they will then perform

this ceremony for you."

So they started. At Spider Woman's house the man told his

young wife to wait for him and he went in. Spider Woman
aeked him whether he got the mana. He said " Yes," and she charged

him to take her and all t)iat he had been given with him, but he

should not have intercourse with his wife on the way, as then the

beads would disappear and his wife would leave him. They left now

for the youth's home. The bag with the beads was not heavy, but

in the morning they found that the beads in it had increased. During

the following night they increased again and in the morning the man

was very anxious to see them, but did not dare to open the sack for

fear the threat of Spider Woman might become true. During

the third night another increase was noticed and the sack became

now quite heavy. The man became very anxious to open the sack

but his wife would not allow it. On the morning of the fourth day

the sack was nearly full and very heavy. The beads were stringing

themselves on the strings in the sack.

They were now not far from home. The woman was pregnant,

her period of gestation being short as that of snakes. The man
began to forget the parting counsel of Spider Woman and to ask

the woman to let him sleep with her, which she refused. So they

traveled on, and when they had only one more day's journey to

the youth's home, he could restrain his curiosity no longer. He
insisted on opening the sack, but the woman insisted that he should

not do so, as the contents would disappear if he did so. During the

night, however, he opened the sack, notwithstanding the remonstrances

of the woman. '* We are now almost home," he said, "and it will be

all right now." He took out some of the finest beads and shells,

spread them out, hung them around his neck and was very happy.

They went asleep, both being happy, but the woman still refusing to

comply with the requests of her husband, saying, however, that if he

cared no longer anything about her she would yield. So he

•My informant says that this refers to snake costumes, altar paraphernalia, etc.
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respected her wishes. When they awoke in the morning all the

beads and shells had disappeared that had been added on the way.

Only what Bead Woman had originally given to the man was

left.* They were very unhappy and got home poor.

Heretofore only the Batkiuyaviu (water-house clari) and Ponak-

liyamu Piina (some large plant) clan had lived at that place, but with

this woman and her descendants the Snake clan had nowjcome there.

The woman soon bore many little snakes, who lived in the fields and

in the sand and grew very rapidly. They sometimes bit the Hopi
children, which made the Hopi very angry. They said such was not

good and finally drove the snake family away, over which the latter

was very unhappy. The woman said to' her husband he should take

their children back to their home and then they (the parents) would

go away alone. The man's father— the old chief—made some bahos

and these the man wrapped up in a blanket with the snakes and took

them to his wife's home, telling his wife's people why he had brought

these (snake) children.f The Snake people said it was all right.

The man having returned, he and his wife emigrated, going iri a

southeasterly direction and stopping at different places. Finally they

saw smoke and a village in the distance. They came near it and

found it to be Walpi. Stopping at the foot of the mesa they sent up

word requesting to be admitted to the village. The chief of the vil-

lage came -down to them and at first refused to admit them, saying

they were perhaps nukpana (dangerous). But when they gave assur-

ances that they were good and promised to assist the villagers in

making ceremonies for rain the chief took them up to the village and

they lived there. The woman after that bore human children which

are now the Snake clan in Walpi, and of whom there are only a few left.

The Batki and Ponak clans later also followed the Snake people

to Walpi.

In Walpi the Snake people erected the first Snake altar, made

the tiponi, etc., and had the first Snake ceremony,]; From here the

Snake cult spread to the other villages. § At the first Snake cere-

mony the Snake chief sent his nephew to hunt snakes ; the first day

The narrator added that hence the Hopi have now so few beads and shells. Had the man
brought all home that time they would now have many.

tMy informant says this is the reason why the Snake dancers take bahos with them when

they take away the snakes after the Snake dance and deposit the bahos with the snakes so that the

latter do not return.

JThe informant did not say whether the Snake people ever used the paraphernalia brought

by the Snake youth at Tokoonangwa, but the impression received was that they did not.

§On this point informants differ, some saying that the Snake cult was also introduced from

other sources and that, for instance, Oraibi had it before it came to VVal|)i.
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he sent him to the north, the second day to the west, the third day to

the south, and the fourth day to the east. He brought one snake

from each direction. The Snake priest then hollowed out a piece of

bako ("water wood," /, e, Cottonwood root). Into this he placed one of

the snakes and the ra.ttles of the remaining three snakes, closing up

the hole with a corn ear. Around this he tied small and large eagle

feathers and the feathers of the six direction birds: towamana (oriole)

for the north, choro (blue bird) for the west, karro (parrot) south,

posiwuu (magpie) east, asya (unidentified) above and topockwa

(unidentified) below. He then wrapped all this with a buckskin

thong which made it very strong. After this the ceremony was cele-

brated.









Pl. CXLVIII. (Frontispiece). The Third Mesa with Oraibi.

The view is taken from the east ; the distance is about one mile. In the

foreground may be seen to the right the beginning of a mesa, to the left and in

the centre peach orchards and bean patches. In the background is the mesa,

which is about four hundred feet high, and on the top of which, somewhat to the

right, is perched the ancient village of Ordibi, the largest of the seven H6pi vil-

lages, with a population of about eight hundred people. In the centre of the

picture may be seen, meandering through sand hills, orchards, fields, and up the

mesa, the principal trail to the village, which, for generations, has been used by

the water-carrier to springs, by the priest to distant shrines, by the tiller of the

soil to his little fields in the valley, and by the visitor to the neighboring villages

of Tusayan, and to the distantly located ones of the befriended Pueblo and Zuni

Indians.
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PL. CXLIX. The Village of Oraibi.

This view is taken from the south-west. In the foreground may be seen a

few burro corrals, and to the left one of the principal trails. It leads to the fields

that are located south and south-east of the village, to the shrine of Spider Woman,
frequently mentioned in this paper, and over this trail the Snake priests leave the

village when they go to hunt snakes south of the village, and also those who take

the snakes south from the village after the public performance on the ninth day.
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PREFACE.

Of the many rites and performances in the Hopi ceremonial

calendar, none is perhapsbetter known—in a general way—than the

Snake ceremony. This is not to be taken as evidence, however, that

the Snake celebration is the most important of all the Hopi ceremoni-

als, because there are others that are more complicated and play a

greater part in the ceremoniology of the Hopi than the Snake cere-

mony. But the fact that no other rite is attended by such a sensa-

tional public performance as may be witnessed in the "last act" of

the Snake ceremony, in the so-called "Snake dance," is the reason

that has brought this celebration to the foreground and that it has

been witnessed by far more white people than any other Hopi

ceremony.

In Ordibi, as well as in the other Hopi villages, this "Snake

dance" is preceded by a preliminary ceremony which takes place six-

teen days before and by a nine-day ceremony wMch commences eight

days before the Snake dance. These secret ceremonies have thus far

been witnessed, as far as Oraibi is concerned, by very few white people.

On the First and Second Mesas, Dr. J. W. Fewkes, of the Bureau

of Ethnology, Washington, has made extensive studies not only of the

Snake, but of other ceremonies. In Mishongnovi the Snake ceremony

has been observed throughout by Dr. G. A. Dorsey and the author of

this paper, and the results of these last-named studies have been pub-

lished in a special monograph by this Museum,

On the Third Mesa, on which Ordibi, the largest Hopi village, is

situated (PI. 149), no white person had ever been permitted to witness

the secret part of the Snake ceremony until the writer of this paper

gained admittance in August, 1896. He has since then been permitted

not only to witness the ceremony in the different years, but also to take

full notes and pictures, and make sketches, etc. On a few occasions

he has obtained the permission of the priests to admit a few others to

the kiva rites for short periods, one of' them being Dr. P. Ehrenreich

of Berlin, Germany; ,but the entire ceremony and the preliminary

ceremonies have unfortunately never been studied by any one but the

author, and while he does not claim that his studies are exhaustive

and complete, they are perhaps nearly so, and hence he accedes to the

requests to publish the result of his observations, that have repeatedly

been made by ethnologists and others.

' 271



272 Preface.

Besides the Summer Snake ceremony, which is the one usually-

meant when the Hopi Snake dance is mentioned, there exists a Winter

Snake ceremony, which also lasts nine days and is celebrated in Janu-

ary of the same year in which the summer ceremony is celebrated.

This winter celebration, however, has thus far been studied only partly.

It may be stated in a general way that this winter ceremony does not

differ essentially from the summer celebration. The same kivas are

used, the same altars put up, the same songs chanted as far as observed,

etc. But no snakes are used, and instead of the public performance

by the Snake and Antelope Fraternities on the ninth day, a Katcina

dance usually takes place. These two ceremonies always take place

in Oraibi in the years of even numbers. In the years of uneven num-

bers a one-day ceremony takes place, called "Baholawu" (baho mak-
ing). This one-day celebration^ is practically the same as the Baho-

lawu that precedes the Snake ceremony, and which is fully described

in the following pages.

The summer ceremony herein described was observed three times

—in 1896, 1898, and 1900—and the fact that the author speaks the

language of the people enabled him to obtain his information,

aside from what he personally saw, from the priests direct, and with-

out the aid of an interpreter. This and the fact that these observa-

tions were, at least to a large extent, based upon the personal confidence

these people had/in the author, it is hoped, will compensate for any

lack of completeness in these notes.

' A paper on the different one-day cSremonies in Oraibi is in preparation.







PL. CL. Two Chief Snake Priests.

A. Kuktiwa.

B. Macdngontiwa,
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PL. CLI. Two Chief Snake Priests,

A. Pohanomtiwa.

B. Siicdhongniwa.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Snake ceremony takes place in Ordibi, as in the other villages,

every other year, alternating with the great and complicated Flute

ceremony. The number of participants, however, has in later years

been smaller than in the other villages. This is due to the fact that

a part of the members of the Snake Fraternity in Oraibi belong to the

conservative or hostile faction (so-called because they are opposed to

schools, building of American houses, etc.), and a part to the faction

that are friendly to the Americans and take kindly to the plans of the

Indian Department. The relation between these two factions is of

such a nature that they will very seldom co-operate in a ceremony.

For instance, the leaders and the sacred paraphernalia of such Soci-

eties as the Soyal, Powamu, Ooqol, and others, belonging to the liberal

party, only very few of the conservatives will participate in any of

those ceremonies; while, on the other hand, very seldom a liberal will

take part in ^uch ceremonies as the Blue Flute, Snake, etc., which are

controlled by the conservative faction. Not a single member of the

liberal faction has participated in the Snake ceremony in Ordibi for

the last ten or twelve years. This applies to both Fraternities, the

Snake and the Antelope, with the exception that in 1900 one young

man, belonging to the liberal faction, was one of the participants in

the Antelope kiva.*

These observations were made under two different Chief Snake

priests, twice under Macdngontiwa (see B, PI. 150) and once under

Puhtlnomtiwa (see A, PI. 151), who acted as chief priest for the first time

in 1900, There are at present four Chief Snake priests living in Ordibi

:

Kiiktiwa(see A, PI. 150), who lost his position when the rupture occurred

between the two factions, and he identified himself with the liberal

faction; Macdngontiwa, who incurred the ill will of the Antelope priest

and had a quarrel with him, that led to his disqualification as chief

priest and even as participant in the ceremony of 1900; Puhtinomtiwa,

who acted as chief priest in that year, but on account of a quarrel with

his wife was considered unworthy to do so in 1902; and Sik^hongniwa,

one of the older priests, who was installed as chief priest for the cere-

mony in the last-named year. (See B, PI. 151.) It remains to be

seen who will act as chief priest in 1904, but in all probability,

' For further explanations on this point see Introduction to "The Oraibi SoyAl Ceremony,"
Vol. III., No. I, published by the Museum.
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Puhdnomtiwa, who, under normal circumstances, will also retain the

office permanently.

TIME OF THE CEREMONY.

The Snake ceremony takes place in every alternate year in the

villages of Oraibi, Shongopavi, Shipaiilovi, Mishongnovi, and Wdlpi;

in the first three in the years of even, in the last two in the years of

uneven numbers. The date of a Snake ceremony is partly regulated

by the Niman Katcina (Departing Katcina) ceremony in July, the

preliminary Snake ceremony usually taking place on the fourth/ day

after the public Niman-Katcina dance. This rule, however, is not

without exceptions. The condition of the crops (especially of the

melon crops) and other matters enter into the consideration of the

date. If the drought is very great and the crop suffers, the ceremony

is sometimes somewhat hastened; if such is not the case, a few days

are sometimes given the melon crop to mature a little better. In 1898

the drought was severe, and when the Snake priest still delayed the

announcement of the ceremony considerable uneasiness was manifested

in the village, and pressure was brought to bear on the old priest to

hasten the ceremony and thus to secure for the perishing crop the

much needed rain. The following table shows the dates of the Snake

ceremony in Oraibi from the year 1896:

In 1896, from August 11 to August 19.

In 1898, from August 14 to August 22.

In 1900, from August 11 to August 19.

In 1902,' from August 18 to August 26.

The principal ceremony, which lasts nine days, is preceded by a

preliminary ceremony, which will be described in a special chapter.

This takes place nine days before the first day of the principal cere-

mony, not counting this first ceremonial day; so that, for instance, in

1896 and 1900 it took place on the 2d, in 1898 on the 5th, day of

August.

THE PRELIMINARY CEREMONY (BAHOLAWU).

As so few of the preliminary Hopi ceremonials have thus far been

observed and still fewer have been described in print, it has been

thought best to describe each of these ceremonies separately.

' The ceremony of 1902 was not observed, as the author was absent from OrAibi, and no one, I

understand, was allowed to witness any of the secret ceremonies.
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Pl. CLII. Views in Oraibi.

A. The ancestral home of the Spider clan.

B. A Crier making an announcement.
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1.—BAHOLAWU OF 1896. .

This took place on August 2d. Early in the morning of that day

the following men assembled in the house which is considered as the

ancestral home of the Antelope Fraternity, or rather of the Kohkang

Wiihti (Spider Woman) clan (see A, PI. 152):

Tob^ngotiwa, Chief Antelope priest.

Sihongwa, Antelope member.

Kiwanhoya, Antelope member.

Mokahtiwa, Antelope member. ',

Macangontiwa, Chief Snake priest.

PQhdnomtiwa, Snake member.

Nuwakwahu, Snake member.

Silcahongniwa, Snake member.

The place where the priests assembled was a room in the second

story of the house. The two chief priests brought with them some

pipes, tobacco, plume boxes, sticks, paint, and twine for making bahos,

corn-meal, etc. Some of the men also brought some meal and feath-

ers. All first smoked a while and then went to making bdhos and

nakwdkwosis. Of these the following were made, as far as I could

ascertain

:

1. By the Chief Antelope priest: Four double, green bdhos; four

nakwdkwosis, stained red; and one ptlhu.

2. By the Chief Snake priest: Three double, green bdhos; four

nakwakwosis, stained red ; and one pChu, stained yellow.

3. By the other men: Six nakwAkwosis by each man.

As soon as these prayer offerings were finished they were placed

on a tray and then all smoked, blowing the smoke towards the tray.

A considerable quantity of sacred meal was then put on the prayer

offerings, whereupon they were jdeposited at various places. I could,

of course, only go with one party, but was—reliably, I believe

—

informed that these prayer offerings were disposed of as follows: The

Snake priest sent one man north to the shrine of Achamali and one

man to an unidentified place west of the village; each messenger

taking with him one of the chief priest's bahos and one nakwdkwosi

from each man. The Antelope chief priest sent one man to Ldnva,' a

large spring west of the village, another out to the east side of the

village, each man taking one of his (the chief priest's) bdhos and also

a nakwdkwosi from each man. The Chief Antelope priest, who is a

member of the K6hkang Wiihti (Spider Woman) clan, takes his

remaining bdho, the four red nakwdkwosis, the road, and one nakwak-

* The Flute Society also have extensive ceremonies at the spring during their ceremonies.
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wosi from each man to the shrine of Spider Woman, where he deposits

them. (See PI. 153-) The one remaining baho, the four red nalcwdk-

wosis, and the road, made by the Chief Snake priest, are placed on a

tray and taken by the Snake chief to the house of the chaakmongwi

(crier; lit., crier chief), where it remains during the day. The present

incumbent of that position is Talaswungvnima, the brother-in-law of

Macdngontiwa. In the evening the following men are supposed to

as.-emble again, but this time in the house of the kikmongwi ' (chief

of the houses) so called because he is considered to be the owner of

the houses:

The Chief Snake priest, of the Snake clan.

The Assistant Snake priest, of the Snake clan.

The Kikmongwi, of the Badger clan.

The Crier, of the Reed clan.

This little ceremony in the kikmongwi's house is called "tihtin-

gapya," and is here described as a participant in the ceremony gave

it to the author, as it was not observed by him personally. My
informant says: "The tray with the one baho, four nakwakwosis, and

one pflhu that was taken to the crier's house in the morning is placed

on the floor and all present squat down on the floor around' it. The

kikmongwi then fills a pipe, smokes, and then hands it to the shiingva

(assistant) of the Snake chief, who also smokes, handing the pipe to

the crier and he to the Snake chief. Hereupon the assistant takes

the tray, holds it before himself, and says the following words, which

may be considered a prayer:

"Pai hapi itam yep imui nalonang momgwitu itanamu dmungem
ytiyuha. Hapi owi yahpi it akw mongwacyakahkango ka hakami

tiwi 'wisht, ich itamui palaiy akw itamui okwatotwani. Piiu hapi kush

ovi kdwuu wihpinen shiihkop talat 6pak imaTetitcutu, Tcotcobtu kuwa-

naw unangway tawiyaniqay pasionaya. Owi yahpi itam ka nanamahin

unangwaykahka yeshwani. Nap hakakwat mongwit yoiloki akw itamui

dkwatotwaqo; put akw itam mongwactotini. Pai owi itam yan hakam

tunatyaokahkang, pai hdhlaikahkang pokaokahkang yahpi yeshwani!

Shopkakawat sinomu pai hahlaikahkang, ookaokahkang yahpi

yeshwani."

TRANSLATION.

Now we have for these different chiefs (the Cloud Gods), our

fathers, prepared (or dressed up) these prayer (offerings). There-

fore, being provided with these, do not delay anywhere, but quickly

' Since the present kikmongwi belongs to the liberal faction, these leaders of the Snake and

Antelope fraternities who belong to the conservatives hold this night assembly generally in the

Antelope kiva.





PL. CLIII. Shrine of Spider Woman.

The shrine is located south-west from the village, about half-way down the

mesa. A number of prayer-ofiferings may be seen in the shrine, and in front of it

the chief Antelope priest in the act of depositing others.
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have pity on us with rain. Now then, therefore, sixteen days after

to-morrow then these Snakes and Antelopes, if they have a good

heart, will celebrate or will agree on this (ceremony). Hence from

now we must not live at variance with each other (and be troubled).'

If (perchance) some chief (cloud) with dropping rain have pity on

us and on that (by means of that) we subsist. Now, therefore, we

thus here from now (or henceforth) being concerned (about this),

being happy, being strong—shall (continue to) live. All people shall

henceforth live, being happy, being strong.

The assistant then hands the tray to the kikmongwi who, my
informant says, repeats, practically the above talk, adding, however,

some words. This talk my informant did not know by heart. The

kikmongwi hands the tray to the crier and he to the Snake chief, both

of whom say essentially the same words as those already recorded,

adding, however, some words of their own, my informant says. When
all have prayed the smoking is repeated, as already described, and the

ceremony is over.

The crier now takes the tray to the ancestral home of the Pakab

5tyamii (Reed clan), where it remains over night. Early the next

morning the crier takes the tray, ascends to the roof of the house from

which the announcements of approaching ceremonies are made,^

deposits the prayer offerings contained in his tray in a small shrine

that is situated on that roof, and then makes the announcement of the

approaching Snake ceremony in the following words: (See B, PI. 152.)

tjma kwiniwui kiyungkamu kdkuiwa huwamii! tdwangae kiyung-

kamu ktikuiwa hdwamu! tatoo kiyungkamu ktikuiwa huwamii! hopoo

kiyungkamu klikuiwa htlwamu! Hdpi kush ydhpinen shiihkop-talat

€pak ima Tcutcutu, Tcdfcoptu kuwdnav unangway tawiyanigaq pasion-

aya. Owi pdssa tdlat akv, itam ka nandmahin unangwaykahkango

yeshwaqo; yan nap hikakwat mongwit y6il6ki akw itdmui dkwatotwaqo

put akw itam yep mongwactotini.—Mongwactotiniqo tundtyaokahkango

yahpi y^shwani.—Shdpkawat sinom pai hdhlaikahkango, ookdokah-

kango.

free translation.

You who live north, loom up, please! (You), who live west, loom

up, please! (You), who live south, loom up, please! (You), who live

east, loom up, please. Now then, after this, in sixteen days, these

Snakes, Antelopes, if they preserve a good heart, will conclude this.

• The word in the Hopi is very comprehensive; it may mean worry (but with the idea that

such worrying is detrimental to others), quarrel, be at variance, etc.

* This house is the ancestral home of the Kel Nyamu (Sparrow Hawk) clan, and of the Drab
Flute Society, whose altar paraphernalia are here kept.
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Hence that many days may we live not having any trouble with each

other Thus some chiet may pity us with some dropping rain. On

(by) that we shall subsist. Being concerned that they may subsist

they shall live. May all the people live happily, strongly, or encour-

aged.'

II.-BAHOLA-WU OF 1898.

This preliminary ceremony took place on August sth, sixteen

days before the public Snake ceremony. I was up in the village at

about four o'clock in the morning, but found all whom I expected to

participate in the ceremony still in bed. About three-quarters of an

hour later, however, the Chief Antelope priest, Tob^ngotiwa went to

the house of his niece, the ancestral home of the Spider clan. The

woman of the house had already cleared and swept an upper room in

which Tobengotiwa at once commenced to make bahos. About fifteen

minutes later the Chief Snake priest, Macangontiwa, came in, took off

his moccasins, loosened his hair, and then also began- to manufacture

b^hos. Soon other men came in, so that the following men partici-

pated :

Tobengotiwa, Chief Antelope priest.

MoRahtiwa, Antelope member.

Kiwanhoya, Antelope member.

Sihongwa, Antelope member.

Yukioma, Antelope member.

Macangontiwa, Chief Snake priest.

Ctikaoma,- Snake member.

The position of these men during the ceremony is shown in the

following diagram:

3 4 I. ' Yukioma.2**5 2. Sihongwa..

« * 3. Kiwanhoya.

o 4. Mokahtiwa.

I Tray 6 5. Tobengotiwa.
* * 6.' Macangontiwa.

7 7.. C6kaoma.
*

While the two chief priests made bahos the others silently waited,

except (J^t^aoma and Kiwanhoya, who also made one baho each. The
' The peculiar construction of the sentences, and the fact that several of the words may mean

different things and the first, second, or third person are the same, makes the last part of the speech

somewhat obscure.

cifd c...;
.-

•Unfortunately this participant is not named in my notes, but my recollection is that it was

Cukaoma.
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woman of the house was sent on different errands, after a paint mortar,

turkey feathers, etc. She also shelled a few ears of white corn and

ground the same into meal to be used in the ceremony.

It was noticed that those who made bdhos took a small quantity

of honey into their mouths as soon as they had finished cutting the

sticks for the bdhos, spat it into their hands, and then rubbed their

bodies with their hands. The paint for the bdhos was prepared by

Tob^ngotiwa. It was also noticed that in painting the tips of the

bdhos always the two sticks (male and female) belonging together,

were taken up and held in the hand together while the tips were painted

black. When the bdhos were about finished all made a number of

nakwdkwosis, so that when all were done the following prayer offerings

had been made: By Tob^ngotiwa, four double, green, black-tipped

bdhos, about four and one-half inches long and eight pdhus (roads);

Mokdhtiwa, six red' pdhus and two yellow' ones; Kiwanhoya, one

bdho like Tob^ngotiwa's, two yellow pHhus and eight red nakwdk-

wosis; Sihongwa, two yellow pflhus and five red nakwdkwosis;

Yukioma, seven yellow pflhus and seven red nakwdkwosis; Macdngon-

.tiwa, two double bdhos (each with one black and one green stick)

about five inches long, two yellow piShus and five red nakwdkwosis;

Cflkaoma, one bdho (like Macdngontiwa's, but a trifle shorter), two

yellow, and seven red pflhus.

The twine and a part of the feather of the nakwdkwosis on all the

bdhos was stained with cflta, a red mineral paint.

When all were through making their bdhos, nakwdkwosis, etc.,

these prayer offerings were placed on the tray in the following order:

Tob^ngotiwa, one bdho and one yellow pflhu, each towards the north,

west, south, and east, one bdho and the balance of the pflhus towards

the south-east; Macdngontiwa, one bdho north, one west, two pflhus

south-west, and the five red nakwdkwosis he distributed towards the

south, east, and north-east; Cflkaoma, one bdho north, two yellow

pflhus south-west, and the red pflhus, he distributed to the different

points, but just how I could not record, as several were distributing

at the same time; Kiwdnhoya, bdho north, the two yellow pflhus south-

west, ana the red nakwdkwosis to different points, but just how, I

could not keep track of ; Sihongwa, the yellow pflhus to the south-

west, the red nakwdkwosis to the different cardinal points; Yukioma
placed his somewhat differently, but I could not follow closely. He
put none towards the north-east, this may have been due, however, to

the fact that Yukioma participated in this ceremony for the first time.

> The terms red and yellow mean here that the strings and fuzzy part of the feathers of these
prayer offerings were stained with these respective colors.
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It was now about a quarter past seven o'clock. Molcdhtiwa, who

acted as pipmongwi (tobacco priest or chief) lit a pipe at the fireplace,

smoked a few puffs, and then handed the pipe to Tobengotiwa, who

smoked a while, handing the pipe to Macangontiwa, he to Ctikaoma,

he to Yukioma, and he to Mokahtiwa, who cleaned it and laid' it on

the floor. While the men smoked, they exchanged, as usual, terms

of relationship as follows:

Tobengotiwa to Mokahtiwa: Itii (my child), Mokahtiwa answer-

ing: inaa (my father); Macangontiwa to Tobengotiwa: It6pko (my

younger brother), answer by Tobengotiwa: Iwdwa (my elder brother)

;

Cdkaoma to Macdngontiwa: Inaa (my father), answer: Itii (my child)

;

Yukioma to Cdkaoma: Itii, answer: Inaa; Sihongwa to Yukioma:

Itdhaa (my uncle—mother's side), answer: Itiwayaa (my^ nephew);

Kiwanhoya to Sihongwa: Inaa, answer: Itii; Mokdhtiwa to Kiwanhoya:

Ikwaa (my grandfather), answer: Inii (my grandchild).

After the smoking, all put some corn-meal on the tray from all

directions, Macangotiwa also "washing," as it were, his hands in corn-

meal. Tobengotiwa thereupon took some honey into his mouth,

whistled, with a whistle made of an eagle wing bone, five times

towards the tray, rubbed and "washed" his hands also in corn-meal,

and then handed the tray to Macangontiwa. The latter held the tray

with both hands in front of himself, uttered a short prayer, and handed

it back to Tobengotiwa, who uttered a long prayer over it, and again

handed it back to Macangontiwa, who now also uttered, in a low, mur-

muring tone, a long prayer over it. The tray was then handed to

Clikaoma, who uttered a short prayer over it, and returned it to

Macangontiwa, who placed it on the floor, sprinkling a little sacred

meal on it. Each of the others then uttered a short prayer. While

one prayed the one who was to follow sprinkled sacred corn-meal on

the tray. Mokahtiwa then again lit the pipe and all smoked as before,

after which all took a little honey into their mouths, spat it into their

hands and around themselves, rubbing their bodies with their hands.

Macangontiwa hereupon laid one of his and one of Tobengotiwa's

bdhos on the small tray containing the corn-meal, and left the house

to take them to the house of his brothers-in-law. The latter is the

chadkmongwi (crier chief), whose duty it is to announce religious

ceremonies about to be celebrated. Tobengotiwa handed all the other

offerings from the tray to the following men, who were to deposit them
at the places mentioned' in connection with their names: Those from

the north side on the tray, to Ctikaoma, to deposit them at Achamali,

a shrine, situated about a quarter of a mile north of the village. Those
from the west side on the tray to deposit them at Ldnva (Flute
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PL. CLIV. Entrance to the Spring Lanva.

This is one of the most important springs of the Ordibis, not only because a

large proportion of the inhabitants depend on it for their water supply, but also

because prayer-offerings are deposited here and water gotten at almost every

ceremony, and at the large summer assembly of the Flute Order complicated and

important rites take place in and around this spring. It is situated about half a

mile west of Ordibi. The rounded objects on the steps are water vessels left to

be filled as soon as enough water has run into the spring, the water supply being

very scant at certain seasons of the year.
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Spring), about one-half a mile west of the village, at the foot of the

mesa. (See PI. 154.) Those from the south side on the tray, to deposit;

them at an unidentified place south of the village. Those from the

east side of the tray to Yukioma, to be taken to a hill on the east side

of the village half-way down the mesa. To each messenger he also

gave some of the pdhus and nakwdkwosis lying on the north-east and

south-west sides of the tray. He himself took with him a few yellow

pflhus which, I think, he took to the shrine of his ancestral deity,

Kohkang Wiihti (Spider Woman). If he also took a bdho and some

nakwdkwosis, as he did in 1896, it escaped my notice. But as I

observed the distribution of these prayer offerings closely, I am
inclined to believe that we have here another of the many variations

that occur in the same ceremony in different years, especially in the

manufacturing of bahos, pflhus, and nakwdkwosis. This part of the

Hopi ceremonies is extremely complicated in its details, and much
remains to be studied about the origin, meaning, object, and the vari-

ations at the different ceremonies, of these prayer offerings.

The mdngwlalawaiya that was to take place in the evening, I did

not witness. I was assured by different parties that it did not take

place. It will be remembered that the one described in connection

with the bdholawu of 1896 was based not upon personal observations,

but upon a description given by one of the liberals who formerly par-

ticipated in it, and it is possible that this part of the Snake ceremony,

like so much of this and other Hopi ceremonials, has been discon-

tinued, or is at least not observed on every occasion.

Next morning at sunrise, the crier ascended the house from which

religious ceremonies are publicly announced, deposited the prayer

offerings in the shrine already mentioned, and then announced the

approaching Snake ceremony in the words given in connection- with

the bdholawu of 1896. This announcement is called "tingapngwu

(dance announcement) or chdalawu (crying out).

PARTICIPANTS.

It has already been stated that in Ordibi the number of men par-

ticipating in the Snake ceremony is always small, owing to the fact

that those members of the Snake and Antelope Fraternities, who
belong to the liberal party under chief Ldlolomai, persistently refuse

to take part in the ceremony. Following is a list of the participants

.

and their clan relationship as far as recorded:
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1896.

I.—SNAKE PRIESTS.

I.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

lO.

II.

12.

14.

Macangontiwa (chief priest)

Nuvdkwahu,

Ctikaoma,

Puhiinomtiwa,

Silcdhongniwa,

Macatiwa,

TOturzba,

Tawamshaiima,

Sihohya,

Silcdveima,

Hoveima,

Lomamshaiima,

Talaswahtiwa,

Q6tcvoyaoma,

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

Pdkab (Reed) clan.

Pdkab (Reed) clan.

Pdkab (Reed) clan.

Pihkash (Young Corn) clan.

Ish (Coyote) clan.

Ish (Coyote) clan.

Honani (Badger) clan.

II.—ANTELOPE PRIESTS.

Tobengotiwa (chief priest),

Tob^vohyoma,

Lomdyeshtiwa,

Kiwanhoya,

Sihongwa,

Sikdyeshnoma

maid),

Mokahtiwa,

(Antelope

Kohkang (Spider) and Chorzh

(Bluebird) clan.

Kohkang (Spider) and Chorzh

(Bluebird) clan.

Kdhkang (Spider) clan.

Bdtki (Water House) * clan.

Ish (Coyote) clan.

fsh (Coyote) clan.

Tab (Rabbit) and Pip (Tobacco)

clan.

' I have followed other authors in the translation of " Bdtki " for want of a better translation,

though I have for some time had some misgivings about the correctness of the rendering "water
house," for which the Hopi equivalent would be " b&hki." When studying the Blue Flute ceremony
in Or^ibi in January, 1903, some of the older leaders related the tradition of the meeting of the two
Flute Societies at the spring near Ordibi (where they still have mutual ceremonies), the Kohkang
(Spider) clan and B&tki clan. When I asked for the meaning of Mtki they promptly said cut or

divided water or spring, from bdhu (water), and tuki (cut, divided, separated), because, they said,

they had then and have ever since used that spring in their ceremonies mutually; it had been
divided between them and the other Flute Society. Numerous Hopi words could be mentioned
showing just such a connection betv*een a noun and the word "tilki " (cut, separate). I do not
recall a single instance where "water house" has been given me as the meaning of " b&tki." I

am invariably told that they did not know what it meant, and when I suggested " water house " they
said it might mean that, though on account of the " t " sound they thought it must be archaic. On
the other hand, when I submitted the newly discovered rendering "divided (or cut) spring" to

others they said they had never heard it; but as no one knew what batki meant the derivation from

bahu and tuki might be correct. So further investigations are necessary before this point can be
definitely settled.
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8. Tuvdvunka (Antelope maid), Tap (Rabbit) and Pip (Tobacco)

clan.

9. Sfhungniwa, Hondn (Badger) clan.

10. Yukioma, Kdkob (Lizard) clan.

11. Lomdvitchangwa, Batdng (Squash) clan.

12. Kuwdnnomka(Antelope Maid), Pdkab (Reed) clan.

1898.

I.-SNAKES.

The same as in 1896, except Lomdmshaiima and Sikaveima.

II.-ANTELOPES.

The same as in 1896, except Sihungniwa, Lomdvitchangwa, and

Lomdyeshtiwa, but instead of them:

Karzhongniwa, Kohkang (Spider) clan.

Pildngpu (novice), Ish (Coyote) clan.

1900.

I.-SNAKES.

The same as in 1896, except Macangontiwa ' and Nuvdkwahu.'

Besides those present in 1896:

Mucahongniwa, Tcu (Rattlesnake) clan.

II.—ANTELOPES.

The same as in 1896, except Kiwanhoya,' Lomdvitchangwa, Lomd-

yeshtiwa, Sikdyeshnoma, and Kuwdnnomka.

Besides those present in 1896:

Sikdheptiwa, Bdtki (Water House) clan.

Chorzwaima, Ish (Coyote) clan.

Honwahtiwa, Kwa (Eagle) clan.

Qdtcventiwa, - Aodt (Bow) clan.

1902.

I.—SNAKES.

The same as in 1896, except Nuvdkwahu and Sikdveima.

' Who had a quarrel with the Antelope priest, and hence refused or was not- allowed to

participate.

' Deceased.

' Deceased.
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II.-ANTELOPES.

The same as in 1896, except Kiwdnhoya, Tobevohyoma, Yukioma,

Lomdvitchangwa, SiKayeshnoma, and Kuwdnnomka.

Besides those present in 1896:

Karzhongniwa, Kdhkang (Spider) clan.

SiHheptiwa, Bdtki (Water House) clan.

Pilangpu, Ish (Coyote) clan.

Taldchongniwa, Tuwa (Sand) clan.

Hdnwahtiwa, Kwa (Eagle) clan.

Chorzwaima, ish (Coyote) clan.
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PL. CLV. The Snake Ki'va.

A. The whip ndtsi in position.

B. The whip and bow ndtsis and two water vessels in position.
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FIRST CEREMONIAL DAY.

(SHUSH KA HIMUU; ONCE NOT ANYTHING.)

In the morning at about five o'clock, the Chief Snake and Ante-

lope priests repair to their respective kivas, bringing with them their

natsis, some pipes and tobacco, and some sacred corn-meal. On one

occasion I saw the Snake priest get this meal from the ancestral home

of the Snake clan, where his sister had ground it for him. The latter

priest goes to the Tcu (Rattlesnake), the Antelope priest to the

Ndshabe (Central) kiva. The latter will for convenience' sake be

called Antelope kiva throughout the paper.

After sprinkling a circle of corn-meal around the kivas,^ to warn,

it is said, nonparticipants that a ceremony is in progress in that kiva,

both priests put up their ndtsi. This consists in both cases of two

round sticks, about fourteen inches long, to which two long black

eagle wing feathers are fastened. In fact, it is one of the so-called

tcti wuwahpis^ (rattlesnake whips), used on the snake hunts, and hence

might be properly called, whip natsi. (See A, PI. 155.) The aoat (bow)

ndtsi is not put up until the fifth day, and will be described later.

The whip natsi is inserted in the matting at the south side of the

hatchway. Before it is inserted, the priest holds a pinch of meal to

his lips, utters a silent prayer over it, and then sprinkles a part of it

on the place where the ndtsi is to stand and throws the rest towards

the rising sun. On one occasion I noticed that the Antelope priest

spurted a little honey on the ndtsi, and that he stopped at the foot of

the ladder .for a few moments, uttering a brief, silent prayer before he

took it from the kiva. It is more than probable that he does that

every time when he puts it up, and it is possible that the Snake priest

does the same, though I have not noticed it thus far on any other

occasion.

Having placed the ndtsis in position, both chiefs sweep their

kivas, carry out the refuse or sweepings, build a fire, and then squat

down near the fireplace, where they smoke for about an hour, during

which time, usually one or two others, who are to participate in the

ceremony, join them. Near the fireplace may at this time usually be

noticed a tray with meal, a pouch with tobacco, some pipes, a can or

' In 1898 this meal ring was made by the Snake chief alter the natsi had been erected.

' This whip is also called piibiiwanpi (soothing implement) from piihiiwanta, to soften, make
pliable—for instance, a bide; or to soothe, make gentle—for instance, a child, animal, etc.

285
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pot with honey, etc. On one occasion I also noticed in the Snake

kfva a small, old skunk skin with these objects, the presence of which,

however, I believe, was accidental, and which, I think, was later

fastened to the bow ndtsi.'

Having finished their smoke, the Snake priests at once begin to

repair some snake bags and snake whips, to make some nakwdkwosis

of eagle feathers, staining them with the red ciita. One of these

they tie into their hair, where it is worn throughout the ceremony.

It is called dmawnakwa (cloud wish or prayer). Other paraphernalia

are brought to the kiva by the chief priest, such as snake bags, sticks,

and shipwikas for the snake hunt, etc. The latter is a small triangu-

lar, spade-like iron implement, said to have been made by the

Spaniards when they were still in the country, but now used by the

Snake priests only for digging up snakes on the snake hunts.

^

At about six o'clock in the morning the Snake priest repairs to

the Antelope kiva, taking with him a pouch of tobacco and a pipe.

Here he and the Chief Antelope priest indulge in a smoke which lasts

about half an hour, and during which, as a rule, nothing is spoken

except the customary exchange of relationship. At about breakfast

time a few more participants usually put in their appearance. After

breakfast an extended smoke is indulged in, and after that, prepara-

tions are begun to be made for the snake hunt. Nakwdkwosis are

made and tied to the snake bags, the hair combed, the bodies painted

up, kilts put on, etc. At about half-past ten o'clock in the forenoon,

they start on the snake hunt (see PI. 156), north of the village. Each
man takes with him a shipwika, one of the small buckskin snake bags,

a small bag containing sacred meal, some nakwakwosis, and a few

sticks of hohoyaonga (Lesquerella cinerea Watson). The chief priest

carries in a bundle, a pouch with tobacco, some pipes, and some food

—especially piki. All are ^attired in a common kilt and moccasins,

the body decoration consisting of a pinkish spot on the lower and
upper leg, lower and upper arm, forehead, and on each side of the

sternum and the spine. The hohdyaonga mentioned is a root and is

frequently used during the Snake ceremony. A piece is chewed in

the mouth and then spurted on vessels, clothing, and other articles

that have been in contact with the participants in the Snake cere-

mony; or into springs from which they have drunk during snake

hunts, etc. This is done in order to discharm these objects and
' I am told that if some one has a skin that is suitable for thejaoflt nStsi, he brings it to the

Snake kiva where it is smoked on, and thus consecrated, as it were, to be fastened on the nAtsi.

•In various ceremonies a wona&wika (board or plank wfka) is used, which, tradition says, was
also used as a weeding implement, and which was superseded by the better ship (iron) wika, made
by the Spaniards.
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Pl. CLVI. The Snake KiVa and Snake Plaza.

The kiva seen in the foreground is the Snake kiva, from which the priests are

just issuing to leave the village for a snake hunt. They are headed by the chief

priest, who carries in a blanket some food for the noonday meal, tobacco, pipes,

etc. All hold in their left hand a small buckskin bag for the snakes and a snake

whip. One of the priests is just in the act of picking up a ship-wika, which they

hold in their right hand. To the left of the plate, in front of the one-story house,

is the place where the snake dance takes place. Northwest of the Snake kiva is

the Mara6 kiva, partly hidden from view; in this the Maraii Society holds its cere-

monies, and in the one still farther to the north-west, the Hondni kiva, the Powdmu
ceremonials are performed, while in the fourth one, on the top of which a man is

seen, and which is called the Blue Flute kiva, the fraternity of that name holds its

performances.
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Pl. CLVII. The Snake Altar in the Snake K(va.

The larger figurine is that of Pookong, while the smaller one is that of his

companion, about the name of which see the notes in the text. To the left of the

idols, on the floor, are some lightning frames, bull-roarers, rattles, and a number of

snake bags. Other objects seen on the floor are a bowl with cQta, a tray with

meal, some blankets, etc.
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places from the charm, peculiar to the Snake cult, and make them

harmless for the uninitiated. The name hohoyaonga is derived from

hohdyaowuu, the Hopi name for a black beetle (asida rimata), which

is also considered to be a good snake antidote, and ngdya, the Hopi

name for root. The snake-hunters do not return until about six

o'clock in the evening. At noon they meet at a prearranged place,

for a smoke and common lunch, after which they again scatter out

until the time mentioned, when they meet in the kiva. Here they lay

down the snake bags in the north part of the kiva, assemble around

the fireplace, indulge in a smoke, and talk for about half an hour, and

then partake of the evening meal. After that another smoke follows.

The chief priest brings into the kiva, as soon as darkness has set in,

two fetishes, two lightning frames, several tohdpkos (stone fetishes

representing the puma), and other altar paraphernalia, and places

them on the floor in the north end of the kiva. These fetishes are

put up late in the evening, which is unusual, as all Hopi altars, as far

as I know, are put up during the day. As there is no framework, not

even a regular sandridge in this case, this collection of fetishes and

other objects could perhaps hardly be called an altar. But as thus

far in descriptions of Hopi ceremonies the idols, fetishes, reredos,

slabs, and other sacred paraphernalia have been called altars when
they are put up or grouped together on stated occasions and accord-

ing to certain regulation, we shall for convenience' sake, also call

these fetishes and what is put up with them—altars.

The principal object in this group (see PI. 157) is the figure of

P6okong, the God of Protection and War. This is one of the best

made figures of a Hopi deity the author has ever seen. There is

perhaps no idol on any of the Hopi altars whose face resembles so

much that of a human being as that of the Oraibi Snake P6okong.

This, however, does not pertain to the other parts of the body, which

are mostly ill-proportioned. The idol is made of wood, which is

undoubtedly bdhko (cottonwood root), covered, I think, partly with

rawhide. It is black and evidently very old. Around the neck

Pdokong wears several strands of old beads, and around the body a

belt of very old wampum and a string of red horsehair, called tdwa-

hona. On his back he carries a netted wheel, which represents a

shield, and on his head a cap of some old material, probably buck or

elk skin. Around his body is also tied a string of nakwdkwosis to

which new ones are added at every ceremony. To the top of his cap

is fastened an old huriinkwa, which usually consists of a round hollow

stick to which many different kinds of feathers are fastened, and the

ends of which are closed up with buckskin, taken from the clothes of
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slain enemies.' Behind the beads over the breast are many so-called

kal^htak (warrior) bahos which will be described later. The feet of

the idol are fastened to a block of wood.

To the left of Pdokong stands a smaller idol. There is perhaps

no piece of Hopi religious paraphernalia, no matter how sacred, con-

cerning which I have had such great difficulty to find out what it is

and what it stands for, than this figurine. From almost every one

whom I have asked, even my best friends, who are members of the

Snake Fraternity, and—so it would seem—ought to know, I received

the stereotyped answer: We do not know. Some say it represents the

wife, others the sister, still others the brother of P6okong. Other

information from Hopi mythology, which tells us of a younger brother

of Pdokong, would, of course, lead us to at once conclude that this

figure represents none other than that younger brother of P6okong.

But why, then, this uncertainty in this case, when almost any Hopi,

acquainted with Hopi traditions and mythology, is well aware of and

speaks of this personage—P6okong's brother? It is not impossible

that further study will or may show that another deity is here repre-

sented. Good Hopi authority says it is Naydngaptumsi, the sister of

Miiyingwa, the God of Germination and Growth.

The figurine is also made of bahko (cottonwood root), but much
more crudely than P6okong. It has neither arms nor legs, and the

body is painted in bands which run obliquely around the body. The
colors of the bands, commencing from above, are as nearly as could

be made out, as follows: red, green, white, red, green, yellow, green,

white, red, green, red, white, yellow, green, red.^ The bands are

separated by narrow black lines. On the head, the idol wears a ter-

raced cloud symbol. Around the body a string, to which many
nakwakwosis are tied. Behind this string, or belt, are thrust two old

baho sticks. Also a tawahona is tied around the body.

On each side and between the two idols stand four tohopkos (from

t6ho, puma, or panther, and pohko, animal) of various sizes, and to

the right of Pdokong lie on the floor the bull-roarers, lightning frames,

snake bags, two old ayas (rattles) like those used by the Antelope

dancers in the public dance, a number of snake whips, etc. A tray

with corn-meal and some hohoyaonga may also usually be seen near

the altar.

In the Antelope kiva nothing of any importance takes place all

day. Usually only one or two men besides the chief priest make their

'Such huriinkwas are worn by the Snake dancers in the other villages during the snake

washing and public Snake dance.

' As the colors were darkened with age, and yellow was more of a light brown color, for which

the Hopi used a yellow ochre (pawisa), it was difficult to distinguish between the red and yellow.
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appearance in the kiva on this day. All either get wood or work in

their fields, but eat and sleep in the kiva. The chief priest sometimes

cards some cotton and smokes occasionally when being in the kiva.

SECOND CEREMONIAL DAY.

(SHUSH TALA; ONCE LIGHT OR DAY.)

The men arise at an early hour. Some one usually builds a small

fire to light the pipes from. One after the other then squats down
near the fireplace and smokes a while. Not infrequently the one or

the other then runs to his field to look after his crops or melons. On
one occasion a snake had gotten out of a snake bag and the crackling

of the dry piki on the banquette indicated its whereabouts. Q6tcvoya-

oma, who had brought it in the previous day, called it ivdhko (my

animal) and soon captured it and put it into one of the buckskin snake

bags.

Shortly after sunrise the Chief Snake priest again proceeds to the

Antelope kiva for the mutual morning smoke with the Chief Antelope

priest. The latter fills and lights the pipe, aiitl after both have smoked

it empty, cleans it and utters a prayer. The Snake priest then fills and

lights his pipe, and both smoke it, always exchanging terms of rela-

tionship. When they have done, he cleans the pipe and places it on

the floor. Whether he then also utters a prayer, my notes do not

state, but from analogies I infer that he does. My notes of 1900 say

that he did not, but in that year a new chief priest acted for the first

time, and it may have been an omission on his part. After the smok-

ing the two men generally chat a few minutes, whereupon the Snake

priest picks up his tobacco bag, the Antelope priest expresses a good

wish which the Snake priest returns and the latter then goes back to

the Snake kiva. Before he ascends the ladder, however, he stops and

says: "ita ctikaokahkang tapkinawicni" (We happily go forth towards

the evening). It may here be remarked that at the conclusion of the

evening ceremonies, he says: "fta ctikaokahkang tal6ongnawicni"

(Happily we go forth towards the morning). In the Snake kiva he

usually smokes again, in which others sometimes join him. At break-

fast the men return from the fields and all then eat the morning meal

together. Every man is supposed to place a small morsel of food

before the fetishes. After breakfast smoking is indulged in, mocca-

sins are repaired, nakwdkwosis made for the snake hunt, etc. At about

half-past ten o'clock, the men paint up again, and put on their kilts,

take their snake whips, snake bags, corn-meal, shipwikas or sticks,
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hohdyaonga and nakwdkwosis, the chief priest, in addition to all this,

taking in a blanket some lunch, tobacco and pipes, and all then start

off again for another day's snake hunt, this time to the west of the

village. In 1896 I went with the hunters this day, and my notes on

that trip read as follows: On the second day I accompanied the party.

At the foot of the mesa is situated one of the principal springs, Ldnva

(Flute Spring). Here the men stopped and all sprinkled a pinch of

meal into the spring,, two of them also depositing a nakwakwosi. Here

the men separated in twos and twos. I joined the two consisting of

the chief priest and old Nuvakwahii. Unfortunately the first is

entirely blind on one eye, the other one being very poor; Nuvakwahu

is also old and feeble, and also nearly blind. So the prospect of see-

ing snakes captured was not very encouraging from the start. But

the other men were strong and vigorous, and it would have been

impossible for me to follow them over the many miles they traveled

on that hot. day. The party that I followed found no snakes, although

they searched very diligently. This was undoubtedly partly due to

the fact that a late rain had formed a crust on the. surface of the

ground, which made it exceedingly difficult to find any snake tracks.

I heard many complaints about this, not only from my two compan-

ions, but also from the others, and not only on this, but also on the

other days.

At about four o'clock the hunters met at a place agreed upon in

the morning. This was a partly finished house near an old spring at

which the two Flute Societies have ceremonies on the last day of their

celebration. This is situated about two miles and a half northwest of

the village. Having placed the snake bags, only one of which con-

tained one or two snakes, on the ground, the men grouped around

them, and then smoked a while, after which they ate. their lunch,

which was followed by [another smoke and a short period of rest^

whereupon they returned to the village. Having arrived at the kiva,

they placed the bags, the empty ones as well as the one containing the

snakes, in front of the fetishes, and then sat down near the fireplace,

again smoking. During this smoke, I have repeatedly noticed, all

are unusually solemn. After the smoking, each man utters a prayer.

As soon as the last prayer is spoken the seriousness seems to be

broken and a freer intercourse prevails in the kiva, which is still more

enlivened by the supper, now arriving, and which is usually thoroughly

enjoyed by the tired men. The chief priest goes over to the Antelope

kiva again for the usual smoke with the Antelope priest, as he does

every evening and morning. The evening is spent in gossip, smok-

ing, and resting.
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In the Antelope kiva the same condition of things exists on this

day as on the preceding day. Only two or three men generally put in

their appearance and these are in the fields the greater part of the day.

They only eat, smoke, and sleep in the kiva. The chief priest some-

times cards and spins cotton for the manufacture of bdhos later on,

sometimes he also goes to his field, and not infrequently he may be

seen, wrapped in a thin blanket, silently sitting, sometimes dozing, in

the north-west corner of the kiva.

THIRD CEREMONIAL DAY.

(LOSH TALA; TWICE LIGHT OR DAY.)

This day is spent in essentially the same manner as the two previ-

ous ones. On one occasion I noticed that several men brought some
rabbits with them from the snake hunt. Qdtcvoyaoma had three.

Some of the Antelope men were also hunting rabbits. In 1896 in the

morning, the snakes that had thus far been captured were put under

an inverted jar, which had been brought in early in the morning (or

perhaps late on the previous evening). These jars are kept under a

rock south of and only a few hundred yards from the village. The
jar was placed to the east side of the altar. It had a small opening

in the rim and another half-way up on the side of the jar. Both open-

ings, as well as the small open space between the floor and the rim of

the jar, were hermetically sealed with mortar. ' If it is borne in mind
that the snakes are piled up on top of each other in this small inclos-

ure it seems almost incomprehensible that they do not suffocate.

In the ceremony of 1898 Macangontiwa's sister^ overhauled the

entire kiva, closing up every crack and hole through which a snake

might possibly escape. In 1900 this was done by Chief Priest

Puhtinomtiwa on the second day. The snake jars, of which one was
put in on this day in 1896, were put in a day or two later in the other

two years, so that it will be seen that the small details of these cere-

monies are subject to considerable variation, a fact that I have

noticed quite frequently. The vessels, in and under which the snakes

are kept also vary very much in size, shape, and kind in the different

years and different ceremonies.

In the morning, at the usual time, the Chief Snake priest again

proceeded to the Antelope kiva for the mutual smoke with the Ante-

lope priest that has already been described.

The fact of my having accompanied the snake hunters on the

' She is also sometimes called Tcu Mana (Rattlesnake Maid).
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second day in 1896 led to a serious conference in the Snake kiva on

the morning of this day.

Soon after breakfast the Snake men again made the necessary

nakwdkwosis and other preparations for the snake hunt, and then sat

down near the fireplace and smoked. I noticed that they were very

solemn and that something unusual occupied their minds. Presently

Lomdhungyoma, the chief of this conservative faction, entered the

kiva and joined them in smoking. Macdngontiwa now told them with

a trembling voice that I had been with them on the previous day and

that they thought I intended to go with them again. They were

afraid that their fathers, the snakes, might be angry, that my presence

might interfere with the efficacy of the ceremony, inasmuch as it might

cause the displeasure of the snakes, keep the hunters from finding

many, that they were very unhappy about this, etc. They then

beggeld me not to go with them any more. No white man, they said,

had ever seen nearly as much of their ceremony as I had; in fact, very

few had ever seen anything; I could see and hear everything else,

only I should do them the favor and not go with them on the snake

hunt. Not wishing to incur the ill will of the people, I promised that

I should not go with them any more during that ceremony, on the

condition that otherwise, they do not object to my seeing and studying

everything else. To this they readily consented, and a big burden

seemed to have rolled from their hearts. The solemnity which seemed

to pervade the kiva like a spell was broken, the conversation dropped

into the usual jovial tone, and all got ready and soon started for the

hunt. As ill luck would have it, they did not find a single snake that

day, as far as I could find out, which fact I did not fail to mention to

them in the evening. Had I gone with them they, of course, would

have attributed their failure to my presence. On the other hand, I

have reasons to believe that their objections to my accompanying

them were partly due to the fact that they were censured by others in

the village.' The capturing of a snake has been described to me by-

various persons as follows: 'When a reptile is found, a nakwakwosi and

a small pinch of meal is thrown towards it. The hunter then grabs it,

if it is not coiled up, strokes it gently, and then places it into his

snake bag. If it be coiled up and show fight, however, the meal and

nakwakwosi is also thrown towards it, but in addition to that the

snake whip is rapidly shaken or waved over it, until the snake uncoils,

whereupon it is taken. If it escape into a hole or be tracked to a

hole, it is dug up with the shipwika, already described, or with a

stick. If a reptile refuse to uncoil, the party or parties sit down near

' No objection was raised by any one, as far as I icnow, when I accompanied them in igoo.
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it and begin to smoke, blowing the smoke towards it.' Should a cer-

tain party absolutely fail to take such a coiled snake, he infers that his

"heart is not good," and that the snake is angry. Another man is

then called to try the experiment, and if he fail, another one, etc.

It has already been stated that in 1896 no snakes were found on

this day. The hunters came back in the evening, tired and discour-

aged. They again complained a great deal about the hard crust on

the ground. But when they had assembled around the fireplace and

were smoking, some one was heard stamping his foot on the roof of

the kiva, a sign that he had something to communicate to the inmates

of the kiva. Puhtinomtiwa ascended the ladder and was handed a

shirt, one sleeve of which contained a snake. This Puhtinomtiwa took

out, placed it into a snake bag, chewed a small piece of hohoyaonga,

and spurted it on the shirt, to cleanse it of the snake charm, and

handed it back to the owner, who had been waiting outside. Pres-

ently another man announced his presence in the same manner, and

handed in a pair of pants. One leg of these, which, like the shirt sleeve,

had been tied up at one end, also contained a snake. It was also

taken out, the pants treated in the same manner as the shirt, and

handed back to the owner. Both of these men were members of the

Snake Fraternity, but for some reason, did not participate. I was told

that if any member of the Snake Fraternity happens to find a snake

while the ceremony is in progress, he is at liberty to bring it in.

These men had been working in their fields, and not having with them

a regular snake bag when they found the snake, had improvised a bag,

the one of his shirt sleeve, the other of his pant leg. It has been

stated on a previous page that none of the liberal faction now partici-

pate in the Ordibi Snake ceremony, but it may be remarked in this

connection that not nearly all of the members belonging to the con-

servative faction participate either. I took occasion to question some
of the latter as to the reasons why they stayed away. One said,

because his wife, another because his child, had died not long previ-

ously, and hence their "heart was not good," i.e., they were not in a

proper condition to take part. Others stayed away for other reasons

(for instance, on account of having a quarrel with some one, etc.).

Not a few frankly admitted that they did not participate because they

were "mdmkashi" (afraid). On one occasion I noticed that every

Snake priest, after he had finished eating supper, chewed a little

hohoyaonga and spurted it into his food bowl.

' I have never seen the individual hunters take tobacco and pipes with them, but this smoking
towards a rebellious reptile has been mentioned to me several times. It is possible that on those
occasions where my informants saw it done, either the chief priest was in hailing distance or the

hunters happened to have a pipe with them.
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In the Antelope kiva practically the same condition of affairs

exists as on the preceding day. Only about three or four men are in.

These mostly work in their fields. The chief priest stays in the kiva

most of the time,; he smokes, cards and spins cotton, sometimes gets

wood, or goes to his field. In the morning and evening he, of course,

is at his post for the mutual smoke with the Snake priest. All again

sleep in the kivas as usual.

FOURTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(BAYISH TALA; THRICE LIGHT OR DAY.)

I was usually in the kiva early on this day—one time as early as a

quarter past three in the morning, when all were still sleeping. The
number of Snake men present on this day varied in the different

years; in 1896 there were seven, in 1898 I failed to state in my notes

the exact number, in 1900 there were only six. On this day some of

the men again usually run down the mesa before sunrise to look after

their crops, but return to their kiva for breakfast and to prepare for

the snake hunt. They take with them, however, their snake bags,

snake whip, corn-meal, etc., and put on their kilts in order to be pre-

pared to properly capture and handle a snake if one be found. If a

new participant comes in, he first of all stands in front of the altar,

holds a little sacred meal to his lips, and then sprinkles it towards the

altar. He then takes off his moccasins, loosens his hair, and then

squats down near the fireplace to smoke. The smaller boys smoke
very seldom. The only time that I have seen them take a few puffs

is when the snake hunters, upon their return from the hunt, assemble

around the fireplace for the evening smoke. On that occasion 1 have

also heard them utter a short prayer when the men pray after the

smoking is over.

Through all my notes of this day runs the complaint of the Snake

priests that so few snakes have been found. This is one reason why
new participants are heartily welcomed, and why the snakes found are

not transferred to the jar every morning. In 1898 no jars had been

brought in yet up to this day. (For snake hunt see PI. 158 and 159.)

^' In the Antelope kiva the situation remains unchanged. The
number of men present in this kiva are not known to have exceeded

four on this day. These eat, smoke, and sleep in the kiva, but other-

wise follow their usual occupations, except Tob^ngotiwa, who remains

in the kiva most of the time, carding and spinning cotton, sleeping,

smoking, etc. The only connection between the occupants of the two
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PL. CLIX. Snake Hunters.

A. Snake hunters leaving the mesa.

B. Snake hunters in.the field. Several may be'seen dimly somewhat above
the centre of the picture.
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kivas is again the mutual smoking of the two chief priests in the morn-

ing and in the evening. Some notes on facts of perhaps minor inter-

est, «;pecially noticed, are the following:

1. Watching one of the new-comers in the Snake kiva particularly,

I noticed that, after having smoked, he made four nakwakwosis, stain-

ing them red, and one pflhu, fixed up a snake whip, tying two long

buzzard feathers to the two sticks and a red nakwAkwosi to the tip of

each feather, and then laid these objects on the floor and silently

smoked over them.

2. The kilt of the smaller boys is usually the so-called "soqdmvit

kuna" (black kilt), which is the first kilt worn by boys. It is of a dark

blue color, with a black circle in the lower corners. (See B, PI. 177).

3. Some more shipwikas were gotten on one occasion on the

morning of this day.

4. The number of red nakwdkwosis made for the snake hunt

varies with the different priests, some made four, some six, etc. It

seems that ptihus are made only by some. Not every one makes
nakwdkwosis every day; if those of the previous day have not all been

used up, they are taken again. The pdhus, I am told, are not used

until the hunters are ready to return to the village in the evening, and

so it is probable that only one of a certain party has a ptihu, though

it may be that each one has one. They are said to be laid on the

ground as a prayer for a safe return. This, however, has not been

personally observed, and needs further investigation.

5. Special notice was again taken of the body decoration of the

Snake men; it is as follows: Spots of about the si^e of a hand were

made with a pale red or pinkish clay on the following parts of the

body: both upper and lower legs (on the outside), both upper and
lower arms (outside) each side of the sternum and the spine, the fore-

head, and the hair in front and on both sides of the head.

6. Every new-comer ties a nakwdkwosi into his hair before start-

ing on the snake hunt. This nakwakwosi does not differ from those

taken on the snake hunts. Such a head feather is worn in nearly all

Hopi ceremonies, and is called nakwa (wish, prayer).
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FIFTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(NAl6sH TALA; FOUR TIMES LIGHT OR DAY.)

1. -GENERAL REMARKS.

With this day the ceremonies^ become more comprehensive and

complicated, especially in the Antelope kiva. In fact, while up to

this date our attention has been chiefly occupied by the Snake kiva,

it will from this day be principally directed to the Antelope kiva, with

the exception, perhaps, of the last day, on which the events in both

kivas are probably of equal importance.

At about half-past four o'clock in the morning a new natsi is put

up at each kiva, the whip natsis, however, remaining as before. (See PI.

160.) A new corn-meal circle is sprinkled around both kivas by the re-

spective chief priests, in order, I was told, to keep out intruders. The
new natsi is called aoat (bow) natsi and consists of an old bow to the

string of which is fastened a so-called "tawahona. " A tdwahona is a

string to which many small bunches of red horsehair are tied. To this

string are also tied some weasel and polecat, or skunk, skins and

some bald eagle feathers. The two natsis at the two kivas are essen-

tially alike. After the natsis have been put up the two chief priests

go into their respective kivas and smoke. After the smoke the Ante-

lope chief gets the paraphernalia for the Antelope altar, which are

wrapped up in bundles, and places them on the floor at the north end

of the kiva, whereupon he begins to make bahos. It is then about

five o'clock in the forenoon. More men come in this day, especially

in the Antelope kiva. One of the first acts of a new-comer is to

sprinkle a pinch of meal on the altar, if it be already put up; if not,

this is dispensed with. He then usually loosens his hair, takes off his

moccasins—sometimes also his clothes—and then squats down at the

fireplace and smokes.

2.—PROCEEDINGS IN THE SNAKE KIVA IN 1896.

At the usual time, about five o'clock in the morning, the Chief

Snake priest proceeded to the Antelope kiva for the usual morning

smoke with the Antelope chief, whereupon he returned to the Snake

kiva, where breakfast soon followed. The other men were engaged

in repairing moccasins, snake whips, and snake bags; in making new

moccasins and nakwdkwosis; smoking, carding and spinning of cotton,

etc., all of which was continued with more or less regularity through-

out the day. Soon after breakfast, the Antelope priest, Lomayesh-

tiwa, who afterwards made the sand mosaic in the Antelope kiva,

%_
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PL. CLX. The Bow Natsi in Positiom.

The bow ndtsi consists of an old bow to which a string of red horsehair

fringes is attached. To this string are tied several eagle feathers, weasel skins

and polecat skins. The ndtsis of both kivas are alike.
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came to the Snake kiva, and he, with the Chief Snake priest and a

few others of the leading Snake men, indulged in a solemn smoke

around the fireplace, which was followed by a fervent prayer by this

Antelope priest and by Macangontiwa, whereupon Lomdyeshtiwa left.

At the foot of the ladder, however, he stopped and announced that in

the evening the singing would commence ia the Antelope kiva. While

I have noticed the presence of an Antelope priest for this purpose in

the Snake kiva this one time only, it is probable that it occurs at every

ceremony.'

No regular snake hunt is supposed to take place on this day, and

in this year (1896) none did take place, because, the men said, the

Antelopes were erecting an altar. In the other two years, however,

all but the chief priest and two or three of the older men went out on

a hunt again. They gave as a reason, their shortage of snakes. They

seemed to be as anxious, however, to find rabbits as snakes. When a

rabbit was brought into the kiva it was placed on the floor north of the

fireplace and one or several of those present sprinkled a pinch of meal

on the head of the rabbit and sometimes they smoked over it.

When the time for the evening ceremony in the Antelope kiva

drew nearer the men began to comb their hair, to redaub their bodies,

tie hair feathers to their hair, and otherwise get ready for the evening

ceremony. Soon a young man named Talaswahtiwa entered the kiva.

He sprinkled some sacred meal towards the altar, and one of the other

men tied a nakwa into his hair, handed him a white corn-ear, and

assigned him a seat on the east side of the altar. He was a novice

and was to be initiated as a member of the Snake Fraternity. His

costume consisted of a plain white kilt with a pale green border, such

as are frequently worn on other ceremonial occasions. While this

man was called a kel^hoya (novice) and was treated as such, no regu-

lar initiation ceremony took place.'' In fact, none has occurred

in the Snake Fraternity in any of the years when the Snake cere-

mony has been observed. Foi'tunately, however, most of the Snake

priests now living have been present at one time or other, and from

one of them the following description of such an initiation ceremony
was obtained. While it is, as a matter of course, to be regretted that

this important part of the Ordibi Snake presentation cannot be

described from personal observations, it has been thought best to

record at least the information obtained on this subject from an eye

' One of the Snake chiefs claims that Lomdyeshtiwa was there to get some colored sand and
other things to be used on the altar and sand mosaic he was about to make in the Antelope kfva.

' When I later had occasion to befriend this man, he explained to me among other things that

he had been initiated while still a small child, but never participated in the ceremony, and hence
this partial initiation. This same custom the author has observed on other occasions.
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witness, who once played a conspicuous part in tlie Oraibi Snake

ceremony and whose information it is believed is correct. It is in

substance as follows

:

"When kel^hoyas were to be initiated it was done in this way: In

the forenoon, a sand picture ' was made on the floor of the Snake kiva

in front of the effigies. The latter were placed close to the north

side of the mosaic, which was made by the chief priest or others.

When it was finished, some one was sent to the Antelope kiva after the

crooks, which were then placed around the sand mosaic in the same

manner as they are arranged in the Antelope kiva. As soon as the

altar was completed (see PI. 161), the novices were brought into the

kiva by their "fathers" (sponsors or godfathers), who gave to each a

corn-ear and tied a small white eagle feather (nakwa) into their hair

and assigned seats to them on the floor east of the altar. Hereupon,

the Antelope priests were called. When they entered, each one

sprinkled meal to the altar and then all squatted down on the elevated

or spectators' part of the kiva, i.e., the part south of the ladder. All

now smoked cigarettes, previously prepared of corn-husk, leaves, and

native tobacco, by the pipmongwi, or tobacco chief. In the mean

while, two members of the Snake Fraternity had dressed up in a small

inclosure that had been prepared with blankets in the south-east part

of the kiva. One was dressed up in exactly the same manner as the

Antelope priest who dances with the vines in his mouth on the plaza

in the afternoon of the ninth day,^ only his body is not painted up,

and the wreath he wears on his head consists of yucca leaves instead

of Cottonwood twigs. The other man is painted up and costumed in

exactly the same manner as the Snake dancers are in the public dance

on the ninth day. After all had smoked, they commenced singing.

Soon the man dressed up in Snake costume, whom we shall call, for

brevity's sake, 'Snake,' emerged from the before-mentioned inclos-

ure, but backward, and dancing in a squatting position. With his

hands he made the same motion from one side to the other that the

Snake dancers make in the public dance on the last day, when they

move the snakes which they are holding between their lips to the time

of the singing. As soon as he had emerged from the curtain, he threw

with each hand some corn-meal into the kiva, backward of course.

He then danced in a squatting position backwards toward the sand

mosaic, described a circuit behind it, danced over it from the rear side,

• From the description lie gave it was very nearly the same as the one figured in the mono-

graph of the Wdlpi Snake ceremonials by Dr. J. W. Fewkes. In fact, other members of the Snake

Fraternity to whom I have shown that plate aver that the Oraibi mosaic is the same, which does not

exclude the possibility, however, of small variations.

'See description ot the ninth day.







PL. CLXI. The Snake Altar.

This Plate shows the Snake altar as it is constructed when initiations take

place. The figurines have been described in the text and in connection with

Plate 157. The picture in front of the figurines is a sand mosaic, the inner border

being yellow, the color of the north ; the next one green, the color of the west

;

the next red, the color of the south ; the next white, the color of the east. The
borders are separated by black bands, black being the color of above, which is

represented by the north-east. In the centre of the mosaic is a figure of a puma
and around it drawings of four snakes. The crooks and sticks belong to the

Antelope Fraternity.

On one side of the altar is seen the jar under which the snakes are kept, on

the other some snake bags and whips and a tray of meal. Unfortunately, the

negative seems to have been reversed in making the print for the half-tone, so that

what is now the right side of the altar should be the left.

This Plate shows the Snake altar as reproduced by the author in the Field

Columbian Museum.
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and finally stopped between the puma figure and south border of the

mosaic, where he turned around facing the south end of the kiva.

The pipmongwi then handed him a cigarette consisting of a piece of

corn-husk filled with native tobacco. He smoked a few puffs and

then twirled his right hand over his left hand forward, or from him-

self. He then smoked again a few puffs and followed it by the same

motion with his hands, but this time rotating his hands backwards or

towards himself. This he did in all four times, rotating the hands two

times forward, two times backward, but alternately and always pre-

ceding this motion by a few puffs from his cigarette. After the fourth

time he hobbled back to and behind the curtain, this time, however,

not backward, but face forward. As soon as he had entered the

inclosure, the man dressed as an Antelope priest, whom I shall call

'Antelope,' emerged from behind the curtains and went through

exactly the same performance and in the same manner as his com-

panion. A second time the Snake went through the same perform-

ance after the Antelope had returned to the inclosure, but on leaving

the altar, he, this time, instead of returning to the inclosure, hobbled

to the Snake priest, who was still sitting somewhat south-east from the

altar and who handed him a live rattlesnake. This he took a hold of

by the neck with his teeth and grasping the body of the snake with

both hands and waving it from one side to the other to the time of

the singing, he moved towards the novices again in that squatting

position, but facing them. Here he danced several times up and down

the line of the novices, but so close to them that the tail end of the

snake was dragged over their exposed knees. He then returned in

the same manner to the Snake chief, handed him the snake, and

returned in the same manner to the inclosure. Immediately the

Antelope came out and went through the same performance, only

instead of a snake, he used a bunch consisting of a young corn stalk,

watermelon, squash, bean, and other vines.' As soon as he had

returned to the inclosure, both men came out, side by side, again

^dancing backward in a squatting position to the altar. When they

had arrived on the sand mosaic, they turned around as they had done

singly, the first time, whereupon they each received a cigarette from

the tobacco chief, which they smoked. When through smoking, they

danced, still in the same fashion, but now forward, over the sand

mosaic, making a circuit in a sinistral direction, not only destroying

the mosaic, but also upsetting the crooks. They then returned to the

inclosure, whereupon the singjng, which had been kept up during all

' Another informant says tliat this man's performance precedes that of the Snake priest's with

the snake, just as the dance with the bunch of vines on the eighth day precedes the dance where

snakes are used. It is more than probable that this informant is rij^ht.
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this time, ceased. The Antelope chief then gathered up the crooks,

he and his men repaired to the Antelope kiva where the chief priest

replaced them at his altar. The 'fathers' (sponsors) of the novices,

i.e. the men who had brought them into the kiva for initiation, then

painted the bodies of the novices the same as the bodies of the Snake

priests were painted, and after some one had swept up the remains of

the sand mosaic, the Snakes went over to the Antelope kiva for the

mutual evening ceremony."

Thus far, my informant. That this ceremony takes place when

new members are initiated, and that only then the full altar is built, I

had been told by others before. This same custom also of erecting

the full altar at initiations only prevails in other villages.

After this digression, we now recall the fact that we left the Snake

priests in the act of getting ready for the evening ceremony, which

will be described under a special paragraph. We now wish to state

briefly also

3.—PROCEEDINGS IN THE SNAKE Ki'VA IN 1898.

The proceedings in the morning, which vary very little if any in

the different years, have already been noted under "General Remarks"
of this day's notes. I found twelve men in the kiva when I came in,

after breakfast, engaged in talking and smoking. This day, as has

already been stated, is not a regular hunting day; but very few reptiles

having thus far been found, the men soon got ready for the hunt.

Nakwakwosis were made, bodies were daubed, and at a quarter of

eleven o'clock they left, leaving old Nuvakwahu and Macatiwa in

charge of the kiva. The statement that up to this time very few

snakes had been found was borne out by the fact that as yet no snake

jars had been brought into the kiva, the snakes thus far obtained

having been kept in the small buckskin snake bags and in a larger

(American) bag.

Everything remained unchanged in the kiva and nothing of impor-

tance transpired while the men were away. They returned at about

five o'clock in the afternoon, some having snakes in their bags, others

bringing rabbits. They were greeted with "kwakwai!" (thanks!) by

Macdtiwa and Nuvakwahu. One of the men handed a rabbit to the

latter, who then became very profuse in his expressions of joy and

gratitude. When the hunters had laid down their bags, whips, etc.,

they arranged themselves around the fireplace and engaged in a solemn

smoke, which was followed by a prayer from each smoker. Hereupon
they engaged in a free conversation relating especially to the day's
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hunt. But the time for the evening ceremony in the Antelope kiva

approaching, all washed their hands, combed their hair, renewed their

body decorations, and got their snake whips ready. Puhtinomtiwa

took from the large snake bag a small snake (a racer) and placed it in

one of the small bags for use in the ceremony. At a quarter of six

o'clock, Macangontiwa picked up this bag and a snake whip for each

participant in the ceremony, all took some sacred meal in the right

hand, and then they proceeded to the Antelope kiva. Having entered

this kiva they stopped at the foot of the ladder, Macangontiwa

expressed a good wish, all sprinkled their meal on the altar, and then

squatted down on the floor along the banquette on the west side of

the kiva. The Antelope men were all in their places, Tobdngotiwa

standing at the north-west corner of the altar, the Antelope youth and

maid north of the altar, the sprinkler and tobacco chief on the south

side, and the rest sitting along the east banquette of tTie kiva.

After having thus briefly recorded the proceedings during this day

in the Snake kiva we are ready to take a seat on the banquette of the

Antelope kiva and watch and record what transpires in that chamber

during this day, and as this is probably one of the most important

days in the Antelope kiva, the notes of 1896 and 1898 will be given

separately, the same as those pertaining to the events in the Snake

kiva,

4.—PROCEEDINGS IN THE ANTELOPE Kl'VA IN 1896.

The happenings in this kiva before breakfast, including the mutual

smoke with the Snake priest, have already been mentioned under

"General Remarks."

It has already been stated that Tob^ngotiwa commenced to cut

sticks for bdhos at an early hour. In this he was soon joined by an

old man called Sihongniwa. They made the following bahos:

Tob^ngotiwa made six double green bahos, one stick being male, one

female, all having black tips and being about four and one-half inches

long; one baho of the same kind, but about two inphes longer. He
also made twelve nakwakwosis of large turkey feathers, four of small

turkey feathers, and four of small eagle feathers, all of which he stained

red; He also made a pHhu, consisting of a cotton string to one end

of which is fastened a large eagle breath feather and one of each of

the six world quarter feathers, oriole, bluebird, parrot, magpie,

topockwa (unidentified), and asya (unidentified), or at least as many of

these as the priest has or can procure. The string is then moistened

with honey and rolled in corn-pollen and later tied to the long double

green bdho. Sihongniwa made two choch6kpis about fourteen inches
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long and two about four and a half inches long, all female. A
choch6kpi is a single black stick pointed at one.end and having a facet

at the other end. To the latter end are usually tied a sprig of kiina

(artemisia tridentata angustifolia), a sprig of mdovi (Guetieriza Eutha-

mia), a turkey feather, and a corn-husk packet containing corn-meal,

into which a little honey is mixed. All this is tied to the stick with

twine, which is wrapped around the stick to the width of about an

inch and a half and then usually black bands are painted on this white

twine, but sometimes as in this case, the white bands are painted red.

While these prayer offerings were made, Kiwanhoya, who was to

act as sprinkler during the ceremony, brought into the kiva four

mongwikurus (small gourd vessels, covered with a network of twine)

(see PI. 184) and a ngdhkuychakapta (medicine bowl), six corn-ears of

as many different colors, and a few other paraphernalia to be used in

connection with the medicine bowl. (See PI. 198.)

Another man, Lomayeshtiwa, who was to take an important part

in the proceedings of this day, came in at about this time, smoked

first, and then commenced tying nakwakwosis to the bent end of a

number of crooks to be used on the altar about to be erected.

Tobengotiwa had in the mean while made a few nakwakwosis which he

handed to Lomayeshtiwa with the instruction to give them to a man
that was to go after sand for the altar. This sand is supposed to be

gotten for any Hopi altar by a man who belongs to the sand clan, or at

least to some clan related to the sand clan. As in this case no such

man happened to be among the participants of the ceremony, they

agreed upon a man who otherwise had nothing to do with the cere-

mony. This sand is generally gotten from a sand hill south-east of the

village and half-way down the mesa. The party who gets the sand

holds the fneal and nakwakwosis to his lips, utters a silent prayer, lays

both objects on the ground, and then takes the sand into his blanket

and returns to the kiva.

After having dispatched this messenger, Lomayeshtiwa washed his

head, dried his hair at the fireplace, and then proceeded to the Snake

kiva, where he smoked and announced the singing ceremony that was

to take place in the Antelope kiva, as has already been mentioned.

Upon his return from the Snake kiva he at once commenced to build the

altar. (See PI. 162.) First he made a sand ridge on the floor in the north

end of the kiva of the moist sand that Nakwaveima had in the mean
while brought in. This sand ridge is about three feet long, eight or nine

inches wide, and about five inches high. In the center, but on the

north side of this ridge, he made a depression, into which he placed a

rectangular medicine bowl (see PI. 163), filling up the space around it
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PL. CLXII. The Antelope Altar.

The altar shown on this Plate is one that was reproduced by the author for

the Field Columbian Museum. In the rear is a sand-ridge, into the centre of

which is placed a rectangular medicine bowl. Behind this stand four single black

bdhos. At each end of the ridge is inserted a tiponi, and behind it a row of buz-

zard feathers. On each side of the sand mosaic stands a row of crooks and

straight sticks, the first probably representing life in its various stages, the latter

departed ancestors of the Antelope Fraternity. At the head of each row stands

an antelope head, the symbol of the Fraternity. The colors of the border of the

mosaic are arranged in the same manner as those on the previous Plate. The
semicircles at the base of the picture represent cloud symbols, the lines emanat-
ing from the clouds, rays of lightning. In front of the altar stands a medicine

bowl surrounded by the six ceremonial corn-ears, yellow, blue, red, white, black,

and sweet corn. By the side of each ear lies its husband, a hollow stick wound
with cotton twine and feathers. On one side of the bowl may be seen a cloud

blower, a cone-shaped pipe, on the other side a honey pot, tray with meal, and the

long feather used for discharming purposes. Unfortunately, this illustration, in

preparing it, has also become reversed so that what is the right side of the altar is

here shown as the left side. The feathers on the Antelope heads and on some of

the sticks are the ndkwas, worn on the head by the dancers.
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Pl. CLXIII. The Antelope Altar.

While the previous Plate shows the altar as it appears when just completed,

this Plate shows its appearance in the evening of the eighth day after corn-meal

has been sprinkled on it during all the ceremonies. The picture was taken when

the priests were performing the vine dance on the plaza, which accounts for the

fact that the medicine bowl, one of the tiponies, ndkwas, etc., are missing.
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(except in front) with moist sand. He then placed at each end of the

sand ridge a tiponi. (See PI. 162.) Before putting down an object,

however, he sprinkled, a meal line towards a common center at the

place where he intended to put the object. It should be remarked

here, by way of parenthesis, that he was occasionally assisted by

Tob^ngotiwa, who still worked at his prayer offerings as has already

been stated. Next, Lomayeshtiwa made the sand mosaic shown in

PI.. 162. He first sifted some fine, dry sand on the floor, to the thick-

ness of about half an inch,^ for. the "field. " On this he then produced

the picture seen on PI. 162, with pulverized sand, or rather stone of

five different colors: yellow, representing north; green, representing

west; red, south; white, east; and black, above. This sand or powder

is taken between the thumb and forefinger and dropped in a small

stream at the places desired. Everything is done from imagination.

Lines or outlines are never made.-'

As soon as the sand mosaic was completed Lomayeshtiwa thrust a

row of black eagle feathers into the sand ridge on the rear side and

then put up the crooks on both sides of the mosaic. He then sprinkled

six short corn-meal lines, in the manner already described, south and

midway of the sand mosaic, and placed upon it the medicine bowl

which Kiwdnhoya had brought into the kiva with the netted gourd

vessels some time previously. While Lomayeshtiwa had been working

at the altar, Kiwanhoya had made eight nakwdkwosis. Three of these

he stained red and took them with him when, immediately after, he

went to Linva in order to get some water in one of the netted vessels.

Of this water Lomayeshtiwa poured the greater part into the medicine

bowl, and then he dropped into it from the north side an old nakwak-

wosi made of an oriole feather, from the west side one made of a blue-

bird feather, from the south side one made of a parrot feather, from

the east side one of a magpie feather, from the north-east side, repre-

senting above, one of a topockwa feather, from the south-west corner,

representing below, one made of an dsya feather. Next he placed the

six corn-ears around the medicine bowl, the yellow one on the north

side, the dark blue one on the west, etc' By the side of each corn-ear

he placed an object, consisting of a hollow stick, to one end of which

some old feathers are tied, and which are wound entirely with twine.

These objects, I have been told, are called the "husbands" of the corn

ears.' I have also heard them called "ndkwa mokiata" (wish or

' The length and width of the mosaic differed very materially in the three ceremonies.

'The only exception to this rule came to the notice of the author when the Antelope priests

in Mishongnovi made their mosaic in igoi, and that was an innovation

'It is well known that in many songs tiie corn-ears are represented by various names as

being female.
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prayer receptacles). Either of these designations would, of course,

not necessarily exclude the other. I have heard it stated on various

occasions that one of the usual feathers for the six world quarters is

also tied to the respective object; i.e., an oriole feather to the one on

the north side, a bluebird feather to the one on the west side, etc.

These objects may be seen by the sides of the corn-ears around the

medicine bowl in almost every Hopi ceremony. In addition to the

small nakwakwosis already mentioned a small quantity of corn-pollen

and the blossom of tokamsi ' (Delphinium scaposum) was thrown into

the medicine bowl. The following bahos were then placed on the

altar: Of the six short, double green bahos, made by the chief priest

in the morning, one was thrust into the sand ridge near the tiponi at

the east end of the ridge, one was said' to have been deposited at the

shrine of Spider Woman, but just when, and by whom, I failed to

record, I presume, however, by Tobengotiwa, who belongs to the

Spider clan. The remaining four were placed on the west side of the

sand mosaic to be consecrated there, as it were, and then to be

deposited at four different places the next morning. The long double

green baho with the long pflhu was thrust into the sand ridge near

the other tiponi and the pfihu laid diagonally from north-west to

south-east on the sand mosaic. Four black chochokpis with white

facets, which Tobengotiwa had also in the mean while made, were

placed in an upright position behind the rectangular medicine bowl,

in such a manner that the nakwakwosis of the chochokpis were hang-

ing into the medicine bowl. The preparing of the liquid in this medi-

cine bowl escaped my notice. A number of nakwakwosis were

scattered over the sand mosaic. At the south end of each row of

crooks was placed an old Antelope skull with the horns and hide on.

On these were hung the bunches of head feathers, or nakwakwosis,

worn on the heads by the Snake priests, as well as the Antelope

priests in the public performance. These consist of a bunch of eagle

breath feathers, to the tips of which are ti^d small bluebird feathers,

of which again two and two are tied together. The two tipoilies are

made, as far as I could ascertain, of- a round piece of bahko (lit.,

"water wood," meaning cottonwood root), into the upper end of which

is inserted an old celt measuring about three and a half to four inches

in width and probably about eight inches in length. Around this are

placed some old eagle wing feathers that are tied to the piece of

bdhko, the latter being closely wound with buckskin thong. Infor-

mation thus far obtained says that none of the tfponies belong to the

' Also called tcoroci (bluebird blossom or flower).
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Snake priest, and at no time have I seen a tiponi in the Snake kiva.'

When the altar was completed, some of the men sat down to eat and

then smoked. It should be remarked that from this day to the even-

ing meal of the eighth day the Antelope priests eat no food that

contains any fat or salt.

A few incidents should be mentioned at this juncture that hap-

pened while the altar was being constructed and the sand mosaic

made: At about noon, Sihongwa took some sacred meal and some

nakwakwosis to a spring about two miles east of the village. He also

took with him a bowl, but it is supposed that he took that to his house.

Sihongwa's father, who did not participate in the ceremony this time,

brought to the Antelope kiva a bunch of green corn-stalks, squash,

muskmelon and watermelon vines, beans, etc., all with the leaves and

roots on them. All these, with the four chochokpis made by Sihongwa

in the morning, were put into an ancient pot (see PI. 162), which was

then placed on the north-east corner of the altar. This pot is called

bdtni, a name which is also used for well, cistern, etc.

At about, the time when the altar was completed, old Mokdhtiwa,

who was to act as the companion of the Antelope maid in the approach-

ing ceremonies, made his appearance in the Antelope kiva. After he

had partaken of some food and smoked with the others he sat down near

the fireplace and made nine cigarettes of corn-husk leaves and native

tobacco. These he placed on the floor north of the fireplace for use

later on. Tobengotiwa made some ndkwas for use by new-comers.

Sihongwa, who in the mean while had returned from his errand to the

spring, mentioned before, was sent with a message to the Snake kiva

and also to fetch a young maiden who was to act as Antelope maid in

the coming ceremonies. He was followed by an elderly man, Yukioma,

and one of the leaders of this faction, who was to be initiated into the

Antelope order. As soon as he had entered the kiva, Mokahtiwa tied

one of the nakwas that Tobengotiwa had made into his hair, handed

him a white corn-ear, and assigned him a seat on a blanket which had

been placed on the floor east of the altar. Lomayeshtiwa went and

got a small girl, tied a white ndkwa into her hair, gave her a white

corn-ear, and assigned her a seat by the side of Yukioma. Both were

candidates for initiation. Upon entering the kiva, both had first of

all stepped to the altar, held their right hand, which contained a little

sacred corn-meal, to their lips, uttered a silent prayer, and then

sprinkled the meal to the altar.

' .All informarfts from all mesas agree in the statement that the Snake chief in \V41pi is the

only one who has a tiponi.
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Preparations were in the mean while also made to decorate the

Antelope youth and Antelope maid. The latter seated herself on the

banquette in the extreme south-east corner of the deeper portion of

the kiva. Sihongwa painted her up. He daubed her hands and feet

with dt5ma (white kaolin), her chin grayish black/ and then drew a jet-

black line over her upper lip, from ear to ear.

After Sihongwa was through, Lomdyeshtiwa dressed up the mana
as follows: First he placed around her, in the form of a dress, the

large ceremonial blanket, ttiihi. Around this, on the upper part of her

body, he fastened a pitkuna, the kilt commonly used by the men in

ceremonies and Katcina dances. Around her waist he tied a wokok-

wawa ("big belt") with knotted fringes. This belt is one of the

objects in a bridal costume. To the belt he fastened a bell (on the

right side of her body). In her ears she wore the so-called tlioynahkas

(small, square, thin blocks of wood inlaid with turquoise) and around

her neck many strands of white and red beads to which an abalone

shell was attached. Her hair was then combed by Sihongwa and it

hung down loosely behind. A small white eagle feathar was tied to

her scalplock on the apex of her head. Finally, Sihongwa placed a

drop of honey into the mouth of the mana.

Old Mokahtiwa, who was to act as Antelope youth, was deco-

rated by Sihongwa as follows: The hands and feet were painted white,

a black line ran from ear to ear over the upper lip. The chin, a spot

in each hand and on the sole of each foot, two short lines on each side of

the sternum, on each side of the spine, on each lower leg, and each

lower arm, all were painted grayish black. White dotted lines were

running from the thumbs upward along the inside of the arms to the

shoulders, and then down on each side over the chest along the front

of each leg to the tip of the big toes. Similar dotted lines commenced
on the back of the hands and ran along the outside of the arms, up

to the shoulders, down on each side of the back, along the back side of

the legs to the heels. Mokahtiwa then dressed himself up as follows:

Around the waist he tied the usual ceremonial kilt (pitkuna) and sash

(mochapmonkwawa) with a foxskin (sikahtaypuka), suspended from

the sash behind. Over the right shoulder he hung a bandoleer of blue

yarn and a strand of the same material he tied around his left leg ^

below the knee. Around the ankles he wore figured ankle bands and

in the ears, red and green turquoise beads. To the back of the head he

fastened a bunch of white eagle feathers, to the front of the head a

' This black stuff is called " BAhckwa," " water-blue," and is the bluish black, slimy, rot-

ten dirt found in springs that have not been cleaned out for some time.

" In igco, around both legs.
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bunch of colored pigeon or chicken feathers,' while to the scalplock

was tied the usual nakwa. Around the neck he wore many strands

of beads and around each leg a string of small bells. When he was

done, he also took a drop of honey into his mouth.

While these two persons had been arrayed for the ceremony two

new men had come in, Kiwdnhoya had filled the big cloud blower

(6mawtapi) with the peculiar native tobacco used for this purpose, and

the tobacco chief, who usually wears a plain, blue kilt, had made nine

corn-husk cigarettes and placed them on the floor north of' the fire-

place, • The Snakes were now notified that all was ready. Until they

arrived in the Antelope kiva, the Antelopes waited in silence. In the

corner, north-west of the altar; sat Tob^ngotiwa; north of the altar

stood Mokahtiwa, the Antelope youth, holding in his left hand a little

corn-meal and the tiponi from the west end of the sand ridge, and

Sikayeshnoma, the Antelope maid, who holds in her left hand some

corn-meal and the pot containing four long, black bdhos and green

corn, melon, squash, bean, and other vines. This pot had been handed

to her by Sihongwa, while the tiponi had been given to Mokahtiwa by

Tob^ngotiwa. As the pot with its contents is rather heavy, the mana
supports it with her right hand. At the north-east corner of the altar

sat Sihongwa, to the left of him first a few Antelopes, then the two

Antelope novices, and to the left of them Talaswahtiwa, the Snake

novice. South of the altar sat Kiwdnhoya and the tobacco chief.

The Snakes, upon entering the kiva, stopped at the foot of the ladder,

Macangontiwa expressed a good wish, all sprinkled meal to the altar,

and then seated themselves along the east banquette on the floor. All

had on their snake kilts, but were barefooted. For a description of

the mutual ceremony now about to begin see "6.—Mutual Ceremony
of Snakes and Antelopes," under this day's proceedings.

5.—PROCEEDINGS IN THE ANTELOPE Kl'VA IN 1898.

For the proceedings in the morning, the reader is referred to the

"General Remarks" at the beginning of the notes on the fifth day.

When I arrived in the kiva after breakfast at about ten o'clock, I

found several of the men engaged in making the following bdhos and
nakwdkwosis as far as observed

:

Tob^ngotiwa made six double green bahos, about five and one-half

inches long, with black tips having chat feather nakwakwosis tied to

them, the strings of the latter being red. He also made a double

green bdho about seven inches long with black tips to which he

' Parrot feathers are supposed to be used if obtainable.
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attached a cotton string, to the end of which were tied the usual six

ceremonial feathers and an eagle breath feather. This string is called

a pflhu (road). This larger baho was to be used later on the altar.

Tobengotiwa furthermore made four nakwakwosis of small hawk

feathers, twelve of small turkey feathers, and four short ptlhus of small

eagle feathers. The strings of all of these were rolled in red c6ta

(iron oxide) except the long pdhu, which was first moistened with

honey and then rolled in corn-pollen.

Sihongwa made four chochokpis about four inches long and four

about twelve inches long. To the first he attached turkey "to the

latter eagle feather nakwakwosis. To aU he tied a sprig of kiina, a

small turkey feather, a sprig of maovi, and a corn-husk packet con-

taining corn-meal and honey. He also made four nakwakwosis, but

my notes fail to state what kind of feathers he used.

At about twelve o'clock Tobengotiwa deposited a baho, some corn-

meal, and I believe some nakwakwosis, at the shrine of Kohkang VVuhti

(Spider Woman), which is located under a large rock on the west side

and half-way down the mesa. (See PI. 153.)

I was told that from this day all Antelope priests eat no meats

nor salted food, Tobengotiwa eating only once—late in the evening.

Towards noon, Karzhongniwa commenced constructing the altar,

but I was absent until about half-past three o'clock in the afternoon.

When I then returned, I found the altar completed and the men
engaged in eating, sleeping, smoking, etc. Mokahtiwa made a num-
ber of cigarettes. These cigarettes were about two and one-half

inches long, and consisted of pieces of corn-husk filled with native

tobacco. These he placed on the floor north of the fireplace for use

in the approaching ceremony. Each of the men made an eagle

nakwakwosi, coloring the string red. This he tied to the scalplock.

This feather is called, as is usually the case, nakwa, and is used in

many Hopi ceremonies.

Yukioma, who was to act as Antelope youth, and the girl who was
to act as Antelope maid, were then dressed up and decorated, for a de-

scription of which, see "4.—Proceedings in the Antelope Kiva in 1896."

When all was ready the Snakes were notified to that effect, and
their arrival in the Antelope -kiva, etc., has already been noted in "3.

—Proceedings in the Snake Klva in i898"(q.v.). Having thus recorded

the proceedings in both kivas for the two years, 1896 and 1898, sepa-

rately, up to the mutual evening ceremony, we are now ready to

describe that interesting event, and as in that very small variations

have thus far been noted, it does not seem necessary to describe it

specially for each year.
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Pl. CLXIV. Singing Ceremony in the Antelope Kiva.

The row of singers to the left are the Snake priests ; of the two men in front

of the altar the one to the right is the pipelighter, the other one the asperger. The
lower illustration also shows the Antelope youth and the Antelope maid. The
Antelope singers and novices, not shown in the Plate, sit on the east side of the

kiva, opposite the Snake singers.
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6. -MUTUAL EVENING CEREMONY IN THE ANTeLoPE Kl'VA.

It has already been noied that the Snakes, upon their arrival in

the Antelope kiva, first halt at the foot of the ladder and then, after

their leader has expressed a good wish and all have sprinkled meal

towards the altar, seat themselves east of the altar. Furthermore,

that the Antelopes are ready for the ceremony, the youth and maid,

tiponi and bdtfii in hand, standing at the north side, the asperger and

pipelighter sitting on the south side, and the novices and other partici-

pants squatting on the east side of the altar. As soon as the Snakes

have seated themselves the pipelighter lights a cigarette at the fire-

place, hands it to Tob^ngotiwa, exchanging with him terms of relation-

ship. The latter smokes a little while and then hands the cigarette

to the Snake chief, who also smokes, handing the cigarette to the next

man, and thus along the line until consumed. A second cigarette has

in the mean while been handed by the pipelighter to Sihongwa, which

is smoked by him and the Antelope priests. A third cigarette is

smoked by the asperger and pipelighter. The kel^hoyas do not

smoke.

After the smoking, Tobengotiwa takes out all of the crooks and

sticks on the west, Sihongwa those on the east side of the altar, except

the crook at the extreme south end of each row. The long straight

sticks are also left in their pedestals. A crook is given to each Ante-

lope priest, each kel^hoya, and to the asperger; the rest are laid on

the floor. On one occasion—in 1898—some of the Snakes who had

been on the snake hunt came in somewhat belated, and when it was
found that the Snake priest had not brought enough whips with him,

the Antelope priest handed them crooks. As it happened, one was
handed a straight stick, which, however, was promptly refused. The
Snake priest has in the mean while distributed the snake whips to his

men, and the live snake, which he brought in the snake bag, to the

Antelope youth. The latter grasps the snake with his right hand
behind the neck and thus holds it throughout the ceremony. In his

left hand he holds a tiponi, as has already been stated.

The chief Antelope priest now utters the following prayer: "ita

ctikaolcahkang pawasiotiwani" (We joyfully shall commence to hold

this ceremony), whereupon the singing commences, generally at about
half-past five o'clock in the afternoon. (See PI. 164.) During the

singing the sprinkler dips his aspergill into the medicine bowl every

few minutes and asperges towards the altar, and upward. It has thus

far been impossible to obtain the songs of this ceremony. Those few
who know them refuse to give them up, and those who might be will-
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ing to sing do not know them, or at least only partly. There seems

to be no doubt about these songs being old, and important, and one

of the reasons for the delay in publishing this paper has been the hope

that I might succeed in obtaining those songs, which hope, however,

has thus far not been realized.

When the singing has lasted about twenty minutes, the sprinkler

lights the omawtapi (cloud producer), a large cone-shaped pipe, which

he has filled and laid down near the fireplace beforehand. After he

has lit it, he kneels at the south edge of the altar, reverses the cloud

producer, taking the large end between his lips, and then blows large

volumes of smoke over the altar and into the medicine bowl. As soon

as he has replaced the pipe, the pipelighter again lights three cigar-

ettes, one after the other, which he distributes, and which are smoked

in the same manner as the three before. The singing, however, is not

interrupted by the smoking, which is very unusual.

The singi ng lasts about an hour ; when it ceases all say
'

' kwakwaf ! '

'

(thanks!) and the Snakes hand their whips to their chief, the Ante-

lopes laying the crooks and sticks on the floor. Of the latter,

Tobengotiwa places those on the west, Sihongwa those on the east side

into the pedestals, whereupon all silently wait for the third set of three

cigarettes, which are lit and distributed by the pipelighter. The Ante-

lope youth and maid, who, throughout the ceremony, have kept step

to the singing, constantly walking up and down behind the altar, now

faster, now slower, also silently wait, facing the altar. (See B, PI. 163.)

All smoke again as before, exchanging terms of relationship, such as

inaa (my father), itii (my child), iwawa (my elder brother), itopko (my

younger brother), etc. At the smokes during these singings I never

saw a pipe used, but only this corn-husk cigarette. After this smoke

the Snake priest takes from the Antelope youth the snake and replaces

it into the snake bag. The Antelope chief takes from him the tiponi

and corn-meal, goes to the kel^hoyas and standing before them

waves the tiponi towards each of them, one after the other; first

towards the head, then towards the lower part of the face, then some-

what lower down, and lastly towards the heart, ^ saying to each one:

Um woyomii lih katci navokaonani (wuhtakwuwani (if male), wuhti-

haskiwuwani (if female). You long your life will preserve (keep) and

you will grow up (old men, old women).

He then steps back to the north-east corner of the altar, waves the

tiponi diagonally across the sand mosaic along the long string or ptihu

(road) as far as he can reach. This he does four times. Then he

holds the tiponi in front of himself and then utters the following

' On one occasion it seemed as if he aimed to wave towards the heart every time.
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prayer: "Pai hapi itam yep it shilan pasionaya; hapi owi yep it

shuanpasiwtikat akw itam paipu pas pai okiw akw mongwactotini pai

pi okiwd. Hapi kush ydhpinen yiikioq qoyangwun ttipaka, sikangwun

ttipaka it wiikwtuwuilat nalonangup hongkata; put anga pdisok pas pai

ang ndcungwitapwushkahkangwu yiikioq shiishngumok, shdshchawat

woniihkat akw paisok pas pai wiihtitokwantioni wiihtak tokwantioni

pai pu okiwa. Ep 6vahakai itahtim ndtpipake wiingwiotakam yishe-

hapi
;
paipu paspai okiwa; woyomi katici nawokawintani pai pu okiwd.

Pai 6wi itam yan hakam tunatyaokahkango pai hahlaikahkango

ookaokahkango kdwomii taloongnawislini shopkawat sinomu
;
pas yaoi.

"

A free rendering of this would be as follows:'

Now, then, we celebrate (perform)" this here in the right manner.

Hence, since we perform (or celebrate) this rightly we must certainly

attain its objects,^ okiwa.* Now, then, from here over to the white

rising bluff, to the yellow rising bluff, this age-mark is standing at

intervals."^ On that you must be resting as you go along (through

life)," over there at the last one, the shortest one standing, may you

(lit., you must) fall asleep as old women, old men! okiwa! There

somewhere above (?) our children, grown to different ages, are staying.

» It is extremely difficult to give a correct rendering of old Hopi talks and songs, partly

because they are often interspersed svith archaic words and forms, partly because they sometimes
refer to ideas and facts, the meaning and significance of which are no longer understood. Even at

the present day songs are often made for special occasions and referring to special facts in a few

loosely connected phrases of words, so that even the participants in the singing cannot always give

the full meaning of the songs. They say that the composer alone knows what he really meant to say.

* The word here rendered "celebrate" is generally used to designate any religious or cere-

monial performance. Usually, however, " pavasiona " instead of " pasiona" is used.

"The word here translated "benefited by it" is another of those Hopi words which are

difficult to translate, and which admit of different meanings. Sometimes it means "accomplish,"

"conclude." It is difficult to decide just what is meant. When making inquiries about it the

author was told that the idea of the phrase was the wish that the ceremony might be accomplished

or terminated in such a manner that the object might be leached, viz., to secure good living, a good
subsistence for the Hopis.

* An exclamation denoting regret, pity, sympathy, etc., either with the speaker himself or

with some one else. The meaning varies somewhat according to the context.

* Reference is here made to the crooks on both sjdes of the sand mosaic, which with the

Hopi are the symbols' of the different ages of life. Thus on a certain occasion, during the

Wuwuchim ceremony, all the inhabitants of the village file by the kfva of the Singer Society and
touch a crook, which is the natsi (emblem) of that Society, as a prayer for a long life. The shortest

crooks, the Hopi say, symbolize old age, because in old age men become smaller and use a, shorter

crook. While the crooks seem to symbolize more the different ages in life, the long string, laid diag-

onally across the sand mosaic, and along which the tiponi is waved, symbolizes the way of life. On
one of the sand mosaics in the Katcina initiation teremony the two are combined. (See PI. LIIl.

The Powamu Ceremony, by H. R. Voth, published by the Field Columbian Museum.) The Hopi
connects the idea of life with the east, death with the west. In different ceremonies the chief priest

buries a long string road east of the mesa in a trench that runs eastward to the white dawn, the

yellow dawn, the rising sun. When life is symbolically spoken of as a journey, the thought predomi-
nates that this journey goes eastward; but when the dead are spoken of they are always supposed to

travel westward from the grave, which they are supposed to leave on the fourth day.

*The meaning probably is: .'Vs men rest themselves on stafts and crooks when they are

weary may you so find rest, solace, and comfort all through life when you are weary.
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Surely okiwd! Now, then, thus being concerned with (occupied by)

this, being happy, being strong, all the people proceed towards

to-morrow (towards) mornings.' Thus be it!

The Antelope chief then hands the tiponi and meal to the Snake

chief, who goes through the same performance, first in front of the

novices, expressing there the same wish, and then at the northwest

corner of the altar, saying essentially the same words as the Antelope

priest. If the two differ at all it has not been ascertained just what

the variations are. When he has finished, the Snake chief hands back

to the Antelope chief the tiponi and the meal, sprinkles a pinch of

meal over the altar, picks up the snake bags and whips and leaves, the

other Snakes, including the Snake novice, following, each one also

sprinkling meal on the altar. At the foot of the ladder they stop, and

the chief priest says: "Pai itam hdhlaikahkango, ookaokahkango,

taldongnawicni." Well, we happily, courageously, go (on) towards

the morning.

While the Snakes file out to go to their own klva the Antelopes

wait in silence, the chief still holding the tiponi, the girl the batni,

until the last Snake has left the kiva. All now sprinkle meal to the

altar and Tobengotiwa replaces the tiponi, first waving it a few inches

above the ground from the six directions towards the center of the

place on which it stands. Hereupon Sihongwa takes the ceremonial

costume from off the girl, while the Antelope youth disrobes himself.

Some one removes the ndkwas from the scalplocks of the novices.

These as well as the two costumes are placed on the floor near the

altar. Sihongwa washes the hands and feet of the Antelope maid, but

her face she washes herself. The Antelope youth washes himself

except the marks on his back, which he cannot reach, and hence are

washed off by Sihongwa.

The Antelope youth and maid then seat themselves on the ban-

quette east of the fireplace. The chief priest takes a black eagle wing

feather from the altar, steps in front of the two, hands to each a piece

of some root, probably hohdyaonga, which they chew, takes a pinch

of ashes from the fireplace and then hums in a low tone a song, beat-

ing time to the singing with the feather which he holds in his left hand.

Soon he waves the feather along the front part of the body to the

knees, first of the girl then of the man, circles the feather in front of

them a few times and then, turning towards the ladder, points the

feather towards the hatchway, sprinkles a small quantity of the ashes

along the feather and toward the hatchway. He then repeats the

' In the morning the priest says: " towards the evening." Here not the cardinal points, but

the time of day is referred to.
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performance just described from five to seven times, the number of

times differing on various occasions, although it is believed that six

times is the proper number. When he has done, he returns to his

place, laying the feather on the' floor near the altar. The youth and

maid rise, spit the chewed roots into their hands and rub their hands,

legs, and body with it. Hereupon they take from the meal tray a

pinch of meal, sprinkle it towards the altar, and the girl then leaves

the kiva. The man joins the other men, who after the ceremony

generally sit around, chat and smoke a while, and then take their sup-

per. The Antelopes eat no meat or any food containing salt on this

and the three succeeding days; the chief priest eats only one meal

daily—late in the evening—during the same period. The Snakes,

after having arrived in their kiva, smoke, converse, take their supper,

smoke again, and then retire for the night. They, as well as the

Antelopes, sleep in or on their respective kivas as usual.

SIXTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(SHUSH KA HfMUU; ONCE NOT ANYTHING.)

*Early in the morning the Antelope chief brings to the Snake kiva

the tray with the four bdhos and four chochokpis that he had made

on the previous morning, and that had been lying on the west side of

the sand mosaic during the day. With the bahos were some nakwak-

wosis, but just how many I failed to learn. These prayer offerings

are usually deposited by Antelope priests, though sometimes by the

Snakes, south and west from the village at four different places near

trails. This, however, has not been substantiated, as I never went

with those messengers. These offerings are repeated every morning

for three days, with the exception, however, that they are deposited

closer to the village on each succeeding day.^ Soon after the Ante-

lope priest has returned to his kiva the Snakes prepare for the morn-

ing ceremony in the Antelope kiva. As on the previous evening, the

chief priest takes with him the snake whips, the bag with the snake,

and all take some corn-meal and then proceed to the Antelope kiva.

Here they and the Antelope priests arrange themselves in the same

manner as on the previous evening and exactly the same performance,

as far as could be ascertained, takes place as on that occasion. As

that performance has been fully described on previous pages it does

not seem necessary to repeat the description. I have repeatedly tried

' This same custom prevails in other ceremonies, in some, for instance tlie Flute, the bahos

being made shorter each succeeding day, so that the last one is only about one inch long.
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to obtain some of these songs, but have thus far failed. Even a partial

recording of the songs while they are being chanted, possible in other

ceremonies, has been impossible in this ceremony, for three reasons:

First, the words are pronounced less distinctly than is usually the case,

and the singing is mostly low and humming; secondly, the intervals

between the songs are unusually short, so that it is not always possible

to find out where one song ends and the next one begins; thirdly, the

jingling of the bells of the Antelope youth and maid increases the

difficulty to catch words and sentences. I am told that some of

the songs are not understood even by the priests, as the language used

is not understood by the Hopi.' Repeated efforts to get at least the

number of songs chanted, lead me to believe that there are sixteen,

though this is by no means certain.

The Snake novice of 1896, who sat with the Antelope novices on

the previous evening, seemed to be considered a full tcwtiwimlca now,

as he sat with the other Snake priests and participated in the singing

from this day on.

After the ceremony, the Snakes return to their kiva, the chief

priest however now saying at the foot of the ladder, "Pai itam

cAkaokahkang tapkinawicni" (Now, we being strengthened, again go

forward to the evening).

Breakfast is then partaken of in both kivas, whereupon Tobengo-

tiwa at once proceeds to make the four green bahos and four chochokpis

and places them on the west side of the sand ridge again to be con-

secrated during the day and deposited the next morning, as has already

been stated. Usually nothing of special importance takes place in the

Antelope kiva during the day. Only in the afternoon, the sprinkler

begins to make two chochokpis, about fourteen inches long, and two

q6ng6tkis.^ The latter consist of a stick about two inches long and

three-fourths of an inch in diameter, which is painted black, with the

exception of the ends, which are painted green. To the middle of

the stick is attached a small eagle feather nakwakwosi. These

cylinder-like objects are said to represent the small clay balls

("q6onga") which are formed by the water in the washes, and they are

considered to be special prayer offerings that the washes may rise and

flood their thirsty fields. These cylinders and the two long chochokpis

are placed near the altar, there to be consecrated, as it were, for use

later on. Some of the Antelope men go to their fields; those who
remain spend their time in smoking, eating, chatting, sleeping, etc.

* This pertains to nearly all Hopi ceremonies. The priest when asked where these songs

come from, almost invariably points to either Zuni or the Pueblos of New Mexico.

'These qongotkis (from qoonga. ball— tuki, cut— because cut from a stick) are made on

many occasions in Hopi ceremonies.
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In the Snake kiva the same condition of affairs exists as on the

previous day. The kiva is deserted, only one man usually being left

in charge of the kiva. Soon after breakfast the men get ready for the

Snake hunt and leave at the usual time.* If there be any newly ini-

tiated members they participate in the hunt, and are supposed to cap-

ture their first snake. I was told that the hunters do not confine

themselves to any particular directiqn on this day. They return in

time for the evening ceremony in the Antelope kiva. After having

indulged in their usual smoke around the fireplace they renew their

body decoration, which, however, they sometimes do somewhat hastily,

and then repair to the Antelope kiva in the usual manner, where the

same ceremony as that which has already been described, takes place.

SEVENTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(PIKTOTOKA; PlKl—PROVIDING DAY.)

Unfortunately, the proceedings of the forenoon of this day have

been observed i.n 1898 only, and hence my notes on the first part of

this day are somewhat incomplete. The following is based on these

notes:

Early in the morning the usual singing ceremony took place in

the Antelope kiva. This was followed by a short rest, smoking, chat-

ting, and then by the morning meal and another period of rest and

smoking in both kivas. In the Snake kiva some also carded cotton,

made and repaired moccasins, and other paraphernalia used in the

ceremony. Macangontiwa made ten so-called piitsvahos (flat bahos),

in which he was assisted by two or three of the other men. These

bdhos consist of a small slab made of Cottonwood root about seven

inches long, two inches wide, and a quarter of an inch thick at the

edges, one-half an inch thick in the middle. They are first painted

white, and then one half green, the other yellow, both sides of the

slab being painted alike. The two colors are separated by a black

line, which runs along the middle of the baho, and which is marked
with several, usually three, white, elongated dots. Into each end of

the slab is thrust a small eagle feather. On each edge, about an inch

from each end, are two notches about half an inch apart.

At about eleven o'clock all the snakes were transferred without

any special ceremony from the small buckskin bags to a large Ameri-

can sack and placed on the floor near the altar. The small racer that

' .As has already been noted, very little hunting was done on the fifth day in 1896. and 1 was
told that very little hunting for snakes was done on any day alter the first four days if a suffacient

number o\ snakes were found on these last named days.
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was used in the ceremonies in the Antelope kiva remained in the buck-

skin bag in front of the fetishes until the ninth day.

While the chief priest, assisted, as has been stated, by others,

made the flat bdhos, several of the men began to make or repair their

so-called tc(i-nakwas, which consist of a bunch of eagle breath feath-

ers all stained red, and of bluebird wing and tail feathers.^ Of the

latter two were tied together by the quill ends in such a manner that

they spread apart and these were then fastened to the tips of the

eagle feathers. These "head-dresses" are worn at the public perform-

ance on the ninth day. Two Snake costumes were also put in order

to be used by two of the men later on, when they were to act as

kal^htakas (warriors). These two men, Puhtinomtiwa and Q6tcvoyaoma

somewhat later, made some so-called kal^htak (warrior) bahos; the

first made four, the latter five. These consist of a single, undecorti-

cated stick, about seven inches long, to the upper end of which is

fastened a short eagle wing feather, and at about the place where

this feather is fastened is tied an eagle nakwakwosi and a packet,

made of corn-husk, containing presumably the usual pinch of corn-

meal and honey. A few such bahos are made in nearly every Hopi

ceremony.

While the paint on the flat bahos, previously referred to, was dry-

ing, Macangontiwa made six common double green bahos and Clika-

oma four. All who made bahos placed them on the floor in front of

themselves, and then smoked over them, and when later on the ten

flat and nine warrior bahos were completed, they were placed on a

tray and Macangontiwa and the two warriors again smoked over

them.

Thus far my notes on the proceedings in the Snake kiva during

the forenoon. Before recording those of the afternoon, which have

been observed several times, I shall give a brief description of the

doings in the Antelope kiva during the forenoon, which, as already

stated, have also been observed only once (in 1898).

It has already been observed that early in the morning, the usual

mutual morning ceremony took place in the Antelope kiva, which was

followed by an interval of rest, conversation, smoking, and the usual

morning meal. After breakfast the priests occupied themselves in

various ways, repairing moccasins, smoking, making prayer offerings,

etc. Of the latter, the following were made, as far as recorded,

though I am uncertain whether my notes in that respect are complete:

Tobengotiwa made fourteen double green bahos and seven

' In the village of the second mesa a bunch of owl feathers, in addition to those mentioned

above, is used.
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PL. CLXV. The Lightning Frame.

A. The lightning frame closed.

B. The lightning frame open.

This Plate has otherwise no bearing on the ceremony described in this paper,

but shows some katcinas, the one having the lightning frame being the Sdtukv-

nangwu katcma. This negative was used, because, of the Snake ceremony, none

showing the lightning frame was obtainable. It should be stated however, that

the frames are usually smaller than the one shown on this Plate.
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choch6kpis, Kdrzhongniwa assisting him. Four of each of these were

placed on the west side of the sand mosaic, again to be deposited the

next morning. What was done with the others was not definitely

ascertained—most of them were sent away to distant places.

Kiwanhoya made two black chochokpis, about fourteen inches

long, four short ones, about five inches long, four double green bahos,

two wheels, and he finished two qong6tkis (cylinders), already

described on a previous page. The wheels are made of the leaves of

a plant called in Hopi "wipo." First a ring from two to three inches

in diameter is formed of some of the narrow leaves, and this ring is

wrapped within another leaf, and the whole is then painted black.

Into two sides of the wheel are thrust four duck feathers and to a

third side is fastened a nakwakwosi of a duck feather. One of these

two wheels and one cylinder, Kiwdnhoya tied to one of the long

chochokpis, the other cylinder and wheel he tied to the other

chochokpi, and then placed one on each side of the medicine bowl.

Mokahtiwa made four pflhus, the strings of which he painted red.

Thus far, my notes on the proceedings in the Antelope kiva

during the forenoon. We now again proceed to the Snake kiva to

note the events transpiring in that chamber in the afternoon.

Besides repairing of moccasins and other paraphernalia, and spin-

ning of cotton, four lightning frames (see PI. 165) are repaired for use

by the two warriors. As this is not a 'regular snake hunting day,

some of the men sometimes go out in the afternoon, still trying to find

some snakes. Some hunting was done every year except in 1896. At

about three o'clock, Macdngontiwa takes a tray containing, as nearly

as I could learn, the flat bdhos, the warriors' bahos, four or perhaps

six double green bahos, and a number of nakwdkwosis which haye been

made in the Snake kiva, also a bullroarer, some honey and meal, and

repairs with this tray to the Antelope kiva, where he and the Antelope

chief smoke over them. A part of them are then handed to one of the

Antelope priests, who is to take them to a distant place, as will be

presently described more fully; the rest he takes back to the Snake

kiva, placing the tray on the floor near the altar. Nothing of special

importance transpires after this in the Snake kiva. When the time

for the evening ceremony approaches the Snakes again redaub their

bodies, comb their hair, put on their common kilts, and proceed to

the Antelope kiva in the manner already described.

Nothing of any special importance occurs in the Antelope kiva

during the first part of the afternoon. Besides the usual four green

and four black bahos that are lying on the west side of the sand

mosaic I noticed on one occasion two green bahos and one large
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chochokpi on the south-west corner of the sand mosaic, and two bahos

with the corn-ears of the novices on the south side of the altar.* On

one occasion I noticed that a number of nakwakwosis, that had been

made by different men, were taken out by a small boy, but I failed to

learn the particulars about it.^

The messenger, already referred to, who is to get the water for

the race that is to take place the next morning, must belong to the

Bdtki clan, or some clan related to it, such as the Pihkash (Young Corn

Ear) or Omawu (cloud) clan. The water on this day is gotten from

Ttihciwa, a spring about three miles, or from Toriva, a spring about

ten miles south-east from Oraibi. Usually the messenger does not

return to the village the same day, but sleeps in the valley at the place

where the race starts the next morning. If he be, as is not usually

the case however, an elderly man, or if it rains, he returns to the kiva,.

hands the water, etc., to the Antelope priest, who smokes over it.

He then sleeps in the kiva, and returns to the starting-place of the

race very early the next morning, taking with him the mongwikuru

with water to which is tied a small corn-ear and one of the large

chochokpis with the wheel and cylinder.

When starting for the spring he takes with him from the Ante-

lope kiva the following objects: The mongwikuru with the objects

attached to it, as just mentioned, a ball made of clay by the Antelope

chief, a long buzzard wing feather, an eagle-bone whistle (t6t6qpi),

some corn-meal, corn-pollen and honey, and a number of bahos.

From the Chief Snake priest he receives: a bullroarer, meal,

honey, some warriors' bahos, and some fiat and green bahos. All

these objects are wrapped into an old ceremonial blanket (at66), which

he ties by its corners and hangs over his left shoulder. The water

vessel with the objects attached to it he holds in his .right hand.

He is attired in a white, unembroidered kilt and moccasins only, but

takes with him a blanket for the night. When he is ready to start,

the two chief priests say to him, "Pai um hahlaikang aohakamini!"^

(Now gladly you will go somewhere!), to which he replies, standing

at the foot of the ladder, "Uma hahlailcahkang nui nuhtaita" (Joy-

fully you wait for me), and then leaves. Hereupon the Snake chief

picks up his tray and takes it to his own kiva, as has already been

stated. The Antelope chief sits down near the fireplace and smokes.

Shortly after the time for the ceremony is announced^ to the

' They were undoubtedly those made by the sprinkler during this day, and were given to and

disposed of by the water carriers and the race winners later on.

' While revising this manuscript one of the priests tells me that these were offerings to

TTiwApongtumsi or Tihkuywuhti. (See the chapter, " The Snake Legend," of this paper.)

«
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Snakes, who at once proceed to the Antelope kiva in the same manner

as before described, being arrayed in their common kilts only, and

the singing ceremony is gone through in the same manner as already

described. In 1898, when Sihongwa had been sent away as messen-

ger, Lomayeshtiwa took his place at the north-east corner of the

altar. On one occasion one of the Antelope priests brought a little

novice in at this juncture, gave him a white corn-ear, after making
him sprinkle a little meal to the altar, tied the usual nakwa into his

hair, and seated him on the floor east of the sand mosaic, sitting down
by his right side.

While this ceremony is going on in the usual way, we follow the

messenger to the distant spring and see how he disposes of the prayer

offerings that have been intrusted to him and how he obtains the water

he is sent to get. The information about this errand, however, is not

bas&d upon personal observation, but was furnished me later, by one

of the Antelopes, who acted as messenger one time. As he is a per-

sonal friend of mine, I have reason to believe that his statements are

true,* as far as he could give them.

Descending the mesa on the main trail leading towards the south-

east, he soon came upon a place called Kuritvahchikpu. Here he

first twirled the buUroarer, deposited a pinch of meal, put a drop of

honey into his mouth and spurted it into the air, and then deposited

the following prayer offerings: One green baho, made by the Antelope

priest, one chochokpi, made by the asperger, and numerous nakwdk-
wosis, made by the men of both fraternities.^ Proceeding along the

trail towards the south-east, he soon arrived at a place that seems to

have no special name, where he went through the same performance

and deposited the same prayer offerings. At Kuktikwushchomo, a

short distance farther south-east, he does the same. About a quarter

of a mile farther on is the place from where the race is to start the

next morning. Here he went through the same performance and

deposited similar objects. The four places thus far mentioned are

located in the broad valley east of Oraibi. Leaving the last-named

place the messenger left the trail and proceeded due east towards a

large mesa on the south side of which, about-half way up, is located

'The name of the man is not given, as he asked me not "to tell on him," and would be
unnecessarily subjected to severe censure wefe this publication shown to the societies mostly
concerned.

' As to the kind and number of b&hos taken along and their exact disposition, the statements
of this messenger and another one who got water once, and those of a racer who passed the places

where the bAhos are placed are so conflicting that personal observation only will probably settle that

point. The fact that these men perhaps get water only once or twice in their lifetime, and have so

inany bilhos to dispose of, and these at hve different places, may account for the conflicting state-

ments; in fact, they say they have forgotten some of the details.
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the spring Ttihciwa, to which he was going. Arriving within a short

distance of the spring, he stopped and twirled the bullroarer and blew

his eagle-bone whistle to announce, he said, to the water deities (the

Baldlokongwuu and Clouds—the latter in this connection being con-

sidered personifications) his presence. 'Approaching a little nearer,

he blew the whistle again. Going still nearer he did the same thing,

repeating it a fourth time. Hereupon he deposited the last bahos and

nakwakwosis, the same as at the other places, and also one flat and

one warrior baho, and then, with his face turned toward the spring,

uttered the following prayer:

"Tad nu yep it umungam kiva. It akw nu limuya chamto. Uma
6wi. it nacilcahkang piiu yang itah ligi angydknagani. Piiu ima

pav6nmamantu put akw omi nawungwnakang natukvcinayaq; piiu ita

put conaikahkang yep talat ep hahlaigani. Yan Uma itamungem

kuwanqololayaq ita anghahlaiyani. Piiu put ima itahpokomu nonove

tdwat hahlaigani. Piiu shdshoyam hihihtu akwlolomatoti. Pantakat

owi itam maksoniyungwa. Pas pai ovi okio pdntani ! Owi um itamui

okwatotwani. Pai tuma. Itam shoshoyam aoyani. Owi ka hak haki

inalni! Uma shoshoyam iniingkyani!"

TRANSLATION.

Now, then, this here,' I have brought for you. With this I have

come to fetch you. Hence, being arrayed in this, thus rain on our

crop! Then will these corn-stalks be growing up by that rain; when
they mature, we shall here in the light,^ being nurtured,* be happy.

When you thus beautiful grasses (herbs) will provide bountifully, we
shall be glad over them. Then these our animals when they eat (lit.,

as soon as they eat, or upon eating) will also be happy over it. Then
all living things will be good (in good condition). Therefore do we
thus go to the trouble of assembling.'' Hence it must be thus.*

Therefore have pity on us! Now let us go! We shall all go.* There

(let) no one keep any one back. You all follow me.

' Refers to the prayer offerings.

'The meaning of this expression is somewhat obscure. My informant thought it was an

archaic way of saying " in this life."

"Namely, by the corn. The word is also used in Hopi to express the idea of transmitting

health into a patient by rubbing the germ of a heafthy grain of corn over, or as they say into, his

body, or of conveying new vigor and soundness into a corn ear whose soundness is doubted by intro-

ducing into its core healthy grains of corn, etc.

• M&ksoniyungwa. It is almost impossible to give the literal meting of this term in one
word. The first part means "troublesome," "weary," "tedious;" the second "go in," referring to

the " going into " the kiva or " assembling " for the ceremony.

• I. e., as the messenger has just said.

• I. e., the clouds, which are here personified, and which he has addressed.
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He then enters the spring, lowers the little netted gourd (mdngwi-

kuru) into the water to the rim, sprinkles some meal into it from the

six cardinal directions, and then dips some water into it with the long

buzzard feather, also from the six ceremonial directions. He then

does the same with the corn-ear and then fills the vessel, whereupon

he leaves the spring and returns to the village, twirling the bullroarer

all the way until he arrives at the edge of the mesa. Arriving in the

kiva all say "Kwakwdi um pito" (Thanks, you have come). The chief

adds, ita pas pai akw m6ngwactotini" (We must bring this to a con-

clusion).' The things are then placed on the floor north of the fire-

place and Tob^ngotiwa, assisted by some of the older priests, smoke

over them. Usually, however, as has already been observed, the

messenger does not return to the kiva, but remains at the place where

the race starts early the next morning.

Nothing of importance occurs in either kiva after the ceremony,

smoking, talking, the evening meal, etc., occupying the evening until

the time for retirement.^

EIGHTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(TOTdiCA; FOOD PROVIDING.)

The men in both kivas are stirring at a very early hour. At about

three o'clock the fire is built. The first to get ready is the messenger*

who got the water from a distant spring on the previous evening, and

the two kalehtakas (warriors) in the Snake kiva, who ire to play a

conspicuous part in the proceedings of this and the next morning. At

about half-past three o'clock the warriors put on their snake kilts,

take the lightning frames and bullroarers and leave the kiva. Outside

they shoot the lightning frame toward the east and then go around

the kiva five times, twirling the bullroarers almost constantly. They
then proceed to the Antelope kiva and repeat the same performance.

Returning to their kiva they go around again three times twirling the

bullroarer. Entering the kiva they again shoot the lightning frame

and go around in an elliptical circuit, swinging the bullroarer several

times. They then take off their snake kilts. On one occasion the

chief priest came in at this juncture, seemingly just having gotten up,

* See footnote 3 on page 41.

* I find in my notes of 1896 the following observation: Before the Snakes had filed out a woman
brought some food which Sibongwa took into the kiva, stepping into the deeper portion east of the

ladder, going around the fireplace and on to the elevated portion west of the ladder, depositing the

food on the floor. I do not remember ever having seen a female in either of the two kfvas, with the

exception of the .\ntelope maids and some little novices.

' Provided he did not remain in the valley when bringing the water the previous evening.
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and at once engaged in smoking, in which the two warriors, taking off

the moccasins from their feet, joined him.

Later, usually at about four o'clock, the warriors again put on

their kilts, shoot the lightning frame, and circle around in the Snake

kiva, repeat the same outside at the Snake and the Antelope kiva, and

a second time outside of and also in the Snake kiva. The number of

times they go around the kivas varies between three and seven times,

but it is believed four times is the number intended.

At about half-past three o'clock the rest of the men of both soci-

eties rise. The two warriors daub their bodies in the usual manner,

but this time rub considerable c6ta on their faces. They put on their

snake kilts, buckskin-fringed belts, and also, I am told, their snake

head-dresses (tcii-nakwas), though my notes fail to state that. They

then repeat their procession, twirling of bullroarers, etc., around

both kivas and in the Snake kiva.

All the Snake men now renew their body decorations, as the

so-called Antelope race is about to begin. At about a quarter of five

o'clock in the morning the two warriors take a number of flat and

other bahos from the tray, and then repeat for the fourth time the

processions around the kiva, but instead of returning to the Snake

kiva they leave the mesa on the trail, leading south-eastward, which the

messenger had taken on the previous evening and on which, in case

he slept in the village, he has already preceded them to the starting-

place of the race, about to begin. At the different places where the

water carrier has deposited his bahos they deposit theirs, in the fol-

lowing manner:' After having turned the green baho of the water

carrier around, i.e., turned its facet toward the village,. and having

pulled out the water carrier's chochokpi that stood south-east from the

green baho, with its face turned from the village, and thrust it into

the ground north-west of the green baho facing now towards the village,

the first warrior thrusts a flat baho into the ground between the green

baho and chochokpi; the second warrior a red warrior's baho at the

place where they have taken out the chochokpi. At the next place

they repeat the performance, only here, the second warrior puts down
the flat baho and the leader the red kalehtak (usually "tak") baho,

etc. As they go along they frequently turn their bullroarers. Other

men and boys who intend to participate in the race join, follow,

and pass them, going to the starting-place. Sometimes one or two

others of the Snake Fraternity have bullroarers, too, that they swing

' It has already been stated in a previous footnote that some confusion exists concerning the

prayer offerings of the water carrier. But after sifting all the information obtained on -the subject

from different men, it is believed that the disposition of the prayer offerings is supposed to be made,
and usually is made, in the manner given in the text.
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occasionally. At the starting-place the bdhos, I understand, are

mostly deposited at one end of the line of racers. But if more than

the required number have been made, which is sometimes the case,

as has been mentioned in a previous footnote, they are deposited at

the other end. A number of men and boys have in the mean while left

the village and have gone to the cornfields in the valley to get green

corn-stalks, the disposition of which will be mentioned later on.'

While thus the race is being inaugurated in various ways, we direct

our attention to the Antelope kiva, where the necessary preparations

are made for the exercises that are to interlink with the race at the

proper time.

At about five o'clock Tob^ngotiwa has made a new meal circle

around the kiva. The Antelope youth and maid are dressed and

painted up, the nine cigarettes ready, the four bahos that were made
the previous day deposited; in fact, everything prepared as usual.

At about half-past five o'clock the Snakes are called. Usually only

the chief priest and one or two of the older men come, as the younger

Snake members participate in the race, as explained, and two or three

of the older men, decorated and dressed the same as the two warriors,

have gone to the edge of the mesa in order to sprinkle the racers with

sacred meal upon their arrival on the mesa. Usually these men go
down the mesa, too, and return with a stalk of green corn. Whether
they get these from the fields themselves or obtain them from others

at the foot of the mesa, I am unable to say, but have reasons to

believe that the latter is the case.

As soon as the Snake priests have seated themselves, the usual

smoking of cigarettes takes- place, the crooks and snake whips are then

distributed, the tiponi and snake handed to the Antelope youth, the

batiii, with its contents, to the Antelope maid, in fact everything is

made ready to begin the singing ceremony at a moment's notice, where-

upon all silently wait for the signal to commence the singing. The
manner in which this signal is given will be described presently. We
now again turn our attention to the race. I have never witnessed the

ceremonies at the starting-place, but have reasons to believe that the

following description, furnished me by participants, is correct: The
first one to arrive at the place^ where the race is to begin is the mes-

senger who got the water in a mongwikuru on the previous evening.

He has with him this vessel, a ptlhu, and one of the long chochokpis

' Some of the members of both fraternities also get cornstalks from the cornfields, others
swarm along the race track, and all join the racers as they arrive from the starting-place and race
along, but no participant in the ceremony is allowed to contend for the prize.

' Usually he sleeps there, as has already been stated elsewhere.
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with the rain wheel and the small cylinder/ prepared by the sprinkler

on the seventh day. Soon after his arrival the two warriors put in

their appearance. They have deposited at each of the three places

already mentioned a flat, a warrior's (red), and probably also a green

baho and some nakwakwosis and corn-meal.^ They also have been

swinging their bullroarers and shooting their lightning frames while en

route to this place. With and soon after them, arrive the would-be

participants in the race. When all are assembled, the water carrier

rubs a little clay into the men's hands and then lays the ptlhu on the

trail, pointing out, as it were, the way to the village. He then faces

the men who have drawn up in line across the trail, and says:

"Pai ita hahlaiRahkang ^ ytihtukni. Owi lima totim, hohongwitu,

shush ka natushitotani! Nap hakawat momik yamakat itam put atswi

tawat ka nashami pitoq hiyanikae. Tunatyaokahkango imui itangumui,

itanamui kiyamayui yaiwawicni, yiingwicni; pai hahlaikahkango,

ookdokahkango! Taatumai!"

TRANSLATION.

Now we shall race joyfully. Hence you strong young men do not

once detain each other!* Whoever comes out ahead, on his account^

we shall drink' when the sun has not yet come half-way.^ Being con-

cerned (about this) to these our mothers, our fathers, to the village,

we shall ascend, we shall enter it, happily, courageously. Now go we

!

The messenger then speeds away and soon the racers say to the

warriors: "Taa ita paiyyani; pai pi yapni" (There, be we off; he is

already off).

After a few seconds they repeat their clamoring: "Taa ita paiy-

yani" (now let us be [be we] off). And after a short interval, during

which their impatience has been growing, they say: "Taa, ita paiy-

yani; pai pi tawa yama" (Now be we off; why the sun is already up).

Each of the two warriors then repeats the water carrier's speech

—

• The other one I noticed in the morning at the south side of the Antelope altar. Their use

will be explained by and by.

" The information ^s to the exact kind and number of b&hos these warriors take along, and

just where and how they deposit them, is also conflicting, and will need further study by special

personal observation.

^ Here the warriors afterwards say " ciikaokahkang!"

* I. e., do not try to win by keeping others back, but by honestly exerting yourself.

° Because the winner receives the sacred water as a prize, which is believed to bring rain, as

will be explained later on.

° It was explained .to me that the messenger here speaks in behalf of the thirsty crops, for

which this ceremony is celebrated, for which he is sent to fetch the clouds, and which are eagerly

waiting to drink the expected rain.

' By this the anxiety is expressed that the looked-for rain should not procrastinate, but come
soon.
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Pl. CLXVI. Scenes at the Edge of the Mesa.

A. Corn-stalk bearers begin to arrive at the edge of the mesa.

B. Spectators waiting for the arrival of the racers.
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PL. CLXVII.

Racers arriving at the edge of the Mesa.
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PL. CLXVIII.

Priests sprinkling the racers with corn-meal.









PL. CLXIX.

Priests sprinkling the racers with corn-meal.
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verbatim, my informant claims—the water carrier speeding on while

they do so. After they have both repeated the speech, both twirl

their bullroarers and shoot their lightning frames, and then they also

start, but both describing an elongated half-circuit from and again to

the trail, one on one, the other on the other side; where they meet

each one crosses to the opposite side and again runs in a half-circle

from and again to the trail, but always making towards the village.

This they do four times in all. At the places where they cross the

trail they shoot the lightning frames. When they cross the first time

the racers give a yell which is the signal for the priests in the Ante-

lope kiva to commence the singing. This signal is transmitted to the

klva in the following manner. At the edge of the mesa is seated a

man and on one of the houses close to the kiva, sometimes on the kiva

roof, a woman. As soon as the man hears the yell he jumps up and

immediately the woman notifies the men in the kiva that the racers

have started, whereupon the siniging commences.

It has already been stated that the water carrier had run ahead

with the water vessel. To the one that overtakes him first he hands

the vessel and the long chochokpi ' and then runs on with the racers.

Those things now become the objects of contention for the racers. If

one overtakes the holder of them the latter has to hand them over to

his successful rival, and he to the next one, if one overtake him, etc.

Along the route the racers are met by the participants in the cere-

mony from both kivas, who^ as already stated, do not really participate

in the race, at least not the entire length of the route, but join the

racers along the route after having deposited prayer offerings in the

shrines. Those (two I believe) from the Snake klva who have bull-

roarers twirl them occasionally. Nearer and nearer the line of racers

approaches the mesa. Those who have gone after corn-stalks have in

the mean while gathered at the foot of the mesa to greet and then

accompany the racers. Some of the smaller boys await them on

ledges higher up. The e(.\ge of the mesa is usually lined with hun-

dreds of spectators (see PI. i66), whose eyes are turned towards the

valley four hundred feet below. At the place where the trail reaches

the top of the mesa stand several grim-looking snake priests, in their

usual costume and decoration, with their bags of sacred meal to sprinkle

the racers as they sweep by them. (See Pis. 167, 168, and 169.)

Shortly after sunrise the first racers arrive at the edge of the

mesa panting and bathed in perspiration. The first one carries the

netted gourd vessel and the chochokpi. He is preceded and accom-
' This may be done anywhere before he reaches the kiva. II no one overtakes him he takes

it into the kiva himself, where it is taken care of in the usual manner, and then handed to the first

racer reaching the klva.
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panied by others, who carry corn-stalks. (See PI. 170.) The two

warriors are also usually among the first to arrive. Those of the

Snake and Antelope priests who have brought corn-stalks throw them

into the crowd and dash on towards the Antelope klva, which they

enter taking their accustomed places. Events now crowd themselves

in front of the village and outside and inside the kiva, but will have

to be described one after the other, although they are coincidental.

It has already been stated that the men and boys who have gone

after corn-stalks greet the racers at the foot of the mesa and follow

them. Having arrived at the top of the mesa, they form a squad and

approach the village (see PI. 171), being accompanied by the crowd of

spectators, among whom may be seen here and there a struggling

racer, who, however, runs on to the village. In front of the village

are crowds of women, girls, and children (see PI. 172), who await the

corn-stalk bearers, and as soon as the latter have arrived within about

one hundred yards, dash towards them and engage with them in a

pell-mell wra.ngle (see PI. 173), trying to snatch from them the

corn-stalks and also squash blossoms, in which they are generally

successful after a short struggle. If here and there a specially

strong or alert young man shows a tendency to be obstinate, he

is quickly pursued and surrounded by such numbers that his sur-

render is usually only a question of a few minutes. The captured corn-

stalks are triumphantly carried by the winners to their homes (see PI.

174), where they are often placed on corn piled up in the back rooms.

But proceed we now to the Antelope kfva, where in the mean while

important events have been in progress. We first turn our attention

to the winner of the race. Upon his arrival at the kfva he takes a

position outside and east of the kiva. As soon as his presence is

announced by himself, by stamping repeatedly with his foot, the

sprinkler comes out and takes from him the objects he has won, first

sprinkling a little meal on them and towards the kiva, and takes them

into the kiva, where he hands them to Tob^ngotiwa. He then takes

one of the bahos that have been lying at the south-west corner of the

altar and kneels before the Antelope priest who, still holding the

objects won by the racer, utters in a low voice a prayer, whereupon

the Snake chief takes the objects, also utters a prayer, and then hands

them back to the sprinkler, who takes them out and hands them to the

winner with a double green baho, a small sack of corn-meal, and dig-

ging stick. (See PI. 175.) He first seems to express a prayer or good
wish and then gives some instructions to the boy, who thereupon goes

down to the valley to one of his fields, where he digs a hole with the dig-

ging stick, as deep as the length gf his arm, into which he throws a few
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Corn-stalk bearer looking for the racers.
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PL. CLXXI.

Corn-stalk bearers approaching the village.
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PL. CLXXII.

Villagers awaiting the corn-stalk bearers.
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PL. CLXXIII.

Wrangle between the corn-stalk bearers and the villagers.
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Pl. CLXXIV. Wrangling for the Corn-stalks.

In the foreground one of the women is seen carrying her trophy homeward.
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PL. CLXXV. The Race Winner at the KiVa.

The asperger is in the act of handing the prizes, which have been consecrated

in the kiva, and the prayer-offerings to the race winner.
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Warriors swinging the bull-roarer at the kiva.
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pinches of sacred meal, pours the water from the mdngwikuru, and

then puts in, in an upright position, the long chochdkpi with the wheel

and cylinder, after which he fills up the hole, leaving the upper end of

the chochokpi protruding slightly. The green bdho he thrusts into

the ground close by. These offerings are considered a special blessing

to the field and augur a good crop not only at the approaching

harvest, but also in coming years. The empty gourd vessel he returns

to the kfva.

We next direct our attention to the two warriors whom we noticed

among the first to arrive on top of the mesa. Arriving at the Ante-

lope klva they go around the kfva four times, twirling the bullroarers

and then enter the kfva. (See PI. 176.) In the kfva they go through

the following performance, first the one and then the other: Standing

east of the fireplace they shoot the lightning frame towards the hatch-

way four times, and then twirl the bullroarer an equal number of

times, whereupon they seat themselves on previously arranged seats,*

one east, the other west of the ladder, close to the kiva wall on the

elevated portion of the kfva, guarding, as it were, the entrance. Upon
their being seated, each one is handed a cigarette by Tobengotiwa,

which he smokes in silence, and then remains on that seat throughout

the ceremony.

While these performances are going on the singing ceremony has

been in progress. It has already been stated that everything was

placed in readiness while the racers were on their way out, even to the

taking out of the crooks and the handing of the tfponi, snake, and

bdtiii to the Antelope youth and maid, and that upon the arrival at

the kfva of the signal from the valley that the race had started, the

first song is intoned and the progress of the ceremony is not inter-

rupted even by the consecration of the race-winner's objects, the

arrival of participants in the race, etc. Every racer, as soon as he

enters the kfva, first sprinkles a pinch of meal to the altar, and then

assumes his usual seat.

The Snake priests are on this morning arrayed in their usual cos-

tume and decoration, with perhaps a heavier coat of cdta on their

faces. More netted gourd vessels are brought into the Antelope kfva

this morning; on one occasion I noticed eight standing in a row on

the east side of the altar, but more were brought in during the day.

Their use will be explained in connection with the public performances

in the afternoon.

' The seats consisted of a heavy stone used to fasten weaving looms to, of which a number
may usually be found in every kiva, and some pelts and blankets spread on them. This is, as far as I

can remember, the only instance where these stones were specially used for seats in a ceremony,
blankets and pelis only being generally used.
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As soon as the singing ceremony is concluded and the Snakes

have filed out in the usual way, one of the warriors takes a position

near the south-east corner of the altar and shoots the lightning frame

four times towards the hatchway, which he follows by swinging the

buUroarer four times. The other warrior repeats the same action, all

the Antelopes in the mean while waiting in silence. Before the war-

riors leave the kfva they stop at the foot of the latter and say, one

after the other, "Ita ctikaokahkang pio tapkiwicni" (We, being

strengthened, again go forth towards the evening). Outside they first

shoot the lightning frames four times towards the sun, then they go

around the kfva four times, shooting the lightning frame and twirling

the bullroarer, once at each end and on each side of the kfva.' They

then proceed to the Snake kfva twirling the bullroarer on the way.

At the Snake kiva they repeat the same performance that took place

at the Antelope kfva, only here first outside and then inside of the

kfva. When they have finished, they lay their instruments on a tray,

near the altar, which is then placed near the fireplace. All present

assemble around it and smoke over it, following the smoke by a prayer

from each one, even the smaller boys (which is something unusual)

and another smoke, for which all pipes that can be found are used.

This smoke is followed by the usual morning meal in which all

participate.

After breakfast the men engage in different pursuits; some repair

their snake costumes, moccasins, etc., others make prayer offerings,

smoke, sleep, etc. As a knowledge of the manufacturing of bahos on

this occasion, their kind and how they were disposed of may be of

importance in further studies of this ceremony, and as the observa-

tions thus far made on this' subject are somewhat incomplete, those

that have been made will be given in detail. In 1896 the following

prayer offerings were made, as far as recorded : Macangontiwa made

one peculiar double baho, which he painted light blue and which, on

account of its color, was very unusual. It was about six inches long

and otherwise made the same as any other common bahos, only it

had a long string (pflhu) attached to it. Besides this, he made three

or four double bahos, one stick being black, one green. These bahos

with sticks of two different colors are called naalong-bahos and are

made, as far as I know, by the Snake and Antelope Fraternities only.

He also prepared four piitsvahos which have already been described.

Nuvakwaha made three naalong-bahos, the same kind as Macan-

gontiwa had made.

Puhtinomtiwa made seven warrior bahos, which, it will be remem-

' These acts symbolize lightning and thunder.
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bered, consist of a single, undecorticated stick, painted red with

pulverized specular iron sprinkled over it, and having a bald eagle

wing feather tied to its upper end and a breath feather suspended

from it, and a corn-husk packet fastened to the stick with the feathers.

The stick is slightly pointed at. one end. The wing feather is from

five to seven inches long. They were also sprinkled with the specular

iron (yaldhai-i). When he had finished the bdhos he spurted some

honey and smoked on them and then placed them on a tray. Later

he thrust them behind the bead strands of Pdokong, and I understood

that some of them were offered to the different shrines along the race

trail by the two warriors the next morning.

Besides these bdhos a number of nakwdkwosis were made by or

for all participants, those for the younger members being made by the

older men. As nearly as I could ascertain, six nakwdkwosis were

supposed to be made by each man.

In 1900 the following prayer offerings were made as far as recorded

:

PQhtinomtiwa, who it will be remembered, was acting as chief

priest, made the following: One double, light blue baho about six

inches long with a long " road " attached to it; five naalong-bdhos

about five inches long, of the usual kind; and three choch6kpis about

four and a half inches long.

Q6tcvoyaoma made seven nadlong-bahos about six inches long

and four chochokpis somewhat shorter.

Sikdhongniwa made one nadlong-baho and one chochdkpi, both

of the usual length.

All made a number of nakwdkwosis; the exact number made by

each man, however, was not ascertained, as some seemed to make some

for themselves and some for others, for instance, the younger mem-
bers; but as nearly as I could learn most of them made six nakwdkosis.'

A number (seven) warrior bdhos were also made by Talaswahtiwa

and Sihohya.

Some time in the forenoon several of the younger members are

sent after cottonwood branches for the snake booth. In 1896 Sikdveima,

Talaswahtiwa, Sihohya, and H6veima were sent; in 1900 Sihohya,

H6veima, and Macdhongniwa. They put on the common ceremonial

kilt, moccasins, take with them the snake bag, a few nakwdkwosis,

corn-meal, and hatchets (to cut off) and straps (to carry) the branches,

'/Ilonsiderable lack of regularity seems to exist with regard to the number of prayer offerings

made in Hopi ceremonies. While it is true that certain bahos and nakwakwosis, especially those

made by the leading priests and on special occasions, are made and disposed of in the same manner
in every reoccurring ceremony, a good deal of scope is left to the personal inclination and wishes of

the maker on other occasions. While preparing his prayer offerings the maker happens to think

about a special deity or "patron saint, or a feather that he happens to have left sets him to thinking

about one, and he makes an extra offering. This is true of bahos, but more so of nakwdkwosis.
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(See A, PI. 177-) They return at about noon. Occasionally they

bring a snake with them.*

Other preparations for future events are being made in the Snake

kfva. The two warriors repaint their lightning frames, one-half with

cdta, a red mineral paint; the other half with sakwa, a green mineral

paint; both said to be usually obtained from the Kohoninos. They

also renew the small feathers on the edge of the lightning frames.

The chief priest hunts up an old plank to be placed in front of the kfsi

(booth) on the plaza, as will be more fully described presently.

Soon after the noon meal several of the younger Snake members

are sent to the plaza to erect the snake booth. Usually the ones who

got the branches do. this work. They first make four holes in a

square, using hatchets, sticks, and shlpvikas. (See A, PI. 178.) Into

these holes they put the larger branches—about four inches thick

—

and between them they thrust the smaller branches into the ground,

filling up the spaces between these with a tall grass. The east side is

closed up with an old white bridal blanket (owa). The booth, when

finished, measures from three to four feet in diameter, the size varying

somewhat in the different years, and is usually neither quite square

nor quite round. (See B, PI. 178.) At about this time a bunch of green

melon, bean, cotton, and other vines and a young corn-stalk is brought

into the Snake kiva and placed first behind the altar, later in front of

the fireplace, to be used in the public performance of this day.

When the booth is completed the chief Snake priest requests the

men to assemble around the fireplace for a smoke; first, however, he

makes a nakwakwosi, which, I think, he places on the floor near the

fireplace. All smoke, several pipes being used. After the smoke,

the chief priest takes a baho, some sacred meal, and I think the afore-

mentioned nakwdkwosi, and proceeds to the plaza. Here he cleans

out an opening in the ground (in front of the booth), which is about

eight or ten inches square. Into this opening he places the prayer

offerings (see A, PI. 179) and corn-meal, saying the following prayer:

"Taa it yet nu umungam yiiku. Owi lima it akw mongwacyani

!

Mongwacyakahkang pas pai itamui okwatotwani. Pas pai lima

okwatotwani, piiu okiw yokwani. '

' (Now this here I have made for you.

Therefore, you must depend on—subsist on—this. Depending on

this, you must pity us. You must pity us now and bring us rain.)

Hereupon he covers it up with an old plank about ten inches wide,

' In 1896 MacAngontiwa took a bowl at about this time, rinsed it out, put several pieces of root

into it, which he selected from his bags, and took the bowl out. Unfortunately I could not follow

him at that time, but am inclined to believe that he prepared some medicine for some one supposed

to have been affected by the snake charm. Such patients, if members of the Snake Fraternity, are

sometimes brought into the Snake kiva and thus treated. (See B, PI. 177.)
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PL. CLXXVII.

A. One of the Snake priests leaving the kiva to get cottonwood branches for

the snake booth. In his left hand he carries a snake bag and snake whip, in the

blanket a hatchet to chop off the branches and a rope to tie them up and carry

them with.

B. A Snake priest taking into the kiva a child who is supposed to be under
the influence of the snake charm—in this case a swelling of and pain in the ab-

domen—and who is to be discharmed in the kiva, which is effected by rubbing and
sucking the child on the part of the priests.
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PL. CLXXVIII. Building the Snake Booth.

A. Digging the holes for the larger sticks. The implements that are used

for digging are the ship-wikas that are used on the snake hunts,

B. The booth finished. Attention is drawn to the kilt of the first boy. It is

the so-called soqom-vitkuna (black kilt), which is the first ceremonial kilt worn
by small boys.
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PL. CLXXIX. The Dance Plaza and a Shrine.

A. The chief Snake priest cleaning out the opening on the plaza over which

he places the plank on which the dancers stamp with their right foot. Before

putting the plank on he deposits a Mho into the opening.

B. One of the katcina shrines in which prayer-offerings and other objects of

various kinds are deposited.
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and about three feet long. He then returns to the kfva, where he

again smokes. In 1896 he then made some nakwdkwosis, which he

handed to one of the young men, who took them out—for what pur-

pose I did not learn—but returned in a few minutes. He had put on

his snake kilt for this errand. Soon after the Snake chief proceeds

to the Antelope kfva for the mutual smoke with the Antelope priest.

The other Snake priests prepare for the approaching public ceremony,

putting on their common kilts, their moccasins, renewing their usual

body decorations, combing their hair, etc. As soon as the two chiefs

are done smoking another messenger is sent after water for the race

on the following morning, this time, however, a member of the Snake

Fraternity. He takes with him the same objects as the messenger on

the previous day, but instead of the double green bdhos from the

Antelope chief he takes with him some nadlong-bahos from the Snake

chief, and instead of going to either Ttihciva or Toriva he goes along

another trail to either Top6shkwava or Matdva, generally, however,

to the first named. He deposits his prayer offerings in the same

manner and at as many places as the Antelope man did. The trail

which he takes is somewhat west of the other one and is the same on

which the race takes place the next morning.

Having thus recorded the proceedings of the Snake kfva, and

seen the Snake messenger depart to the distant spring for water, we
again turn to the Antelope kfva to record the events of the day from

the time when we left the kfva with the two warriors in the morning,

leaving the Antelopes silently awaiting the departure of the latter. As

soon as the warriors have left the kfva, the Antelopes also leave their

places, the Antelope youth and maid disrobe, and wash off their paint

as usual. After some smoking is indulged in and some have begun to

make preparations for making prayer offerings, the usual morning

meal is brought into the kfva, and all eat again, however avoiding

salted food and meats. After breakfast a great number of prayer

offerings are made. As already indicated, it is extremely difficult

to ascertain just what and how many bahos and nakwakwosis are sup-

posed to be made during a ceremony by each participant. . In some
cases rules are observed, especially by the leading priests. As a

general thing a great deal of irregularity exists and a certain amount
of freedom seems to be left to the inclination of the individual priest

—within certain limits, of course. As I have been obliged to make
these observations alone and two kfvas had to be watched, and in each

kfva different priests, it has been impossible to settle this point.

In order to aid further studies of this matter, the facts pertaining to

it, as recorded in the different years, are given separately.
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In 1896, the chief priest, Tob^ngotiwa, made eight green bdhos

with black tips, and one set of four and one of five chochokpis,

besides a number of nakwdkwosis. Eight of the latter were turkey

feathers with red strings and two roads with yellow strings (rolled in

honey and corn-pollen). The twine, wound around the upper end of

the choch6kpis had been colored in rings alternately red and black,

the usual colors being black and white. He then placed four green

bahos and five choch6kpis and one road on one pile, the other four

bdhos, four chochokpis, and one road on another pile.

Yukioma, who it will be remembered, was initiated on this occa-

sion, made one green bdho, one chochokpi, and twelve nakwakwosis;

the strings of the latter, as well as those of the feathers attached to

the bdhos, were stained red and the twine on the chochokpis he

colored in the same manner as Tob^ngotiwa had colored his.

Sihongniwa, the pipelighter, made eight bahos of the usual kind,

Mokdhtiwa six, and Tob^vohyoma also six, all three also staining the

strings of the feathers attached to the bdho sticks red. All the other

men made only nakwdkwosis, but just how many my notes fail to

state, also how these prayer offerings were disposed of, but I am told

they are deposited the next day in the field, peach orchards, etc.

In 1898 no special record could be made of this bdho-making, as

the filling up of other gaps in my notes occupied my time.

In 1900 I noted down the following: Tob^ngotiwa made three sets

of four green bahos (with black tips) each, all about five inches long;

one set of five and one of four chochokpis, about six inches long. All

the strings on the nakwdkwosis, which were attached to the bahos,

were painted red, and the twine on the chochokpis colored as described

above. The number of nakwdkwosis made was not recorded. He
was assisted in the work by his son Honwahtiwa.

Cdkvyamtiwa made one green bdho, one chochokpi, and a number
of nakwdkwosis. Sihongwa and Honwahtiwa made the same.

Sikdheptiwa, the sprinkler, made two green bdhos, two chochokpis,

one long chochokpi about fourteen inches long, one cylinder two and

three-quarters inches long by one-half an inch thick, and a yoiyngola

(rain wheel) about four inches in diameter. Into two sides of the

latter were inserted four duck feathers and from one side was sus-

pended an eagle nakwdkwosi.

The nakwdkwosis on all the bahos, as far as I could ascertain,

were duck feathers.

If any more bdhos were made, it escaped my notice.' A number
' I am told that every participant makes at least one baho and one chochokpi. The long

chochokpi, with the wheel made by the sprinkler, Sikslheptiwa, was taken to the spring in the evening
and secured by the race winner the next morning.
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of nakwdkwosis were made by each priest, usually either six or eight,

although that number was by no means strictly adhered to.

While these prayer offerings are made, other work is attended to.

Dance costumes are put in order, moccasins repaired, etc. Now and

then singing is practiced, and smoking is not overlooked. On one

occasion, I noticed that one of the priests made a feather head-dress

(ndkwa) for a novice, the head-dress consisting of sixteen small eagle

feathers, two and two of which were tied together at their quill ends

and to the tips of which were fastened bluebird wing and tail feathers,

also two and two being tied together. The eagle feathers were

stained red and were fastened to a piece of buckskin. Every Ante-

lope and Snake wears such a nakwa on his head in the public per-

formance.

At about noon on this day all the Antelopes take off the small

feather which they have thus far worn in their hair (and which is also

called nakwa) and string them on a stick, which is laid on the floor

near the fireplace. The owners, so I was told, deposit those ndkwas

at different places—fields, melon patches, etc., outside of the village.*

Some one brings in a few cottonwood branches for the public per-

formance.

At about half-past four o'clock the men begin to get ready for

the performance on the plaza. Their body decoration is as follows:

The feet, hands, and chin are painted black; and in the case of the

sprinkler, a white line runs from ear to ear over the upper lip.

Their costume consists of the embroidered kilt and sash, a fox-

skin, which is suspended from the sash behind, a bandoleer of dark

blue yarn over the right shoulder, a strand of the same yarn around

the legs below the knee, decorated ankle bands, and several strands

of beads around the neck from which is suspended in front an abelone

shell. On the head they wear in front a single white eagle feather

and on the apex of the head the large nakwa, already described.'^

In their hands they hold the following objects: The chief priest,

who takes the lead, holds in his left hand the tlponi that had been

used in the different morning and evening ceremonies a gourd vessel

and a bag with corn-meal; in his right hand he holds a rattle.' He is

followed by the sprinkler, who carries the medicine bowl and the

* In the Powamu ceremony these nAkwas are deposited in one of the Katcfna shrines close to

the village. (See B, PI. 179.) The Snake n.lkwas are said to be deposited at almost any place near the

village; the same is true of the niVkwas used in the Flute ceremony.

* The sprinkler wears around his head a wreath made of small cottonwood.

'This rattle is supposed to be made of a wooden ring, over which is stretched an antelope

scrotum skin. This is gathered on the lower side around a short stick, about three inches long, to

which it is wound by means of a thong. The rattle, I believe, contains shelled corn.
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aspergill. All the rest have in their right hand a rattle, in their left a

bag with sacred meal and a netted gourd vessel, and one of the

straight sticks from the altar. (See PI. i8o.)

We now again turn our attention to the Snake kfva, where we left

the men as they were beginning to get ready for the public performance

on the plaza. Their body decoration was as follows: The face, arms,

chest, back, a band above the knee and lower legs were daubed with

soot. Spots were then made with a mixture of a red ochre (ctita) and

common clay (this mixture being called, "palatcka" red clay), on the

following places of the body: The forehead, chest, back, outside of

upper and lower arm (near the elbow), outside of upper and lower leg

(near the knee), both hands and the top of the head. Concerning these

spots, which have been repeatedly mentioned through the paper, I am
told that in former days, when the Hopis were still occasionally at war

with other tribes, the warriors who were to leave the village to meet

the enemy, would assemble by clan groups north of the village. Here

one of the older members of the Kokop (Burrowing Owl) clan pre-

pared a clay or paste of pulverized Pookong nayoo^ (P6ok6ng-vomisis)

and water. The water was taken from a medicine bowl which also

contained fetishes of stone, shell, and bone. As the men, clan after

clan, filed by him, he would put just such marks on their bodies as the

Snakes put on to this day, in memory of those occasions. These

marks are called "huriitcakaci" (strong or hard body painting),

because they were said to make the flesh of the warrior tough and

proof against the arrows of the. enemy. ^ Having finished their body

decoration, the Snakes put on their common kilts and their moccasins,

pick up their snake whips and bags with sacred meal and wait for a

signal from the Antelope kiva that all is ready for the mutual perform-

ance. The Antelopes come out from the klva first. Lining up north

of the kiva, they stop for a few minutes, shaking their rattles, and

then proceed to the plaza, which is only seventy-five feet away. Here

they go around in a circle from right to left in front of the booth four

times (see PI. i8i), passing over the before-mentioned opening,

sprinkling a pinch of sacred meal on the plank, and vigorously stamp-

ing their right foot on it as they do so. Hereupon they line up in

' Pdokong is the God of War and of protection in general. This stone is called Pookongnagoo,
because, the Hopi say, Pookong "vomits it up," and It often resembles in the natural state and in

larger quantities a petrified semi-liquid mass. A sample of this stone, which is also used by Hopi
doctors as a medicine, may be seen in the Hopi collections of the Field Columbian Museum.

'At the conclusion of the war ceremony in the SoyAl celebration in Ordibi, one of the leaders

makes a mark on the chest and back of every participant, using a clay that has been prepared with

the water from the warrior's medicine bowl, and finally the men take a pinch of that clay, fill their

mouths with water, and proceed to their homes, where they make similar marks on the bodies of the

members, of their families. (See The Ordibi-Soyil Ceremony, by G. A. Dorsey and H. R. Voth,

p. 25.)
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PL. CLXXX.

The Antelope priests emerging from their kiva to go to the plaza on the

eighth day for the public performance.
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PL. CLXXXI.
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Antelope priests going around in a circle in front of the booth on the

eighth day.
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Pl. CLXXXII. Dancers before the Booth (Eighth Day).

A. Snake dancers going around in a circle.

B. The two platoons facing each other. The Snakes are represented in the

act of making the sideway motion to which they hum a song in a low tone.
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PL. CLXXXIII.

The Snakes going around in a circle in front of the booth and stamping on

the plank with their right foot (eighth day).
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PL. CLXXXIV.

The Plate shows both Fraternities in position in front of the booth on the

eighth day. They are in the act of singing, the Antelopes waving their rattles,

the Snakes their whips, to the time of the singing. In front of the Antelopes may

be seen the tiponi, medicine bowl, mongwikurus, and the sticks taken from

the altar.
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PL. CLXXXV.

The Snake dancers in the act of making certain sideway motions with their

hands, to which they hum a song in a low tone (eighth day).
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PL. CLXXXVI.

The Plate shows the stage of the dance when the Snake priests step forward

and backward and the vine dancer is beginning his circuit, the Chief Snake priest

just about to lay his hand on his back and to accompany him.
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PL. CLXXXVII.

The performance of the vine dancer and the Snake priest (eighth day).
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PL. CLXXXVIII.

A. Humming with lateral motion by the Snake priests (eighth day).

B. Performance of the vine dancer (eighth day).
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front of the booth, still shaking their rattles, holding them upward,

and await the arrival of the Snakes. (See A, PI. 182.) The latter now

emerge from their kiva, proceed to the plaza, walk around four times

in the same manner as did the Antelopes (see PI. 183), and then draw

up in line about six feet from the Antelopes, the two platoons facing

each other. (See B, PI. 182.) The Antelope chief then sprinkles a line

of corn-meal about eighteen inches in front of the Snakes between the

two platoons of men, and another line about eighteen inches in front of

the Antelopes, and then steps back to his place at the extreme south

end of the line of his men. The Antelope rattles are still in

motion, the sound thus produced resembling very much the sound

produced by the tails of rattlesnakes. Presently the Chief Ante-

lope priest puts on the meal line in front of the Antelopes, the tfponi,

the sprinkler, the medicine bowl, and the other water vessels and

sticks. (See PI. 184.) While this is done, the Snakes lock their hands

and in a slightly stooping position (see PI. 185), hum a song, waving

their hands in which they hold the whips sideways to the time of their

singing. The Antelopes also wave their rattles from side to side. In

a few minutes the Snakes assume an erect position and sing the same

song, but much louder, accompanying the singing with vigorous stamp-

ing of the right foot, and shaking of the whips. (See PI. 202.) The
Antelopes also sing and rattle louder. These two kinds of perform-

ances alternate about eight times, the number of times having been

found to vary in the different ceremonies. Hereupon all make a short

pause and then begin to step forward and backward, the Antelopes

stepping backward when the Snakes step forward and vice versa. As
soon as this kind of backward and forward dancing begins the

sprinkler steps forward (the man next to him taking the medicine

bowl), and then moves slowly around four times in an elongated

circuit between the two platoons, the sprinkler moving his arms to the

time of the singing (see PI. 186), the Snake priest follows him, hold-

ing his left hand on the sprinkler's left shoulder and stroking with his

right hand, in which he holds his snake whip, the back of the latter.

After the fourth time, they stoop down before the booth, from which

the sprinkler takes the bunch of vines which we saw during the day in

the Snake kfva. This bunch of vines he takes between his teeth near

the root end, and grasping it with his hands, he again steps forward,

describing the same circuit as before, and being followed by the

Snake priest in the same manner as before (see PI. 187 and B, 188),

waving the bunch to the time of the singing in the same manner
as the snakes are held and moved at the public performance the

next day. When the circuit has been described four times, the
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sprinkler drops the vines on the ground, proceeds in the same manner

for about half a minute, and then both resume their positions in the

lines of their men. One of the Snake men picks up the bunch of vines

in the manner in which at the Snake dance proper the snakes are

picked up. Hereupon the Snake priests again make the circuit four

times in the same manner as when they arrived, the Antelopes shaking

their rattles while they do so, and then proceed to their klva. As soon

as they have disappeared, the Antelopes leave the plaza in the same

manner as the Snakes; i.e., first going through the same performance.

In the Snake kfva all arrange themselves around the fireplace,

north of which is lying the bunch of vines. All smoke, using every

available pipe, and then each one utters a fervent prayer. The bunch,

I am told, is then taken to the field by any one in the klva.

After all had laid off their ceremonial costume, supper was par-

taken of in both kfvas, after which, outside of the usual smoking,

nothing of importance was observed on this day. The fast is broken

in the Antelope ki'va this evening, the men being allowed to eat any-

thing at this evening's meal and also the next day.

NINTH CEREMONIAL DAY.

(TI'KIVEE; dance.)

Practically the same performances are repeated in both kfvas,

beginning at the same early hour as on the previous day. Only the

race of this morning is called the Snake race, while that of the previ-

ous morning was called the Antelope race. The race on this occasion

starts at a place a short distance south-east from the one from which

the Antelope race started. The same Snake man who got the water

from the spring on the previous evening is supposed to take it out to

the starting-place this morning. Again neither the Antelope nor the

Snake men participate in the race from the starting-place, but join

the racers along the route. Nor are they contestants for the prize.

Bahos, nakwakwosis, and meal are again deposited at the different

shrines along the route ' and at the starting-place, and the lightning

frames are shot and the bullroarers twirled at intervals along the route

of the race. (See Pis. 189 and 190.)

In the Antelope kiva the members of both Fraternities who do

not participate in one capacity or another in the race, have in the

' Prayer offerings are deposited at three different places along tfie route of the snake race, and
also at the starting-place. Of the three places only one has a regular name, Kaotaktipu (Place-of-

Burnt or Charred Corn), because, in a war, Nivajos burned up a pile of husked corn at that place.
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PL. CLXXXIX.

Spectators at the edge of the mesa watching the Racers in the valley.
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PL. cxc.

Waiting for the Racers at the edge of the mesa (ninth day).
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Snake priests arriving at the Snake kiva from the Antelope kiva.
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mean while assembled for the last time.' The first smoke has been

had, the crooks taken out, the snake and tfponi handed to the Ante-

lope youth, the pot with the contents to the Antelope maid and all

await in silence the signal announcing the starting of the race. In

1896 I noticed that one of the men who came in from the race handed

to the sprinkler a young green corn-ear and one a young corn-stalk,

both of which he placed south of the sand mosaic. The Snake men

appear in partial Snakie costume and Snake decoration. (See PI. 191.)

The latter varies from the usual body decoration, in the fact that the

face is painted deep black with a sprinkling of glittering specular iron

over it, the body probably daubed a shade blacker than usual and the

legs below the knee and arms below the elbow daubed pink entirely

instead of a large spot on the outside of the leg. (Compare Pis. 202

and 206.) The costume worn by the warriors consists of the large

tcti-nakwa, already described; the tcti-vitkuna (snake kilt) ^ with the

symbol of a snake on it; the wokokwava (big belt), consisting practi-

cally of a piece of buckskin cut into long fringes;' arm bands, made

of green cedar bark or sometimes of green cedar wood ; leg bands,

made of deer leg skin with the hair on, worn below the knee; mocca-

sins, with fringed ankle bands;- a foxskin and several strands of

beads. (See PI. 176.) The race this morning starts at a place

known as the "Snake-Race-Place," about half a mile south-west from

the place where the Antelope race started the previous morning.

The same offerings are made by the warriors as on that occasion, and

the race—the sprinkling of meal as the racers reach the top of the

mesa, the performances of the warriors around and in the kfvas, the

disposition of the race winner's prizes, the singing ceremony, etc.— is,

as far as my observation goes, an exact repetition of the corresponding

performances of the previous day. It was noticed in 1896 that the

Snake novice left his corn-ear in the Antelope kiva with the newly

brought in corn-stalk south of the altar.

In the Antelope klva again no fasting is observed on this day.

On one occasion I noticed that Sihongwa carried out a small amount

of food in a bowl to a place near the Katclna shrine west of

Oraibi.

But proceed we now to the Snake klva and first record again the

Much smoking is being done in the Snake kfva early in the morning. On one occasion I

noticed that the sputa from the smokers bad actually run along the tioor for about four feet. In 1S96

the snakes were also transferred from the jars to a large sack early in the morning. In this bag they

were transferred to the booth in the afternoon.

' To the lower edge of these formerly fawn hoops were tied, of which, however, only a few are

left at present.

^ To some of which—formerly to all, probably—small pieces of petrified wood about two and a

half inches long and a quarter to one-halt inches thick are fastened as rattles.
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events of the day as they transpired in that chamber up to the time of

the mutual public performance in the afternoon.

The priests having arrived in their kfva after the singing cere-

mony in the Antelope klva all, except the two warriors, divest them-

selves of their costumes and arrange themselves around the fireplace

and engage in a solemn smoke, which is followed by a prayer from

each one present.' While the prayers by the different participants

have a good deal of similarity, they are not quite alike, and some are

longer than others. The lightning frames and thunder boards are

lying near the fireplace. After this ceremonial smoke another smoke

follows, which seems to be of a less solemn nature, and during which

some conversation is going on. This being concluded, the two war-

riors also lay off their paraphernalia. At about this time Macdngon-

tiwa's sister, who is an old woman and is also called Tcti Mana (Snake

maid), brings several pots to the klva, which she places on the outside

at the south side of the hatchway. These she fills with water (see

PI. 192), in which she is assisted by several women.

The Snakes partake of no food or water on this day until the

evening meal is served, after the public performance.

Early in the afternoon the Chief Snake priest makes two nakwak-

wosis, staining their strings red, as usual, and sends one of the men,

belonging to the Badger clan,^ after the herbs for the emetic. I had

great difiiculty to ascertain the nature of these herbs, but from infor-

mation obtained from and substantiated by various members of the

Snake Fraternity, and having seen the herbs in the pots while boiling,

having furthermore picked up small remnants of them from the floor

where they had been lying prior to being put into the pots, and also

having obtained a bunch of the boiled herbs after it had been thrown

away and also the fresh plants, I have from all this long been con-,

vinced that the two principal herbs are masi (gray) lachi (not to be

confounded with the common or sakwa [green] lachi) and piwannga

(weasel medicine)—linum rigidum, Purch. The first grows abun-

dantly around Oraibi, the other not, especially in dry years, although I

have seen it several times. Whether hohoyaonga, the charm medi-

cine, used throughout the ceremony and frequently mentioned in this

paper, forms an ingredient of the emetic I have been unable to settle

definitely.' From the information obtained from different sources, 1

' In i8g6 two small boys did not utter a prayer.

' A man of that clan is chosen, it is said, first, because the badger owns the herbs, is very fond

of all kinds of roots, was once a doctor, and is now prayed to by the sick, his fat and pudenda being

used as medicine—the latter, which is said to be "very hard," is used by impotent men—and
secondly, because the badger "always scratches out roots."

' Some say it is used, some claim it is not. '





PL. CXCII.

A. Women filling jars with water at the Snake ki'va
B. The Snake kiva.
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PL, CXCIII. Scenes in the Snake KIva.

A. Repairing parts of the Snake costume.

B. Resting.
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Snake priests washing their heads.
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am inclined to believe that if any is used, it is used in a small quan-

tity, more as a charm, as which it is also used throughout the cere-

mony, than as an ingredient to produce vomisis.

The men have in the mean while started to repair their moccasins,

kilts, head-dresses, etc. Some smoke, and here and there one takes a

nap. (See PI. 193.) All seem to be more or less sleepy after having

been up at an early hour on this and the preceding mornings. Even

the chief priest occasionally wraps himself up and enjoys a brief flight

into dreamland. Almost constantly one or more are smoking.

Towards noon all go out one after the other, pour some of the water

from the pots south of the kiva into bowls, go about a hundred yards

south of the kiva down the hill, and there wash their heads (see

PI. 194), after having converted the water into foaming suds with

mashed yucca roots. The kiva is swept, the refuse being carried out.

At about half-past eleven o'clock the chief priest sprinkles some dry

sand on the space between the fireplace and the east banquette, cover-

ing a space of about five feet square. The banquette is also covered

in the same way to the length of about five feet. Over the sand he

sprinkles some meal. Some bring in two broken jars, I think from

under a rock a few hundred yards southwest of the village. I under-

stand that these shards are remnants of pots and jugs in which snakes

have been kept on former occasions. In one of the shards suds of

yucca roots are prepared, into the other one clear water is poured,

whereupon both are placed on the floor south-west of the fireplace.

The water is taken from the pots outside. These preparations are

made for one of the most weird and unique rites throughout the cere-

mony, the washing^ or baptizing, of the snakes.

Precisely at noon the chief priest sends one of his men to announce

that all in the village must retire into their houses, as the washing of

the snakes is about to begin. I am told formerly this injunction was

very promptly and scrupulously heeded, but o€ late this seems to be

less so. The men in the kfva are very solemn. When all is ready,

the older men squat down on the north side of the sand field, two or

three of the younger men on the south side east of the ladder, two

west of and close to the ladder opposite the two bowls or broken jars.

The large bag with the snakes is brought forward and placed in about

the center of the kfva, and one of the men takes a place near by

between the sack and the bowl with the yucca suds. All except the two

men near the bowls hold in their right hand their snake whips. Their

attire consists of the snake kilt and moccasins only.

When all is ready, the man near the sack puts his right hand into

the sack, draws forth a snake, and hands it to the man opposite the
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bowl containing the suds. He dips it into the bowl, and holding it in

one hand, draws it through the other and then hands it to his compan-

ion who repeats the operation with the reptile in the other bowl, and

then places it on the sand field; another snake follows, and then

another, etc. The men have in the mean while lit pipes and are

solemnly smoking, handing the pipes from one to the other, exchang-

ing terms of relationship. The snakes, of course, try to escape, but

are herded, and sometimes pushed back with the whips. The smoke,

drawn from the pipes, is constantly blown towards the snakes. But

in spite of all these measures the snakes make desperate efforts to

escape, not only the racers that glide and shoot swiftly up and down,

but also the bull and rattle snakes. They crawl over and between the

nude legs of the men, up their arms, etc., so that it often becomes

necessary to take them with the hand and lay them back. As the

number of reptiles increase it becomes more difficult to control them

and keep them on the small place assigned to them, and for a time the

men are kept very busy. The snakes, finding all their efforts to

escape frustrated, finally huddle together in the two corners. It is

simply appalling with what apparent unconcern those men handle the

reptiles. My notes of 1896, referring especially to the case of old

NQvakwahu, who was nearly blind, say:

His eyesight is so poor that he could hardly see the pipes when
they were handed to him, and the men had to touch his hands with

the pipe before he would recognize its presence. I noticed several

times a number of snakes, and among them several rattlers, in front of

the old man, trying to get by him. He undoubtedly could see their

outlines on the sand, and several times I noticed that his neighbors

would draw his attention to them. Now and then he would slowly

but unhesitatingly stretch forth his hand; feeling, as it were, his way

among the snakes, before he could get a hold of them. Several times

I saw two or three rattlesnakes raise their heads and draw them back,

apparently in a threatening manner, when they saw the hand approach

them, so that I expected nothing but that they would strike at any

moment; and I must confess that the question so often asked, "What
antidote do the Indians use against snake bite?" seemed very insig-

nificant and of much less importance to me just then than the question,

"How is it possible that one of these snakes, that is taken hold of

again and again, and with such recklessness, does not strike, and that,

when from forty to fifty reptiles are confined on such a small space?"

In several instances I saw the snakes coiled at least partly and raise

their heads and draw them back, apparently ready to strike.

The theory sometimes advanced', that the snakes are benumbed or
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drugged is entirely unfounded. Not only does the alertness with

which the snakes move about speak against this theory and snakes

just captured are handled just as unconcernedly as those which have

been secured before, but the superstition of the Indians would forbid

them to subject the snakes to any such treatment as drugging them,

extracting their fangs, etc. But how, then, can the mystery, for such

it must appear to the superficial observer, be explained? While I do

not pretend to be able to fully explain the matter, I offer the follow-

ing suggestions: (i) The repeated handling of the snakes undoubtedly

makes them more or less gentle. There is no question but what the

priests are more afraid of the snakes when they first capture them

than later. One of them, in explaining to me the details of the snake

hunt, emphasized the fact that they at once commence to "tame"
them by careful handling and by slowly stroking them, and when I

asked him why so very seldom one was bitten by any snake, he said he

could only explain it by the careful handling of the snakes. He said

they never hurt the snakes and hence the latter became used to them

and were not afraid of them. He compared the case with that of a wild

pony, which, when first caught, would "kick, bite, and jump," but when
repeatedly and carefully handled would become gentle; (2) The snakes,

being often touched by the points of the snake whips, become used to

seeing objects over themselves and to being touched by them, and hence

do not find it so strange when a hand reaches towards or touches them.

It must be added, however, that if this point explains anything, it

does so to a limited extent only, as snakes are brought in even up to

the last days, which from the very nature of the case have been

handled but very little; (3) The principal explanation, therefore, does

not, I believe, lie in the frequency of the handling, but rather in the

manner in which it is done. I have again and again seen the snakes

picked up in the kivas and on the plazas, put into and taken out of the

jars, jugs, and bags, not only in Ordibi, but in all the other villages,

by the old experienced priests as well as by the novices, but only very

seldom have I seen one reach after or grasp a reptile with a quick,

jerking, hesitating movement of the hand, and even on those few

occasions the snakes were generally trying to get away, at least they

were not in a proper position to strike when taken. Under ordinary

circumstances the movement of the hand, in trying to take a snake is

slow, gentle, but sure and unhesitating. I saw old, half-blind NOva-
kwahQ reach towards several snakes, that with heads raised and drawn
back, were watching the approaching hand, and that probably would

have struck, since they were at least partly coiled, had they noticed

the least twitching or jerking motion of the hand; (4) Never, at any
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time, have I seen even the most experienced member of the Fraternity-

try to take a snake when the reptile was entirely coiled up. They

seem to be convinced, and in fact have told me, that a rattlesnake

does not strike unless entirely coiled up or at least nearly so. If a

snake does coil up it is invariably first induced to uncoil by waving

the snake whip over it.

But return we now to the bathing of the snakes. One has fol-

lowed the other until all have gone through the two baths and been

placed on the sand field. When the snakes see that they cannot

escape they finally pile up in the corner on the floor and on the ban-

quette (see PI. 195), enjoying the sunshine that falls on those places

through the hatchway just at that time. Occasionally one tries to

escape, especially the racers, but usually one or two boys, who are left

in charge, can manage them. When the washing is completed, the

three men who handled the snakes carefully wash their hands and

then the chief priest and one or two others usually utter a brief prayer,

whereupon all seat themselves around the fireplace and smoke,

exchanging terms of relationship. The snakes are left in charge of

one or two of the small boys. In 1896 little H6veima, who was then

a lad of about ten years, herded or watched them alone (see A, PI. 195),

though they kept him very busy when the other men had withdrawn.

At about two o'clock the snakes are replaced in the large bag,

usually by the men who bathed them and the boys who watched them

afterwards. Often the largest ones are picked out and put into the

small snake bags by the men. I have seen them pick out several of

the larger ones and measure them, selecting the largest they could

find. Little Hoveima had on one occasion selected a large bull snake,

which he was trying to get into his little snake bag. Before he could

close the bag, the snake would shoot out past his face, which elicited

from him several times a half-despairing, "Icana!" (Oh my!) Finally,

however, he succeeded in subduing and confining the protesting

reptile. After all the snakes have been put away, all wash their

hands and the chief priest sweeps up and carries out the sand.

The washing of the snakes is considered by the snake priests to

be one of the most sacred and solemn rites of the whole ceremony,

and has been witnessed, as far as I know, by only two white persons

besides myself. Professor Ehrenreich from Berlin, Germany, and a

government employee who had been with the Hopi for a number of

years. In both cases, however, the priests acquiesced in the presence

of the men only after arguing the case a long time, in which they were

so serious, that in the case of the last named gentleman, the washing

took place over an hour after the ajjpointed time, and even then they
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Herding the snakes in the kiVa after the snake washing.
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did not give their consent, but simply dropped the matter and let the

man remain, though under protest.' At no time have the Oraibi Snake

priests compromised themselves by accepting any of the many offers

made to them (either directly, or through the author) of money, shells,

calico, etc., for the privilege of witnessing the performance in the

kiva. All such overtures have consistently met with positive refusals

by the Snakes.^ The Antelopes are somewhat less conservative, and

have on several occasions permitted parties to come in, even to do

some photographing. In the other villages, especially those of the

Second Mesa, it is less difficult to get into the kfvas while ceremonies

are going on, although it is by no means an easy matter, and to be

had for the mere asking. Everywhere, however, it has been found

that the Snake priests especially objected when the question of per-

mitting a woman to witness their klva rites was raised.' They say

women are especially obnoxious to the snakes.

The snake washing in the OrAibi ceremony varies from that in the

other villages in several respects. In the latter, the washing itself is

done, so far as I have observed, by older members of the Fraternity,

in Oraibi by the younger men, one of them in one case being a novice.

There the men, especially the one who washes the snakes, put on

parts of their costume that are typically war paraphernalia—such as

the bandoleer, huriinkwa (a peculiar head-dress, consisting of bunches

of feathers of different birds tied to two hollow sticks), etc , which

is not the case in Ordibi, where, in fact, these two objects are wanting

in the Snake costume, although the members of the Snake Fraternity

are all called kaldhtakas (warriors). Furthermore, in Ordibi, the

utmost silence and solemnity prevails during the washing of the snakes,

while in all the other villages loud singing and rattling accompanies

the act. These facts, in connection with others, for instance that the

older Snake costumes are said to be made of material taken from slain

enemies, especially the buckskin wokokwawa (big belt), that the spots

on the bodies, as has already been explained, are the same as were

' In the case of Professor Ehrenreich I obtained the permission of the priests, but also only

after considerable arguing, and after throwing into the balance a message from the Indian Agent,

to the Chief Snake priest, that he would consider it a personal favor if they would permit Professor

Ehrenreich to enter the kfva, as he had come from such a long distance.

' On a few occasions I have succeeded in taking parties into the kfva when nothing special was
taking place, and only one man was present, whose permission I obtained. But he generally

allowed them to stay in the kiva only a few minutes. On a few occasions single persons have also

gone into the kiva themselves when the men were away, about which the priests complained bitterly

when they found it out later.

' As far as known no white woman has ever been permitted to witness any rites in any Snake
kiva with one exception: In 1901 the Snake chief of Mishongnovi permitted the author's daughter, a

girl of sixteen years of age. to witness the snake washing. He excused the exception on the ground
that she had been with the Hopi a long time, had seen many of their secret ceremonies, and could
talk their language.
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formerly made on the warrior's body before he went into battle, etc.,

seem to leave no doubt that a certain relation exists between the

Snake ceremony and perhaps certain war ceremonies that may formerly

have been in vogue, but just what the nature of thi§ relation is, 1 am
unable to say. I am told that in the old time, if a Hopi was slain it

was the duty of the Snake, Coyote, and Burrowing Owl clans to hunt

up the murderers and avenge the death of their tribesman; it was also

in a general way, their duty to serve as a kind of police force in the

village, watching over the safety of the village chief and of the village.

And in battles, these three clans are said to have been in front, engag-

ing the enemy with war clubs, the others following with bows and

arrows.

The rest of the afternoon, to the time of the public performance,

is spent in putting the snake costumes in order, decorating the bodies

and dressing up for the public performance. The body decoration as

well as the costume has already been described in connection with the

ceremony in the Antelope klva, in the morning of this day. Both are

the same in the afternoon. It may be mentioned that occasionally

the costume is not complete, the party not having any beads or a fox-

skin. Sometimes they go and borrow those objects, but sometimes

they do without them.

About half an hour before the public performance begins, the

chief priest takes the bag with the snakes out to the booth, placing it

on the ground in the center of the booth.'

We now again leave the Snake priests standing in line at the west

side of the ladder, whips and snake bags in hand, waiting for the

announcement from the Antelope klva that the time has come for them

to go to the plaza and repair to the Antelope klva, to' record briefly

the events of the day in this chamber from the time of the morning
meal, when we left that klva, up to the time of the mutual performance,

the so-called Snake dance on the plaza.

One of the first acts that takes place in the Antelope kiva after

breakfast is the partial dismantling of the altar. The eagle feathers

are taken out of the sand ridge, the crooks and sticks from their small

pedestals, the contents of the batni are thrown on the sand mosaic, in

short, everything is taken up except the following objects, which are

removed later in the day: one tiponi, one baho, the medicine bowl, a

tray with sacred meal, one netted gourd vessel, one corn ear, and the

' In 1896 he had forgotten to do this, which I noticed. 1 waited until they were standing in file

ready to go out, and then told him. The fact caused considerable excitement and consternation,

and the old chief said, " Ishohi, nu put ka hin Quna!" (Oh, my, I did not at all think about it!),

dropped his whip, etc., grabbed the sack with the snakes and rushed with it to the plaza, where he

deposited it in the booth.
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PL. CXCVI.

This Plate shows the Antelope priests partly dressed up prior to the public

performance on the eighth day. On the floor may be seen the altar, partly dis-

mantled, as it appears in that day.
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PL. CXCVII.

The Antelope dancers in line on the plaza (ninth day).
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PL. CXCVIII.

Chief Antelope priest with tiponi, meal bag, and rattle and asperger with

medicine bowl and aspergill (ninth day).
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PL. CXCIX.

The Snake dancers arriving on the plaza (ninth day).
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PL. CC.

The Snake dancers describing the circles in front of the booth (ninth day).
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PL. CCI.

Both platoons performing. The Snake dancers making the lateral motions

to the time of the humming of a song.





PL. ecu.

Both platoons performing ; the Snakes dancing, which they alternate with

the humming.
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long, black eagle feather, used for the so-called "ndwuhchingwu" .

(absolving or discharming rite), at the conclusion of the ceremony.

(See PI. 196.)

In the forenoon the bahos and nakwdkwosis that were made by

the participants on the previous day and also the water in the m6ngwi-

kurus, were taken by them to their field, peach orchards, and water-

melon patches, where they disposed of the prayer offerings and poured

out the water, bringing the vessels back to the klva. The bdho with

the long "road," I understand, is deposited by the chief priest on the

east side of the mesa, the four chochokpis from behind the long medi-

cine bowl in the sand ridge by Sihongwa in his fields. The rest of

the time is devoted to repairing or making new paraphernalia for the

dance costumes. To this is added in the afternoon the work of deco-

rating the bodies. These decorations are as follows: The bodies are

daubed black, but only a very thin coat being applied. The face,

hands, and feet are also daubed black, the chin being covered more

heavily than the other parts of the body. A white lirre is drawn from

ear to ear over the upper lip. The legs below the knee and the arms

below the elbow are also painted white. From the shoulder to the

waist, in front as well as behind, and also on the upper arms and

thighs, are drawn white zigzag lines, which are called lightning marks,

because they represent lightning. (See PI. 197.)

The costume of the Antelopes consists of the usual dancing kilt

and sash, from the latter of which a foxskin is suspended behind;

furthermore a dark blue yarn bandoleer, moccasins, beads, and the

feather head-dress (tc6b-nakwa). (See PI. 199.)

When the time for the ceremony has arrived, the chief priest takes

in his left hand the tlponi and meal bag, in his right hand the Ante-

lope rattle, the sprinkler, the medicine bowl, and aspergill (see PI. 198),

and all the others take their rattle only, whereupon they proceed to

the plaza and go through the same performance in front of the booth

as on the previous day. When they have made their four circuits and

lined up in front of the klsi, the Snakes arrive, the chief priest carry-

ing the bow ndtsi. (See PI. 199.) They also go through the same

performance as on the previous day (see PI. 200) and then line up.

The Antelope priest again sprinkles two meal lines between the two

platoons, as on the previous day, whereupon the Snakes step on their

line and pause a few minutes. Then follows the humming, with side-

wise waiving of the snake whips (see PI. 201), followed by the louder

singing, accompanied by vigorous dancing, etc., in the same manner
as described in connection with the public performance of the previous

afternoon. (See PI. 202.)
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When the singing ceases, the Snakes arrange themselves in pairs.

One thrusts his snake whip behind his sash in front, the other lays

his left hand on the left shoulder of the former and begins to stroke

his back with the snake whip. (See PI. 203.) Both then move with

a slow, dancing step towards the booth, where the first man kneels

down and is given a snake by a man inside the booth, who may be any

one of the participants.^ This snake he places between his teeth,

grasping its body with both hands; both move slowly around in a

sinistral circuit, the holder of the snake moving it and also stepping

to the time of the singing. (See Pis. 204, 205, 206, and 207.) In

Oraibi the men usually take a hold of the snake close to its head,

while in other villages this is not the case. In fact, the handling of

the snakes in the public performance is much more reckless in the

other villages" than in Oraibi, and I have heard men from other vil-

lages remark on and laugh at the careful handling of the snakes by

the Oraibi Snake priest, saying that they do not consider it difficult to

perform the Snake dance in such a manner. The Ordibis, however,

place to their credit the fact that they have no one watching the head

of the snake as is the case in the other villages.

Every dancer drops (see PI. 208) his snake after a few minutes

and gets another one, the snakes thus dropped being picked up by

another set of men, the snake gatherers, who throw a pinch of meal

towards the snake that they wish to pick up, just as the dancers do.

(See PI. 209.) Some of the snakes are dropped towards the north,

others towards the west, others towards the south and east of the

dancing circle.

I have been told by a Snake priest that they are not allowed to

expectorate during the whole performance outside of the klva, but

have to swallqw any sputa that may collect in their mouths, even, while

holding the snakes. They say if any one should step on their sputa

or in any way whatever come in contact with it, he would be affected

by the peculiar snake charm; i.e., some part of his body would swell

up and if not discharmed, burst.

While the Snake dance is in progress, the sprinkler asperges the

dancers from the medicine bowl at short intervals. The other Ante-
' I was told by one of the Snake men that formerly the snakes were kept in a large pot instead

of a sack, and that no one handed the snakes out. He stated that when they then lilted the lid to get

a snake they would sometimes have great difficulty in keeping other snakes from getting out of the

vessel. On one occasion he had to call for assistance, as he could not control the snakes and get the

lid on.

'I have there seen dancers hold two, three, and on one occasion even four, snakes at one time

between the teeth, the reptiles intertwining into a ball as it were in front of the dancer's mouth. On
one occasion I saw a snake that was held about midway of its length trying to get into the ears and
nose of the dancer; several times I noticed a man having stuffed a small snake into his mouth entirely,

the head of the reptile only protruding from between his lips.





' PL. CCIII. The Snake Dance.

The Plate shows old Nflvdkwahu in the act of stroking his companion's back,

and a rattlesnake in the mouth of one of the dancers.









PL. CCIV. The Snake Dance.

Two dancers, with their companions, are seen on the plate as they proceed

in a circle in front of the Antelopes. It sometimes becomes necessary to re-

arrange the position of the snake in the mouth of the dancer or to take a new hold

of it. The first dancer shown on the Plate is seen in the act of doing it.
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PL. CCV. The Snake Dance.

The special feature of this plate is that it shows in the case of the two dancers

the manner in which the snakes are generally held in Ordibi, which differs

from the manner in which the dancers on the other mesas hold them, as has been

more fully explained in the text.









PL. CCVI. The Snake Dance.

Several dancers, who have released their snakes, are seen crowding toward

the entrance of the booth to receive another reptile.
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PL. CCVII. The Snake Dance.

Three " pairs " of dancers in a line, little H6veima, the youngest, heading the

line. All aim to touch the plank with the right foot.









PL. CCVIII. The Snake Dance.
P

[j
One of the dancers has taken the snake from his mouth, and is ready to

release the same.
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' PL. CCIX. The Snake Dance.

Sprinkling sacred meal on a released snake.
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PL. CCX. The Snake Dance.

A snake gatherer in the act of picking up a snake.
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PL. CCXIII. The Snake Dance.

Maidens with sacred meal, which is to be sprinkled into a meal circle, into

which the snakes will then be thrown to be grabbed and carried away by the

dancers. (This scene, as well as the one shown on plate 212, is from Wdlpi, as no
good photograph of the corresponding scene in Ordibi was obtainable.)
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PL. CCXIV. The Snake Dance.

A. A Snake racer arriving at the kiva.

B. The meal circle on the ground into which the snakes are thrown in a pile

after the dance.
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PL. CCXV. The Snake Dance.

Grabbing the snakes from the meal circle, in order to take them from the

mesa and release them.









PL. CCXVI.

A dancer returning to the kiva with his Snake costume after having released

a handful of snakes.









PL. CCXI. The Snake Dance.

Various snake gatherers with handfuls of snakes.









Pl. CCXII. The Snake Dance.

Women waiting with sacred meal, to be sprinkled on the ground where

snakes will be thrown in a pile by the dancers.
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lopes sing and rattle, moving their right foot slightly forward and

backward, in the same manner in which they and the Snakes danced

backward and forward on the previous evening, while the dance with

the vine bunch was in progress. When all the snakes from the kisi

have been used, the dancers take from their bags the large bull snakes

for a last, culminating effect, as it were. During the whole time,

while the dance is in progress, the Antelopes sing and rattle and keep

moving their right foot forward and backward. If the snake gather-

ers get too many snakes in their hands, they hand some to the Ante-

lopes, especially to the younger members. Sometimes the gatherers

hold as many as four, five, and even more snakes in their left hand.

(See Pis. 210, 211.)

As soon fis the last snake has been picked up the chief Snake priest

goes a few yards north-east from the dancing place, where a number of

women and maidens are standing with trays containing meal.' (See

Pis. 212 and 213.) All the Snake men holding snakes hand them

to the Antelopes and. all follow the chief priest. The latter

sprinkles a meal circle on the ground and in the circle the six cere-

monial lines. (See PI. 214, B.) The girls and women then throw their

meal into the circle, whereupon all who hold snakes throw them on one

pile into the circle—a horrible, hideous, wriggling mass! No sooner

has the last reptile been thrown down than each Snake dancer, except

a few of the older men, grab from the pile of snakes with both hands

as many as they, can get and then dash with their handfuls of writhing

reptiles from the village (see PI. 215) and north, west, south, and

east, those running to the last three points down the mesa, where they

release the snakes. Before they return to the village, they take off

their snake costumes and wash off their paint, water having been taken

out for that purpose beforehand by the Snake priests themselves

during the day.
,

Their costumes they wrap up in their blankets, which have also

been taken out to them, and take them into the Snake kfva. (See

PI. 216.) Those Snake men who do not take away snakes, circle

around four times in front of the booth again and then enter their

kfva, whereupon the Antelopes do the same thing, laying off their

paraphernalia and washing off their paint upon having entered

their klva.

As soon as the Snake man has taken his costume into the kfva, he

comes out again and then drinks about a pint of emetic that women
have in the mean while brought to the kfva from the Snake maid's

' These are all members of the Snake clan, though not necessarily of either the .\ntelope or

Snake Society. The meal thrown is said to be an "Ahpa" (bed).
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house, where it was prepared.' (See PI. 217.) The emetic is a

decoction of a dark, greenish color, and is said to taste bitter. As

soon as the emetic has been swallowed the men kneel on the edge of

the kfva, and irritating their pharynx with their fingers, produce pro-

fuse vomiting. (See PI. 218.) This, they say, cleanses them from

the snake charm already mentioned so that they can again associate

with the other inhabitants of the village. Yet this purification is not

complete until they have gone through another discharming rite, which

will be described presently. After having vomited, each one drinks

some of the water from the jars and jugs at the south end of the klva,

and then enters the kfva and sits down to rest or to smoke. As soon

as all have entered the kiva the final purification ceremony takes place.

All participants stand around the fireplace in a half-circle, first taking

off their moccasins. The Chief Snake priest takes a long buzzard

feather in his left hand, a pinch of ashes in his right hand, and all the

others some ashes in their right hand. All then hum the nawuhchi

tawi (discharming song), waving their hands slightly up and down to

the time of the singing. The men hold between their left thumb and

forefinger a pinch of ashes, which they have taken from their right

hand. This they circle from right to left four times at a certain

point of the song and then throw it towards the hatchway, the chief

priest doing the same with the feather and wiping the ashes from the

feather toward the hatchway. He sprinkles another pinch of ashes on

the feather, the others take a new pinch from the right hand, and the

same performance is repeated five times, corresponding to the number
of verses in the song. After the last stanza all beat off the ashes from

their hands, rub their bodies and limbs with their hands, and then sit

down for the evening repast, which the womfen have in the mean while

brought to the kfva and which is so much the more enjoyed, as none

of them has touched any food or water since the previous day.

After supper the kisi is taken down, usually by one or several of

the young men, and apparently without any ceremony. The smaller

branches are thrown off the mesa, the larger ones they sometimes use

for constructing the booths in which the Hopi watch their fields in the

summer months.

The altar paraphernalia are wrapped up, and later in the evening

taken to the home of the Snake clan, where they remain when not in

use. Here the Snake costumes are also kept.^ The Antelopes, upon

' The emetic has thus far always been prepared in the house of Maciingontiwa's sister. Two
large pots are filled with water, the herbs are tied in bundles and thrown into the water, and the whole

is boiled for several hours. It is said that formerly the ancestral home of the Snake clan stood a few

hundred yards farther west, but that has entirely disappeared.

" In the other villages each member of the Snake Fraternity takes care of his own costume.
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PL. CCXVII.

Women bringing the emetic to the Snake kiva. The first one is the one who
boils the emetic.
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PL. CCXVIII.

Exit, snake charm.
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having re-entered their Iclva after the public performance, divest them-

selves of their costumes, wash off their paint, and then most of them

usually do some smoking until food is brought to the kiva by their

families, of which all partake. The chief priest takes down the rest

of the altar and wraps up the altar paraphernalia, which he takes to

the ancestral home of the Spider Woman clan later in the evening,

where they remain until the next winter ceremony, about a year and

a half later.

THE SNAKE LEGEND.

There is a place north of but far away from Ordibi that is named

Tokdonavi.* At that place lived some people a long time ago, but we

do not know of what clan they were. They lived close to Picicva (the

Grand Canon). One young man often sat at the bank of the river and

thought and thought whither all that water was flowing and whether

people lived at the place whither it was flowing. "I will go and see

about it, anyway," he said, and told his father so. His father con-

sented. They made a box (boat), and the father made many bahos

and nakwdkwosis, some of which he stained red. He also made one

long chochokpi (single black baho). When all was ready they placed

the young man in the box, also some food and the prayer offerings,

and then closed the box, leaving only a small hole open. They then

pushed the box into the river and it floated down stream. Whenever

it would run against the bank, the young man would put the long

chochokpi through the hole and push the boat into the stream again.

After a while he came to a place where the river widened very much.

His boat ran ashore and he could not get it afloat any more. So he

opened it, got out, and saw that there was land, and also much water

—th« ocean. He also found many people living there. At one place

he saw a hill out in the water. That was the house of Hurriiing

WUhti, the deity of such hard substances as beads, shells, coral, tur-

quoise, etc. Presently a maiden approached him that was very pretty.

She told him that they had heard of his coming and were glad that he

had come, and invited him to follow her to their house. They entered

a bahtQwo, "water shield" (a flat round boat), and rowed to a hill in

the ocean, that was clear and transparent, where there was a kiva

(underground room), from which a ladder was protruding. Here were

assembled the Snake men, who hung down their heads when the two

entered; occasionally they raised their heads, but drooped them again.

Finally the boy gave them some bahos and nakwakwosis. Then they

^ Probably the Navajo Mountains.
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were very happy and placed the prayer offerings on their altar. They

recognized some of the bahos a? having been made for Kohlcang Wuhti

(Spider Woman), and told the young man to take them to her house.

The man remained there over night, sleeping with the maiden that

had received him. During the night the men all turned into rattle-

snakes. When the young man awoke they told him not to be afraid.

All then went out- the 'oung man, too—to drink (inhale) the morning

light. When the> etu ed to the kfva they were men again.'

' Hereupon the mr *. in took the young man, who was now con-

sidered to be her husbai^d, to the house of Hurriiing Wuhti (one variant

says Kohkang WUhti), and then returned to her kiva.

In Hurriiing Wdhti's house he found a pretty maiden and also the

altar of the Blue Flute '^ Society. On the ladder, leading into the

house, was fastened a natsi (society emblem) and also a turtle rattle.

The woman asked the young man the object of his errand and he told

her about it and then gave her some bahos, explaining to her what

they were for. One baho was also for the sun. She asked him

whether the sun was low, to which he replied in the affirmative. She

then put him into another room, as something "very living" was

coming, as she put it. Presently the turtle rattle on the ladder rattled

and the Sun came rushing down in the form of a handsome young

man, beautifully painted and dressed up as the Flute players at the

Flute ceremony are painted and dressed at the present day. (See

PI. 219.) He held before him the sun and prayer offerings that he

had collected from the good people as he passed over the earth in his

left hand, those gathered from the bad people in his right hand. The
latter he threw into the fire; the first, he handed to Hurriiing Wiihti,

who placed them on the altar. The good ones asked for old age, good

crops, rain, etc., the bad for opportunities to have intercourse with

women, etc.

Presently the Sun Man asked the woman whether she had anybody

hidden in her house, saying that he smelled the presence of some one.

She admitted that she had, and called the young man out of his room.

He at once gave some bahos to the Sun, which had been especially

prepared for him. The latter then invited the young man to accom-

pany him on his course around the earth. They descended into an

opening behind the altar and then sped on under the earth towards the

• One variant has it that they remained snakes that day and the following night.

"There is undoubtedly a confusion here in the narrative as given by the different informantg.

The Blue Flute cult was brought to Orslibi by the Spider clan, who consider Spider Woman to be their

clan deity. Hurriiing Wuhti has nothing to do directly with 'this cult. So the correct version and

solution ol the confusion undoubtedly is, that the young man saw the Flute altar in the house of Spider

Woman, but had the experience with the Sun, and received the beads in the house of Hurriiing

Wiihti. In the Snake narrative on the other mesas both deities are mentioned.





PL. CCXIX.

Two Flute priests in full costume.
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east, lighting the people on the other side of the earth and again

gathering their prayers. At the east, where they arrived towards

evening, were many suns, that change about in making the circuit

around the earth. One version adds They also met first the Blue and

then the Drab Flutes, who had altars and played on flutes here. They
stayed over night here. Towards morning some one ' lifted up a

lAtayo (a grayish fox) and the qoydngwunuptu (white dawn) arose.

Soon he lifted up a silcahtayo (yellow fox) and at once the sikangwun-

uptu (yellow dawn) appeared, and then the sun prepared to depart (rise)

again. This time the same sun rose that had brought the young man.

The sun took the latter on his back and traveled the whole day,

receiving prayers—the good ones during the morning, the bad ones

towards evening, arriving at the house of Hurriiing Wiihti in the even-

ing.^ Having disposed of the prayer offerings as the evening before,

the sun again descended through the opening behind the altar and

went on his course. The young man stayed over night with Hurniing

Wiihti, sleeping with her at her request. She had many beads—white,

red, and turquoise—wound around her arms.

In the morning the young man found that she had turned into an

old hag. He then said he wanted to leave (according to one version

he stayed in all four nights). She gave him two (some say one) of all

kinds of beads and also seeds of corn, melons, etc., and tied every-

thing up in a sack, charging him not to open it until on the fourth day

after his arrival at his home. She also charged him not to sleep with

his wife, the Snake maiden, while on the way. She then gave him

some medicine to spurt on the water and a road would be there from

her house to the Snake kfva, where he wanted to go. So he left.

On the way he encountered successively, a large wolf, panther, and

snake; the name of the fourth animal my informant had forgotten,

nor does he know whether the order given is the correct one. He
subdued them all with the medicine and entered the kfva. The Snake

chief then told him all about the Snake cult, showed him how to pre-

' .\ccording to other Hopi traditions the Drab Flute Order has come from where the sun rises

(from the east); the Blue Flute Society from where the sun sets (from the west). The society emblem
of the first is a yellow fox (sik&htayo) skin, symbolizing the yellow dawn; that of the Blue Flutes is a

grayish fox (latayo) skin, symbolizing the white dawn. Both societies put up these emblems outside at

their nine-day ceremonies. Tradition also says that the Flute cult is still continued at those places,

and that the priests put up these emblems as mentioned in the snake legend, but instead of skins

they use the live animals.

' One variant says that the young man did not go with the sun the first time, but remained with

Hurriiing Wiihti and slept with her that night. In the morning he found her turned into an old hag.

They both sat in her house all day. When the sun again arrived in the evening his arms were full of

blood, and he said that the people on earth had been fighting, some of them wanting another sun.

He had taken part in the strife, and had slain many people. Having deposited the good and thrown
away the bad prayers, he washed off the blood and then went on his course again, disappearing
through the opening behind the altar.
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pare the altar, taught him the songs, etc. He also told him that they

should have races for the young people and prepare some joy for the

children. Hence, my informant adds, they now have the races and

wrangles for the corn-stalks in connection with the snake races. The

Shake chief also told the young man that there they raced while it was

raining.

So they departed.' On the way the beads increased in the sack.

The man wanted to approach his wife on the way, but she compelled

him to respect the injunctions of Hurniing Wdhti, which had been

repeated by the Snake priests. Having reached the home of the man's

people, the sack with the beads was put into an inner room. The

maiden ground corn four days, and on the morning of the fourth day

their hair was washed and she was married in the Hopi's way to

the young man. They then also opened the sack and found that it

was entirely filled with beads, turquoise ear pendants, etc. They also

went out, and after the young man's mother had washed their heads

and it rained (the rain coming from Piclcva), the rain also washed

their heads. ^ The contents of the sack they distributed among their

friends, who were very happy over the beads. The young woman
then always prepared food for the people. Her husband's father and

friends made the bridal costume for her. When it was done, she went

to offer a prayer (kiiivato) to the Dawn, but she did not return to her

parents' house as is now the custom.

These two were then the Snake people, the man being the Snake

chief. The woman by and by gave birth to young rattlesnakes.

They laid them on some sand to dry. The grandfather often took

them in his blanket and carried them around, showing- them to the

people in the houses and kivas, because he loved them. They grew

up and became Hopis, but bit the children of the other people so that

they died. So the people got angry and drove them away. They first

traveled in a south-westerly direction, sometimes staying days at a

place, sometimes for a year, having their Snake ceremony, planting

and raising a crop for their subsistence. Thus they came to the Little

Colorado River and followed it in a south-easterly direction, Here one

of the women was about to be confined. But they proceeded when

the child was- only partly born, from which she afterwards received the

name Tikuiwuhti (woman with the protruding child). She begged to be

' The version that speaks of two maidens, says that they all three went up the Grand Canon in

a bahtuwo (water shield), and also that the two maidens got the young man from the house of Hurru-

ing Wiihti, not saying anything either about making a road to the Snake kiva nor about the wild beasts.

' At a Hopi marriage the heads of the young people are washed by their respective mothers-in-

law, and also usually their bodies are bathed, whereupon they make a prayer offering to the dawn and

the sun. (See Oraibi Marriage Customs, by H. R. Voth.)
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left behind, and they left her; later some of them returned, but found

that the child had never been born. Whether they found the woman,

tradition does not say. But it says she is still there, wandering about,

dressed in a white 6wa (bridal robe), or according to others, in a white,

large antelope skin.'

The Snake clan then came to Oraibi and asked to be admitted to

the village, but the village chief, according to one version, refused

them admittance, whereupon they moved to Walpi. Another version

says that they remained in Oraibi.

THE SNAKE ANTIDOTE.

Two of the questions most frequently asked by those who visit

the snake ceremony or hear about it are: (i) Do the snakes ever bite

the people? (2) If snake bites occur, do the people possess a remedy

against the poison?

As to the first question, it is certainly astonishing that not more

snake bites occur than is really the case, especially in the snake cere-

mony, where so many reptiles are handled in so many different ways,

and often by young, inexperienced boys. But the author is personally

acquainted with several persons in different villages still living, and

has heard of others (now dead) who were bitten, either during the

snake ceremony or on other occasions. More will be said about this

anon.

Regarding the second question, much has been written about an

antidote, which is said to be known by very few in the tribe only, etc.,

and strong efforts have been made by whites to discover this secret.

If any one has been successful, I have failed to hear about it.

The antidote used in Oraibi was revealed to the author by a snake

priest some years ago. He has since then had this information corrobo-

rated by several others, has obtained the herbs and had them scientifi-

cally identified ; and the only reason why the results of these researches

' Several Hopis cJaim to have seen her when hunting on the Little Colorado River. They see

her campfire, hear her long-drawn moans, see the horses being frightened at her approach, but when
looking for the places where they have seen her fire or for her foot-tracks they can never find any-

thing. She is considered to be the deity of game, and some say also of children, and in many cere-

monies prayer offerings are made for her. It is said that a young man from Shipauiovi once saw her

while hunting alone near the Colorado River. Her face and the front part of her body were all bloody.

He was so frightened that he became rigid, whereupon the woman had sexual intercourse with him.

When he revived again the front part of his body was full of blood. He ran and came upon one of

his companions. Both then looked for the woman, but could find no trace of her except a few foot-

prints for a short distance. But it is claimed that ever afterward that man was a oiarvelously success-

ful hunter.

In W&lpi the cult of or for this deity finds expression in the appearance of a personage
dressed in a large buckskin at certain ceremonies. My informant says that this personage gets into

the houses or kivas unobserved, even if the doors of the houses are closed. Her presence is only

detected when she begins to moan. She is also known as Tuwapongtumci (Sand-.^ltar-Clan-Sisteri.
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have not yet been published is the delay which has been, caused by

various circumstances in the publication of this paper.

Repeated mention has been made in the course of this paper of

the herb hohoyaonga (Physaria Newberryi), which is used during the

ceremony, but more as a charm than as a "medicine." This herb is

also used in case of a snake bite, but in the same manner, it peems, as

in the ceremony; i.e., not so much as a drug, but rather as a charm.

Another remedy used is the so-called prayer-beetle or tumble-bug

(Asida rimata), in Hopi hohoyaowu, from which the above-mentioned

herb derives its na-me. This beetle is either eaten raw or it is cooked

in water and the liquid administered. Neither of these two remedies

is considered to be a secret, and almost any Hopi, when asked what

remedy they use in case of a snake bite, will mention them. But

usually they will add that there are others which, however, are known

to the Snake Society only.

The secret antidote consists ot a decoction made of two herbs:

Masl (gray) lachi (Suaeda Torreyana Watson) and pivannga: weasel,

medicine (linum rigidum Pursh), one of the so-called yellow foxes,

both of which I have had in my possession for several years, and

since being acquainted with them have collected myself.'

While it is true that only comparatively few Hopis are aware of

the fact that these well-known and common herbs are the jealously

guarded snake antidote, the statement, sometimes seen in print, that

only the chief priest or only one woman in the tribe, besides the Snake

priest, knows this secret is certainly erroneous. I have good reasons

to believe that at least all the older members of the Snake Fraternity

are acquainted with it.

The names of the herbs were first given me by- one of the older

members of the Snake Society, whom I had befriended on various

occasions. He also brought me the herbs and referred me to an old

priest, of whom he knew that he had gathered the plants on various

occasions. He begged me, however, not to mention his name to any

one. When later, on one occasion, this old priest related and explained

to me a number of facts concerning a certain ceremony, I turned the

conversation on the subject of the snake antidote. He stopped short

and wanted to know who had told me about it. I replied that I had

promised our mutual friend not to divulge his name, but that if he was

really as great a friend of mine as he always claimed to be he should

• For the identification of these plants, as well as for other courtesies, I am indebted to Dr. C.

F. Mi!lspaug:h, Curator of Botany of this museum. Dr. Walter Hough mentions in his paper on "The
Hopi Relation to their Plant Environment" (American Anthropologist, Feb., 1897,) a " mashiiashi,"

which, however, he identifies as solidago missouriensis .\utt. The herb piwa'nnga 1 had also iden-

tified by Prof. F. D. Kelsey, then Professor of Botany in the college of Oberlin. Ohio, and he also

railed it linum rigidum.
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tell me, as I wanted to find out whether I had been correctly informed.

He hesitated, said that that was very sacred to them, and finally

asked, "Must I tell you?" I repeated what I had said, and being prom-

ised that his name would not be revealed, he named the two plants

already known to me. In a similar manner one of the leading men in

the Snake ceremony and an old woman of the Snake Fraternity sub-

stantiated this information. In no case did I first mention the names

of the plants, but led them to do so.

As to the antidotes used in the other villages, I have a number of

notes on that question, and the names of several plants from different

sources, but I feel that my information is not sufficiently corroborated

and sifted to justify me in making positive statements. T have rea-

sons to believe, however, that at least in some of the villages an herb

—or in some cases perhaps more than one—is used for each of the six

cardinal points, the colors of the blossoms corresponding to the colors

for the different world quarters. I hope to be able to settle this ques-

tion more definitely this summer.

The following two facts I record for what they are worth at pres-

ent: (i) On one occasion I questioned the Snake chief of another

village, who visited me, on the snake antidote. He at first refused to

give me the desired information, saying that that was so sacred that

he could not reveal it. Finally, I held a bunch of each of the plants

used in Oraibi before his eyes. He first stared at me, and then

asked, "Where did you get that?" and then admitted that they used

those herbs too, but claimed that they used them in connection with

others; (2) A similar experience I had once with Kopeli, the Snake

chief of Walpi, who died a few years ago, only he did not commit
himself as far as the other man. After repeated efforts to induce him

to tell me what he used against snake bites, I intimated that I believed

I knew it, and that I had in my possession at least the plants used in

Ordibi. He challenged me to produce them. I did so. He said in a

half-joking manner, which seemed to say, "No, I say, but yes, I

mean," that they did not use these, but the very manner in which he

said it, and the fact that he then became serious and asked me not to

show these plants to any one nor to reveal their names, led me to sus-

pect that these two plants form at least a part of the antidote used in

Wdlpi. But this is not to be considered as a statement of a fact, but

only as a clue to further investigation in the other villages.

In case of a snake bite the manner of proceeding is as follows,

although it may vary in detail in the different cases, according to the

attendant circumstances—the place where it occurs, the quick access

to this or that remedy, the opportunity to call the Snake chief, etc.
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One of the first steps usually taken is to suck out the wound, which,

it is said, is more efficacious if done by a youth or unmarried man.

If the snake can be captured it is killed and cut open, in order to find

the blood which the reptile is supposed to have extracted from the

wound and which, it is said, may be found in the snake in the form of

a dark coagulated clot,' If found, it is not taken out, but the body

of the snake is pressed and stroked in such a manner that the clot is

worked upward and back through the mouth again. If that can be

done it greatly increases the chances of the patient to recover.

Another of the very first steps taken, especially if the bite occurs away

from the village, is to hunt some of the beetles already named, which

the victim eats raw. One of my Oraibi friends, who was bitten by a

rattlesnake when a young man, has told me repeatedly that others,

who happened to be close by, quickly gathered a number of these

beetles, which he ate, but he shudders when he speaks about it, and

says they tasted very bitter. Sometimes they are also cooked in water

and the liquid is drunk by the patient.

• At the very earliest moment the Snake chief is notified, or if he

be absent, one of the older men of the Snake Fraternity, who at once

either sends some one or goes himself after the snake medicine. The

patient is taken to an uninhabited house, or if such be not obtainable,

to some kiva, the klvas being mostly vacant during the season of the

year when snake bites are most likely to occur. Care is taken that

the sick person be seen by as few people as possible, and that he be

taken from the sunlight as quickly as it can be done. When once in

the kiva or house, the treatment begins in earnest. The Snake chief

takes care of him. Among other things, I believe, he chants the same

snake discharming song over him which is chanted at the conclusion

of the snake ceremony, and which he also sings over any case of swell-

ing which is believed to have been caused by the snake charm. As

soon as the herbs for the snake antidote arrive, they are turned over

to a woman of the Snake clan, who has either never had any or has

ceased to bear children. She prepares the decoction which the patient

has to drink, with which he is rubbed, and especially .with which the

wound is washed out. For three days he is not allowed to drink any-

thing but this decoction, nor to eat any food except what has been

prepared with this medicine. Even the dough for the usual bread

(piki) is prepared with it. I have been told that this "diet" becomes

so obnoxious to the patient that frequent and profuse vomiting takes

place. And it is more than probable that the efficacy of the medicine

' .\n old German minister told me lately that in a certain part in Germany in case of a snake

bite the snake was killed, and the "heart" of it—as the popular belief was—taken out and laid on the

wound, which was then tied up.
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lies more in the fact that the whole system of the patient is so thor-

oughly saturated with it, than in the medical properties of the plants

as such.

For three days the patient is not permitted to associate with any

one except those who treat him and take care of him; generally, I

believe, only the Snake priest and the woman who prepares the food.

On the fourth day he washes his head in suds, made of water and

crushed roots of the yucca plant, whereupon he returns to his home.

There seems to be a deep-rooted conviction among the members
of the Snake and Antelope Fraternities that they are immune from the

effects of snake poison and from the snake charm while they are

engaged in the ceremony. One of the Snake priests, now an old man,

was once struck by a rattler while he ran with handfuls of snakes from

the plaza at the conclusion of the ceremony. He says he held the

snake about midway of the body, and it swung back its head and

struck him in the hand. A young man was bitten on the plaza a few

years ago, which, however, I did not find out until lately. A third

man told me that he was once bitten— I think he said while trying to

take a snake from the pot in the booth. It has already been stated

on a previous page that formerly the snakes were kept in a covered

pot instead of a sack on the plaza. In none of these cases was any

special treatment resorted to, because, I was told, that was not con-

sidered necessary in the case of members of the Fraternity during the

time of the ceremony. Of course such immunity is claimed only for

those whose "hearts are good"; where this essential quality does not

exist the bite of a venomous reptile may prove just as dangerous, and

even fatal, as in the case of any other mortal.

At any other time except during the ceremonial days the members
of the Antelope and Snake Fraternity seem to be just as much afraid

of a rattlesnake as other people. On several occasions it so hap-

pened that a member of the Snake Fraternity was near by when a

rattlesnake was found near the mission.' I challenged them to pick

' I have frequently been asked whether in view of the fact that the Hopi Icill so few snaices the

country around the village does not abound in them. 1 do not think that there are more snakes there

than we found for instance in Kansas when we settled there in 1874. Still we generally kill from four

to six rattlers close to the mission house nearly every summer. .•\nd in order to show that a rattle-

snake does not strike very quickly I may cite a few special cases. One time our little boy, then about

two years old, had been playing near a bush, when all at once a rattler crawled away only a few feet

from the child. On another occasion my wife stepped over some dry weeds near the house, and
almost on two rattlesnakes that were lying there partly coiled up. .'Vt another time our daughter
stepped through the door from the house, the threshold being about six or eight inches from the

ground. The little boy about two years old followed her, putting one foot after the other very slowly

over the threshold. I followed immediately after, and turning around saw a rattlesnake completely

coiled up, apparently ready to strike, not more than one inch from the place where the feet of the

little fellow had touched the ground. Had he touched the reptile the latter would in all probability

have struck. It is a well-known fact among people who have bad some experience with rattlesnakes

that they will, as a rule, give timely warning with their eyokingpi (bell), as the Hopis call the rattles.
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it up, which they very emphatically refused to do, saying that if they

touched a snake while they (the Snake Fraternity) were not "assem-

bled" they were just as liable to be bitten as any other person. On

one occasion I requested an Antelope priest to pick up a rattler, which

he very positively refused. I then struck the snake a blow, picked it

up, and followed my friend with it. He kept at a respectful distance

and when I began to run after him and to throw the reptile after him,

he dashed away and screamed, evidently in genuine fear, crawled

through under a wire fence, and ran away as fast as his legs would

carry him, for fear of being influenced by the pernicious charm of the

snake. *

whenever they have time to do so; or they will try to escape rather than to fight where they have their

choice, and even when coiled up and cornered they will be slow to strike the fatal blow. I have

repeatedly provoked a rattlesnake, caused him to coil up, touched him with some object, and have

been astonished how slow he is to strike. Of course, these facts notwithstanding, it would not be safe

to trust him too far. When I was in charge of an Indian boarding school in Oklahoma a little boy,

while playing with others, ran towards a haystack, stooped down to pick up a corncob, was struck by

a rattler, and died after fourteen hours. It was late in the fall, and the Indians there claimed that the

vision of the snakes was getting to be dim at that time of the year, and hence they would strike more
readily than if they could see well.

P. S. It has been mentioned in this paper (see page 310) that thus far no songs of the Snake Cere-

mony had been obtained. But since that was written the author has succeeded to obtain for the Mu-
seum, by the use of a phonograph, many Hopi songs, and among them several Snake songs, prayers,

etc., which will in all probability be published in connection with other songs. The Author.
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